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ABSTRACT
Ikumen, meaning fathers with small children who are—or look like they are—actively
involved in childrearing are a new phenomenon in contemporary Japan, despite the
prevalent images of patriarchic and absent fatherhood. But why and how did yesterday’s
notorious company soldiers turn into today’s ikumen? This dissertation interrogates this
supposedly drastic shift in the view and the conduct of fatherhood as a cultural practice
on historical, political economic, and linguistic grounds. Drawing on fieldwork, mass
media, and historical analysis, I explore how new styles of fatherhood have been
constructed and how they embody broader social issues of gender, class, and modernity
and globalization.
Gender roles in the modern family since the late nineteenth century have been
strained, and ikumen will allegedly liberate both men and women to achieve the ideal of
“work-life balance” in a “gender-equal society.” Examination of various genres of
language, from metapragmatic comments to the advertising of nursery items, however,
suggests that the ideology of gender roles is naturalized and “male features” are
appropriated to lead men into the “female” sphere of the home. I argue that this discourse
represents the heteroglossic nature of language, and that our speech, influenced by
accustomed thoughts, paradoxically strengthens that discourse despite our intentions.
Ikumen are not only connected to concerns about gender, but also are predicated
on Japan’s historical and ongoing fantasy of modernity and globalization. From the label
ikumen, to state and local campaigns for male participation in childcare, to the use of
terms of address for parents, the idealized West and its monolithic images of stylish and
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active fatherhood and romantic couplehood are covertly exploited. As a whole, the
ikumen movement ends up creating an “imagined community,” in which “globalism” is
believed to help one obtain a more authentic and global “self” through childrearing. I
argue that the ikumen movement presents the perpetual but concealed power hierarchy of
modernity, and that Japan and Japanese people docilely appropriate this historical truth,
institutionalizing the counterhegemony as the new hegemony and as a form of cultural
capital in the context of a disturbingly low birthrate and a sluggish economy.
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NOTES ON ROMANIZATION AND JAPANESE NAMES
The modified Hepburn system is used to write Japanese language, except for quotes and
transcriptions of actual speech, in which case long vowels are expressed with additional
vowels, and actual pronunciation is reflected as much as possible. Following the Japanese
convention, Japanese names are written with family name preceding first name.
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TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS
(word)

translation

[laughter]

transcriber’s note

…

pauses

……

abbreviation

::

vowel elongation

||

simultaneous speech

bold

examples to be discussed

.

sentence-final falling intonation

,

phrase-final intonation

?

question rising intonation
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION: NEW STYLES OF FATHERHOOD, MODERNITY,
AND GLOBALIZATION IN JAPAN
1.1 Introduction
Images of gender relations inside the home—childrearing and household work—are
undergoing a transformation in contemporary Japan. For instance, the cover of a book
published in 2010 by Nikkei Inc., a major Japanese economic newspaper, depicts a
married couple that many people would have considered unorthodox in Japan. In the
front, the wife is making up her face before going out; in the back, the husband, with
slightly ruddy cheeks and in pink clothes, is folding her underwear while carrying the
baby on his back (Ushikubo 2010). Similarly, in a 2012 contest for a “gender-equal
society” among elementary school students, a seven-year-old boy won a prize for a
drawing that shows a father cradling the baby while the mother is doing the laundry.1
After more than two decades of little or no economic growth, Japan is facing
many social issues, such as a low birthrate and an aging population, late or non-marriage,
infertility, the shortage of daycare, and women struggling between aspirations for or
expectations of their career and motherhood. As a result, the twentieth-century model of
the “standard family,” with its clear division of labor by gender, no longer functions as it
used to, and the postwar organization of the workplace has also lost its strength and
advantage. Many of the “traditional” values have become incompatible with the shifting
economy and society. In order to participate more successfully in a “global” world,
consequently, a new way of living with an ideal of work-life balance (wāku raifu

1

Incidentally, the drawing that won the first prize focuses on the care for the aged, depicting an elderly
couple with the husband feeding his wife in a wheel chair.
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baransu) and a gender-equal society (danjo kyōdō sankaku shakai) have been seen as
ideals to aspire to; while more internally, ties among people (kizuna) in communities
(chiiki) were revalued after the disastrous 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Northern Japan.
As the images described above portray, within such circumstances, fathers with small
children who (look as if they) are actively involved in childrearing have gained enormous
attention under the name ikumen ‘lit. childrearing-men.’ Ikumen are often featured in the
mass media and have become a frequent topic of everyday conversations, increasing the
visibility of fathers with small children in public spaces and almost turning them into
emblems of a new hegemony of fatherhood.
Both domestically and internationally, however, Japanese men have been
notorious for their work-oriented life style and their dominating stance toward women.
The new style of fatherhood is therefore a complete contrast to the prevalent views of
fatherhood and masculinity in the twentieth-century ideology, in which fathers were
characterized as patriarchic, workaholic, and absent. The ikumen movement then stands
where it denies the “traditional” beliefs, whether they are about company soldiers, absent
fathers, sacrificing mothers with motherly love, distinct divisions of labor in the
household and childcare, or the accompanying social and political economic institutions.
These dominant discourses surrounding Japanese childrearing, created during the process
of Japan’s modernization and postwar Americanization, have now become “oldfashioned” and need to be realigned with “Western” and “global” ideas. Why, then, has
this ostensibly drastic shift—or discontinuity (Inoue 2006:77)—happened? How have
yesterday’s company soldiers turned into today’s ikumen? This dissertation is an
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interdisciplinary investigation of new styles of fatherhood in contemporary Japan on
historical, political, and economic grounds, using metapragmatic comments from
interviews and conversations, flyers and brochures about parental events, and various
media resources including advertising, parenting magazines, newspaper articles, and
online resources.
Fatherhood (and motherhood) are understood to be individual and everyday
experiences of parenting, but they are at the same time cultural practices and
discourses—whether in the mass media, journalism, national surveys, or everyday
conversations—that are embedded in larger macro social conditions. I am concerned with
how cultural practices surrounding fatherhood, motherhood, and family have been
historically contingent dynamic processes that embody underlying meanings (e.g., Abbott
2004). I thus explore how they have been institutionalized, constituted, and manipulated
in such a way as to benefit the political economy of Japan.
Fatherhood tends to be considered in both folk theory and in scholarly works in
many parts of the world as being an issue of gender roles inside the home, in workplace
organizations, and in society at large (e.g., Kashiwagi and Takahashi 2008). At least in
the case of Japan, history reveals that, while fatherhood is about gender relations, it is
also about class (or capital in Bourdieu’s sense and consumption), and race, both within
Japan and in relation to the West. In this dissertation, I thus take a historical perspective
and illustrate how fatherhood in Japan is inescapably entangled with modernization,
globalization, consumption, and Whiteness.
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As I argue, the ikumen movement is predicated on the twentieth-century ideology
of a gendered division of labor, which is still naturalized even within the ideal of shared
childrearing and gender equality. Simultaneously, it suggests that the force of
modernization and Americanization during the twentieth century have merged with the
“force” of being global (Tsing 2000), which is closely linked to being and becoming
broader in perspectives, competitive, and stylish, allowing one to hold global citizenship.
This fantasy of globalism (Tsing 2000) turns new styles of fatherhood into a culture of
fashionable and modern subjecthood, emphasizing how they look (and how we view
them) in our consumer culture, rather than how they actually affect childrearing. Thus,
the selection of a tradition for the interest of the dominant group (Williams 1997) in the
case of Japanese fatherhood is a circular process, in which “Western” or “global” images
are appropriated in an effort to become competitive with other large economies by trying
to be more “modern” and turning the previous modern into the “traditional.” While the
ikumen movement is thought to “liberate” both men and women from existing norms—
and this is perhaps a better direction for moving forward—the perpetual racial hierarchy
is being masked because the movement is embedded in admiration for globalization.
People have been shaped to become members of society conforming to the new norm of
gender equality, modeling the “standard” life course, for the sustenance of Japan.
Simultaneously, they have made sense of and crafted themselves as particular types of
citizens.
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In what follows, I briefly review previous research on fatherhood and then discuss
the theoretical background that this dissertation builds on. I then turn to describe my
fieldwork, and lastly describe the outline of this dissertation.
1.2 Previous Research on Fatherhood
Fatherhood, male participation in the household and childcare, and in turn gender
equality, have been intensely debated in many spheres of our social lives, be it politics,
the mass media, or academia. Since the 1970s, influenced by the reconsideration of
fathers in the American context, national surveys have started asking people’s attitudes
toward childrearing. The results of those surveys on people’s use of their times show in
general that the time fathers spend on household and childcare has not changed over the
years (Onode 2008:94). For example, the 2007 White Paper on the National Lifestyle
(Kokumin Seikatsu Hakusho) reports that approximately 30% of mothers claimed that the
ratio of the share of childcare in the home was eight by wives and two by husbands, and
similarly approximately 30% claimed that it was nine by wives and one by husbands.
These were followed by a ratio of seven by wives and three by husbands claimed by
approximately 20% of mothers. It concludes, “childrearing burdens are predominantly
carried out by mothers” (Hahaoya ni kosodate futan wa shūchū shite iru).2
Likewise, according to the 2011 Reality of Working Women (Hataraku Josei no
Jitsujō), among married couples who had children under six years old in age, regardless
of whether or not women were working outside the home, men spent approximately an

2

Quality-of-Life Policy Bureau.
http://www.caa.go.jp/seikatsu/whitepaper/h19/01_honpen/html/07sh010201.html.
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hour doing household work per day, including 30 minutes for childcare, whereas working
wives spent five hours including two hours for childcare, and housewives spent eight
hours and forty minutes including three hours and fifty minutes for childcare.3 The survey
summarizes husbands’ involvement as being “extremely sluggish” (kiwamete teichō). As
I describe in Chapter 5, the results of these surveys have been translated to form a folk
understanding of absent fatherhood in Japan.
In academia, postwar Japanese scholarship on childrearing in the fields of
developmental psychology and family sociology until around the 1970s focused almost
exclusively on motherhood and its impact on children due to the myth of mother-child
bonding constructed in parallel with the ideology of the modern family; fathers had been
excluded from the role of parent, not only in people’s perceptions of childrearing in the
hegemonic modern family, but also in academic research (Yamato 2008a).
The work of Parsons in the 1950s and 1960s in sociology and of Lamb in 1975 in
developmental psychology, however, contended that fathers had been “forgotten” and
therefore were needed to be “refound as parents” (Yamato 2008a:6). Influenced by those
works and new areas of studies on mothers’ anxieties since the 1980s (e.g., Makino 1982),
male participation in childrearing started to be investigated in terms of how it affects both
mothers’ physical and psychological well-being (Kashiwagi 1993, as cited in Miyasaka
2008:30–32: Yamane 2008:72–73), children’s development and sociability (Kato, IshiiKuntz, Makino, et al. 2002), and children’s positive evaluation on their fathers (Fukaya

3

Ministry of Health Labour and Welfare (MHLW). p. 11.
http://www.mhlw.go.jp/bunya/koyoukintou/josei-jitsujo/dl/11gaiyou.pdf.
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1996).4 On the other hand, research has pointed out that fathers could preserve their
authority as parents even if they did not play a tangible parental role, as long as their
wives showed respect for them (tateru) as parents, portraying the father as an
“authoritative figure” to children (Ishii-Kuntz 1993:46; Vogel 1963:243). While mothers
are thought to use the “indirect ‘power’” of their husbands to discipline their children
(Ishii-Kuntz 1993:50), this has caused many men to neglect their roles as parents while
benefitting from being parents (Kasuga 1989:26).
The assumption that those studies and debates of fatherhood are predicated on is,
therefore, the “absence of fathers” (Fuyuki 2008:138), whether physically or
symbolically, and a consequent quest for “authoritative” figures who can take the role of
socializing children that mothers are not capable of (Nakatani 1999:49–50; Ohinata
2000:175; Taga 2005:49–50). Early studies that examined how fathers’ involvement in
childrearing affected the development of children thus stress gendered divisions of labor
in childrearing, by considering the caring aspects of childrearing as unique to mothers,
and physical playing and game-plays with children as unique to fathers; they tended to
imply an ideology of childrearing that is done by heterosexual couples (Kashiwagi
1995:37).
In addition to those conventional images of fathers, in the literature on fatherhood
during the decade from 1988 until 1998, the argument that fathers should be oriented
toward gender equality was also discussed (Sasaki, Ohinata, Hiratsuka, et al. 2000:57).
Studies from this view, in contrast, were prone to seek support not from “busy” fathers
4

See also Shwalb, Imaizumi, and Nakazawa (1987) for a review of studies on fatherhood in the 1970s and
1980s.
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but from grandparents and other childrearing networks (Yamato 2008a:9). Based on
Fraser’s (1997) “Universal Caregiver” model, however, male participation in childrearing
has also been sought from the viewpoint of gender equality and work-life balance
(Yamato 2008a:9).5 As discussed in later chapters, in contemporary Japan, both
perspectives coexist, though they may contradict each other.
The feminist movement and the rise of men’s studies (Inoue, Ueno, and Ehara
1995; Watanabe 1986) have also led to a shift in views of fatherhood. They have pointed
out that the ideology of gender roles and masculinity, and the resulting social customs,
have in fact distressed men and eliminated them from the sphere of childrearing (Ito
1993; Kashiwagi and Takahashi 2008). As grass-roots movements among fathers and
related publications have sprung up since the 1980s (Kiwaki 2000:54; Nakatani 1999:53),
studies on fatherhood have explored this new perspective. Kasuga (1989:19) interrogated
how gendered divisions of labor that were thought to be beneficial to men had in fact dehumanized men, and looked at the difficulties faced by single fathers—a marginalized
category of men. Ishii-Kuntz (1996, 2003) observed and interviewed fathers in groups
advocating male involvement (in the household and childcare) and suggested that they
constructed fatherhood as an important part of their identities.
These new movements from the point of view of fathers themselves in turn led to
give a special meaning in childrearing: it contributes to improving oneself (Doteuchi

5

The “Universal Caregiver” model means to “induce men to become more like most women are now,
namely people who do primary carework” by establishing systems that allow to “combine breadwinning
and caregiving.” It was proposed to achieve gender equality in the postcolonial welfare state and to solve
problems of other models, the “Universal Breadwinner” model (where women equally work and earn
income like men), and the “Caregiver Parity” model (where the gender roles remain the same but women’s
care work done at home is paid for by the government) (Fraser 1997:60–61, emphasis in the original).
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2004; Ikujiren 1995; Kashiwagi and Wakamatsu 1994; Kashiwagi 1995:42–45; Kikuchi
and Kashiwagi 2007). Uchida (2001:36), who examined reasons male participation in
childrearing is encouraged, for example, characterizes fatherhood as: “healthily bringing
up children” (kodomo no kenzen na ikusei), “support for one’s partner (wife)” (pātonā
(tsuma) no sapōto), and “realization of one’s life style and of ‘being oneself’” (jiko no
raifu sutairu no jitsugen, ‘jibun rashisa’ no jitsugen). Interviewing fathers in a city in
2005, on the other hand, Onode (2008:111) suggested that single breadwinner fathers
considered childrearing to be leisure and needed for their identities, whereas fathers in
double income families considered it to be needed for one’s self-improvement. In any
case, in parallel with the low birthrate and resulting policy shifts, new images of
nurturing fatherhood were sought out, in addition to the conventional roles of fathers as
breadwinners and socializers of children (Keiko Funahashi 1999:100–104; Nakatani
1999:53). This led to the emergence of the ikumen movement and shifts in cultures of
fatherhood in part through a commodification of fatherhood.
While the expectations of fathers who both work and raise children become
greater, fathers’ actual childrearing practices are said to be lagging behind, and fathers
were also found to express ambivalence, feeling both good and guilty as fathers relative
to the ideal fatherhood (LaRossa 1988:455–456). In Japan, too, studies have found
fathers’ conflicts in their roles between workplace and home, their sense of burden,
frustration, time scarcity, isolation from childrearing, and concerns about the father-child
relationship without the intervention of the mother, among other things (Fuyuki 2008;
Kikuchi and Kashiwagi 2007:203–205).
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Sociological research on childrearing, on the other hand, has borrowed social
theories to explain factors affecting male involvement in childrearing, such as educational
background and income, time availability, gender ideology, identity, relative and absolute
resources, living arrangements and childcare demands, standards toward parenting and
household work, and attitudes toward work (Aldous, Mulligan, and Bjarnason 1998;
Coltrane and Ishii-Kuntz 1992; Ishii-Kuntz, Makino, Kato, et al. 2004).6 According to
Ishii-Kuntz (2012:138), previous studies have most often supported situational factors
(e.g., work hours, full-time status of the wife, presence of younger children, absence of
support from grandparents), which were complemented by economic factors (especially,
income). Thus, it has often been thought that those husbands who are public servants,
teachers, self-employed, and freelancers are likely more involved in childrearing, as they
have fewer obligations than company employees (Kiwaki 2008:173). Attitudinal factors
(e.g., attitudes toward gender roles), in contrast, have often been denied, suggesting that
establishing father-friendly childrearing environments and increasing women’s incomes
would more significantly impact male involvement in childrearing (Yamato 2008a:16).
However, the performative construction of gender, sexuality, or role behaviors
has also been illuminated by scholars such as Butler (1990), West and Zimmerman
(1987), and Lebra (1984). In the case of Japan, gender role behaviors that were created
within the ideal of the modern family and postwar corporate family policies have shaped
(the ideologies of) gender divisions, with women mostly taking care of the household,

6

Ishii-Kuntz (2012:111–118) describes the social theories that are used to explain male participation in
childrearing: Family Power Theory and Resource Theory, Social Exchange Theory, Identity Theory,
Human Capital Developmental System Theory, Marxist Feminism Theory, and Generability Theory.
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childcare, and the education of children (Masuda 1965:53–54; Meguro and Shibata
1999:75; Vogel 1963:181–193). A common interpretation has been that motherhood is
closely linked to a woman’s relationship with her sons, which in turn performatively
produced men who, like children, are incapable of doing household work (Komuro
1991:69; Lebra 1998:219–220; Ueno 1994:207). Studies have also pointed out the effects
of attitudes toward roles and actual practices of them in relation to wives’ satisfaction of
their husbands (Shelton and John 1996; Yamato 2001, 2006). Kiwaki (2008:177), for
example, points out that although not many, there were a few stay-at-home mothers who
were unhappy with their situations at home, which resembled those of single-mother
families, whereas most fathers did not have any conflict with their role as, what she calls,
“weekend daddy” (shūmatsu dadī). From the point of view of a gender-equal society and
the ikumen movement, this ideology has to change, but as previous literature suggests,
and as I describe in this dissertation, this idea of role behaviors is one that strongly shapes
the idea/ideal about childrearing, work, parenthood, and life courses.
Furthermore, previous studies have tended to naturalize the ideology of
heterosexual married couples having children as the “standard” life course (Kashiwagi
1995:37), whether emphasizing gendered divisions of roles, positive effects of male
participation in childrearing on their improvement as human beings, or categorizations of
women as “stay-at-home mothers” and “working mothers.” This ideology is further
stressed in the current ikumen movement in Japan that claims vicarious “diversity”
(daibāshitī) and “globalism” (gurōbarizumu). Previous studies have also in part
implicitly conformed to the ideology of sararīman fatherhood of the middle class,
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thereby neglecting diversity of and inequality among men and their actual childrearing
practices (but see Ishii-Kuntz 2009a), by naming the old fatherhood “absent” (chichioya
fuzai) and by juxtaposing it with the new “caring” fatherhood on a temporary scale as a
transition.
It is therefore important to explore the ideological construction of fatherhood. In
the U.S. context, new American fatherhood, called “androgynous fatherhood” (Rotundo
1985:17) and “the new father” (Pleck 1987:93), emerged in the late 1970s among people
of the upper-middle class (LaRossa 1988:451). According to LaRossa (1988:451), such
an image of fatherhood, however, is in actuality more journalistic and imagined than real.
Research on American fatherhood has thus argued that this move has created a “culture
of fatherhood,” or beliefs about fatherhood, that are at odds with actual practices
surrounding fatherhood (LaRossa 1988, Wall and Arnold 2007). In other words, “the
culture has moved toward (not to) androgyny much more rapidly than the conduct”
(LaRossa 1988:455). According to LaRossa (1988:454), this social institution of
fatherhood in the U.S. has been constructed not because of fathers’ behaviors but by a
declining birthrate and women’s entrance into the labor force, which resembles the
situation with Japan’s ikumen movement. On the other hand, scholars in critical discourse
analysis, such as Talbot (1995), Coates (1997), Sunderland (2000, 2006), and Lazer
(2000), have analyzed the discursive construction of gender and femininity, motherhood
and fatherhood, and how ideologies of gender divisions of labor are manifested in both
language and visual images found in magazines, texts and manuals for parents,
advertisements, and newspaper articles, among others.
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In Japan’s context, scholars have delineated the heterogeneity of men’s lives and
masculinities (Fujimura-Fanselow and Kamada 1995; Lebra 1998; Okura Gagné 2010;
Roberson and Suzuki 2003) and men’s language use (Sturtz 2002; SturtzSreetharan 2004,
2006a,b, 2009). Linguistic studies have also delineated how the external discourse of
motherly love is appropriated, for example, in a woman’s storytelling to legitimize her
unusual behavior done for her baby son (Karatsu 2011, 2012:112). The ideological
construction of fatherhood (and motherhood), however, has gained less attention in
scholarship on Japanese fatherhood, despite the observation that the culture of fatherhood
in Japan resembles the construction of a mythical new American fatherhood (Ishii-Kuntz
2009b:17).
Ohinata (2003) disclosed how motherly love was constructed in the mass media
and journalism, excluding fathers from childrearing. Ishizaki (2004), on the other hand,
illustrated how images of happy and affluent stay-at-home wives are portrayed in a
magazine for women, supporting young women’s new orientation toward becoming stayat-home wives. Investigating parenting magazines for mothers in the 1990s, Tendo
(2004) argued that the magazines “refound” fathers and, reflecting mothers’ voices,
projected images of fathers who are actively involved in childrearing. Similarly, through
investigating four parenting magazines for men, Hashimoto (2012:1) focused on how
fatherhood is commoditized as either “education-minded fathers” or “consumer-oriented
fathers.” In the area of critical discourse analysis, Inenaga (2012) analyzes the language
used in a parenting magazine and illuminates how a dominant, conservative discourse is
presented there.
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None of the studies, however, have addressed how gender inequality and male
participation in childrearing practices have been embedded in language and discourse in
broader historical and sociopolitical terms. Yet, without this understanding, ideologies of
fatherhood are left with a limited analysis that reproduces the existing gender orders. In
this dissertation, therefore, I seek to fill that gap in the literature from an interdisciplinary
perspective, by unraveling the naturalized gender relations highlighted by the recent
popularity of nurturing fathers. I interrogate how fatherhood has been influenced by
political economic and cultural conditions, which are entangled not only with gender, but
also with class (i.e., consumption) and race (i.e., Whiteness) in Japan’s late modernity
and globalization.
By taking larger historical, sociopolitical, economical, and cultural issues into
account in the study of fatherhood, the dissertation makes several contributions. It allows
us to acknowledge the power of language and discourse in institutionalizing fatherhood
and motherhood. Basing the analysis on a historical foundation, and examining the
ikumen movement as a genealogy of fatherhood and family, further enables us to
understand how they are not only about individual personal experiences, but also
embedded in historically contingent conditions of the political economy of the nation.
Simultaneously, it allows us to appreciate fatherhood and motherhood, family, and
couplehood, as embedded in a broader milieu of the world— modernization and
globalization. The dissertation thus contributes to debates about the inevitability of
political economy in our social practices.
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1.3 Theoretical Background: Discourses of Tradition, Modernity, and Globalism
As I describe in Chapter 4, the people with whom I spoke often juxtaposed contemporary
ikumen with fathers in the old days (mukashi), who were monolithically thought of as
being absent from childrearing. Simultaneously, they often juxtaposed ikumen with
Western fathers, who were equally monolithically thought to be actively involved in
childrearing. As this juxtaposition suggests, ikumen are viewed temporarily in relation to
images of fatherhood prior to ikumen in Japan, and spatially as a part of global fatherhood.
In other words, ikumen could not emerge as a type of fatherhood without alternative or
opposing types of fatherhood, whether hegemonic or ideal. In this dissertation, thus, I
engage with debates about fatherhood building on theories of hegemony and tradition as
well as on modernity and globalization.

Ikumen as a counterhegemony of the “traditional Japanese” fatherhood
The concept of hegemony was developed in Marxist philosophy and in Gramsci’s work,
and building on them, Williams argues (1977:110):

It [Hegemony] is a whole body of practices and expectations, over the whole of living:
our senses and assignments of energy, our shaping perceptions of ourselves and our
world. It is a lived system of meanings and values—constitutive and constituting—which
as they are experienced as practices appear as reciprocally confirming. It thus constitutes
a sense of reality for most people in the society, a sense of absolute because experienced
reality beyond which it is very difficult for most members of the society to move, in most
areas of their lives. It is, that is to say, in the strongest sense a ‘culture’, but a culture
which has also to be seen as the lived dominance and subordination of particular classes.

Among three facets of every cultural process—“traditions, institutions, and
formations”—that Williams (1997:115) proposes, his theory of the hegemonic sense of
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tradition is helpful in understanding old and new styles of Japanese fatherhood.
According to Williams, the cultural process of traditions is “a deliberately selective and
connecting process which offers a historical and cultural ratification of a contemporary
order” (116). He argues that in the Marxist cultural thought, tradition was viewed as
“inert historicized segment of a social structure,” but this view is weak because tradition
is “in practice the most evident expression of the dominant and hegemonic pressures” and
“the most powerful practical means of incorporation” (115). Therefore, he urges us to see
not just “‘a tradition’ but a selective tradition: an intentionally selective version of a
shaping past and a pre-shaped present” (115). This is a selective process in which certain
values and practices are overlooked or excluded, but because of the power of a particular
hegemony and its vital processes, Williams argues that this selection is tactfully
presented as “‘the tradition,’ ‘the significant past’” (115).
As I describe in later chapters, this process explains how the authoritative, absent,
or workaholic fatherhood was constructed around the ideal of the Western modern family,
separating men from the sphere of domestic work including childrearing. This selective
process, thus, strategically turned those new images of fatherhood into the “traditional”
and the “Japanese,” shaping not only cultural beliefs but also social orders. It erased
heterogeneity of and inequality among fathers in favor of the construction of an
economically strong state through the periods of modernization and postwar economic
restoration.
Williams (1997:113) argues that a hegemony—or rather being hegemonic—is
never “total,” “exclusive,” or “singular” but is instead an active process, encompassed
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with internal dynamic and complex relations, experiences, and activities; it contains
within itself the concept of “counter hegemony” and “alternative hegemony.” On political
and cultural grounds, alternative political and cultural movements and oppositions and
struggles exist at any given time, problematizing and threatening the dominance of the
prevailing hegemony (113). Due to those external pressures, the hegemonic is therefore
susceptible to constant resistance, modification, and alteration (112). To put it differently,
those oppositions indicate the very hegemonic process that it has had to control (113).
Because virtually all strategies and contributions are connected to the hegemonic, the
hegemonic limits the possible forms of counterculture for it to make sense, while
simultaneously producing them (114). Because of an obvious variation of cultural
processes, however, the formations of the alternative and oppositional are not simply
incorporative to the hegemonic, but in some cases come through as autonomous and
innovative, and may take the form of rebellious breakdowns and real revolutionary
actions (114). Williams elaborates that “a selective tradition” is simultaneously “powerful”
and “vulnerable”: it is powerful because it effectively and deliberately determines what is
included and excluded (as “out of date,” “nostalgic,” “unprecedented,” or “alien”), while
in contrast it is vulnerable because the cultural process of selective tradition, whether
materially and ideally, can be readily retrieved in relation to the alternative or opposing
cultures (117).
In Japan’s case, the alternative images of fathers called kobonnō ‘loving father’
and maihōmupapa ‘family man’ existed during the late twentieth century in contrast to
the dominant images of fatherhood before ikumen appeared. Kobonnō—literary meaning
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worldly desires (bonnō) for one’s children in Buddhist thought—has been used to
describe people who “dote on their children extraordinary” since at least the early
eighteenth century (Shogakukan Kokugo Jiten Henshūbu 2000). On the other hand,
maihōmupapa—literally, my-home-papa—emerged after 1970 when home ownership
was equated with happiness and in turn the principle of “family first” (maihōmushugi)
was valued (Asahi Shinbun Be Editing Group 2005:118). In contemporary Japan,
however, those terms are not heard, and seem to have been almost disappeared, while
similar images are expressed by the new word ikumen.7
Such counterimages of fatherhood thus may be what Williams calls the “residual”
among other forms of practices—the “emergent” and the “archaic” (122). The residual is
that, which, though generated in the past, is still effectively operational in the cultural
process in the present (122). What this indicates is that particular meanings and values
created in the past that cannot be articulated in the light of the dominant culture are
nonetheless practiced based on the residue of particular cultural and social institutions
because they significantly embody what the dominant culture abandons and
underestimates.
Williams exemplifies three examples of residuals from contemporary English
culture (religion, monarchy, and rural community), and says that rural community is
“predominantly residual, but is in some limited respects alternative or oppositional to

7

According to a source, for example, the word maihōmushugi is not included in the 1974 (2nd) edition of a
Japanese dictionary, Shinmeikai Kokugojiten, but it appears between the 1981 (3rd) edition and at least the
1997 (5th) edition. “Shinmeikai Kokugojiten o Yomu” (Reading Shinmeikai Japanese Dictionary). “Bonjin
to maihōmushugi” (Ordinary people and the family-first principle). September 20, 2002.
http://www.geocities.co.jp/Bookend-Soseki/3578/bonjin.htm. The most recent 2011 (7nd) edition includes
only the term maihōmu, but not maihōmushugi (and maihōmupapa), while it includes kobonnō.
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urban industrial capitalism, though for the most part it is incorporated, as idealization or
fantasy, or as an exotic—residential or escape—leisure function of the dominant order
itself” (122). He claims, “the dominant culture cannot allow too much residual experience
and practice outside itself, at least without risk. It is in the incorporation of the actively
residual—by reinterpretation, dilution, projection, discriminating inclusion and
exclusion—that the work of the selective tradition is especially evident” (123). Images of
fathers called maihōmupapa and kobonnō may thus be a case of residuals that are also
alternative or oppositional to workaholic men. In other words, the terms and their images
are mostly incorporated into the dominant images, as nostalgia, idealization, and
feminization; they embody a “leisure function” as playmates of children available only on
weekends and during holidays. Now such images of fatherhood appear in fact to merge
with and are partly constitutive of ikumen.
Rather than being “residual,” ikumen are in a sense “emergent,” which means that
novel ideas, values, practices, and associations are being created on a regular basis.
(Williams 1997:122). Williams argues, however, that it is extremely difficult to separate
those really new elements and the largely alternative or oppositional—and thus
emergent—phase of the dominant culture (123). Williams asserts, “to the degree that it
emerges, and especially to the degree that it is oppositional rather than alternative, the
process of attempted incorporation significantly begins” (as in trade unions, political
parties among the working class, and life styles of the working class, which were
incorporated into mass media and journalism in nineteen-century England) (124).
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Whether ikumen emerged as oppositional or alternative, or are a residual of caring
fatherhood from the last century, they are in the ongoing process of incorporation.
Hebdige’s (1979:94) theory of subcultures, which claims that they are to be incorporated
into the dominant culture, is useful here. He argues that incorporation is done through the
process of recuperation in two characteristic forms:

(1) The conversion of subcultural signs (dress, music, etc.) into mass-produced objects
(i.e., the commodity form);
(2) the ‘labeling’ and re-definition of deviant behavior by dominant groups—the police,
the media, the judiciary (i.e., the ideological form)

As I describe in Chapter 2, the movement for male involvement in childrearing
was started by groups of fathers who claimed the right to take care of their children and
who demanded gender equality in the 1970s. These early movements were picked up by
the mass media and journalism as novel and since the 1990s have been incorporated into
policies to combat the declining birthrate. The label ikumen was created in 2007, and its
hybridity and stylishness, as well as its semiotic linkage to the word ikemen ‘goodlooking men,’ were appropriated in a governmental project called the Ikumen Project and
in many other areas of mass media and journalism. In the process, ikumen were redefined
to suit the existing gender roles, despite the “original” or “vicarious” goal of creating
work-family balance in a gender-equal society that could be compatible with the
agreement on gender equality in the international discourse.
On the other hand, ikumen themselves have come to be commoditized. As I
describe in Chapter 2, many competitions to determine the best ikumen are being held (as
opposed to the “traditional” “Miss X” competitions); their experiences are circulated
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through publications, newspaper articles, formal reports, or informal blogs on the
websites of the state’s Ikumen Project, other nonprofit organizations (NPOs), and
individual fathers and mothers; novel, often imported, nursery items, including new types
of baby carriers and strollers, began to be marketed to new parents, and fathers using
those items have been especially linked to being ikumen, or cool, modern, and neoliberal
fathers.
During the ikumen movement, the caring fatherhood of lower class samurai in the
early modern period has drawn attention as being the “origin” of current ikumen in
popular culture, in an effort to motivate men to be actively involved in childrearing.
Because this caring fatherhood had not been discussed until the ikumen movement, it is
not a residual but might be what Williams (1997) calls the “archaic”— “which is wholly
recognized as an element of the past, to be observed, to be examined, or even on occasion
to be consciously ‘revived’ in a deliberately specializing way” (122). Neither this caring
fatherhood, nor the kobonnō and maihōmupapa during the late twentieth century,
however, is the official precedent of ikumen. For example, maihōmupapa have never
been brought up in discussing ikumen during my fieldwork nor have they been compared
to the hegemonic fatherhood in national opinion polls and academic works. By contrast,
what are typically juxtaposed with ikumen in the mass media and journalism are Western
fathers and their “active childrearing.” Thus, what a “pre-emergence” (Williams
1997:126) of the emergent fatherhood suggests is the historical and political economic
conditions since the twentieth century, in which the declining birthrate and aging
population became a critical political agenda, and in which desires for the West—desires
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that have been produced and reproduced through modernization and globalization and
our consumer-oriented culture—appear to be exploited with the objective of participating
in the global world.
All in all, Williams (1997) concludes, “no mode of production and therefore no
dominant social order and therefore no dominant culture ever in reality includes or
exhausts all human practice, human energy, and human intention” because “they select
from and consequently exclude the full range of human practice” (125, emphasis in the
original). Ikumen, then, are also a selective tradition, which is formed and
institutionalized in favor of the interest of a particular class (108). The ikumen movement
has become a social organization, administrated by power, top down from the
government, to municipalities, to private organizations and groups, to markets, and to
individuals. Then, have ikumen also been incorporated as the leisure function of the
dominant fatherhood? Have they also been incorporated into the dominant materialoriented lifestyles as representing consumption and mobility (i.e., class and racial upward
mobility)? Has the counterhegemony become the new hegemony and made the former
hegemonic fatherhood the residual? I examine these questions in the chapters that follow.
In the process, I also argue that, while preserving the gender order within Japan, the
ikumen movement appropriates idealized “Western” fatherhood within the context of
Japan’s struggle to compete with Western economies (but outwardly not their Asian, nor
Middle-Eastern counterparts, for example) for the sustainability of the state.
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Ikumen as aspirants for “Western” fathers
While ikumen emerged as an oppositional and/or alternative type of fatherhood to the old
fatherhood, the model from which they seek to learn is not the caring lower samurai
fathers in the early modern period, nor the loving maihōmupapa during the late twentiethcentury. To a large extent, ikumen have been proliferated through the hybridity and thus
newness of the word ikumen, its semiotic linkage to ikemen ‘good-looking men,’ and in
turn images of “Western” fathers who seem, to many Japanese, to embody a style of
fatherhood that is simultaneously active and modern. As noted earlier, people often
juxtaposed ikumen not only with the now “traditional” absent fatherhood but also with
the time- and space-transcendent monolithic fatherhood in the West. As in much
scholarship on modernities, this juxtaposition suggests the aftermath of modernity, and
the power and racial hierarchies constructed as a consequence of modernization that
happened a century ago.
The concept of modernity juxtaposes the modern West and the premodern nonWest, and thus it is not only a concept of “temporality and chronology, but also spatial
and relational” to the West for the non-West (Sakai 2001:7). Sakai (2001:1) argues that
“The West” is a “putative unity,” which is “always associating itself with those regions,
communities, and peoples that appear politically or economically superior to other
regions, communities, and peoples” (1). Chow (1992:101) claims that modernity must be
understood “as a force of cultural expansionism whose foundations are not only
emancipatory but also Eurocentric and patriarchal.” Thus, as intellectual Takeuchi
Yoshimi puts it, “The Orient is neither a cultural, religious, or linguistic unity, nor a
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unified world. The principle of its identity lies outside itself; what endows it with some
vague sense of identity is that the Orient is that which is excluded and objectified by the
West in the service of its historical progress. From the outset, the Orient is a shadow of
the West. If the West did not exist, the Orient would not exist either (as cited in Sakai
2001:12). For Takeuchi, thus, “if the Orient had not resisted it would have never been
modernized” (Sakai 2001:11). In other words, the Orient had to modernize and adopt
from the West in order to resist it, and thus it did not merely imitate the Western ways no
matter how “weak” the resistance was, as in the case of Japan’s modernization (Sakai
2001:12). This is because, as Smedley (2011:24) contends, race is “a worldview…a
cosmological ordering system structured out of the political, economic, and social
realities of peoples who had emerged as expansionist, conquering, dominating nations on
a worldwide quest for wealth and power.”
In postwar Japan, “modernization was implicitly equated with Americanization”
(Sakai 2001:3), and accordingly Japan’s cultural industries were defined by the typical
U.S. mass culture (Ivy 1993:245). During the Cold War, the Japanese government sought
the status of an “honorary white” nation (Doerr and Kumagai 2012:602; Russell 1998),
and as Dower (1986:204) pointed out, Japanese racism is “preoccupied…with elevating
themselves” and with the “desire to distance themselves from races subjected by Western
power” (Russell 1991:15). Therefore, the White West turned into the object of aspiration
and in turn came to be indexed with urbanity, “sophistication, affluence, and family
values” (Russell 1998:152).
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The aspiration for “Whiteness” has been practiced in many spheres of Japanese
lives implicitly rather than explicitly, because it “acquired a kind of transparency”
(Russell 1998:117). As “Whiteness” has been a visual ideology in many spheres of the
world that is considered to lighten “racial impurities” (Roth-Gordon 2007:249; Skidmore
1993), in Japan, too, white skin and the facial structure of American motion picture stars
became new models of female beauty by the mid-1920s (Wagatsuma 1967:416), which is
produced and reproduced as seen in such proverbs as “a white [skin] compensates for
many deficiencies” (Iro no shiroi wa shichinan kakusu) and “Akita beauty” (Akita bijin,
because women are said to have White skin in the northern coastal areas of the Japan Sea,
including Akita prefecture) (Russel 1991:5). Under the influence of capitalism and
consumer culture, this notion of feminine beauty is manifested, for example, in numerous
advertisements in female magazines that use, with the implication of upper-class identity,
Western models—though easternized—along with westernized Japanese models
(Darling-Wolf 2001:297, 301). A peculiar example of this implicit “whitening” project is
a hotly debated incident about popular skin whitening cosmetics, which caused many
women in Japan and other Asian countries severe skin trouble and skin damage in 2013.8
Despite such whitening practices, criticism and activism against this orientation are
not prevalent and implicit in Japan, as opposed to, for example, the case of the movement
against whitening, or the “improve[ment] of their race,” in Latin America and Caribbean
countries (Roth-Gordon 2007:249). Thus, features—such as lighter skin, bigger and
rounder eyes, high noses, curly and brown hair, and long legs, which are the opposite of
8

“Kanebo’s costly scandal.” The Japan Times. September 16, 2013.
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2013/09/16/editorials/kanebos-costly-scandal/#.U8kS5KjeT4g.
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the typical Japanese skin color, eye shape, straight and black hair, and so forth—are in
general docilely admired and desired. Similarly, Western-mixed (“hāfu”) celebrities have
recently gained enormous visibility in the mass media for their appearance (while their
Asian origin, if it is other than Japanese, tends to be hidden). Hāfu babies are also
naturally assumed to be born cute, and in my fieldwork, too, people often told me that my
future baby would definitely be cute, knowing that she had a Western father. The
ideology of Western attractiveness applies to men, too, but as far as the skin color is
concerned, pale skin for men has been thought to be feminine, and darker skin is
associated with sports, toughness, and masculinity.
According to Bhabha (1994:86; Inoue 2006:277), such efforts of “racial mimicry”
is “the desire for a reformed, recognizable Other, as a subject of difference” but this
practice ends up positioning colonial subjects as “partial” (or “almost the same, but not
quite”). Skin whitening and cosmetic imitation of Western appearances notwithstanding,
visual mimicry does not help one look like a White person in any sense (also due to
darker skin and hair color), leaving her or him “Japanese” or “Asian.” Moreover, such
racial mimicry and skin whitening are not associated with being Western, nor are people
aware of the historical construction of beauty in Japan. Therefore, cultural literacy,
including language competency, is a means that more crucially shows ones’ class (or
cultural capital in Bourdieu’s sense) and affiliation with the West. Stoler (2002), who
examined race in interracial marriages in Dutch colonial Indonesia, has argued that
“racism is not really a visual ideology” as it is normally understood, and “[P]hysiological
attributes only signal the nonvisual and more salient distinctions of exclusion on which
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racism rests” (84). Cultural literacy, in contrast, “index[es] psychological propensities
and moral susceptibilities that are seen to shape which individuals are suitable for
inclusion in the national community” (84). Thus, in Japan’s case, cultural literacy of and
familiarity with the West determine how and how much one is stylish, sophisticated, and
modern.
Japan’s modernization project westernized Japanese lives, from technology, to
infrastructure, to politics, to educational systems, to housing, to food, to clothes, and to
various other “cultures.” Church weddings wearing white dresses and tuxedos rather than
kimono became more popular with nostalgic sounding hymns sung at the ceremony;
Christmas, Valentine’s Days, and more recently Halloween are celebrated as a
commercialized and stylish events. Purveyors of commodities have flood into Japan,
from McDonalds, to Starbucks, to Toys“R”Us, to IKEA, and to H&M. Celebrities often
blog about their trips to a recently opened Costco, showing pictures of “American”
products they have bought. They blog about eating American or Canadian style pancakes,
calling them “pankēki,” a new loanword, instead of its old name hottokēki ‘hotcake.’
Bashkow (2004:448) notes that the foreignness of imported objects, within the system of
meanings, could embody a positive value, where the origin was associated with
“worldliness and civilization.” As such, “commodities—from Heinz ketchup to Singer
sewing machines—circled the globe with similar promises of racial improvement,
offering ‘progress’ through the purchase and use of U.S. products” (Domosh 2006; RothGordon 2013:299). Blog entries by celebrities mentioned above thus practice and
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exemplify implicit affiliation with the U.S. or the West, or more generally modern
subjecthood.
In addition to commodities, English has gained a privileged status in Japan as in
many other places in the world. Transnational business necessitates English skills, and
private conversation schools bloomed in the 1990s. Better school curricula for English
education have been in demand, and in particular, Japan’s rank at the lowest among the
twenty-six Asian countries on the TOEFL test score for 1997–98 positioned this issue as
critical for the “internationalisation” of Japanese, claimed by the Agency for Cultural
Affairs (Kaiser 2003:200). Accordingly, English came to be employed as the official
language of companies, such as Rakuten, Inc. and UNIQLO CO., LTD, and according to
a plan issued in 2013 by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and
Technology (MEXT) entitled “Enforcement Plan of the Reformation of English
Education for Globalization” (Gurōbaruka ni Taiō shita Eigokyōiku Kaikaku Jisshi
Keikaku), English education will be starting in the third grade, two years earlier than the
current fifth grade, and in middle schools, classes will be taught in English by 2020 when
the Tokyo Olympics are to be held.9
Numerous words have been borrowed from English, sounding stylish, or snobbish;
English, and other European languages, are used everywhere in advertising flyers, titles,
shop names, children’s first names, chocolate boxes, greeting cards, clothes, and other
miscellaneous objects, to the extent that such letters and sentences, often with
9

http://www.mext.go.jp/b_menu/houdou/25/12/1342458.htm. There are, of course, many opposite opinions
about English education and use of loanwords, among other relevant issues, and not every parent supports
this movement. But as a movement, this is a powerful one and closely linked to the viewpoint of the ikumen
movement.
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grammatical and pragmatic errors, now seem natural to Japanese eyes. This is similar to
Hill’s (1998) thesis, using Ochs’ (1990) theory of indexicality, that Mock Spanish is a
tacit racism because it not only (directly) indexes “possessing desirable personal qualities”
as cosmopolitanism, or as loyal to and affiliating with the Southwest, but also indirectly
indexes “negative racializing stereotypes of Chicanos and Latinos,” never recognized by
speakers of Mock Spanish (683–684). She contends that this is different from “vulgar
racist discourses” in which a speaker makes a negative comment directly referencing it,
for example, “Mexicans just don’t know how to work” (683).
In the case of the uses of English and other Western languages in Japan, too,
appropriation of the languages in printed forms —often wrong in usage—suggests not
only direct indexicality of “possessing desirable personal qualities” but also indirect
indexicality of the perceived racial order between Japan and the West and one’s
“elevating” of race. Even without mentioning that “Western products are stylish,”
discursive and visual presentation of images of commodities in various forms, as seen in
blogs by celebrities, implicitly suggests membership in the West and the world—or
“transnational claims, global connections, and statements of mobility” (Roth-Gordon
2009:7). Racial relations in Japan thus can be a tacit judgment of positions of oneself in
terms of one’s level of familiarity and/or affiliation with the West and English, which is
in part made through consuming ideas and products (see Roth-Gordon 2009). And this is
true even if one in fact disaligns oneself with loanwords and/or foreign products in the
context of their circulation and naturalization in Japanese society. Thus, everyday
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embodied practices of looking “White” are done “without challenging racial ideologies”
(Bucholtz 1999a:456).
In the case of internationalist women since the 1990s (Bailey 2007; Kelsky 1999,
2001;Piller and Takahashi 2006), they aspired to learning English, moving to English
speaking countries, and having romantic relationships with White men. Because of the
semiotic linkage noted above and the presentation of White men as being gender-equal
gentlemen in the male-centered mass media, these women likely hold views such as,
“Japan is oppressive to women, the West is liberating; Japan is backward and ‘feudalistic,’
the West is a heaven of opportunity and self-fulfillment, a meritocracy in which
inequality and discrimination are almost unknown” (Kelsky 2001:418). Japanese men are
missing from this story; this suggests that the quest for a “new self” that can only be
found in association with the West (Kelsky 2001:419) is similar to the ideal of “race
betterment”—selecting a better spouse to produce better children—in early twentiethcentury U.S. eugenics (Dorey 1999:23; Roth-Gordon 2013:295). On the other hand, it
hints at another gender-unequal relationship reproduced between Western men and
Oriental women (Kelsky 2001:419). Kelsky (1999:229) argues that those women exploit
“discourses of the modern, or ‘narratives of internationalism,’ to construct an
‘emancipatory’ turn to the foreign/West in opposition to gender-stratified corporate and
family structures in Japan.”10

10

Kato (2007) argues that since the 1970s, Japanese (women’s) sexual behavior has been a popular topic of
scholarly inquiries by female American researchers within their power relations, thereby producing a “neocolonialist” discourse between the countries. She argues that such studies, for example, position Japanese
women as being from passive objects to being active subjects of transnational sexual contacts (96).
Although Kato acknowledges that some scholars self-critique and are aware of the consequence of studying
such a topic (Kelsky 2001:433), she criticizes the impact that such studies have on the research subjects
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In colonial Indonesia, “alliance with men” or “sexual contracts” was what made it
possible for women to have citizenship in the colonial setting where “sexuality, parenting
[of the metis progeny], and morality” was managed in the late imperial scheme (Stoler
2002:110). Similarly, sexual contracts were what helped those Japanese cosmopolitan
women in and outside Japan to better their race and “enter slots for which they had no
birthright” (Taylor 1983:155). Stoler (2002:110) has argued that Indonesian women in
interracial marriages with White men have partly destabilized the national identity, the
relations between ruler and ruled, and the gender order, becoming a threat to the nation.
In the case of the internationalist women mentioned above, Kelsky (2001:431) points out
that they were “poised to shape Japan’s response to the international imperative of a
global economy” and potentially impacted the assumptions and institutions for Japanese
life courses, including the delay in the age of marriage and a decline in the birthrate.
A comparative study between mothers in Japan and the U.S. in the 1970s suggested
that the more mothers were educated, the more they became detached from “Japanese”
ways of childrearing and inclined toward “Western” ways of childrearing (Kashiwagi
1995:46–48). This inclination toward Western thinking, behaviors, and lifestyles by
educated women reflects the Japanese education system (Kashiwagi 1995:47), and
Kashiwagi (1995:47) assumes that this tendency is more emphasized in contemporary
Japan. By analogy to those internationalist women, therefore, in the case of the ikumen
movement, aligning oneself with new styles of fatherhood and parenthood means
(2007:99). Irrespective of whether or not research on Japanese sexual behavior is embedded in the
colonialist racial order, the discourse and its consequences for those internationalist women have indeed
been shaped by the force of modernity and globalization, and this is what my argument builds on in relation
to the ikumen movement.
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inclusion in neoliberal and global parenthood, which is equated with “Western fathers”—
who are believed to be actively involved in childrearing and in egalitarian relationships
with their partners. Gender equality, work-life balance, and fatherhood in such countries
as Sweden and Germany have also been introduced as potential strategies for reducing
the declining birthrate and achieve gender equality.11 As Sakai (2001:7) argues, however,
within the view of “World History,” “this notion of otherness and heterogeneity was
always defined in terms of differences among or between nations, cultures, and histories
as if there had been no differences and heterogeneity between one nation, culture, and
history.” Thus, by erasing heterogeneities (Irvine and Gal 2000:39–39), “the West” came
to be monolithically presented and understood by “the Japanese” as such.
As described in Chapter 3, new and hybrid images of masculinity have been
suggested in the media (Darling-Wolf 2004c:366), and such masculinity is argued to be
predicated on Western cultural colonialism (Darling-Wolf 2004:365; see also Treat 1996).
Thus, aspiring to catch up with the West by liberating men and women for the objective
of achieving work-life balance and gender equality, national policies and the mass media
encourage men to become active in childrearing. As I discuss in later chapters, the West
is implicitly desired in the ikumen movement, whether in non-traditionally-Japanese
looking fathers used in governmental campaign posters, in the hybrid word ikumen, in
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For example, the 2003 Annual Report on the State of the Formation of a Gender-Equal Society and
Policies compares the policies and the situation of gender equality among Sweden, Germany, the U.K., the
U.S., South Korea, the Philippines, and Japan. It concludes that women’s work environment to allow
balancing work and childcare is not established in Japan compared to Sweden and Germany.
http://www.gender.go.jp/about_danjo/whitepaper/h15/. Similarly, a Canadian project for supporting
childrearing, called the “Nobody’s Perfect” policy, was also introduced into Japan in 2002.
http://homepage3.nifty.com/NP-Japan/index-main.html.
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novel imported nursery items, in Western models employed in advertising them, or in
borrowed terms of address for parents.12
The case of internationalist women in the 1990s suggest that those who were (or
felt) marginalized from societal norms, whether gender roles, sexuality, or life courses,
needed to go abroad to “free” themselves and find a new identity, but transnationalism
and globalization have become more and more common since then. And indeed they are
not felt only by those who have experienced living abroad, but also everywhere in mass
media, films, novels, essays, and English and foreign languages, or through friends of
friends. What this implies, therefore, is that globalization and (physical, racial, or class)
mobility can be achieved even within Japan for ikumen and their wives through particular
types of consumption, language use, or inhabitation of urban spaces. The appropriation of
the images of Western fathers and couplehood in the popularity of ikumen then suggests
that this movement is making it possible for younger generations to realize such a “global”
lifestyle within Japan. In any case, similar to the case of internationalist women, would
this movement then destabilize the “national” identity? In the midst of blurred boundaries
between the imagined “national” and “global,” how this movement affects Japan is not
obvious. What is understood at this point is just that this example of White appropriation
in early twenty-first century Japan hints at a recurrent and perpetual racial order, in which
Japan ends up aspiring to learn from the West, positioning what was once modern as
“traditional,” in its quest to become ever more modern and now “global.”
12

The “West” is imagined, be it in fatherhood or in parenting. Thus, as I describe in later chapters, desires
for Western styles of fatherhood and couplehood do not necessarily deny “Japanese” ways, or rather, many
aspects are preserved while “Western” customs, such as sleeping in different rooms and using babysitters,
can be negatively viewed by many.
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In the “force of globalism” (gurōbarizumu)
In addition to the discussion of cultivating international human resources with the key
phrase of kokusaika ‘internationalism’ (or kokusaiteki ‘international’), being “global”
(gurōbaruna) has become another mantra in contemporary Japan. As seen in the MEXT’s
plan for English education, mentioned earlier, the discussion is usually about making
Japan more suitable for globalization and creating citizens who have a global perspective
(gurōbaruna shiya). Being “global” in many contexts is equated with positive
characteristics, new subjecthood, and stylishness. As I mentioned earlier, in childrearing,
being global is what parents aspire for, for example, by sending their children to
“preschools” (purisukūru) where the instruction is carried out in English, international
schools, or abroad if possible and financially manageable. As I describe in later chapters,
in my fieldwork not a few parents also showed an interest in having their children learn
English, sending them abroad, and aiming for the world when they grow up. For example,
a mother with two children said that her first son had a very Japanese name because his
grandparents wanted it, and so in return she and her husband gave their second son a
name that could be used both in Japanese and in English, hoping that he would be
growing up to be “international.” In contrast, “globalization” as people perceive it was
normally unchallenged during my fieldwork, at least in my presence, except for one time
when a woman—who also has a “non-standard” family with a freelance husband—asked
me whether I was not concerned about my life being married to a foreigner and living
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abroad. She considered this to be a “deviation” (fumihazusu) from the Japanese
preoccupation of “being on the right track.”13
As such, “international” or “global” are typically treated as if they represent a
single entity, while concealing heterogeneity and particular actualities that the single term
encompasses (Tsing 2000). Tsing (2000) argues that the ideal of a single globalism is a
fantasy because there are plural “globalisms” that co-occur as heterogeneous experiences.
She argues that without knowing what the terms mean, we end up “renaturalize[ing]”
globalisms, but they are in fact sets of “projects for making a future imagined as global”
(352). Within the singular framework, “‘global’ forces” are often juxtaposed with “ ‘local’
places” (352). In the anthropological studies of “culture,” or more recently
“globalization,” the “local” was thought to be a fixed, immobile “place,” which is saved
by a global and interconnected new world of mobility, or “flows,” that are understood as
a means for liberation and for making the future freer (Tsing 2000). Not only are
“Japanese cosmopolitan women,” “liberated” by global forces, “Japanese men (fathers)”
may now be thought to be liberated from old norms of masculinity and ways of living.
“Japanese women” also benefit from this emancipation because they are no longer
unrestricted to a normative sacrificing motherhood and are instead allowed to achieve
work-life balance. This is because, as noted earlier, such “modern” ways of living and
gender relations are naturally linked to the participation in the global world, which in folk
belief is perceived to be wider, freer, more liberal, more stylish, or more interculturally
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diverse.14 Tsing (2000:342) thus contends that the global future cannot be viewed as “a
transcultural historical process,” but is “multiple, overlapping, and sometimes
contradictory.”
Again, the culture and people termed “Japanese” are not homogeneous, and thus
at any era, even within a strong ideology of the devoted salarīman and the “good wives
and wise mothers” model, there were fathers who stayed at home and were very much
involved in childrearing, and mothers who spent more time outside the home. The
Japanese “globalism,” however, presents male involvement in childrearing as “new
selves” and as global subjecthood that can contribute to the nation (within existing gender
roles). The “past and local” are viewed statically, while the “present/future” are viewed
as a global flow (Tsing 2000:346). Thus, non-active fatherhood exists at most as an
example of what not to do, and today’s involved fathers may be called progressive and
modern in the fantasy of globalism, in contrast to their twentieth century characterization
of being feminine and deviant.
All in all, the juxtaposition between ikumen and hegemonic and “traditional”
fatherhood within Japan, and with modern and global fatherhood in relation to the West
and the world, is what in part constitutes today’s childrearing situation in the ikumen
movement. Chow’s (1993:8) argument on the “colonial situation” in China is suggestive.
She contends “how the notion of ‘coloniality’……, when construed strictly in terms of
the foreignness of race, land, and language, can blind us to political exploitation,” done
14

There are many issues surrounding people’s situations because of “globalization,” international
marriages, or work abroad, and Kelsky (2001) discusses one consequence of internationalism for those
women who moved abroad. Such issues are, however, often invisible and overlooked in the face of
“mobility” associated with class.
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by its own government—the most central colonizer (9). The desire for the West and the
fantasy of globalism embody Japan’s “colonial situation” and conceal the political
economy of the nation-state behind the ikumen movement as I describe in this
dissertation. I thus engage in these discussions of tradition as well as modernity and
globalization and consider them to be the overarching issue in the ikumen movement.

1.4 The Fieldwork
I carried out my fieldwork between July 2011 and September 2012—and also gave birth
during this period. Right before and after my child was born, I lived in my hometown, a
company town one and a half hours away by train from the eastern edge of Tokyo. The
rest of the time, I lived in a city that I call Midorisato—a growing residential area with a
population close to 170,000 where many people commute to Tokyo.15 The city includes a
few stations of a recently established semi-public sector railroad line that connects to
Tokyo with a new, clean, and fancier train. In addition, it has an old private railroad line
that conveniently links to major commercial facilities of the area.16
It is often said that new parents see babies everywhere after they have children—
and for me, a mother-to-be and later the mother of an infant, Japan looked as if it was
filled with fathers and mothers with babies and toddlers. The cities in which I lived
became my field sites, and I also found vast quantities of information about childrearing
and ikumen in the mass media, popular culture, or on the Internet. Most people, even
15

All proper nouns and names of people used in the dissertation are pseudonyms.
In 2014, this old railroad line was given a nickname that consists of all loanwords, modeling other
successful cases of enhancing their images through changing the name, such as the change from TobuIsesaki Line to Sky Tree Line (Sukai Tsurī Rain) in 2012. Asahi Shinbun Digital.
16
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those who did not have children and/or were single, had something to say about this
topic: stories about their brothers who became ikumen after having babies; colleagues at
work who had taken paternal leave, or more specifically who often received phone calls
at the workplace from their upset wives asking them to come home to bathe the baby; or
any “modern” fathers they saw in town who used new types of baby carriers.
According to one informant, Midorisato had previously encouraged mostly older
people to live there, while not inviting young people. This is because the city takes in
fewer taxes from young people and establishing daycare centers has been expensive.
Recently, however, the low birthrate and rapidly aging population has led municipalities
to compete with each other to increase their population. Midorisato has therefore started
to solicit young families who are expected to contribute to the economy and revitalization
of the city. Its strategies for accomplishing this include “branding” (burandingu) of the
city.17 Accordingly, Midorisato has aimed to become “The wooded town closest to
downtown Tokyo” (Toshin kara ichiban chikai mori no machi). And with the enactment
of the “Childrearing-Friendly Town Code” (Kosodate ni Yasashii Machizukuri Jōrei) in
2008, the city has emphasized creating “A town in which people can raise children while
having jobs.”18
In 2009, the city invited the representative of a large NPO for fathers’
childrearing—who had given talks in many municipalities—, which in part helped
disseminate the idea of male participation in childrearing in the city. In 2010, the city
launched a campaign, advertising its emphasis on childrearing with the following two
17
18

Midosisato Shitī Sērusu Puran. June 2011.
City PR website, as of March 20, 2014.
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eye-catching phrases put on huge posters that were placed in several major train stations
of Tokyo such as Ginza and Roppongi: “Choose Midorisato if you are going to become a
mother” (Haha ni naru nara Midorisato) and “Choose Midorisato if you are going to
become a father” (Chichi ni naru nara Midorisato). The posters portrayed real families
who actually had moved to the city, smiling in leafy parks in the city and saying that they
wanted to “raise children close to nature” (shizen no soba de kosodate shitakute) and to
“value family time” (kazoku no jikan o taisetsu ni shitakute).
The city’s website also introduces seven families who had recently moved to the
city, mostly from Tokyo, with their pictures and comments on how nice it has been to
live in Midorisato. What is striking in this introduction is that three out of the seven
families are international families with Japanese wives, White husbands, and halfJapanese half-Western children. The presentation of these cosmopolitan families in the
city—despite the fact that the population of White residents is slim compared to the
Asian one—evokes an image of a stylish and globalized environment in which young
Japanese couples can live and raise children.19 In its 2012 advertisement, the city
similarly projects its seeming “global” perspective with a slogan of “Midorisato answers
the need of learning children” (Manabu ko ni kotaeru Midorisato), in which the emphasis
is placed on English education in middle and elementary schools.20 I discuss this
phenomenon in more detail later, but the use of modern Western families on the PR

19

According to the website of the prefecture, as of 2011, among 1,737 foreign population in Midorisato,
1,431 were other Asians, while 100 were Europeans, 75 were North Americans, and 9 were Oceanian,
among others. In this dissertation, I use “Japanese” and “Japanese people,” but by them I mean people
living in Japan who align themselves with Japanese. It is not my intention to exclude minority populations
and how they view the “Japanese.”
20
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website and the emphasis on its accommodation of English education in schools suggests
the city’s strategies to create an image of it being “global” in order to facilitate the
relocation of young families from Tokyo and other areas outside the city.
In addition to in Midorisato, I also spent time in neighboring cities, and
occasionally took a trip to Tokyo to participate in events and classes for parents. In
Midorisato, despite its efforts to attract young families and to encourage male
participation in childrearing, it seemed to me at first that not much was going on to
encourage men to be involved in childrearing, compared to, for example, Tokyo. To a
certain extent, this has been true: a well-known nation-wide cooking school offer cooking
classes for men only in central Tokyo, and the only baby massage classes that I found on
weekends and where fathers participated were in Western Tokyo. More generally,
childrearing environments and baby-sitting and family daycare provider systems that I
heard had recently started were not available in Midorisato. My field site being in an area
somewhat away from central Tokyo, however, helped me realize that although the
movement spread from Tokyo, the amount of effort poured into (male involvement in)
childrearing depends on both the finances and policies of the municipality (e.g., late
marriage, the declining birthrate, women’s work, population gathering, childrearing, and
proliferation of ikumen). It also made evident that Tokyo as a center is in part imagined
by the mass media.
In any case, I participated in private, municipally organized, and NPO-based
events and classes for parents with babies and toddlers mostly with my child (and
sometimes with my Western husband) to the extent they were available. More
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specifically, I visited a variety of locations and events, such as municipally organized
children’s center (jidōkan) and childrearing support facilities (kosodate shien sentā) that
were regularly open on weekdays; occasional events for reading picture books and
nursery rhymes; classes for inexperienced mothers about weaning, baby massage, and
children’s English; and classes of maternity aerobics, maternity yoga, and regular yoga. I
conducted further observation in several locations. I observed parents, children, and
daycare workers at a local public daycare center in the mornings and evenings for a
month (as was allowed by the municipality). I also observed—once as a participant
myself and later as an observer—several series of classes for would-be-parents held by
the city. On occasion I was also able to observe events and classes specifically offered for
fathers with small children. As a participant myself, I observed people at a private
daycare center where my child went and at public places, in particular, at two shopping
malls and two department stores and in their babies’ unisex restrooms, at stores for
nursery items, clothes, and toys, at parks for families, and at pediatricians’ offices.
Further, I conducted a small survey asking about images of terms of address for parents
and the word ikumen. I distributed my survey to fifty-four mothers (presumably stay-athome mothers) on two occasions at the local children’s center.
I visited these places in the hope of getting acquainted with fathers. However, I
saw almost no fathers in events for parents and babies held mostly on weekdays. Being a
woman and mother myself also made it difficult to be directly connected with fathers. I
thus most frequently spent time talking with mothers with their babies (and pregnant
women) whom I met in those places. I became particularly well acquainted with some
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women, and for convenience purposes in going out with babies and toddlers, we invited
each other over for visits, shopped for nursery items and attended events for mothers
together, spent time socializing at parks and shopping malls, and took time to chat when
we ran into each other in the neighborhood. I also had opportunities to talk with fathers
(often through these women), single men, single women, and middle-aged to elderly
women. In fact, it was very common in my city that middle-aged to elderly women talked
to mothers with their babies in strollers or baby carriers; I was often spoken to by those
women, who said things like how adorable my baby was, how lucky they were to see a
small baby, and so forth, creating a kind of childrearing environment or “community,”
however momentarily. In this way, I had opportunities to chat with people about
childrearing when I went out with my child, whether or not I was going out specifically
for the purpose of observation. My interactions and observations took place in daycare
centers, babies’ unisex bathrooms, pediatricians’ offices, parks, trains, and other public
spaces. I took notes of my observations as soon as possible after they occrred.
In addition to everyday small talk and conversations with mothers and middleaged women, I had more intensive conversations with some mothers, in which we
naturally talked about childrearing (and sharing of household work and childcare, and
ikumen). I also carried out informal interviews with mothers and fathers I became
acquainted with, asking specifically for their views about childrearing, ikumen, and
sharing of work. I asked several specific questions to most of the people (e.g., what they
called their parents), but the interviews were unstructured and conversational. People also
asked me questions about childrearing in the U.S. (or the West), my household, and so
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forth. In addition to these encounters, I interviewed several representatives of NPOs for
childrearing in the city and the prefecture. I recorded these interviews and conversations
whenever possible. Recording took place at one of our homes, at interviewee’s offices, or
at restaurants and coffee shops. In total, I recorded twenty-three conversations/interviews
that varied from one-on-one to as many as six people (including myself). The recordings
ranged from forty-five minutes and three hours in length. Among the interviewees were
nine fathers. Along with my fieldwork, these recorded data comprise part of the data of
this dissertation. In addition to these data, I drew on various media resources that I
collected during the fieldwork and the summer of 2013, including flyers and brochures of
events and classes, advertisements and articles in parenting magazines, readers’ columns
and articles in newspapers, television programs, and online postings and information.

1.5 The Outline of the Dissertation
My dissertation explores the current ikumen movement by locating the phenomenon in
broader historical and political economic conditions since the late nineteenth century on
both ethnographic and mass media grounds. Chapter 2 traces the history of the ikumen
movement as early as the 1970s and describes how the movement has been embedded in
the political economic and cultural conditions in contemporary Japan and the world. I
describe how the movement first emerged from fathers who problematized existing
gender roles and workplace organization, and how the subculture became incorporated
into a national and political movement against the declining birthrate and aging
population in a sluggish economy, which in turn transformed to create the ideal of a
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gender-equal society (danjo kyōdō sankaku shakai) with work-life balance (wāku raifu
baransu). I also describe how ikumen and childrearing have been commoditized in the
process of incorporating them to the dominant culture, disseminating the ideal and
ideology of not only ikumen, but also having family and children as the standard life
course of Japanese.
In Chapter 3, I turn to historicize male participation in childrearing in the
“traditional” fatherhood in the modern family and new types of masculinity—both of
which ikumen are predicated on—within the context of Japan’s modernization project, its
postwar economic growth, international pressures, and social shifts in the twentieth
century. I describe how ikumen are based on both the authoritative and/or absent
fatherhood that are counter to ikumen and new images of masculinity that shifted
“feminine” aspects of men, including childrearing, from something effeminate to
something admirable.
Chapter 4 illustrates how dominant discourses on childrearing might be
constructed by juxtaposing monolithic images of the old (mukashi) and modern (ima)
styles of fatherhood. I explore how this historical background is remembered by people,
both old and young, as the hegemony and the tradition, due to the heteroglossic nature of
language use on the one hand, while on the other juxtaposing it with the monolithic and
more advanced “West.” Besides this temporal and spatial formation of today’s
childrearing, I argue that the power hierarchy determined by modernization, as well as
our “globalism,” blurs the “origin” and “authenticity,” making once “modern” ideas
“traditional” and requiring further borrowing of “modern” ideas to create a new modern.
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Chapter 5 turns to explore the semiotic and discursive construction of new styles
of fatherhood. I show how the hybridity of the word ikumen and its semiotic linkage to
ikemen ‘good-looking men’ have contributed to creating images of ikumen as stylish and
modern, which are in turn linked to “Western fathers” in part through the institution of
commensuration. Ikumen, however, are not so much about the volume or quality of
childrearing as about a stance toward male childrearing both by women and men
themselves, which appreciates ikumen and makes them a form of cultural capital in the
early twenty-first century. I also argue that the ikumen movement appropriates the
ideology of nostalgia, or a quest for a “new self,” or “more authentic self,” that is lost in
the modern family, but thought to be found through modern parenting and partnership
that are seen as being like those of the imagined West.
In Chapter 6, I examine the language and discourse used in “local” social spaces
and the mass media for fathers’ childrearing to illuminate how existing gender roles are
still strongly naturalized in new spaces despite the new ideals of gender equality. I
illustrate that on the one hand fathers are expected to revive a “local community” that has
been lost, while on the other a new form of community is being created to define “shared
parenting” by appropriating characteristics seen as typical of men, such as big hands,
prowess in mechanics, and so forth. I also argue that male participation in childrearing
has in part been facilitated through convenient and stylish nursery items in our consumer
culture.
In Chapter 7, I focus on baby carriers and shopping malls, and discuss how they
have shaped and been shaped by old and new styles of parenthood. I show how ikumen
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are commoditized and made visible through new types of baby carriers—an icon of
ikumen. I argue that an “imagined community” is created in the modern space of malls,
even without verbal or textual modes of communication, but through sharing space and
time. Most importantly, it is created through wearing new types of baby carriers—
because they manifest that the wearers are definitely “modern” parents— and through
“viewing” practices. In other words, I show how ikumen are a social evaluation by
ordinary people, an evaluation often based more on appearance (i.e., stylishness,
modernity) than on actual conduct.
Chapter 8 turns to explore the juxtaposition of old and new—or national and
global—childrearing and parenthood, by examining Japanese and borrowed (from the
West) terms of address for parents. I show how particular ideologies are created in terms
of address for parents since their borrowing and appropriation from the late nineteenth
century to the early twenty-first century. I also illustrate how newer borrowed terms of
address for parents have been exploited to make a distinction from images of strict,
uncool, or worn-out (from domestic life) old parenthood. I argue that these ideologies
have in part shaped what type of parents people desire and aspire to become. I also argue
that debates about and attitudes toward terms of address for parents exemplify the neverending consequences of nationalism and the progress of modernization in contemporary
Japan.
Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation, pointing out the fact that to talk about
ikumen means to talk about Japanese society as we trace fatherhood and childrearing in
history. The quest for fatherhood suggests how it has been institutionalized in the
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political economy of modern Japan at different pivotal points of time, all of which are
inescapably linked to the power, gender, and racial hierarchy already created in this
nation’s modernity and globalization. It also touches on the theoretical implications of
this study and suggests that due to the heteroglossic nature of language, speakers end up
strengthening stereotypes and ideologies in part impeding social shift, and that the
ikumen movement reflects a world-wide move toward an imagined “globalism,” in which
the established order of gender, class, and race is preserved and concealed in close
relation to our consumer-oriented society.
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CHAPTER 2 THE IKUMEN MOVEMENT AND ITS CONSTRUCTION
2.1 Introduction
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the word and idea of ikumen—or fathers who are
active in raising children—has gained immense reception in contemporary Japan, in
contrast to the dominant image of “authoritative” and/or “absent” fatherhood. In other
words, fathers with small children have caught attention in a way that mothers never
would, whether their taking of parental leaves featured in major national newspapers, or
fathers with small children in public spaces deserving special mention. But why and how
has this almost counter-image of fatherhood emerged, been disseminated, and almost
turned into the new hegemonic? As I describe later, the word ikumen has become widely
used by ordinary people since the Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare (hereafter
MHLW) launched the Ikumen Project in 2010, and since the word was among the top-ten
fashionable words in a well-known annual survey by the company U-CAN, also in
2010.21 It has been pointed out, however, that an early movement for encouraging men to
actively participate in childrearing began with the so-called “1.57 shock” about record
low fertility rates in 1989, which is why the government started to intervene in this trend
(e.g., Miyasaka 2008:33). Furthermore, grass-roots activities and journalism encouraging
male involvement in childrearing had already been on the scene in the 1970s. In this
chapter, I therefore explore why and how new ideologies of fatherhood have been
constructed on historical and political economic terms from its “pre-emergence”
(Williams 1997:126) in the 1970s up to today, drawing on various media resources. I
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begin by tracing this historical movement, and then turn my focus on the political
intervention after the 1.57 shock. I then describe the ongoing ikumen movement after the
establishment of the Ikumen Project, in relation to their media representation, our
material culture, and associated social shifts and issues.

2.2 The History and Political Economy of the Ikumen Movement
Parenting men in journalism and grass-roots activities since 1970
Social shifts in parenting practices for men
“Boku no hō ga mama yori akachan o ayasu no ga zutto umai……” Kō itte jiman suru
ikujipapa ga chikagoro wa mezurashikunai……
“I am far better at cradling our baby than my wife……” Recently papas who express
pride in their childrearing by saying this sort of thing are not uncommon……

The excerpt above comes from an article in a national newspaper in 1967, featuring
“childrearing-papas,” who resemble contemporary ikumen (Yomiuri Shinbun, June 9,
1967).22 The article warns, though, that fathers should settle for the supporting role
(wakiyaku ni amanjiru), such as bathing and changing diapers, because the real
childrearing-fathers are those who take the role of home doctors and soothe their wives’
nerves. This newspaper article suggests that such caring fatherhood, whether serious or
vicarious, was a target of media attention even before ikumen became a phenomenon and
despite (or because of) people’s common perceptions of fatherhood.
The movement toward male participation in childrearing came to be more visible in
the media and as grass-roots activities while Japan was facing low economic growth, the
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Oil Shock (in 1973 and 1979), and an increase in the number of nuclear families on the
one hand, and feminist movements on the other during the 1970s. In journalism, various
parenting magazines for mothers were launched in the 1970s and 1980s, responding to
women’s concerns and complaints about raising children, including limited participation
in childrearing by men (Takahashi 2008). Takahashi (2008:125) finds that a “modern
cooperative childrearing style” was being championed in those early parenting magazines
for women. Early examples of feature articles on this topic include such titles as, “How
should papas with irregular hours deal with childrearing?” (Bebī Eiji, August 1970),
“Roundtable discussion by fathers: I want to be a support to my wife” (Boku wa tsuma no
sasae ni natte yaritai) (Bebī Eiji, February 1974), and “Papas, please read, too. Let’s
make after 8 p.m. mamas’ time” (Watashi no Akachan, February 1974) (as cited in
Takahashi 2008:125). These lines of discussion that started in the 1970s continued
through the 1980s and 1990s (Takahashi 2008) and are also apparent in present-day
parenting magazines for mothers.
While parenting magazines have focused on male participation in childrearing
from the point of view of mothers, grass-roots activities were initiated by the fathers
themselves. For example, in 1978, a group of five men, “Association for Male
Childrearing” (Otoko no Kosodate o Kangaeru Kai), was formed, with the aim of
“reestablishing oneselves as men that were once created (tsukurareta otoko to shite no
jibun) through proactive involvement in the household and childcare.”23 The group
23

Hoshi, Tateo. “Otoko, Otoko, Otoko” (Men, Men, Men). Accessed October 15, 2013. http://www.netric.com/advocacy/datums/98_5hoshi.html. See also Ikujiren (1989). Ishii-Kuntz (2009) notes that those
men were mostly from the working class, as opposed to other later groups that mostly consisted of whitecollar employees. See Ishii-Kuntz (2009) for a discussion of working-class masculinity and fatherhood.
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initiated various activities, such as protesting the recurrent argument for “paternal rights”
by newspapers.24 “Child Care Hours for Men and Women Network” (Otoko mo Onna mo
Ikuji Jikan o! Renrakukai), or in short Ikujiren, is another group formed in 1980. By
using the Chinese character for “time” for ji in ikuji ‘raising children’—as a pun—instead
of the original character for “children,” it aimed at working on issues of gender
equality—including how parents, irrespective of gender, can make time for childrearing,
and how they can share work and childrearing with their spouses.25 The group
approached the assistant division chief of the then-Ministry of Labour, who said, “Time
for childrearing for men? That’s something new.” 26 This appeal eventually led to the
inclusion of “time for childrearing” in the governmental investigation of corporations.27
In addition to these groups, Fathers’ Unions (Oyaji no Kai) started to be formed among
fathers whose children went to the same daycare centers and kindergartens, including
Fathers’ Union at Naomi Day Care (Naomi Hoikuen Oyaji no Kai) (Naomi Hoikuen
Oyaji no Kai 1991).
These grass-roots activities helped change the childrearing environment for men.
In March 1985, then Tanashi-City (now merged into Nishi-Tokyo City) established
guidlines for guaranteeing time for childrearing (a rest time and two break times of at
least thirty minutes) to male officers of the city, which had previously been given only to
female workers with babies under one year old by the Labor Standards Law (Asahi
Shinbun Evening, February 8, 1985). Some companies also implemented a system to
24

Hoshi, Tateo. “Otoko, Otoko, Otoko” (Men, Men, Men). Accessed October 15, 2013. http://www.netric.com/advocacy/datums/98_5hoshi.html.
25
Ikujiren. http://www.eqg.org/info/info.html.
26
Ikujiren. http://www.eqg.org/info/info.html.
27
Ikujiren. http://www.eqg.org/info/info.html.
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grant male employees parental leaves as well (Naomi Hoikuen Oyaji no Kai 1991:196).
Anecdotal evidence helps portray the situation at the time in Tokyo and the surrounding
metropolitan area. A female owner of a bakery mentions that at that time the word “New
Family” (Nyū Famirī) was on the scene, and prioritizing family was in fashion (Ikujiren
1989:181).28 Workaholic company soldiers were criticized, and shortened work hours
became trendy (Ikujiren 1989). A municipal employee in Yokohama, however, observed
the extra break hours often being used for one’s hobby and not for sharing household
work (Ikujiren 1989). In any case, Ishii-Kunts and Maryanski (2003:203) point out that
these movements and men at a grass-roots level drew media attention and, in turn,
governmental and public attention.

Voices by fathers on parenting
These movements resulted in publication by fathers about their experiences in raising
children. Fathers have written on such topics as experiences as a “house husband”
(hausuhazubando) (Murase 1984) and striking for and taking “childrearing hours” as
company employees in double-income families, which are included in a book entitled
“‘Half’-ism Between a Man and a Woman: Not a Househusband, nor a Housewife”
(Ikujiren 1989). Fathers have also described childrearing in general (Hirooka 1990; Tajiri
1990), activities in a Fathers’ Union (Naomi Hoikuen Oyaji no Kai 1991), singlefatherhood (Doteuchi 2004), experiences in taking parental leaves (Asahi Shinbunsha
28

According to a Japanese dictionary Daijisen, nyū famirī ‘new family’ refers to “families consisting of
couples who were born after the postwar baby-boom period and their children. People in advertising and
marketing assumed these styles of family as having friends-like couplehood, being oriented toward owning
their homes, and being fashion-conscious.”
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2000; Ikujiren 1995; Ota 2000; Takebe 1995), and experiences in taking them as a
government employee (Masato Yamada 2006). Some of these publications take the form
of interviews about fathers’ experiences (Ikujiren 1995; Inokuma 1998), and of
discussion by fathers on male parenting (Suzuki 2000).29 These narratives touch upon
issues such as enjoyment and fulfillment as male parents, difficulties and criticism
received when taking parental leave, negotiation of masculinity, and growth as a person.
On the other hand, in academia, Kasuga’s (1989) work discloses the difficult lives of
single fathers, who were discriminated against for being single fathers, despite the
common belief that they live better lives than single mothers.
According to journalist Erino (2011:91), these times were when childrearing and
childbearing started to be portrayed as “wonderful best events” that “should be enjoyed
tremendously!” A large publishing company, Benesse Corporation, opened up a new
direction by publishing two popular magazines in 1993, one for pregnant women called
Tamago Kurabu and the other for mothers with babies called Hiyoko Kurabu. Printed
media about childrearing were flourishing, and many books, comics and essays on
childrearing were being published. Furthermore, on the mail-order (or on-line) store of
those magazines, Tamahiyo Shoppu, new products for babies started to be marketed, such
as diaper bags with an odor eliminating function, clothes and linens designed stylishly
and made of organic materials (Erino 2011:91), which directly leads to today’s babytargeted markets.

29

See also Ohta, Mutsumi. 1992. Originally published as Otoko mo Ikujikyūshoku (Parental Leave for Men).
Tokyo: Shinhyoronsha. Republished online as Otoko mo Sunari Ikujikyūshoku (Men Taking a Parental
Leave too). Accessed October 3, 2013. http://www2d.biglobe.ne.jp/~ohta/EQG/otokomo/.
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After the 1.57 shock and political intervention in childrearing
The 1.57 shock and the international pressure
As described earlier, during the 1970s and 1980s, fathers voluntarily started grass-roots
activities to reconsider their parenting, lives, and identities, whereas parenting magazines
addressed women’s need for support in raising children. Meanwhile, the postwar
population control efforts (Meguro and Shibata 1999) and a child-centered perspective on
the modern family created an ideology of having two children (Ochiai 1996), and
accordingly, as in other developed societies, Japan has undergone a demographic
transition from high birth and death rates, to high birth and low death rates, and further to
low birth and death rates. The total fertility rate attained an all-time low of 1.57 children
per woman in 1989, which was lower than the previous record low of 1.58 experienced in
the Hinoeuma (year of the Fire Horse) in 1966.30 This was the so-called “1.57 Shock.”
Alarmed by this, the government started to intervene more actively (Miyasaka 2008).
Creighton (1996:192) suggests that these shifts did not emerge from an internal
motivation to change social values and women’s roles, but instead reflected Japan’s
desire and obligation to “participate in international life.” The period between 1975 and
1985 was the United Nations’ Decade for Women, and the International Labour
Organization (ILO) enacted Convention No. 156 in 1981, problematizing the familial
responsibilities assumed solely by women. It claimed that familial responsibilities should
30

Total fertility rate means the average number of children that a woman gives birth over her lifetime,
which is set between ages fifteen and forty-nine. Hinoeuma refers to the 43rd year of the sexagenary
cycle—“year of the Fire Horse, renowned for disasters and the birth of women destined to kill their
husbands” (weblio. “Hinoeuma”).
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be assumed by both men and women, that it was therefore fathers’ right to raise children,
and that labor conditions in which workers could work without discrimination were
needed irrespective of whether or not they had familial responsibilities. In 1985, Japan
ratified the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women (Joshi Sabetsu Teppai Jōyaku)—which has affected national policies and
education (Kuniko Funahashi 1999:13)—and implemented the Equal Employment
Opportunity Law in 1986, among other initiatives for increasing female employment
during the mid-1980s. The Young Childcare Leave Law went into effect for women in
1991, and became available to men as well in 1992. It addressed the government’s
reluctance in accepting men as the full caretakers of children (Creighton 1996:200),
though it did not apply to companies with fewer than thirty employees until the 1995
revision, and the law did not actually lead men to take more parental leave.31 Japan then
ratified the ILO Convention No. 156, which was the first in Asia (Okada 2009).
Shifts in the attitudes toward fathers’ gender roles were also influenced by
international discourses (Kitagawa 2007, as cited in Okada 2009). For example, in France,
overly maternal fathers in the 1980s and 1990s were called “French hens” (Gregory and
Milner 2011:597), fathers’ classes have been held and father-child notebooks provided
since 2002, and two out of three fathers took parental leave in 2005 (Ichikawa and Mori
2008). In Japan too, the Monthly Journal of the Ministry of Education (Monbu Jihō) in
1987 started to encourage fathers to be actively involved in childrearing and establish
trust with their babies and toddlers. Home economics textbooks used at schools also

31

MHLW. http://www.mhlw.go.jp/english/policy/affairs/dl/06.pdf.
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began describing fathers’ roles as sharing childrearing during the early 1980s, and
portraying fathers who are involved in childrearing after 1994 (Okada 2009).

Mothers’ anxieties and policies to support mothers
Research on mothers’ anxieties about childrearing (Makino 1982) also began disclosing
difficulties that, in particular, stay-at-home mothers had experienced in their lonely
childrearing. They found that support from fathers and other networks (e.g., grandparents,
relatives, friends, or public services) helped reduce mothers’ stress (e.g., Matsuda 2001)
and that the degree of anxiety about childrearing was determined by “whether or not
mothers were being able to do what they want to do apart from their children” (Makino
1982:57). The 1994 report by the Research Association for Children Related Services in
the MHLW stated, “Working outside the home or enjoying hobbies to the extent that
mothers left their children to external facilities was negatively thought to be selfishness
before; but given the current situation of childrearing, it also needs to be considered
positively without sticking to the stereotypes, because it is important that both parents
and children have time for refresh themselves physically and mentally.”32
From 1994 until 1999, the government was following the “Angel Plan,” primarily
aimed at increasing the number of daycare centers for working mothers and at preparing
municipal childrearing facility centers. Although improving temporary daycare was one
aim of the Angel Plan by the then Ministries of Education, Health and Welfare, Labour,

32

Jidō Kanren Sābisu Kenkyūkai. p. 150. April 15, 1994. Accessed January 20, 2014.
http://www.ipss.go.jp/publication/j/shiryou/no.13/data/shiryou/syakaifukushi/491.pdf.
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and Work,33 respite daycare was cut from the goals of public daycare in the 1995
Enactment of Special Daycare Business.34 It was in the 1996 revision that the use of
daycare for refreshment purposes was first allowed (as cited in Nakatani 2008). With this,
for the first time, the policy began incorporating the vision of supporting stay-at-home
mothers (Nakatani 2008).
Support for childcare was further enhanced in the New Angel Plan formulated in
1999 (until 2004), which, from multiple perspectives, expanded its support to include
employment, health for mothers and children, preparation for an environment for
education, and consultation services (as cited in Ishii-Kuntz 2012), although actual
implementation varied depending on the municipality. In contrast, issues of male active
participation in childrearing practices were not fully taken into account at this point
(Kiwaki 2008:162). In any case, the 1998 Annual Report by the MHLW—which claims
enhancement of measures for supporting childrearing to combat an aging population and
a declining birthrate—states that its aim is to create “a society that can have ‘dreams’ in
bearing and raising children” (kodomo o umisodateru koto ni “yume” o moteru shakai
o).35
These shifts are also related to the destabilization of the “modern family”—a
heterosexual couple with a full-time-employee husband and a stay-at-home mother with
two children—and the ideology of the “the middle class,” as described in detail in
Chapter 3. Due in particular to the end of the bubble economy in the early 1990s and the
33

“Kongo no kosodate shien no tame no shisaku no kihonteki hōkō ni tsuite” (The basic direction of
measures for supporting future childrearing). December 16, 1994.
http://www.mhlw.go.jp/bunya/kodomo/angelplan.html.
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Tokubetsu Hoiku Jigyō no Jisshi ni tsuite (No. 445).
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MHLW. “Annual Report.” 1998. http://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei_hakusho/hakusho/kousei/1998/dl/07.pdf.
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following recessions, the Japanese workplace underwent a neoliberal reform, diminishing
social security for men and their families and questioning established ways of working
and living. Women also joined the labor force, mostly as part-time workers, in order to
reduce the labor shortage and to help out with household and educational expenses.
Gender relations at home started to shift, and new images of fathers became sought out
(Okada 2009).

Governmental campaigns for male active involvement in childrearing
Within these series of policies to support parents, which are closely linked to strategies to
combat the alarming decline in the birthrate, the government carried out several
campaigns to encourage male participation in childrearing with eye-catching phrases and
posters. In 1999, the MHLW launched a campaign with the following slogan: “Men who
don’t raise children, we don’t call them fathers” (Ikuji o shinai otoko o, chichi to wa
yobanai). The poster used a New York-educated father dancer called Sam—who was
then married to charismatic singer Amuro Namie—who was holding his own eightmonth old son. The language used in the phrase evokes formality and strictness, as seen
in the use of the plain-style declarative sentence ending with yobanai and in the use of the
word otoko for men that emphasizes conservative images of masculinity and the native
Japanese word chichi for fathers (as opposed to, for example, the more neutral dansei for
men and the native Japanese term of address for “father” otōsan or borrowed papa for
fathers). Contrary to the language, the poster depicts a Japanese father that people would
consider atypical, having tanned skin and very long hair tied in the back—which had
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been on the scene for men at that time—and wearing a white long tunic shirt and one
earring. The poster goes on to say:

Example 1:
Otōsan de iru jikan o, motto.
Ichinichi 17-fun. Nihon no otōsan ga ikuji ni atete iru heikin jikan desu.
Futari de tsukutta kodomo na noni, kore de wa okāsan hitori de sodatete iru mitai.
Ninshin ya shussan ga josei ni shika dekinai ōshigoto nara, ikuji wa dansei ni mo dekiru ōshigoto na no de
wa nai deshō ka.
Otōsan-tachi ni wa, kosodate no tanoshisa, taihensa o, motto shitte hoshii.
Soshite 21-seiki o ninatte itte kureru kodomo-tachi no koto o, motto kangaete hoshii.
Spend more time as a father!
17 minutes per day. That is the average time that Japanese fathers spend on childcare.
Although you had the child together, it seems that mother is raising your child by herself.
Although pregnancy and childbirth are big jobs only women can do, isn’t childcare a big task that men can
do too?
We would like fathers to know more about the joys and difficulties of childrearing.
And we would like them to think more about the children who will be supporting the 21st century.

The poster makes a generalization about “Japanese fathers,” using a numerical value of
seventeen minutes per day that fathers, on average, spend taking care of their children. As
I discuss in Chapter 5, the use of a number here strategically stresses how short an
amount of time this is, covertly comparing it with fathers who spend more time in
childrearing, i.e., monolithically imagined Western fathers. On the one hand, the
photograph of a young stylish dancer smiling at his baby was most likely employed in
order to draw people’s attention and to show how enjoyable, albeit difficult, childrearing
could be, and how stylish it could be—although this aspect is not manifested in the
language but can be felt through our image of the dancer (and in turn, Western fathers).
On the other hand, the rather conservative and formal language suggests that the image
preceded the language. While presenting this new image of childrearing, the text ends
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with a linkage to our children who will assume our future, suggesting the government’s
emphasis on solving the looming birthrate for the sake of the nation.
This poster led to controversial discussions (Ishii-Kuntz 2012; Ohinata 2000). For
example, the previously mentioned grass-roots group Ikujiren argued against it with this
phrase: “You don’t call men who don’t raise children chichi? Then let us take care of our
children as much as possible” (Naraba kokoro okinaku ikuji o yarasete kure). Their point
is that they are not raising children just because of the declining birthrate. They therefore
criticized the societal system which did not allow both men and women to naturally work
and raise children at the same time (Ohinata 2000:174). In any case, with both opinions
for and against the poster by the MHLW, this campaign opened up a new direction for
male participation in childrearing, questioning the existing belief that it is purely the
responsibility of women (Ishii-Kuntz 2012:29).
Similarly, the MHLW launched another campaign to encourage male participation
in childcare with a poster that shows a negative example of fatherhood. The poster
depicts a middle-aged salaried worker wearing a suit standing in the middle of a train car,
looking tired, saying “I was a father without raising children” (Watashi wa, ikuji nashi no
chichioya deshita), making a pun on the word ikujinashi, which can mean either “nochildrearing” or “cowardliness” (Ishii-Kuntz 2012:29). Yet, the MHLW created another
poster to encourage men’s taking of parental leaves during the “Month for Thinking
about Work and Family” in October 2000, with a catchy exchange between a father—
popular male dancer Papaiya Suzuki, who had an Afro and wore a flashy clothes—and
his baby daughter. It goes: “Papa! I wont’ put up with you saying you don’t like
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childrearing!” (Papa! Ikuji ga iya nante, yurusaremasen yo) and “Take a parental leave,
Father” (Ikujikyūgyō o torimashō, Otōsan) (in which “Papa! …iya” is a pun on the first
name of the dancer).36 By using a trendy celebrity, the campaign aimed to transform the
image of childrearing to one that is fun and modern.
The White West had long been indexed in Japan with modern, upward mobility,
and the idea of “citizen[s] of the world” (Kelsky 2001:421). Interestingly, especially the
first and last posters seem to appropriate the “blackness” movement among the young—
including tanned skin, curly hair, hip-hop and rap music, and its fashions—that started to
be commoditized as a “solely erotic fetish” in the 1980s (Doerr and Kumagai 2012;
Kelsky 2001:421; Russell 1998). Whether Black West or White West, these state
campaigns highlight how the images of “the West” were exploited in its effort to deny the
images of Japanese non-active fatherhood and instead project new images of fatherhood
for men.

Male involvement in childrearing as a political agenda
Meanwhile, findings in population studies opened up a new direction for the
governmental treatment of male involvement in childrearing (Miyasaka 2008). The
government had previously attributed the cause of the declining birthrate to fewer and
later marriages. On the basis of this assumption, it had taken steps to enhance daycare
centers for working women so that they would be able to combine childcare and work.
However, the 12th Basic Survey on Birth Trend (Shusshō Dōkō Kihon Chōsa) conducted
36

Accessed March 12, 2013.
http://www.jil.go.jp/kisya/kkinjkatei/20020927_02_kj/20020927_02_kj_sankou.html.
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in 2002 by the National Institute of Population and Social Security Research (IPSS)
found that one cause was the declining fertility of married couples (Miyasaka 2008:34–
35).37 This finding has shaped the direction for new policies that parallel the ideal of
gender equality. Having acknowledged the fact that “men were too busy to be easily
involved in family and community,” new policies tried to make sure that “everyone,
including men, could choose diverse ways of working that can balance work time and life
time” (Miyasaka 2008:34).
Accordingly, the “Plus One Measure Against the Declining Birthrate” (Shōshika
Purasu Wan) issued by the MHLW in 2002 implemented a “Readjustment of the Way of
Working Including Men” for all people who work and have children, including families
other than double income ones. It has been said that reducing work hours had not been
preferred in Japan because it could lead Japan losing out to its global competitors
(Ichikawa and Mori 2008). Despite this tactic, the “Plus One” measure set up mandatory
parental leave of at least five days for new fathers; aimed to reduce work hours; and tried
to increase the rate of taking parental leaves to 10 percent for men and 80 percent for
women.38
Similarly, the findings by IPSS’s The 3rd Basic Survey on Trends in the National
Family (Zenkoku Katei Dōkō Chōsa) conducted in 2003 showed significant effects of
male involvement in the household and childcare on fertility: the more men cooperated in
raising children, the more wives continued to work at the time of first child’s birth and
the more likely it became for a couple to have additional children (Miyasaka 2008).
37
38
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Accordingly, the national trend of a declining birthrate and the international trend toward
gender equality led to governmental efforts to realize a gender-equal society, or the socalled danjo kyōdō sankaku, which included male participation in childrearing; several
policies have been established, starting from the Basic Law for a Gender-Equal Society in
1999.39
Later policies extended the target of establishing a work environment compatible
with work-life balance to business owners (though only to ones with more than 300
employees); assigned the primary responsibility of childcare to parents and other
guardians; aimed at the proliferation of programs for fathers and work-life balance (as
cited in Ishii-Kuntz 2012).40 In contrast to other countries such as France, Canada, and
Sweden, however, support for fathers is the most backward area in Japanese support for
childrearing, and this has only recently begun to be dealt with (Ichikawa and Mori 2008).

Wāku Raifu Baransu ‘Work-life balance’ and support for children
Originally brought from the U.S., the idea of balancing work and life—already referred to
in the preceding policies described above—was officially manifested in 2007 with a Code
of Work-Life Balance (Kiwaki 2008). By using the character of a frog, a homonym of
kaeru ‘change,’ and by calling Japan Japan (and writing it in katakana) instead of the

39

The 1999 Basic Law for a Gender-equal Society (Danjo Kyōdō Sankaku Shakai Kihonhō) was enacted as
a basic law along with other twenty-four basic laws. It was followed by Basic Plan for Gender Equality
(Danjo Kyōdō Sankaku Kihon Puran) in 2000, a second Basic Plan in 2005, and a third Basic Plan in 2010.
Gender Equality Bureau of the Cabinet Office. http://www.gender.go.jp/.
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The policies include the Act on Advancement of Measures to Support Raising Next-Generation Children
(Jisedai Ikusei Shien Taisaku Suishinhō) in 2003, the Basic Act for Measures to Cope with the Declining
Birthrate (Shōshika Shakai Taisaku Kihonhō) in 2003, and the Broad Outline for Measures to Cope with the
Declining Birthrate (Shōshika Shakai Taisaku Taikō) in 2004.
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Japanese Nihon or Nippon, the code claims, “Change! JPN. Let’s first change the ‘way
we work!’” (Kaeru! Japan. Hitotsu “hatarakikata” o kaete miyō).41 It aims for a healthy
and fulfilled life that is spent on work, childrearing, care for the elderly, home,
community, and self-improvement.42
Centering on the ideal of work-family balance for both men and women, several
policies were established before and after the enactment of this Code, in order to
comprehensively support the next generation of children from conception to college; to
revolutionize the way of working; and to eliminate the either-or solution between work
and childbearing/childrearing (Ishii-Kuntz 2012:78; Miyasaka 2008:33).43 Similarly,
aided by the government, in 2007, “Project for Supporting fathers in Childrearing”
(Kosodate Papa Ōen Jigyō) started in order to support for the creation of groups among
fathers who are raising children and the opening of educational classes for fathers in each
community as a unit.44
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The Cabinet Office. “For the Realization of the Balance Between Work and Life.”
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These policies emerged from a sense of crisis stemming from the belief that
demographic change would affect the future social economy of Japan (Ikemoto 2013).
Furthermore, Japan had spent significantly less on family related issues, compared to
other countries, and thus it was considered crucial to invest for the future in the next
generation (Ikemoto 2013).45 Unlike the policies in the Scandinavian countries that focus
on diverse lifestyles and happiness of family members (Miyasaka 2008:35), these
policies—established by the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) led by the first Abe cabinet,
which placed the household at the heart of childrearing—had been put into place as
countermeasures against the low birthrate, rather than as support for families raising
children (Miyasaka 2008; Ikemoto 2013).
This view, however, shifted to focus on children themselves when the Democratic
Party of Japan (DPJ) came into office in 2009 and expressed new visions with the slogan
“Children First.”46 In August 2012, the government established “Three Laws related to
Children and Childrearing” (Kodomo Kosodate Kanren Hōan) as one of the related laws
for comprehensively reforming tax and social security. It established a child allowance,
free high school education, an increase in the number of daycare centers, an obligatory
system of shorter work hours for corporate employees with children under the age of
three—even if their spouse was staying at home—and childrearing allowances for singlefather families (Erino 2011:150; Ikemoto 2013).
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Various associations were also formed to support childrearing and male
involvement in it, including the Japan Children Parents Support Organization (Nippon
Kosodate Ōendan)—a civic organization comprised of nation-wide academic experts and
representatives of corporations and organizations formed in 2009 to investigate
childrearing and educational activities, and to request government action.47 As described
earlier, in the state slogan for work-life balance, Japan is called Japan using English that
is pronounced in the Japanese way (and sometimes written in katakana) as in “Kaeru!
Japan.” By contrast, this organization uses the word Nippon for Japan—which sounds
stronger and has overtones of nationalism, with the geminate consonant pp—rather than
Nihon (which sounds “soft and gentle”) and unlike Japan; it emphasizes a certain
nationalistic nostalgia, while showing an enthusiasm for supporting childrearing for the
nation as a whole. 48 These movements for work-life balance and support for children and
childrearing thus embody both nationalistic and globalist orientations toward the
construction of a new nation-state.

47

Other recent organizations include the “Society for Ikumen” (Ikumen no Kai) organized in the Cabinet
Office and the bipartisan “Ikumen Diet Members Union” (Ikumen Giin Renmei).
48
Both Nippon and Nihon have been used as the Japanese names of the country. However, according to a
newspaper article, Nippon was dominant before and during the war, whereas Nihon came to be more
commonly used after the war. This trend has shifted recently, with an increasing use of Nippon, especially
as seen in cheering during the international sporting events such as the Olympics, in the recent names of
new political parties, and in the eye-catching phrase by the JDP, “Nippon o, Torimodosu” (Taking Back
Japan). The article states that this trend might be reflecting a Japan that is recently dispirited, while warning
of a return to the prewar moods (Mainichi Shinbun. January 5, 2013. Yoroku. “Ajia ni wa futatsu no
kokumei o motsu kuni ga futatsu aru. Hitotsu wa…” (There are two countries in Asia that have two country
names. One is…). Accessed October 24, 2013.
http://mainichi.jp/opinion/news/20130105k0000m070105000c.html.
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Women’s work and childrearing
On the other hand, some issues have remained unsolved, including the debate about the
unification of the two systems of preschools and daycare centers—which have been
overseen by two separate Ministries,49 the improvement of the quality as well as the
quantity of daycare services, and the ways of working (Ikemoto 2013). For example, the
employment rate of women with a child under three years old is 29.8 percent in Japan, far
below the OECD average of 51.4 percent (Ikemoto 2013). Prime Minister Abe in his
second Cabinet thus expressed his aim for utilizing women and increasing male
participation in childcare, and envisioned a new family in which both men and women
work both outside and inside the household.50
Availability of daycare at licensed daycare centers varies depending on the
municipality, and new services—such as private daycare centers, family daycare
providers, sick child daycare, babysitting, and family support centers—have opened up to
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Japanese preschools called yōchien are administrated under the School Education Law by the Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, and they are schools where typically children from
single income families between three and five years old receive instruction for about four hours per day.
Japanese daycare centers called hoikuen (or hoikusho) are administrated under the Child Welfare Act by the
MHLW providing care for babies and toddlers for a longer duration instead of parents who both work full
time. Shikokunews. October 19, 2003. https://www.shikokunp.co.jp/feature/tuiseki/230/.
50
For one thing, the government has emphasized enhancement of public spending for making early
childhood education free, based on international interests in and research findings on the significance of
early childhood education. Another focus of the government was on improving women’s ways of working,
including work hours and parental leaves, which had not been fully addressed before. More specifically,
acknowledging the extremely low level of utilization of women compared to the average among the
countries of OECD, it aims to increase the percentage of women in the leading positions in any fields of
society to 30 percent by 2020 (Ikemoto 2013). According to Ikemoto (2013), the new Cabinet is also
expected to make policies considering the international trend for the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
which was adopted and ratified at the UN General Assembly in 1989, in order to facilitate and protect the
rights of children. Although Japan ratified the Convention in 1994, it has been pointed out by the UN that
Japan has been severely unsuccessful in creating policies from the positions and points of views of children
(Ikemoto, Mika. January 22, 2013. “Abeshinseiken no kodomo kosodate shienseisaku eno kitai”
(Expectation about the policies to support children and childrearing in the Abe New Cabinet). The Japan
Research Institute (Nihon Sōken). http://www.jri.co.jp/MediaLibrary/file/report/researchfocus/pdf/6562.pdf.
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supplement licensed daycare centers. Nevertheless, the long waiting lists for licensed
centers (and unlicensed ones) (called taikijidō mondai) still pose a serious problem and
play a role in causing women to quit their jobs shortly before or after childbirth. A new
expression, hokatsu, or efforts to get a spot at a daycare center, was created, and there are
now even professionals called hoiku konsheruju ‘concierge of finding daycare centers.’51
On the other hand, in order for parents to be able to raise their babies themselves
side by side (oya ga yorisotte sodateru), Prime Minister Abe has requested from the
Three Economic Organizations an extension of the duration of parenting leaves, from the
current one and half years (at the longest) to three years. This proposal has been criticized
on the grounds of promoting the myth of motherly love that mothers should stay with
their children until they turn three and of increasing the burden on the part of men who
are single or have stay-at-home wives.52
Furthermore, the “Task Force to Combat the Declining Birthrate” (Shōshika Kiki
Toppa Tasuku Fōsu) set in the Office of the Cabinet has proposed the distribution of a
Josei Techō, a handbook for women to educate them about incorporating marriage and
childbearing as their life plans and about the value of conceiving and bearing children by
their mid-thirties. Although the proposal is meant merely for educational purposes and
51

Slots for infants are said to be especially scarce, since many public daycare centers do not accept babies
younger than six months of age, although private daycare centers may accommodate babies as early as
three weeks old. According to one pediatrician, daycare centers want him to tell parents that it is advisable
to keep children at home during their first year, then put them in daycare when they turn one, emphasizing
the impact of daycare on children. This is because daycare centers do not want to deal with infants but still
need to enroll certain number of children (Yamada 1990:175). From the point of view of daycare centers,
the problem also lies in the rather severe work conditions, with low salary, and a corresponding scarcity of
daycare workers. There are also further issues of taking care of sick children. Although daycare for sick
children started to be offered in some places, parents still often face the issue of taking days off or early
leaves from work for this purpose. I heard about a case in which a public-officer woman, who often had to
take days off to care for her child who got sick easily, had gotten a cold shoulder from her colleagues.
52
Yomiuri Online. Biz-Katsu. Accessed April 19, 2013. http://sum.qooker.jp/O/jobBizYesno99/ja/sp1.html.
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leaves the decision to each individual, there has been much criticism: for example, that it
fosters the idea that conceiving, childbearing, and childrearing are the sole responsibility
of women,53 and that the objective is solving the declining birthrate for the nation, rather
than improving women’s lives.54 All in all, these arguments about and policies for
childrearing are not stable and can be downplayed when the government changes: the socalled twisted Diet (where the ruling parties only have a majority in the lower house, but
not in the upper house), which lasted until 2013, is also pointed out to have delayed the
decision and activation of certain policies including ones for childrearing.
On the other hand, business owners started to offer support for working women
(and men), including on-site daycare centers set within company buildings (bizmom 2007
Autumn-Winter:126); unpaid leaves for fertility treatment; and “grand-parental leaves,”
which allow grandparents to take up to nine days of leave to care for their grandchildren
and daughters or sons (in-law). Supportive programs such as on-site daycare and
monetary gifts for the birth of a baby, however, have tended to be limited to large
corporations (Erino 2011:161), though, more recently, some small corporations have
allowed their employees to bring their children to work. These policies aimed at
facilitating male participation in childrearing and improving the situation of childrearing,
and they are at least contributing to increasing the visibility and the number of fathers
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Son, Mihyon. May 15, 2013. yomi Dr. Yomiuri Shinbun. “Son Mihyon no mama raifu jikkyō chūkei”
(Son Mihyon’s live coverage of her mama life). Hinan gōgō Josei Techō e no shaken” (My opinion on the
much criticized Handbook for Women). Accessed October 24, 2013.
http://www.yomidr.yomiuri.co.jp/page.jsp?id=77721.
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Yoshida, Honami. June 7, 2013. Nihon Keizai Shinbun. “Josei Techō, hantai suru dake de owaranai
tame ni” (So that it will not end with just opposing the Handbook for Women). Accessed October 24, 2013.
http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXNASFK2903X_Z20C13A5000000/.
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called or identified as ikumen; but their effects are to some degree susceptible to each
municipality and business owner, leaving and creating inequality.

The Ikumen Project and presentation of ikumen in the media
The birth of the ikumen movement and a new childcare leave act
The word ikumen was coined in 2006 by a copywriter at an advertising company, whose
male workers opened up a website Ikumen Club (Ikumen Kurabu) (which became an
NPO in 2011) to disseminate their experiences on childrearing (Yomiuri Shinbun August
29, 2009). In 2006, too, a Tokyo-based NPO—later with many local branches—called
Fathering Japan (Fazāringu Japan) was formed for encouraging male parenting. This
NPO has initiated multiple activities and projects, including numerous invited lectures
and seminars at municipalities, companies, or universities, national forums, fee-based
courses for educating men (called “Fathering School”), and support for fathers taking
parental leave. Its activities also include support for single fathers, for mothers in general
and in particular those who are experiencing after-childbirth depressions, and for
grandfathers (called ikujī ‘lit. childrearing-grandfather’).55 With its involvement in
governmental projects including the Ikumen Project described below; having board
members of companies as its members and advisors; and having several corporate
members, this NPO has had an important impact on the movement for male participation
in the household and childcare.
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Fathering Japan. http://www.fathering.jp/index.html. Support for grandmothers is not included, and that
is perhaps because they are assumed to know how to handle childcare.
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Likewise, the first Japanese magazine for men’s parenting called FQ Japan was
issued in 2006, following its U.K. publication, advertising “modern” Western fathers and
imported nursery items, although, admittedly, its circulation is not that wide and it is
most likely read only by active supporters of male participation in childcare, as I describe
in Chapter 8.56 Parenting magazines for mothers and infants, as well as advertising of
nursery items included in them, also started to feature fathers exhibiting how cool and
caring those ikumen are, as I describe in Chapter 6. Through these newer movements, the
word ikumen started to spread in the mass media. According to Ikumen Club the word
made its media debut as a common word in November 2008 when it was featured in an
article in a well-known weekly magazine AERA published by a national newspaper
publisher Asahi Shinbun.57
In January 2010, the then minister of the MHLW, Nagatsuma Akira, stated at a
Lower House Budget Committee meeting, “I want to make ‘ikumen’ and ‘kajimen’
fashionable” (Mainichi Shinbun January 27, 2010).58 Following this, the MHLW
launched the Ikumen Project in June 2010, with the slogan: “Men who raise children
change the family. Society moves” (Sodateru otoko ga, kazoku o kaeru. Shakai ga ugoku).
The Ikumen Project maintains a website and a Twitter account, which solicit individual
and corporate supporters of ikumen and list their manifestations of becoming ikumen; and
56

Ishii-Kuntz (2012:56) suggests that this magazine sold an image of childrearing as being fun and a
creative activity, unlike parenting magazines for mothers filled with information about diapers, baby
clothes, or cooking. As I describe in Chapter 8, the magazines aimed at mothers also feature the more
trendy aspects of motherhood and childrearing, especially in newly started magazines for mothers. FQ
Japan, however, appears more dissociated from the images of daily childcare by explicitly making a linkage
with “stylish” Western parenting with its advertising of imported nursery items along with ideas from
Western parenting (such as buggy running abbreviated in Japanese as bagiran).
57
Ikumen Kurabu. November 2008. Accessed October 24, 2013. http://www.ikumenclub.com/about/.
58
Cited as in “OCN today.” http://journal.ocn.ne.jp/words/vol02/wd100129.html.
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stories about experiencing childrearing and parental leave by fathers, with “The Star of
Ikumen” (Ikumen no Hoshi) being awarded to those who have best described their
“exhilarating experiences” (atsui taiken).
The Ikumen Project also provides an “index” about ikumen that lists the number
of parents receiving first-time parental leaves, the total fertility rate, and the numbers of
supporters of ikumen made by each prefecture since 2009.59 The project even has an
official song, called “Family Circle” (Kazoku no Wa). The lyrics, on the one hand,
assume the naturalized gender order: the first verse, sung by a mother, acknowledges how
helpful it is when her husband (papa) is around, while the second verse, sung by a father,
shows gratitude to his wife (mama) for her efforts and states that he will also make an
effort and start from what he can do. On the other hand, the lyrics highlight new,
alternative, or ideal couplehood after the children grow older and leave home when the
two alone hope to happily discuss their future as if they were young.
In 2010, too, an information program on NHK (the Japan national public
broadcasting corporation) featured the word ikumen,60 and in the same year, the word
won one of the top ten fashionable words in a well-known survey by the company UCAN, which led the word to become widely known.61 In addition, during that year, the
Bunkyo Ward mayor Narisawa Hiroaki took a paternal leave of two weeks, first as ward
mayor, or chief of municipalities, and this news filled the first page of a major national
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http://ikumen-project.jp/pdf/ikumen_list.pdf.
Jōhō Marugoto “Tokusuru Nihongo” (Entire Information “Advantageous Japanese”). “Wadai no ikumen
to wa” (What is this talked-about ikumen thing?). June 21, 2010. NHK. Accessed October 2, 2013.
http://www.nhk.or.jp/kininaru-blog/2010/06/.
61
Ikumen Kurabu. http://www.ikumenclub.com/about/.
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morning newspaper with the title “Bunkyo ward mayor ‘I will be the first to take a
parental leave’” (Mainichi Shinbun March 11, 2010).
This year, an amendment to the Child Care and Family Care Leave Act was also
made, under the new name “Papas and Mamas Parental Leave Plus,” and aimed to realize
a society in which men can also easily be involved in childcare.62 The actual rate of men
taking parental leaves, however, remains low at 1.89 percent, where that of women was
83.6 percent, during the one year from October 2010 to September 2011, and many
factors that affect the taking of parental leaves by men (and women) have been
reported.63

National and local moves
As ikumen have become more widespread, various events for childrearing, fathers, and
mothers have started to appear. These range from small, local events to quite large ones.
Large Tokyo-based events include Childrearing Festival (Ikufesu) started since 2010,
which is a two-day-long “Show for Babies, Kids and Maternity” hosted by the magazine
FQ Japan and sponsored by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry. Its features
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This revision allowed fathers, including ones whose wives are stay-at-home mothers, to take parental
leave again if the first one takes place within eight weeks after childbirth; a parental leave can be extended
by two months (for “Papas’ months”) until the child turns fourteen months if both the parents take leaves; it
also mandates a reduced work system of six hours per day without overtime until the child turns three; and
an expansion of leave days for sick children was implemented. MHLW.
http://www.mhlw.go.jp/bunya/koyoukintou/pamphlet/dl/08.pdf.
63
The 2012 Equal Employment Basic Survey conducted by the MHLW. It also reports that among those
who took parental leaves, 41.3 percent took them for less than five days, and 70 percent took them for less
than a month, while many women took them between eight and eighteen months. MHLW.
http://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei/list/71-24.html. Factors affecting the taking of parental leaves include work
environment, negative influence on one’s career, reduction in income, uneasiness in the community, and
negotiation with the hegemonic ideals of masculinity, as also described in fathers’ writings about their
experiences of taking parental leaves (e.g., Atsumi 2010).
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include talk shows by parent celebrities, various classes, photo shooting of families,
display of international nursery items, and opportunities to win various nursery items.64
Likewise, the Ikumen of the Year, an “enlightenment event,” has taken place annually
since 2011 on Ikumen Day (October 19), and is sponsored by the Ikumen Project. It
awards a prize to a father who has enjoyed and worked hard at parenting during the past
year, while at the same time aiming to increase the number of ikumen taking parental
leaves and those who can think about their wives’ happiness and release them from
childrearing.65 On the other hand, the Mothering Project formed within the NPO
Fathering Japan held a Mothering Project Kick-Off Forum in Tokyo in 2012, offering a
new vision for the movement from the point of view of supporting mothers. More locally,
Kobe City has been holding Kobe Ikumen Award (Kobe Ikumen Taishō), an annual event
co-hosted by Kobe City since 2010. With governmental aid, many municipalities and
NPOs have also caught up with this trend, offering events and classes for fathers,
although availability varies. The social environment has also improved for parents with
small children, with changing tables installed in men’s bathrooms in shopping malls,
elevators installed at train stations, and so forth, as I detail in Chapter 6.66
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FQ Japan. “Ikufesu 2013.” Accessed March 21, 2014. http://www.fqmagazine.jp/ikufes/index.html.
http://ikumen-of-the-year.com/.
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Social changes at the local level include the installment of support desks for childrearing at large
shopping malls in Hiroshima prefecture, the establishment of a “Prefectural childrearing day” on the
eighteenth of each month in Ishikawa Prefecture, and holding of a seminar for male participation in
childcare in August called “The month for supporting papas’ involvement in childrearing” in Oita
Prefecture. Yomiuri Shinbun. “Shakaihoshō Anshin” (Social security reassured). May 28, 2013.
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Introduction of ikumen in the media
Different media have affected the ikumen movement in various ways. In 2011, broadcasts
featuring men in childrearing included such soap operas as Full-Throttle Girl (Zenkai
Gāru) and The Marumo’s Law (Marumo no Okite).67 Rabbit Drop (Usagi-Drop), a film
that features an ikumen, was aired depicting the struggles and adjustment in the life of a
young single man who ends up taking care of his grandfather’s six-year-old daughter.68
Television news and information programs have time and again featured male
participation in the household and childcare in relation to stylish new nursery items, to its
positive effects on increasing the rate of having second children, and to the declining
birthrate and the issue of children waiting for daycare centers, to name just a few.69
Similarly, NHK aired a program called Papa-saurus (Papa Saurusu) between
2006 and 2010, offering ideas how fathers might enjoy their time with their children,
including biking, cooking, camping, and mountain climbing (NHK 2007). The book
based on the series states, “We (Papas) are busy. We want to work hard, and so we can
only see your (kimi) sleeping face on some days. But we want to cherish the time that we
spend with you (kimi)….” (NHK 2007:1). This passage on the one hand takes for granted
men’s hard work and women’s roles as primary caretakers, while on the other portraying
a new type of father-child relationship that is hinted at by the fathers’ (papa) use of the
67

Asahi Shinbun. “Ikumen ga yurusenai?” (You can’t accept Ikumen?). July 15, 2011.
Ryukyushimpo.jp. “‘Usagi doroppu’ Dansei no atarashii ikikata o teian” (‘Usagi Drop’ proposes a new
way of living for men). August 16, 2011. http://ryukyushimpo.jp/news/storyid-180583-storytopic-137.html.
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“‘Usagi-Drop’ de dokushi no ‘ikumen’” (‘Usagi-Drop’ depicts an “ikumen” who is single). Mainichi
Shinbun Tokyo Evening. August 22, 2011. Accessed October 24, 2013.
http://mainichi.jp/enta/news/20110822dde012200028000c.html.
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For example, a well-known economic documentary program Gaia no Yoake featured a program entitled
“Nippon no kazoku no yukue 1 Kosodate shiyō!: Shōshika no kabe o uchiyabure” (The future of the
Japanese family 1 Let’s raise children!: Conquer the wall of the declining number of children), broadcast
on July 6, 2010 on TV Tokyo.
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second person pronoun kimi to refer to the children written in katakana—one recent
usage of the pronoun, as opposed to its old use by men to address their equals or
subordinates (Digital Daijisen 2012).
In April 2013, a children’s program called “Together with Father” (Otōsan to
Issho), a sister program of the perennial “Together with Mother” (Okāsan to Issho)
started being broadcast on the NHK BS Premium channel on Sunday morning. Its
characterization of male participation in childrearing, however, also reveals naturalized
gender orders, when it states that it provides the time for parent-child play and exercises
that support “weekend ‘ikumen fathers’”; and when one of the songs called
Bosabosabossa (analogous to bosabosa, a mimetic word meaning ‘messed-up hair’)
depicts the father as a white-collar sararīman commuting on the train with a messed-up
bushy hair, who is called cool and thanked for his work by his daughter (and/or his wife)
who say “Otsukaresama ne”—with a feminine-sounding ending ne combined with a set
phrase that appreciates someone’s efforts.70
Many books on fatherhood have also been published, adding another facet to the
collection of early publications on fathering noted earlier. They include narratives about
childcare and parental leave experiences (Narisawa 2010), similar to earlier publications,
but newer publications tend to focus more on instructing men on how they can be
actively involved in childrearing; how they can take care of children on a day-to-day
basis; and how they can play with children. The titles include, for instance, “Papas’ Rule:
A Book for Making Your Family 101-Times Happiness” (Papa Rūru: Anata no Kazoku o
70

NHK. “25-nendo kaitei no shinbangumi” (New programs revised for 2013).
http://www.nhk.or.jp/pr/keiei/shiryou/soukyoku/2013/01/001.pdf.
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101-Bai Shiawase ni suru Hon (Ando, Kozaki, and Fathering Japan 2009) and “Papa’s
Book: You’ll become a “papa to be proud of” from today” (Papa no Hon: Kyō kara
“Jiman no Papa” ni naru!) (Ando and Fathering Japan 2012; see also Ando
2008a,b;Atsumi 2010; Imada and Kaijima 1995; Jiyukokuminsha 2010; Ota 2013).
Media and journalism have similarly started to feature caring fathers and their actual
fathering. In an event for would-be parents held in Tokyo in 2012, the representative of
an NPO for fathers’ childrearing told the participants that their company magazine would
feature them, and Yomiuri Shinbun, one major national paper, would come and interview
them if they took a parental leave. He added that this would fade away within five years,
suggesting the very flourishing situation of male participation in childrearing around
2012.

Marketing of family-targeted novel nursery items
The marketing of novel nursery items escalated the movement as well. Department stores,
as well as specialty stores carrying nursery items, have advertised modern imported
nursery items, such as baby carriers, strollers, and toys. They have also sold products that
are specifically packaged and designed for ikumen, including the famous new years gift
bags (“Ikumen Fukubukuro”) and diaper bags for fathers called fazāzu baggu.71 The
industries related to childrearing and pregnancy have also introduced new concepts,
activities, and events from and in relation to the U.S., including classes for baby
massaging, modified sign language for babies, preschools where English is the primary
71

“Ikumen shōsen: Kakkyō” (Ikumen business: Booming). January 11, 2011. Mainichi Shinbun Osaka
Morning.
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language, and English for kids (kizzu English) (although English classes for children have
been around for a long time). The enthusiasm for English education, whether national,
school-based, or at an individual level, in part comes from parents’ hopes that their
children would enter good schools and speak English as naturally as possible in a society
that has always struggled with a sense of inferiority toward the West on the one hand,
while valuing educational attainment on the other.
Similarly, celebrations of a woman’s big belly during pregnancy, of the fetus in
the belly, and of the day when the baby turns six month old and of the “half-coming-ofage celebration” (at age ten) have become fashionable. Any of these usually takes the
form of a photo-shoot, whether it is the belly, 3-D or 4-D images of the fetus, or babies
and children dressed up as Disney characters or animals. Nowadays, social media
facilitated the circulation of information and images of pregnancy and childrearing as
well, with people showing their babies’ pictures in their blogs, on their Facebook pages,
or through Twitter. My own experience is that not a few mothers show their children and
childrearing on social media, and I was also sometimes asked for permission to use
pictures of our children together.

Shifts in society and orientations toward gender roles
More recently, with a shift of economic and social organization and the U.S.-led
globalization, Japanese society, as in other developed countries, is said to have become
an “unequal society” (kakusa shakai) divided into a “winner-group” (kachigumi) and a
“loser-group” (makegumi), or those who are employees of large corporations and
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professionals, and many of those who are non-regular employees, contract employees,
and furītā, or freeter—i.e., those who do not go to school nor do the household work but
(seek to) work part-time in the late 1980s (Masahiro Yamada 2006). Work and family
situations have also undergone a change. The government’s plan for creating National
Strategic Special Zones aims at “creating international cities competitive with the world”
(sekai to tatakaeru kokusaitoshi no keisei), loosening regulations for dismissal, afterhours work, and limited term employment in order to attract foreign corporations.72 The
pension system changed, allowing stay-at-home wives to receive half their husbands’
pension in case of divorce. On the other hand, many people began to delay marriage or
not to marry at all, because of such factors as women’s entry into the labor market, their
emancipation (e.g., Kelsky 1999), the marketing of prepared foods, the development of
home appliances (Ueno 1994), an increase of parasaito shinguru or parasite singles—i.e.,
young unmarried adults living off their parents—and an increasing gap between women’s
and men’s expectations toward marriage (Yamada 1999).
The number of dual income households has exceeded that of male employeeshousewives households since 1997, and orientations toward gender roles are said to be
shifting.73 According to the 2011 Annual Report for Gender Equality (Danjo Kyōdō
Sankau Hakusho), respondents’ opinions about whether or not they agreed with the idea
that “men should work outside and women should protect the home” had greatly shifted
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Prime Minister of Japan and His Cabinet. “Kokka senryaku tokku tokushū pēji” (National Strategic
Special Zones). http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/headline/kokkasenryaku_tokku2013.html. Yutaka, Harada.
“Kaiko tokku o dō kangaetara yoika” (How we should understand the Special Dismissal Zones). Yomiuri
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toward gender equality: In 1979, more than 70 percent of the respondents agreed (or
mostly agreed) and 20.4 percent disagreed (or mostly disagreed) with this idea, which
changed to 46.9 percent agreement and 47 percent disagreement in 2002, and to 41.3
percent agreement and 55.1 percent disagreement in 2011.74 As such, although the
established gender division of labor is nevertheless ideologically still prevalent, the
“workaholic employee and housewives” model of the 1960s has become incompatible
with contemporary Japanese society (Komuro and Komasaki 2011:250). Kashiwagi and
Takahashi (2008:107) point out that society has been transformed to a new gendered
division of labor in which “men work, and women work and manage the home.” The rate
of unmarried full-time working women quitting their jobs after childbearing (or after
marriage) has, however, remained unchanged since the 1970s, consisting of 60 percent of
women who had previously worked outside the home. Furthermore, studies have shown
that women working after childbearing are more likely be part-time workers who resume
work several years after childbirth (IPSS the 14th Basic Survey on Birth Trend 2010).75
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Gender Equality Bureau Cabinet Office. “‘Dansei ni totte no danjo kyōdōsankaku’ ni kansuru ishiki
chōsa hōkokusho” (Report on the attitudinal survey on “Gender-equality for men”). Chapter 3-3.
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Survey of Adults in 21st Century reported in 2011, approximately 65 percent of women had full-time work
before marriage, but that decreased to 43.6 percent after marriage; among all women who had work, 27.7
percent quit after marriage. Further, in the late 2000s 38 percent of those women who had worked before
pregnancy continued to work after childbearing in the late 2000s, meaning approximately 60 percent of
working women quit their jobs when they have a baby (IPSS the 14th Basic Survey on Birth Trend 2010.
http://www.ipss.go.jp/ps-doukou/j/doukou14/chapter2.html#23). While many women (74 percent) are stayat-home mothers after childbearing, those working full-time after they have a child comprise 18.3 percent,
and those working part-time have significantly increased up until 36.8 percent, indicating that more women
work part-time if they resume work after childbearing. This has been a big issue, and the government aims
to increase the rate of women continuing work after the birth of their first child to 55 percent by 2017
(Cabinet Office. Gender Equal Bureau.
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Thus, this “overworked salaried workers and part-time wives who earn less than
1,030,000 yen per year”-model (so they can remain legal dependents of their husbands) is
not compatible either with the ideal of a gender-equal society (Komuro and Komasaki
2011:250).
Studies have also pointed out that contemporary young women often want to
become stay-at-home mothers, which Ogura (1998) calls a “new orientation toward stayat-home mothers.” According to Ogura, the idea that young women seem to have is that
“men should work and help out in the household,” while women devote themselves to
childcare and further engage in hobbies (or “hobby-like jobs”) (Annual Report on Health
and Welfare 1998:34).76 In particular, according to Yamada (1999:85), the discrepancy
between women’s and men’s expectations of marriage has made it difficult to find future
marriage partners, and has also increased the number of parasaito shinguru, leading to
fewer marriages and a declining birthrate.
Parasaito shinguru ‘parasite singles’ is a new label that was created in parallel
with the post-bubble social reorganization, in addition to such other types of young
people as furītā and nīto or NEET—i.e., young people Not in Education, Employment or
Training (Yamada 1999:164). According to Kinsella (1997:384), this sort of rejection of
so-called “adult society” and flight from social responsibility among young people had
started in the late 1960s. Yamada (1999:164) specifies the following causes of parasite

http://www.gender.go.jp/about_danjo/whitepaper/h25/zentai/html/honpen/b1_s00_03.html. MHLW.
http://www.mhlw.go.jp/bunya/koyoukintou/josei-jitsujo/dl/11gaiyou.pdf).
76
In Section 2, Chapter 1, Volume 1. http://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei_hakusho/hakusho/kousei/1998/.
Ishizaki (2004), for example, finds how a popular magazine for stay-at-home housewives in their thirties,
called VERY, embodies desired happy lives of housewives through their own higher educational
backgrounds, leisure time, and their husbands’ social status and economic power.
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singles: parents who do anything for their children, socio-economical environments that
prevent young people from being financially independent, and the ideology of and
orientation toward a “standard life course.”
As noted earlier, the ideology of the standard family has given people a sense of
the middle-class and “lock-step mentality” (yokonarabi ishiki) and pressured them to
follow this norm based on a sense of “respectability” (sekentei) and “shame” (haji)
(Yamada 1999:164). Or in other words, according to Yamada (1999:19), this mentality
has prevented many young people from becoming independent from their parents and
following “diverse life courses.” Yamada (1999:85) thus argues that these “parasite” lives
lead to young women’s desires to become stay-at-home mothers and such a new style of
motherhood. In any case, what young people want is, according to Komuro and
Komasaki (2011:250), “couplehood in which both the husband and wife naturally
(futsūni) work and naturally (futsūni) share childcare and the household and can maintain
love and respect,” which was not a form of conjugal couples prevalent in their parents’
generation.

A decline in the birthrate and a celebration of childbirth and childrearing
Fewer and later marriages, and the associated infertility, for one thing, have promoted
activities to get married, or konkatsu ‘marriage-hunting,’ for both men and women.77
Furthermore, the 1.57 shock—which was caused by the state’s postwar population
policies and corporate family planning to reduce labor costs—caused concerns about the
77

The word is based on shūkatsu ‘job-hunting,” which is created by compounding the two morae of each
word as with kon in kekkon ‘getting married’ and katsu in katsudō ‘activity.’
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ability to meet labor needs for future gross capital. As Meguro and Shibata foresaw in
1998, postwar labor management and family policies in light of gross capital, along with
the revision of the Labor Act that oppresses women, further reduced the birthrate
(Meguro and Shibata 1998). Kelsky (2001) also suggests that internationalist women’s
emancipation by relating themselves with the West (e.g., working in foreign firms,
studying English, and actually moving to English-speaking countries) since the 1990s has
partly led to these social shifts. In early twenty-first century Japan, the total fertility rate
has hit new lows—the lowest being 1.26 in 2005 and 1.41 in 2012. The serious decline in
the birthrate foregrounded the significance of childbearing and childrearing in the mass
media and by politicians on the one hand (Ohinata 2000), while on the other urged the
state to encourage ikumen and new ways of living, as noted earlier.
As I describe in more detail in Chapter 3, women achieved citizenship through
domesticity and reproduction in the modern family (Koyama 1994). During the bubble
economy of the late 1980s and the early 1990s, however, an American notion of DINKS,
or dinkusu—i.e., having double incomes and no kids—was introduced and appreciated
among aspiring career women, for whom “being childless was more fashionable” (Erino
2011). Taking parental leave was not an easy option for them even if they had children. It
was in 2003 that Essayist Sakai Junko called women who are over thirty years old,
unmarried, and have no children, makeinu ‘loser,’ creating a new self-deprecating, but
simultaneously self-empowering image of women, because they have their careers and
freer lives that they cherish unconstrained from the less attractive (for them) “standard”
life course for women (Sakai 2003). Erino (2011) argues that such lives of career women
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in their middle age are now therefore drastically reevaluated in the boom of ikumen and
childbearing. The message from the surrounding society is that, “Women’s happiness is
determined by giving birth to and raising children” (54), and as such, for example,
Former Prime Minister Mori Yoshiro was quoted in 2003: “Women who don’t produce
any children, well it would be impolite to say that they are kind of selfish, but surely they
cherish freedom, enjoy themselves, and grow old……so it makes no sense to say that the
taxpayers have to take care of them” (June 26, 2003, as cited in Asakura 2004:1).
Infertility has therefore drawn equally great attention by the growing industries of
nursery items and maternity wear and various new views and practices of conception and
childbearing. Accordingly, yet another new concept, ninkatsu, or trying to conceive,
became common. The confession of a female celebrity that she was infertile caught the
attention of the public, especially because she used the new term “TGP”, or ‘trying to get
pregnant,’ instead of the old word funin ‘sterility’ with its negative connotations
(Higashio 2012). In 2013, the MHLW started to provide financial aid for infertility
treatment for women up to forty-two years old.
As described in Chapter 3, the ideology surrounding the modern family has
created an ideology of a family comprised of heterosexual couples that deals with
sexuality and reproduction, and this ideal family is approved and protected by the nationstate through its marriage system. The reality of such conjugal love through reproduction
is thus achieved by having own children (Saito 2006), in part making adoption an
uncommon strategy for realizing a family in Japan. Saito (2006:251) argues that the
society that thinks having children is self-evident thus creates “pronatalism,” and wishes
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to have “one’s own children” are therefore what motivate the use of advanced
reproductive technologies. Japan’s measures against the low birthrate accordingly
encourage people to have their own children through infertility treatment, and have also
led companies to begin offering leave for fertility treatment (Erino 2011), as noted earlier.
In any case, as Saito (2006:251) contends, reproductive technologies have
provided more choices and diversity, deconstructing the idea about the modern family,
but simultaneously, it strengthens the norm of the modern family. Within the climate of
having two children, thus, even having one child is commonly thought to be deviant, and
the single child is often pitied (kawaisō) and thought to become selfish (wagamama) or
uncooperative (kyōchōsei ga nai).78 According to the 2010 National Fertility Survey
(Shusshō dōkō kihon chōsa), more than half the households had had two children since
the 1977 up until 2010, whereas the number of only-children households is increasing,
from 9.1% in 1982, to 9.8% in 1997, and to 15.9% in 2010, so is the number of nochildren households from 3.1% in 1982, to 3.7% in 1997, and to 6.4% in 2010.79
Although the survey also finds that the average number of children per household
decreased from 2.09 children in 2005 to 1.96 children in 2010, families having two
children comprise the majority, followed by families having more than two children.
In this climate, being single after certain age and/or childless despite a desire to
have children are especially marginalized (Atsumi 2010; Erino 2011:2; Momose
78

Many online forums discuss prejudices toward single children. For example, see: Benesse. “Hitorikko ni
taisuru henken o kiru!” (Deconstruct the prejudice toward single children!). January 27, 2013. Accessed
January 21, 2014. http://benesse.jp/news/kosodate/commu/20130127170044.html.
79
The quinquennial national survey asks women below fifty years old being married between fifteen and
nineteen years about the number of their children.
National Institute of Population and Social Security Research. 2010. http://www.ipss.go.jp/psdoukou/j/doukou14/doukou14.asp.
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2011:119; Saito 2006). The myth of motherly love is unconsciously exploited everywhere
as a weapon, as politicians, for example, would claim that they “wish world peace by
protecting the environment on the earth with the love of mothers” (Ohinata 2000:196).
Childless women thus have been either condemned for not having children, or
condemned for their narrow perspective and/or immaturity of self for wanting to have
children from a position that insists on a release from motherhood (Ohinata 2000:196). 80

Emphasis on the “standard” life course and diversity
For one thing, the ikumen movement appears to empower men and women, and aims to
help the increasing number of nuclear families who struggle with loss of community ties;
this situation is sometimes called ko-sodate—meaning lonely rearing (of children), with
ko used as a pun on ko or kodoku ‘solitude,’ in addition to the original ko or kodomo
‘children.’81 In the process, being a father has gained a certain status, and furthermore,
caring fatherhood is now valued as “cool” (kakkoii); it has become fashionable owing to
an industry that benefits from purchases by young parents (Erino 2011; Ushikubo 2010).
On the other hand, with the proliferation of ikumen, grandfathers who are actively
involved in “childrearing” started to be called ikujii, paradoxically being encouraged to
deal with what was considered “feminine” work when they were younger.82 Participation
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Kashiwagi and Takahashi (2008:18) describe that for women, having children (komochi) has been used
as judgment, different from the idea of having a family (kazokumochi), which has been used to signify a
man’s social attribute.
81
A new class of professionals called kosodate/ikui fashiritētā ‘facilitator of childrearing’ has appeared to
aid in dealing with family-related issues, such as abuse by parents, bullying among children and suicides of
the bullied, and issues caused by a relaxed education policy called yutorikyōiku since the late 1990s.
82
For instance, in March 2012, then Prime Minister Noda Yoshihiko commented—after meeting three
“chiefs/mayors who are ikumen”—that “In the future, I want to do ‘ikujii’(lit. childrearing-grandfather) and
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in childrearing by men who are retired but have energy is thus thought to be an effective
utilization of the older generation.83
For another, however, the ikumen movement as the new hegemony after all ends
up highlighting the ideology of the (more egalitarian) modern family—the standard life
course. Borrowing Williams (1997), ikumen are another selective tradition, thereby
producing the dominant and the marginalized other, and inequality among fatherhood and
its surrounding notions within the context of a low birthrate. It reiterates the norm of
getting married and having children within a particular part of the life cycle with lower
variance in Japan than in the U.S., because in Japan the demographic factor of “age”—
rather than socio-economic attributes of educational background and occupation—is most
powerful in determining one’s life events (Brinton 1988; Shirahase 1999). This trend is
further reinforced by the collectivism (Ueno 1994) or the so-called “lock-step mentality,”
even if there is some leeway in who works and who takes care of children. Furthermore,
even if they look like they are the “standard” family, the emphasis on ikumen means that
women whose husbands are uncooperative in household and childcare struggle (Momose
2011:119); some men are also frustrated by the idealistic and mass-media images of such
involved fatherhood and husbandhood. The word “diversity” has also come to be heard,

talk happily with my grandchildren” (Shōrai “ikujii” o yatte (mago to) tanoshiku hanashi o shitai). “Ikujii
Sengen, Prime Minister Noda” (Prime Minister Noda Manifests of Becoming Ikujii). Sukoyaka Kizzu
YomiDr. Yomiuri Shinbun March 21, 2012. Accessed October 3, 2013.
http://www.yomidr.yomiuri.co.jp/page.jsp?id=56269.
83
Their participation has been perceived positively as a replacement of “busy fathers,” and an NPO,
Fathering Japan, offered fee-based classes for grandfathers for this purpose. By contrast, it has also been
viewed as impeding fathers’ participation in childrearing. Midwives in municipal classes for would-be
parents encouraged women not to engage in the traditional custom of returning to their natal home for their
childbirth (so-called satogaeri shussan), as it impedes the opportunity for their husbands to be actively
involved in taking care of their babies from the very beginning. It is also often the case that being able to
receive support from young grandparents lowers the probability of obtaining a spot at daycare centers.
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for example, in an effort to create a society in which “everyone can enjoy the pleasure of
work,” “without depending on the life stages,” as manifested on the website of the Asahi
Shinbun Diversity Project.84 Likewise, the 2002 Plus One Measure Against the Declining
Birthrate stated that “having or not having children is up to one’s choice” and thus those
who do not intend to have children or who are not (physically) able to have them should
not be distressed. Furthermore, it stated that it is important to “respect diverse forms of
families and ways of lives” including single-parent families and unmarried people.85 The
contemporary situation of family and ways of life that is highlighted by the ikumen
movement and its surrounding issues, however, disturb these ideals.
Sociopolitical issues have also remained untouched. As described in detail in
Chapter 3, the state policies that secure lives for stay-at-home wives have remained
unchanged in their ideology of motherly love, paradoxically encouraging women not to
work outside the home. Class stratification among women and between men and women
in terms of work are also another site of problematization; it has been pointed out that
outsourcing of such domestic tasks as childcare, care for the aged, preparing foods, or
cleaning, are in fact most often done by women for other women for a low wage and
social status. This is because such work “has been constructed in such a way that it
replicates women’s domestic role” within a familial ideology (Beechey 1987:163,
emphasis in the original; Ueno 1994).86 On the other hand, men and women have entered
into “the other” sphere of tasks: for example, there are now male daycare workers,
84

Asahi Shinbun. “Diversity Project” (Daibāshitī Purojekuto). http://www.asahi.com/diversity/.
MHLW. http://www.mhlw.go.jp/houdou/2002/09/h0920-1.html.
86
Sakai (2003) suggests class stratification of women’s lives in her notion of makeinu ‘loser.” She argues
that the difference in the life courses between women who married early and who remain unmarried after
thirty years old often has already started in their early lives.
85
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although they are still uncommon partly because of a certain prejudice against male
caretakers. All in all, these discussions in part led to Prime Minister Abe’s proposal about
extending parental leave for up to three years, so parents (i.e., women) can raise their
children themselves, as mentioned earlier. In any case, the ikumen movement brings up
the question of how the ideals of a gender-equal society and of the sustainability of the
nation-state can be achieved. With the shrinking Japanese economy and economic
globalization, the ideology of the “standard family” needs to be deconstructed, and state
politics need to be reformed to secure jobs, work conditions, social security for various
ways of working and living.

2.3. Summary
This chapter has described the sociopolitical circumstances within which male
participation in childrearing began to emerge in the 1970s and was constructed through
the early twenty-first century. Although the movement for male involvement in childcare
first emerged in grass-roots activities and publications by fathers who aimed for gender
equality between men and women, and thus for the rights of men to be involved in
childrearing, the movement as it is currently practiced was put forward by international
demands for gender equality in Japan and the following political enforcement. In
particular, the double issue of the declining birthrate and an aging population has
impacted Japan since the 1990s, within economic recessions that ended up changing the
work environment for men and thus the “traditional” gendered divisions of labor.
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Within these contexts, raising the rate of male participation in childrearing has
turned into a political agenda, which led to creating the ideal of a gender-equal society
with work-life balance. Armed with the mass media, ikumen have become ideal fathers
for the early twenty-first century, and childbearing and childrearing (and families) have
become something to be cherished more than before, in close relation to the
commoditizing of “childrearing” including novel nursery items, photo-shooting industries,
and so forth. While “diversity” has been often mentioned when talking about Japan’s
future, the admiration of ikumen conversely highlights the unchanged ideology of having
a “standard” life course, marginalizing and pressuring those who are not on the right
track by being unmarried, childless, or not ikumen. As I describe in the following
chapters, while ikumen are predicated on the existing gender ideologies and fatherhood in
Japan, ikumen are also closely linked to Japan’s ambiguous relationships with and thus
desires for the West, within the larger context of gender, race, modernization, and
globalization, as also suggested by the state campaign posters to combat the declining
birthrate described earlier.
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CHAPTER 3 HISTORY OF FAMILY, FATHERTHOOD, AND MASCULINITY
3.1 Introduction
Psychiatrist Doi Takeo (1973:185) once wrote that Japanese society was a fatherless
society (chichi naki shakai), in which only the mother-child bond is strong. As such, for
many Japanese and non-Japanese, “traditional fathers” bring up images of patriarchic
and/or fatherless families. Such images were produced by the “modern family” and the
nation-state in the period from the late nineteenth century through the postwar economic
boom, and they are still predominant in contemporary Japan. Ikumen, therefore, did not
emerge, or were not constructed, out of context, but are profoundly based upon historical
social realities that Japan, in relation to the West and the globalizing world, has
encountered—such as modernization, industrialization, demographic changes, economic
growth and stagnation, postwar Americanization, and international political economic
discourses on gender equality.
More specifically, as I describe in Chapter 4, when talking about ikumen, people
with whom I spoke often juxtaposed the old days (mukashi) and nowadays (ima), as well
as Japan and the West. What these layers of juxtaposition indicate is again that ikumen do
not stand by themselves but can only exist with reference to the old images of fatherhood
and ideologies of masculinity; moreover, ideas about “Japanese” fatherhood, including
ikumen, do not stand by themselves but can only exist relative to the West. In her study of
women’s language, Inoue (2006) argues for the historical contingency of present social
realities, as that allows us to locate the heterogeneity of women in the past as well as the
present. Borrowing her theory, then, “We must undo the historical narrative made in the
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present that insists” that men used not to raise children in the past; because otherwise, the
heterogeneity, such as those men who did raise children, is set as “deviance or (marked)
diversity” (Inoue 2004:52). In investigating ikumen, therefore, it is necessary to delineate
ideologies of fatherhood by using (narrative) heuristic tools for generating new ideas—
considering what is viewed statically as something dynamic, taking or leaving (historical)
contingency, analyzing “latent functions” hidden under the “ostensible function,” and
analyzing counterfactuals—or “what if?” (Abbott 2004:74).87 This leads me to ask the
following questions: Why are Japanese fathers thought not to have raised children at all?
What historical events led to the creation of this view? And how and why did yesterday’s
sararīman turn into today’s ikumen (or ikujii ‘lit. childrearing-grandfathers’)?
In this chapter, I historicize the political and cultural processes in which family,
fatherhood and motherhood have been created in the face of modernization. I begin by
describing how ideologies of the modern family were imported and constructed between
the late nineteenth century and the postwar economic restoration and growth, dividing
labor by gender and shaping fatherhood and motherhood accordingly. I then turn to
describe masculinities in Japan and their shifts, which countervalued “feminine” qualities
in men, including ikumen, as something favorable. As I described in Chapter 2, in early
twenty-first-century Japan in the ikumen movement, this “tradition” has been contested
and questioned officially by the nation-state faced with an extremely low birthrate, in part
leading to renewed desires for the West.

87

According to Abott (2004:67), “narrative heuristics” is a heuristic method that “involves changing the
way we use events and stories to think about social life.”
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3.2 History of the “Modern Family”
Caring fathers in the Edo period (1603–1868)
According to childbearing records in Edo, families at that time were village communities,
and thus, adults took care of children in the “community” together, as in other village
communities in the world in contrast to hunting societies (Ishii-Kuntz 2012:18; Nakae
2007:41; Ohinata 2000:54). According to scholars of childrearing in the Edo period
(Nakae 2007; Ota 1994), many books on childrearing then were written by men for men,
and according to such records by lower samurai, fathers dealt with childcare and
household work on a day-to-day basis (Mashita 1990): they were responsible for the
disciplining and educating of boys who were going to become the head of the household,
and men instructed their wives for that purpose, too (Nakae 2007:191), although it is
pointed out that direct childrearing was done by mothers, grandmothers, and nannies
(Miyasaka 2008:28; Nakae 2007:160).
In the first place, men’s work hours were shorter and flexible in the lower
samurai class in the Edo period, and there was no clear division of labor between inside
and outside the home—or public and private—or between men and women in premodern
Japan (Mashita 1990:157), similar to other agricultural societies before industrialization
(Ishii-Kuntz 2012:17–20). Furthermore, due to an increase in household work in the early
modern period, fathers in the lower samurai class took part in childrearing in place of
mothers when they could not receive support from their parents and relatives (Ota 1994).
Such fatherhood was still prevalent in ordinary homes at the beginning of the
Meiji period (1868–1912), and later salaried worker (salarīman) families are said to
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originate in nuclear families in the Edo period. In the new urban “modern family,”
however, male involvement in childrearing and the support network by neighborhood
women that were present in the childrearing in Edo were largely absent (Miyasaka
2008:27).

The shift from Edo to Meiji, from fathers to mothers
After the Meiji restoration in 1868, a surge of industrialization, modernization, and
Westernization occupied Japan, transforming many spheres of society, from
transportation, to mailing, to buildings, to food, to clothes, and to the early modern styles
of families mentioned above. There are few records from this period about fatherhood
(e.g., “Awakening Japan: The Diary of a German Doctor” written in 1930 by Erwin
Baelz), but it is pointed out that around the late Meiji period, the style of fatherhood
among Edo lower samurai shifted (Masataka 1999:109; Miyasaka 2008:28).
The Meiji government directed the construction of a nation-state within Japan’s
modernization with cultural enlightenment thoughts and projects, as well as within its
move toward nationalism. Nationalism became specifically prominent after Japan’s
victory in the Russo-Japanese War (1904–1905), motivating it to deify the emperor and
emphasize Confucian morality (Masataka 1999:109). Accordingly, children were made
into children of the emperor who supported the construction of the nation-state (Masataka
1999:109). In the formation of a nation-state, a patriarchic status was given to the
husband of a married couple, who was to carry out the orders of the nation-state. This
way, a family model—the so-called ie system—was created by Meiji bureaucrats in order
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to comply with the modern nation-state; and conversely, the nation-state was created in
such a way to correspond to the ie system (Ito 1982:2–17).88 The modern patriarchic
system in the shape of domination by the husband was thus instituted (Ueno 1994:94),
and the images of feudalistic and authoritative fathers that “traditional” fatherhood
evokes for many contemporary Japanese were created (Masataka 1999:109).
Meanwhile, modern Western ideas about gender equality influenced and
motivated Meiji Japan to elevate the positions of women (Ota 1994:235). Gender equality
in education started to be an issue, but this goal was also achieved in parallel with Japan’s
inclination toward nationalism—or the fear that Western civilization would attack
Japanese native culture and moral standards (Gluck 1985:38; Inoue 2006:45). In any case,
through the state-governed public education system, women were educated into
becoming “good wives and wise mothers” (ryōsai kenbo), who devoted themselves to
conform to the Confucian norm of obedience to their fathers, husbands (and later eldest
sons), and to the rearing of healthy and loyal subjects of the emperor, in contrast to men
who died for the nation-state (Inoue 2002:397). To put it differently, women achieved
citizenship through domesticity and reproduction (Koyama 1994:31).
In the Edo childrearing described earlier, motherhood was not stressed (Masataka
1999:109; Ota 1994:235). Lower samurai fathers were thought to be more responsible for
the “psychological aspects” of childrearing, whereas mothers were thought to be
responsible for its “practical aspects” (Ota 1994:232). In childrearing during the Meiji
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Ochiai (1996) discusses the debates on whether the ie system was a modification of the preceding family
system or a new construction of the modern state (see also Muta 1996:22–23; Nishikawa 1994:28–31;
Ochiai 1986:17–23; Ueno 1994:70).
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restoration period, however, motherhood began to be emphasized and was elevated in
parallel with the emphasis on paternal rights (fuken) (Masataka 1999:109). Accordingly,
mothers’ psychological influences on children started to be underlined, and motherhood
started to be respected as having the primary role in childrearing for the building of
modern Japan—although the role of mothers was different from the psychological
leadership expected from fathers in the Edo period (Ota 1994:236). In contrast to
motherhood, fathers were overshadowed in the sphere of childrearing, as the inheritance
of home and family business disappeared (Ota 1994:236). Furthermore, as Japan transited
to a modern society, the home bore fewer social roles, and with the advent of compulsory
education started by the first School Law in 1872, children were strategically made part
of this system and educated as children of the nation-state, as mentioned earlier (Tendo
2004:19). One of the roles of fathers—giving children preliminary education at home—
was replaced by state-sponsored education (Ota 1994:236). In contrast, “wise mothers”
were found at home and drew attention as complements to public education (Tendo
2004:19).
To sum up, gendered divisions of labor in the household and the separation
between residential and working places appeared as late as the end of the nineteenth
century, being conceived of as necessary to build a modern society (Koyama 1994:32;
Naoi 1994:65): men took on the role of producing and serving in the military, while
women took on the role of reproducing, supporting men, and educating the next
generation, forming the “modern family” for the modern nation-state (Tendo 2004:19).
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The institutionalization of the “modern family”
“Modern family” is a notion first advocated by French historian Philip Ariès in his 1960
book “Centuries of Childhood,” in which he located the birth of consciousness during
childhood—where the great impact of motherhood was stressed—and attachment of love
to modern family (Miyasaka 1985). Works on the “modern family” by Ariès and other
historical sociologists, such as Carl Degler and Edward Shorter, have been disputed for
their ignorance of class and regional factors, but borrowing their arguments, Ochiai
(1986:4–9) proposes that the modern family in Japan was formed along with the creation
of the modern nation-state for the urban middle class—married couples who love each
other and their children, with whom they have a strong parent-child bond. She describes
an ideal type of the modern family in Japan having the following eight characteristics:
separation between private and public spheres; strong affective relationships among
members of a family; a child-centered principle; gendered divisions of labor with men in
public and women in private spheres; enhancement of family collectivity; decadence of
social intercourse; and nuclear families (18).
One of the crucial aspects of the Western modern family is the concept of home.
In Japan, the idea of home, or katei (also sometimes written in the katakana syllabary
hōmu), was directly imported from the West during the creation of “good wives and wise
mothers” in the early 1890s (Ueno 1994:117). Behind this idea lies the assumption that
women are responsible for making homes (Muta 1994). Accordingly, homes became
privatized and feminized (Muta 1994). In 1892, a magazine named “Home Magazine”
(Katei Zasshi) was issued and played a significant role in creating ideologies of home
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worship, by describing homes as “happy” (kōfuku), “pleasurable” (kairaku), and “healthy”
(kenzen) places (Ueno 1994:106).
The role of women as housewives (shufu) at home (katei) was also imported at
this time, and shufu were expected to be competent at household chores, childrearing,
administrating servants, and most importantly, household economics (ken’yaku) (Ueno
1994:118). The concept of home also introduced the custom of families gathering
(ikkadanran) and eating together, and in parallel with respecting each individual, it was
stressed in Japan’s cultural enlightenment movement—a democratic, socialistic, and
internationalist trend in political, social, and cultural milieus (Koizumi 2002:101). As
such, a “happy home” (katei no kōfuku) meant an urban worker household, comprised of
a man and a woman who are a monogamous heterosexual married couple who love each
other in a nuclear family with unmarried children; the husband is employed, and the wife
is a housewife without paid work (Ueno 1994:107).
Within the sphere of childrearing, motherhood was further solidified at the
grassroots level as being responsible for children’s health and sanitation. In the Meiji
period, such words as shinmin ‘subjects,’ sekishi ‘infants,’ and haha no shokumu
‘mothers’ duty’ were used in childrearing manuals to reiterate that children were for the
nation-state. In contrast, during the Taisho (1912–1926) and early Showa (1926–1989)
periods, expressions such as wa ga ko ‘my child’ and haha no ai no chikara ‘power of
motherly love’ were used instead to instruct mothers of the urban upper and middle
classes (Yokoyama 1986:219).
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Japanese modernity embodies indigenous thoughts and nationalism, and at the
same time imported thoughts and Europeanism (Chatterjee 1993; Inoue 2004; Sakai
2001; Ueno 1994). Ueno (1994:96) argues that the nation-state exploited the private
sphere (i.e., the family) for the benefit of the public sphere (i.e., the nation), but because
this tactic needed to be hidden, it conspired to make the family—or ie—patriarchic.
Japanese men in this family system were thus thought to be “patriarchic” and lamented as
being behind advanced “Westerners.”89 On the other hand, modern ideas about home and
family were also criticized for being imbued with the Western ways of thinking
(gaijinsonpōshugi) (Ueno 1994:111). The then current “Western” concept of family,
however, created the modern family in parallel with images of authoritative fatherhood,
which later came to be thought of as being “Japanese” and “traditional” in contemporary
Japan (Masataka 1999:110). As described later, such Japanese-ness of the modern family
is further being emphasized in the current ikumen movement, which similarly
appropriates “modern” Western fatherhood.

The new middle class and salarīman
Within this context, the new middle class with salaried workers (sararīman) emerged
during the Russo-Japanese War (1904–1905) and World War I (Inoue 2006:47).
Sararīman were those people who were positioned between capitalists and the working
class who streamed into the growing cities to become white-collar wage workers, such as
89

An issue of a female magazine “Japanese Women’s Studies” (Nihon no Onnagaku) (1887-1889) contains
an article that claims that Western men would go to banquets escorting their wives while walking hand in
hand, whereas Japanese men would scold their wives glumly (as cited in Ueno 1994:111). This view of the
family system as a divinized and holy sphere lasted until women’s studies encroached on this sacredness
(Ueno 1994:96).
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government clerks, teachers, corporate employees, and career military men, who had an
average standard of living (Tendo 2004:21; Terade 1994:186). Such non-hereditary
occupations required education as cultural capital in order to strategically reproduce
one’s social status (Tendo 2004:20). Within the national strategy of forming a nationstate, the new middle class sararīman were accorded social status, made financially
secure, and became the de facto standard of Japanese life courses (Ueno 1994:236).
“(Hidden) upward mobility” (shusse, or jōshōshikō) for ordinary people and sons and
daughters from farming families, therefore, meant to become salaried workers and their
stay-at-home wives (Ueno 1994: 236). Additionally, the Japanese-English word
sararīman written in the katakana syllabary came to be used in the Taisho period (1912–
1926) as a term for white-collar clerical workers.90 This new coinage based on English
words must have evoked modernity at that time, just as the hybrid word ikumen currently
evokes more modern fatherhood.

Postwar proliferation of the modern family
Although the modern family was already created and idealized during the first half of the
twentieth century, Japan was still an agricultural society until around the 1950s and close
to forty percent of households was farming families (who owned their land after the
agricultural reform in 1947) (Koizumi 2002:101; Ueno 1994:21). That type of family was
therefore limited to the urban middle-class (Ueno 1994). It was after 1960 when
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Gogen Yurai Jiten (A Dictionary of Etymoloty). “sararīman.” http://gogenallguide.com/sa/salaried_man.html. According to Terade (1994:185), the term sararīman was used to index
the new middle-class, paid monthly as part of the administrative cost, in contrast to another label hōkyū
seikatsusha, which emphasized that the wage was a part of the production cost paid daily.
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corporations welcomed junior high school graduates with open arms into the labor force,
that the modern family proliferated (Asahi Shinbun be Editing Group 2005:138).
After World War II, under U.S. occupation policy, Japan and the NHK (the Japan
national public broadcasting corporation) advanced a drastic reform for democratizing the
home (Koizumi 2002:102). It rejected and destroyed the prewar patriarchic ie system and
stipulated respect for individuals (Koizumi 2002:101). According to Masataka
(1999:110), Japan was not reluctant and the reform was rather willingly carried out. Socalled “progressive” opinion leaders appeared and determined postwar thoughts
(Masataka 1999:110). Images of patriarchic Japanese families were positioned as
“premodern,” “peculiar to Japanese society,” and “traditional” (Masataka 1999:110).
Demographic change occurred and people moved to the cities, with urban areas
making up thirty percent of the population (Ueno 1994:133). Accordingly, the number of
salaried workers came to exceed that of self-employed workers, and the 1960s came to be
called “the age of salaried workers” (Ueno 1994:133). Those laborers achieved their
dreams during a period of rapid economic growth (1954–73), and the 1979 Survey on the
People’s Lifestyle (Kokumin Seikatsu Chōsa)—a public opinion survey conducted
annually by the Cabinet Office—for example considered that a sense of being middle
class was established among people.91 Both the media, and Japanese and Western
academics during those decades said that “90 percent of the Japanese are middle class”
(Kelly 1986:605), which eventually led people to believe that “all Japanese people are
salaried workers” (ichioku sōsararīmanka). Although in actuality only thirty to forty
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Shadanhōjin Shin Jōhō Sentā. http://www.sjc.or.jp/kikanshi/vol092_2.pdf.
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percent of people possessed full-time, lifelong employment security (Kelly 1986:605),
middle-class and white-collar sararīman were perceived as the standard and as an ideal,
one that continues to be omnipresent until now (Morita 2008:185). Simultaneously, other
categories of men and women, especially self-employed in small businesses and
freelancers, have become backgrounded and treated inequitably relative to employees in
the public pension system (Rosenberger 1991:179).
Within an ideology of equality between husbands and wives, the Constitution and
the civic code stipulated that families are formed through marriage by individual choice.
In the mid-1960s, such marriages came to exceed arranged marriages, and urban nuclear
families were established with “salaried workers and stay-at-home mothers with no more
than two children” (Ueno 1994:133; Meguro and Shibata 1999:60).92 Although a
marriage was established between a man and woman who loved each other, economic
capital from production and reproduction created—and politically maintained—a power
hierarchy between husbands and wives, with women being subordinate to men in the
family (Meguro and Shibata 1999:75; Ueno 1994:76).
With the proliferation of salaried workers, public housing and “new towns” were
built one after the other since the late 1950s (Asahi Shinbun be Editing Group 2005:118).
Public housing is said to have promoted the domestication of women who had worked
outside the home by leaving the care of their children to someone else (Suzuki 2000:64–
65). In 1955, forty percent of married women were wives of salaried workers, and in
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  The word “nuclear family” (kakukazoku) was first used in the U.S. In Japan, it started to become a social
phenomenon from around 1955 and to be used as a word from around 1967. In 1971, 56.5 percent of the
households in Japan were nuclear families (Asahi Shinbun be Editing Group 2005:173).	
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1970 the ratio rapidly increased to sixty percent, later seventy percent (Meguro and
Shibata 1999:76). The employment rate of married women continued to decrease through
the 1960s (Ueno 1994:236), and the number of wives of salaried workers who were
housewives continued to increase until 1980.93 Accordingly, the word sengyō shufu
‘housewife’ started to be used in the early 1970s in order to distinguish them from
working married women (Ueno 1987:580).
The home and middle-class Japanese lives also began to be more materialized and
Americanized (Koizumi 2002:102). In the 1960s and 1970s, electric refrigerators and
washers reached seventy to eighty percent penetration, and the Japanese diet began to
include toast for breakfast and cake and wine for Christmas parties (Asahi Shinbun be
Editing Group 2005:18–21; Koizumi 2002:102). Within these circumstances, familyoriented homes of nuclear families that are democratic (minshuteki) and lively (akarui)
became the new ideal, with housewives as their centers and with the living room table
(chabudai) as the symbol of family togetherness (Koizumi 2002:101).
During the 1970s, the images of sengyō shufu ‘housewives,’ however, was
“housewifely” (nukamiso kusai, lit. smell like vegetables pickled in (salted) rice-bran
paste), “worn out by domestic care” (shotai yatsure), and “lack of personality”
(botsukosei) (Ueno 1994:57). Housewives were thought to be “average (futsū) women”
and have “average happiness” (futsū no kōfuku) until the naturalization of “being
housewives” was problematized in the woman’s liberation movement in 1970 (Ueno
1994:236). Housewives in public and corporate housing developments, nevertheless,
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Gender Equality Cabinet Office. The 2012 Report on Gender Equality (Danjo Kyōdō Sankaku Hakusho)
(http://www.gender.go.jp/about_danjo/whitepaper/h24/zentai/html/honpen/b1_s03_03.html.
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came to be idealized for many women (Asahi Shinbun be Editing Group 2005:118). In
the late 1980s, such images of stay-at-home mothers were countervalued to “have a style”
(oshare) and be “affluent” (yutori ga aru) because of their husbands’ economic power
(Ueno 1994:57). This shift is said to partly relate to a shift in people’s views, in which
many have longed for affluent lives since around 1959 when the Empress Michiko—who
is from an “ordinary family”—entered into the royal family (Asahi Shinbun be Editing
Group 2005:154). To summarize, the ie system and the modern family coexisted up until
1975, after which the ie system declined and the new dual system of the modern family
and individuals was advanced (Nishikawa 1994:28; Ochiai 1996:44–45).

Economic reconstruction and incorporation of “modern family” into corporations
As noted earlier, the Constitution and civil codes have specified that marriages be formed
by individual choice between husbands and wives who are equal (Meguro and Shibata
1999:59). These policies of gender equality at home, however, were unified with Japan’s
projects for restoring itself from the postwar devastation—the so-called “catching up with
and overtaking” (the U.S.) movement (oitsuki oikose). This was to be accomplished
through economic reconstruction and development for the nation, which centered on
large corporations. Their employees and their families were thus seen as essential to the
economic development and rapid industrialization that would realize the national goal.
Accordingly, the postwar middle-class “modern family” was constructed using the
existing norms of gendered divisions of labor created in prewar Japan, because it
precisely matched with this goal of restoring Japan (Meguro and Shibata 1999:59).
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A close look at salaried worker families constructed through governmental and
large corporate family policies is worthwhile in order to understand the process by which
the images of “traditional” fatherhood and motherhood were created. As noted earlier,
since the establishment of capitalism through the rapid economic growth period, families
bore the function of creating a healthy labor force (Meguro and Shibata 1999:65).
Simultaneously, however, they were themselves consumers of what the corporations
produced. To this end, corporations created a system of “family wage,” in which the
wage that the husband earned also fed his wife. More specifically, the term refers to a
seniority-based wage system that took into consideration an employee’s life course and
provided an allowance for dependent family members and corporate benefit programs.
By extending support to family members of employees, corporations incorporated wives
and children and in turn requested cooperation and sacrifices of them; in return, family
members depended on corporations and expressed their loyalty to them (kigyō
chūseishin) (Meguro and Shibata 1999:65–66). The transformation of industrial
structures and economic development made it possible for a family to live on a single
income, and accordingly, the number of women working outside the home decreased
(Masataka 1999:43).
According to Meguro and Shibata (1999), corporate family policies therefore
inspired an ideology of stay-at-home mothers who took care of the household, their
husband, the childbearing, and childrearing. This found its most “positive” expression in
the saying, “behind a man’s success is the support of his wife” (naijo no kō) (Keiko
Funahashi 1999:94; Meguro and Shibata 1999:66). The modern family system is thus
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very similar to Engels’ notion of marriage “market,” in which the husband (a wage
laborer) and his wife (a housewife), who supports him (and thereby upgrades or
downgrades her own class status), create a means of production together in the capitalist
society (Marx, Engels, and Smelser 1973:79). In this system, Engels demonstrates an
implicit power relationship, in that the “wage laborers necessary for the capitalist
economy would not exist” without women working as wives and mothers (Marx, Engels,
and Smelser 1973:79).94
As noted in Chapter 2, demographic transitions from high birth and death rates to
high birth and low death rates, and further to low birth and death rates, are also key to
understanding modern family policies. During the postwar years of recovery, corporate
family policies were also advanced of the ongoing “new-life movement” (shin seikatsu
undo), which aimed at the modernization of life (Meguro and Shibata 1999:67). In
particular, reducing dependent family allowances became a critical agenda for
corporations, as labor costs increased with the number of dependents under the wage
system known as Densan. Thus, in opposition to the 1941 population policy slogan by the
Ministry of Welfare, “Have children, multiply” (umeyo fuyaseyo), the population began
to be controlled, and accordingly, corporations diffused and even practically instructed
“family planning” (birth control) beyond the range of enlightenment education (Meguro
and Shibata 1999:67). In any case, a child-centered perspective is one of the features of
the modern family, and the demographic transition to low birth and death rates has
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Marx and Engels also raised the question as to where these women belong—the more general working
class (i.e., employees), or a “second, female working class” which is, as he puts, “in implicit struggle with
both the capitalist system and the male workers who are their husbands” (Marx, Engels, and Smelser
1973:79).
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allowed parents to spend time, money, and affection on each child (Ochiai 1996:35). In
addition to the “domestication of women,” Ochiai (1996:34) thus argues that the postwar
system of family led to a decline in the birthrate, or what she calls the “two-children
policy.” Having two children has therefore turned into an ideology that still prevails
today.
During the rapid economic growth period, the seniority-based system by
educational attainment also became established (Meguro and Shibata 1999:68). Family
and home, or maihōmu (‘my home’), as a place for resting and consuming products
became emphasized, and gendered divisions of labors were further stressed among
salaried workers—who were called “workaholic employees” (mōretsu shain) in the
1960s—and “their homely wives who further uplift that morality” (Meguro and Shibata
1999:69). As mentioned earlier, an ideology prevailed that women achieve humanity and
citizenship through wifehood and motherhood (Koyama 1994:31). To this end,
corporations introduced and enhanced an early retirement system for female employees
(Meguro and Shibata 1999:69) (i.e. quitting young after marriage called kotobuki taisha
‘lit. happy resignation,’ resignation for childbearing).95 They established internal benefit
systems (e.g., corporate housing and later, home ownership schemes), various
congratulatory and condolence payments, loan systems for marriage and education
expenses, and family recreation (e.g., resort houses, athletic festivals, end-of-the-year
parties, or cherry blossom viewing) (Meguro and Shibata 1999:70–71).
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Quitting jobs and taking up homemaking for women was called katei ni hairu ‘get into a domestic life.’
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In addition to such hospitable policies, companies issued magazines called
shanaihō, including contributions from wives regarding their enriched (yutakana)
maihōmu and their “natural” role as caretakers of their husbands (Meguro and Shibata
1999:71). They stressed that companies are what secure the home and that development
of the company leads to the improvement of family life (Meguro and Shibata 1999:71).
Saito (1982:119), however, points out that Japanese world-threatening productivity and
economic power were achieved at the cost of the “nameless emptiness” and “loneliness”
of those housewives. Ueno (1994:239) argues that those women were also Japanese and
shared “ways of living” and “values” with their husbands. She further states, “they were
Japanese women of the time who were earnest to the extent of self-destruction as a result
of losing their objectives” (239).
Many policies that were oriented toward gendered divisions of labor were also
issued between 1960s and 1970s (Meguro and Shibata 1999:60). To put it differently, the
political aim was to reduce women to mothers, and maternal protection and maternal and
child health became important family policies (Meguro and Shibata 1999:60). In 1961, a
spousal tax exemption was introduced, which has the effect of encouraging women to be
unemployed (Ueno 1994:253). The division of gender roles, in particular, girls’ roles as
homemakers, was officially formulated into compulsory and secondary education, with
new curricula for “technology and home economics” (gijutsu katei) for boys and girls,
respectively, at middle school in 1962, and for “home general” (katei ippan) exclusively
for girls at high school since 1963 (Meguro and Shibata 1999:60).
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Creation of the myth of motherly love
Closely related to the creation of modern motherhood is the myth of motherly love
introduced into Japan during the postwar era based on studies in modern Western
medicine and psychoanalysis and within the massive influence of Americanization
(Masataka 1999:115–124; Tama 1985). The ideology of motherly love is often called in
Japan the sansai-ji shinwa ‘three-years-old-myth,’ which insists that mothers should
devote themselves to childcare until the child turns three—a particularly important period
for the development of children (Digital Daijisen 2012). Sayings such as “The leopard
cannot change its spots” or “What is learned in the cradle is carried to the tomb” (Mitsugo
no tamashii hyaku made mo and Suzume hyaku made odori wasurezu) are time and again
reiterated in official texts crafted for parents and the media as well as in everyday
conversations to refer to this myth (e.g., Ozawa 1989:28–31). As noted earlier, the idea
that the mother dedicating herself to childrearing is ideal for the development of the
children was constructed in parallel with policies for children and maternal and child
health (Ozawa 1989), reflecting Japan’s particular political economical situations
(Ohinata 2000:93). Modern mothers are therefore often criticized, as a consequence of
the myth of motherly love, for having lost motherhood and become spoiled compared to
mothers of before (Ohinata 2000:53). This has made mothers and women struggle with
the gap between the images of “holy mother” (often in the mass media) and themselves
(Ohinata 2003:4). At the same time, the myth is said to have partly erased fathers from
the realm of childrearing (e.g., Miyasaka 2008:26; Ohinata 2000:152), at least in public
images, until ikumen became a social phenomenon.
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Motherly love is often thought to be indigenous to Japan (Masataka 1999:124), as
the well-known sayings mentioned above also suggest. According to Koyama (1991:87,
165–170; Ueno 1994:207), however, the “intimate adhesion between mother and children”
emerged only after women of the middle class began leaving the place of production and
achieved citizenship only through becoming “stay-at-home mothers.” The notion of
motherly love was first proposed by eighteenth-century European philosophers who
claimed that it is the most sublime (sūkōna) feeling for women (Masataka 1999:4). In the
Taisho period, the Swedish word “modelskap” (“motherhood”) was imported into Japan
and translated as bosei, but because of its “non-scientific” perspective, Freud’s theory
that mothers shape one’s affective relationship throughout life was advocated (Ikujiren
1989:87).
The postwar U.S. occupation troops, however, introduced Japan to “culture-andpersonality studies,” which emphasized that a sense of values and norms peculiar to each
culture is inherited during the process of socialization and of being disciplined as a child
(Masataka 1999:117). For the objective of raising independent individuals instead of
dependent individuals, the U.S. occupation troops criticized and denied patriarchic
fatherhood, dedicated motherhood, and non-scientific childrearing—including attachment
between the mother and children, breastfeeding, sleep sharing, immediately looking after
crying babies, and the like (Masataka 1999:117).
Meanwhile, the attachment theory by John Bowlby became well-known through a
WHO publication (Tama 1985:22), and with its introduction to Japan, debates about
motherly love revived. Bowlby attributed developmental delays and abnormity of
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children in foster homes to the absence of mothers, or to maternal deprivation (Ohinata
2000:94). Despite much criticism of his theory, the part that absence of mothers impacts
babies was stressed in Japan (Ohinata 2000:95). Coupled with heated debates on
Japanese-ness during the mid-1970s, and in opposition to the “dry” childrearing of
middle-class White Americans, “Japanese” ways of “unique” childrearing and deep
negotiation between the mother and the children that were constructed under prewar
imperialism were revived as the images of traditional Japanese mothers (Masataka
1999:117, 124). In other words, a discourse that “Japan is the originator of maternal
society” was created (Masataka 1999:46).96 This theory in turn developed into notions of
“mother-infant interaction” and “maternal-infant bonding” by Klaus and Kennell in the
1980s in both psychology and medical science and affected the circumstances of
childrearing and education (Ozawa 1989:23, 35).
The myth of motherly love was also intentionally emphasized during the period of
rapid economic growth when the gendered divisions of labor were established (Ohinata
2000:93). It was again stressed during the following period of low economic growth
when the government decided to cut the budget for the welfare of elderly people and
childcare for babies and toddlers (Ohinata 2000:93). Instead of stating these budgets cuts
explicitly, the government proposed a Japanese social welfare in its “Improvement of the
Basis of Family” (Kazoku Kiban Jūjitsu Kōsō); in this proposal, the elderly and babies
were considered to be taken care of by motherly love, as opposed to, for example, the
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From the perspective of psychiatric analyses by Fraud and Jung, Japan has been regarded as being a
“motherly society” that lacks fatherhood that intervenes into intimate mother-child relationships. Thus,
Japanese society is often said not to allow children’s independence and maturity, in contrast to Christian
societies, which emphasize fatherhood. Ruth Benedict therefore regarded Japanese people and society as
being immature as they failed to internalize the transcendental logic called “superego” (Ueno 1994:195).
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Scandinavian-style nursing facilities (Ohinata 2000:93). Such mother-child bonding has
also emphasized parenthood, rather than couplehood for married couples, and Japanese
wives are said to often prioritize the relation with their children over their spousal
relations (Kasuga 1989; Lebra 1998:218).
The myth of motherly love has also time and again led to social problems by
children—including bullying, school refusal, autism, juvenile crime, school violence,
domestic violence, among others—being blamed on mothers (failing to perform their
responsibility adequately) (Kyutoku 1979 as cited in Nakatani 2008:49; Miyasaka
2008:31; Masataka 1999:46; Washitani 1978, as cited in Ohinata 2000:93). In the 1980s,
such problems were especially linked to debates about family breakdown (kazoku no
hōkai), believed to have been caused by women returning in to the labor market by
stressing their sense of independence and resulting shifts in ways of family (Meguro and
Shibata 1999:82). Children without stay-at-home mothers were often called “latchkey
kids” (kagikko)—coined in 1963—and were thought to lack a “warm family” and proper
disciplining (Asahi Shinbun be Editing Group 2005:157; Tama 1985:17).97 Postwar
studies on childrearing in the fields of family sociology and developmental psychology
have thus stressed the importance of mother-child relationships. In such studies, mothers’
occupational situations and parenting attitudes were set as the independent variables to
investigate their effects on such dependent variables as children’s development and
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Working mothers are still often marked in Japanese society. For example, an online newspaper article in
2013 emphasizes “working mothers” by putting the phrase in quote marks in the title of the article, “The
fact that about half of children of ‘working mothers’ go to bed after 10 p.m.,” although the article itself
supports working mothers and discusses sleeping issues and burdens placed on women and the like. Nikkei
Business Online. “‘Hataraku mama’ no ko no yaku hansū ga 22-ji ikō ni neru to iu jujitsu.” March 22,
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personality (Yamane 2000:23–24). Those studies commonly focused on how certain
parenting (as environments) affected children, but what it means for a parent to raise
children was not questioned until around the 1970s. Fathers’ roles as parents were also
excluded from studies about childrearing (Miyasaka 2008:31; Yamato 2008a:2), as
mentioned in Chapter 1.
While motherly love had strongly prevailed, problems that mothers themselves
had also came to be disclosed. In the mid-1970s, infanticides, including incidents where
mothers left unwanted babies in public coin-operated lockers where the babies were
found dead, came to be viewed as a big social issue (Ohinata 2000:14). Housewives, who
had been thought to be living happily, were in reality isolated and left alone with the huge
burden of childrearing, while their husbands dedicated themselves to their work (Ueno
1994:236).98 Ueno (1994:164) argues that modernization has reduced childrearing labor,
but with a collapse of community childrearing, it has caused many mothers to bear the
burdens of childrearing alone in isolated nuclear families.
Thus, in the 1970s, the scheme of stay-at-home mothers and its norms began to be
problematized (Yamane 2008:70). In 1975, an NPO on childrearing networking called
Anfante appealed for a “release of childrearing behind closed doors.” In the 1980s, the
feminist movement and historical sociology pointed out the historical construction of
“motherhood” and issues of lonely childrearing (Yamane 2008:70). As mentioned in
Chapter 2, they have led to an investigation into mothers’ anxieties (ikuji fuan) and
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The depressive state of women called “empty-nest syndrome” (karanosu shōkōgun) or “housewife
syndrome” (shufu shōkōgun) that can happen after children become adults and leave home also came under
scrutiny as a social problem, and alcohol abuse and depressions among women have also been reported
since the 1970s (Ueno 1994:239).
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fatigue (e.g., Makino 1982), problematizing the situations in which mothers were placed,
rather than mothers themselves (Yamato 2008a:2).99 Research on mothers’ anxieties
about childrearing have delineated that motherly love is not given by nature and that
mothers were worried due to fatigue, lack of fulfillment, and anxieties about childrearing
(Iwata 2000:14–21). With such an understanding, NHK featured mothers in a wellknown television program NHK Special entitled “Plea: Childrearing mama, 13000 emails”
(Sakebi: Kosodate mama, 13-man tsū no mēru)” (September 21, 2002), to whom 13,000
emails were sent by mothers who impassionedly complained about their pain (tsurasa),
both physically and psychologically, of childrearing alone in the absence of their
husbands (Ohinata 2003). According to Ohinata (Ohinata 1996:61–62; Yamane 2008:74),
all these issues reflect a distortion in the view of motherhood in Japan, immaturity of both
women and men as adults, and lack of equal partnership between women and men.
That there is no good evidence for the three-year-old myth was shown in the 1998
Annual Report on Health and Welfare (Kōsei Hakusho) by the MHLW, but the myth has
remained real for many people until now. For example, Yamato (1995:114) reported that
her female respondents in their forties justified gendered divisions of labor not only by
feeling gender roles and their suitability, but also by virtue of love, believing that “It is
necessary for the development of children that the mother stays close to them until they
turn three years old,” “People must not be bothered by the household chores they do for
their families for love,” and “Women are by nature given motherly love” (see also
Yamaoka 2007, as cited in Nakatani 2008). The 2006 White Paper on National Life by
99

Within this context, grass-roots activities by fathers and voices of unsatisfied mothers in parenting
magazines started to be heard, as described in Chapter 2.
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the Cabinet Office also reported that 53.6 percent of female respondents said that the
reason they quit their work before childbearing is because they “wanted to raise their
children themselves” (jibun no te de) (as cited in Nakatani 2008:50).100
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Prime Minister Abe also stated in his “growth
strategy speech” in 2013 that he would comprehensively support mothers’ “return to
work after holding their babies as much as they wanted to for three years” (3-nenkan
dakko shi hōdai).101 He claimed that working mothers “voluntarily quit their jobs (at
pregnancy or childbearing) to dedicate themselves to the household and childrearing,”
rather than because “juggling childrearing and work is difficult.” While acknowledging
that male participation in childrearing is necessary for a “society in which women
continue working,” he also stressed the importance of accommodating the needs of those
women. As also described in Chapter 2, he thus proposed to the Three Major Economic
Organizations an extension of parental leave to three years, from currently one year, so
that both men and women can dedicate themselves to childrearing.
In relation to the problematization of motherly love since the 1980s, policies of
“Support for Raising Next-Generation Children” (Jisedai ikusei shien) started in the
1990s as countermeasures against the falling birthrate, and ideas about male participation
in childrearing became more widespread (Yamane 2008:69). As mentioned in Chapter 2,
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In my fieldwork too, when I mentioned that I was planning on starting working soon after my child’s
birth, young mothers told me that it was a shame (mottainai) not to spend precious time with your children
when they are very small, that they say you would not be able to be apart from your babies once they are
born because they are so adorable, and that their husbands want their children to go to a kindergarten
(yōchien), where typically children of stay-at-home mothers go from age four for educational purposes, not
to daycare centers (hoikuen), which starts as early as a few weeks old for working parents to provide care.
101
The Prime Minister of Japan and His Cabinet. “Prime Minister Abe ‘growth strategy speech.’” April 19,
2013. http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/96_abe/statement/2013/0419speech.html.
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scholars also began to pay attention to other bearers of childrearing than mothers, such as
fathers and childrearing networks (Miyasaka 2008; Yamane 2008; Yamato 2008a). For
example, Matsuda (2001) found that stay-at-home mothers without supportive spouses
and networks more likely experienced stronger anxieties in childrearing. In contrast,
however, state policies have protected the norms and actualities of stay-at-home
housewives. This contradiction again shows that the ideology of motherly love and stayat-home mothers still prevails, whether overtly or covertly.

Dual roles played by women
Sokoloff (1980:216) describes the twentieth century ideology of women in U.S. society,
in which women are convinced of their maternal instinct, domesticated to be full-time
caretakers of their children, instructed by male experts on how to become good mothers,
and made to devote themselves more and more to childrearing as a result of family size
control using modern contraception. Simultaneously, she argues that the perceived nature
of women as good mothers was appropriated in the labor market since the 1960s, where
they were treated as women and mothers. In Japan’s case, too, while the mother-child
bond and mothers’ responsibilities at home were emphasized, women were also exploited
as inexpensive and convenient part-timers in order to cope with the labor shortage (e.g.,
Ueno 1994:48).
In 1963, the Economic Deliberation Council (Keizai Shingikai) issued “an agenda
of and its measures for human capacity development,” in order to approve women’s right
to work as part-time workers (Uno 1993:305). Its goal was to solve requirements
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generated in the rapid economic growth—such as a scarce labor force, automation and
thus simplification of work, corporate needs for cuts in labor cost—without negative
effects on reproduction at home. Accordingly, the policy emphasized “reentry
employment” and the “part-time system” for women who returned to the labor force after
their childrearing years (kosodateki). State labor policies between 1963 and 1986—before
the enactment of Equal Employment Opportunity Law—therefore promoted women to
aid the labor force, while simultaneously fulfilling their responsibilities for household
management and childrearing (Uno 1993:305).
During the sagging economy of the low economic growth period (1973–1984),
many national policies were enacted to support stay-at-home housewives. Behind those
corporate family policies was again the idea that the “ideal situation for women is to be
stay-at-home housewives” (Meguro and Shibata 1999:62). Women were accordingly
located as the primary caretakers of children and the elderly with the downsized
“Japanese social welfare” (nihongata fukushi), which relocated families as the bearers of
social welfare instead of the receivers.102 At this time, however, society started to
recognize women who gain income outside the home, and thus according to Meguro and
Shibata (1999:61–62), stay-at-home mothers were losing “confidence” and “pride” and
became frustrated. In order to justify the position and raise the reputation of stay-at-home
mothers, including part-time workers whose income did not exceed the limit to be
considered as their husbands’ dependents, a 1980 policy proposed a significant increase
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The 1979 Guidelines for Measures to Improve Family Basis set preferential treatments for families, such
as aged dependents, promotion of home ownership for three-generation families (with long-term low-rate
housing loans) and tax incentives (Meguro and Shibata 1999:61).
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in spousal allowances, encouraging stay-at-home mothers to remain as such.103 It also
proposed that daycare centers (hoikusho) and day nurseries (takujisho) be prepared in
order to support a smooth balancing of homemaking and work for women who “had no
choice but to work” outside the home (Meguro and Shibata 1999:61–62).
As noted in Chapter 2, around this time, advancing women’s status led by the
United Nations was hotly debated internationally, and Japan was required to realize those
policies (Meguro and Shibata 1999:62). Accordingly, in 1985, Japan enacted the Equal
Employment Opportunity Law and expressed its commitment to international agreements
on the erasing of gendered divisions at work and economic empowerment for women (in
the third World Conference on Women in 1985). Against such international agreements,
however, in the 1980s, many policies that fortified the status and guaranteed life security
of stay-at-home mothers were established (Meguro and Shibata 1999:62–63).104 For
example, Rosenberger (1991:180) finds that the 1986 pension reforms offered women a
self-contradicting “choice”: it encouraged them to continuously work full-time on the one
hand, while on the other encouraging them to work part-time without pension benefits
and be dependents of their salaried worker husbands. Since this reform, thus, women who
work full time raising children and taking care of the aged but are not dependents of their
husbands, as well as those women who are unmarried, have ironically come to pay future
pension benefits for stay-at-home housewives and housewives holding part-time jobs
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The policy in 1981 is “Prime Minister Ohira’s Report on Policies and Research 3, Enhancement of
Family Foundation.”
104
Such policies include an increase of spousal inheritance in 1980, an increase of the limit for non-taxable
account of income and a tax reduction for part-time earning and a special tax dependent exemption for livein elderly parents in 1984, a new system of pension benefits to secure stay-at-home-housewives in 1986,
and special income tax deductions for spouses in 1987 (Meguro and Shibata 1999:62).
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(Meguro and Shibata 1999:62; Rosenberger 1991:185). Japan has remained unchanged in
this regard, and Rosenberger (1991:180) argues that the pension reforms seemingly
provided women a choice but in fact either “choice” benefits the capitalist state.
A need for reexamining the domestication of women as stay-at-home-housewives
was recognized in the late 1980s, when policies began to consider individuals as the unit
who choose ways of working and attitudes toward families, and when families came to be
understood as living places that facilitate—with individual responsibility—the selfrealization of individuals (Meguro and Shibata 1999:63). The existing policies, which
have worked to the advantage of stay-at-home housewives and part-time workers,
however, continue to prevent women from becoming economically independent despite
having higher education (Meguro and Shibata 1999). Since the mid-1980s, however,
corporations also proceeded with downsizing (risutora), following belt-tightening after
the Oil Crisis (in 1973 and 1979), and the Japanese seniority-based and lifelong
employment system started to break down, along with the implementation of a meritbased employment system, and a great increase in temporary employment in various
forms (Meguro and Shibata 1999:72–74; See Nikkeiren 1995). Having lost the
opportunity for income growth during the rapid economic growth period, stay-at-home
mothers were then further urged to work as part-time workers to support family and
education expenses and to save money for retirement, while still assuming all the
household responsibilities (Ito, Aira, and Ikeda 2006; Meguro and Shibata 1999:72–73).
Moreover, women and maternity care of the Labor Standards Act were revised so that
women could be placed under adverse conditions of labor (Meguro and Shibata 1999:73).
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As mentioned above, the difficult circumstances of full-time female workers for
balancing childrearing and work had not been improved, and the balance, if it occured,
was realized primarily at the cost of individual sacrifices and burdens (Ueno 1994:59).
According to Ueno (1994:59), therefore, this life course did not appeal to young women.
The Equal Employment Opportunity Law (and Temporary Staffing Services Law)
enacted in 1985 in reality increased the separation between career women and parttimers; it conversely strengthened young women’s orientation toward becoming stay-athome housewives, and the number of women who continued working without leaving
work for childrearing did not increase much either (Ueno 1994:60). Women’s entry into
the labor force was thus in fact primarily led by middle-aged women, who reenter the
labor market after a break for childrearing and who engage in low wage, unstable
employment (often in jobs considered to be a “women’s job”) (Beechey 1987:163). In
other words, “work was housewived” (rōdō no shufuka) (Osawa 1993; Ueno 1994:48).
This model again reflected the ideal that women dedicate themselves to childcare and
reenter employment after they are less busy with childrearing, as reiterated in
governmental reports (Juvenile Problems in Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications Section 1994; The Economic Planning Agency Social Policy Bureau
1987; Meguro and Shibata 1999:83).105
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“The Summary of the International Comparative Survey on Children and Family” (Kodomo to Kazoku
ni Kansuru Kokusai Hikaku Chōsa). “Juvenile Problems Section in Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications” (Sōmuchō Seishōnen Taisaku Honbu). 1994.
http://www8.cao.go.jp/youth/kenkyu/kodomo/kodomo.htm.
“Seeking New Ways of Living for Women” (Atarashii Josei no Ikikata o Motomete). Economic Planning
Agency Social Policy Bureau (Keizaikikakuchō Kokumin Seikatsukyoku). 1987. This survey, for example,
asked respondents about the idea that “mothers should devote themselves to childrearing when their
children are small,” with which 85.3% agreed.
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All in all, with the absence of immigrant workers, such housewives who work
part-time have reduced the shortage of labor power and supported the development of
tertiary industries (dai-3-ji sangyō) since the 1970s (Meguro and Shibata 1999:79).106
These women ended up carrying double roles and double burdens, as this model did not
change the normative gender roles and male behavior at home (see also Nagatsu, Hosoe,
and Okamura 1996; Ueno 1994:54). According to Meguro and Shibata (1999:72), these
national strategies matched the intentions of housewives who had wished to have a
“reason for living” (ikigai) and, as noted earlier, led them to support their family’s
educational expenses, housing loans, and purchases of new electronic appliances.
Similarly, Ueno (1994:55) argues that those women did not have to struggle to maintain
their roles as mothers, because working to pay for educational expenses and so forth is
also a condition for being a “good mother” (Sokoloff 1980:218). Ueno (1994:55) argues
that due to the class stratification created during the late twentieth century, these women,
unlike permanent stay-at-home mothers, were in actuality pro-family women who
unfortunately failed to remain stay-at-home mothers.

The status and work of housewives
Studies have pointed out two related social changes that have made this model possible.
As noted earlier, the work of housewives was reduced after the home and the workplace
became separated and the public education system started to take on the role of
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Marx argues that the development of modern industry reduces the differences of sex and age for the
working class (i.e., employees) and women take the place of the labor of men. He thus foresees a future in
which women secure their material needs on their own by themselves belonging to the working class (Marx,
Engels, and Smelser 1973:79).
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instructing children, giving women more time and allowing them to work outside the
home. Women’s work was further reduced by the advancement of electric appliances—
first rice cookers, then the so-called Three Sacred Treasures of the 1960s, the refrigerator,
the washing machine, and the vacuum cleaner (Ueno 1994). More recently, laundry
dryers, dishwashers, and automatic vacuum cleaners have also been introduced.
Along with electric appliances, the outsourcing of household work and childcare
has made it possible for women to have free time and thus work outside the home to, in
turn, purchase those appliances (Ueno 1994:180). To put it differently, women are now
engaged in “unskilled” domestic and caring work that they used to do at home as paid
work in the public sector for others who cannot manage alone (Ueno 1994:46). This
commodification of domestic work, or replication of a “women’s domestic role” in the
public sector “appear[s] to be a natural extension of her place in the family,” which in
fact created a market-wide gendered division of labor (Beechey 1987:163, emphasis in
the original).107 Materialistic and Marxist feminists have thus criticized that the
patriarchic system has remained in place (Ueno 1994:143). Or in other words, the model
did not promote the financial independence of women (Meguro and Shibata 1999:80).
An argument by anthropologist Umesao Tadao about the nature of the work of
housewives is useful in understanding why men are, on average, not actively involved in
the household. Umesao’s claim, made in 1957 during the so-called First Debate on
Housewives (1956–59), is that housewives are useless (Ueno 1994:154; Umesao 1988).
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Sololoff (1980:220) argues that “motherwork” is not limited to domestic work in the market; women,
even if unmarried, are expected to mother men in the market by “nurturing, soothing, healing, teaching, and
giving sexual comfort and ego support.”
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According to him, a technological advancement that saved labor for the household
eliminated servants and established women as housewives; housewives then became
involved in “pseudo labor,” or a high-standard household labor that went beyond basic
needs—stiff sheets, cleaned and scrubbed floors, elaborate meals, and homemade sweets
and clothes—making men less fit to be involved in such skilled labor (as cited in Ueno
1994:180). In other words, as Parkinson’s Law shows, “work expands so as to fill the
time available for its completion” and “a woman’s work is never done” (Davidson
1982:192).108
On the other hand, working hard in the household as housewives is thought to be
“rewarding” (yarigai no aru) (Naoi 1994:67), and therefore the time spent on household
work has not decreased despite electric appliances and the commercialization of prepared
food, and men and children have not been encouraged to share the household chores
(Meguro and Shibata 1999: 77; Naoi 1994:67). Thus, Umesao points out that the work of
housewives (not work for the household) is a “cultural product” in a transitional phase
between those societies where technological advancement for the household labor has not
yet been realized and much manual labor is required of men, too, and those societies
where household labors are done by machines where men can also help out by using
them (as cited in Ueno 1994:154, 183). Umesao thus concludes that it is in actuality
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This aspect of housewives has created in the Japanese mass media the label karisuma shufu ‘charismatic
housewives’—meaning those who do household work perfectly—and are targets of desire. Similarly,
(shufu) ryōri kenkyūka ‘(housewife) cooking specialists’ is a contemporary occupation for housewife cooks
who have become well-known by virtue of their cooking prowess. Although housewives are equally
commonly associated with being capable of managing finance of the household and saving, images of
(housewife) cooking specialists are more or less linked to affluence and upper-class status; Ueno (1994:55)
also points out that the primary difference between permanent housewives and those who returned to the
labor market as part-timers is the husbands’ economic capital.
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housewives who oppose labor-saving for household work. He assumes that household
work would be a “hobby” to make up for the time saved by household labor-saving, as
seen in such “irrationalized” aspects as dishes that are incompatible with dish washers
and diets that require particular methods of cooking, different dishes to be used, and the
like (Ueno 1994:155; Umesao 1988:118–130). On the other hand, feminist research has
pointed out that for a man, living alone costs a little more than living with a housewife,
highlighting that her unpaid labor supports the cost that men need for their production in
their paid work (Ueno 1994:164). Ueno (1994:191) thus argues the necessity of
deconstructing the naturalization of household work, which is the least-valued type of
work.
To summarize, coupled with a marketing revolution, many spheres of our lives
which were once internalized have been commercialized and socialized, including
clothing, eating, living, education, childcare, and care for the elderly. When it comes to
childcare and care for the elderly, however, Ueno (1994:187) argues that they are more
delicate because they are not only interpersonal, hard to roboticize, and expensive to
purchase as service (and pubic services offered are not high-quality), but also there are
“moral sanctions” for outsourcing such services, which links to the ideology of motherly
love. Ochiai (1996:36), who considers the domestication of women and a decline in the
birthrate as being two key indexes of the modern family, points out that there are two
phases in modernity, the first in which women are domesticated and the birthrate
decreases, and the next in which, while birthrate continues to decline, women become
undomesticated and an “egalitarian family” is achieved due to the technological and
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commercial advancement mentioned above. The ikumen movement is embedded within
such contexts of ongoing technological advancement, the proliferation of outsourcing of
childcare and housework, and the ideology of motherly love, among others. As Ochiai
(1986:23) foresaw, the national policies for a gender-equal society claim that Japan is
moving toward the “egalitarian family” model.

Economic recession and the construction of images of absent fatherhood
While many women began bearing dual roles within the ideology of motherly love, in an
era of the economic recession and corporate downsizing (risutora), male full-time
workers were also worried about their employment and responded by working long hours,
which led to many issues such as unexpected death (totsuzenshi), death by overwork
(karōshi), and depression (Sataka 1988, as cited in Meguro and Shibata 1999:73).
Reflecting changes in actual conditions, after the 1990s, policy ideals also began to shift
by distinguishing families from individuals (Meguro and Shibata 1999:63). Japanese
families had shifted during Japan’s rapid economic growth, and the corporate family and
home policies established during that era began to produce contradictions from within
(Meguro and Shibata 1999:72–74). Hard work that was believed to result in a happy
maihōmu did provide material wealth for the middle-class on the one hand, but a
common perception was that it produced homes without husbands and fathers—this links
to images of absent fatherhood—causing family breakdown. The images of absent
fatherhood were intensified when corporate family policies during this period aimed to
realize (relatively temporary) job transfers not accompanied by family members (tanshin
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funin). Companies forced men to express their loyalties by transferring alone and
sacrificing family, because social circumstances after the 1980s—including academic
snobbism for children, housing loans, aged dependents and their care, or wives’ work—
made it impossible for the whole family to relocate (Meguro and Shibata 1999:72–74).
The disadvantage that employees and their families suffered from separate living,
however, was authorized by the Supreme Court in 1986 as being a “degree that should be
accepted socially” (Meguro and Shibata 1999:85).
A certain number of fathers thus became physically absent from home, and the
ideology of home as a “place for resting” that corporations had promoted during the rapid
economic growth period was destroyed (Meguro and Shibata 1999:74). Corporations
abandoned the idea of “treating employees’ families as sub-members of the corporate
families” (Meguro and Shibata 1999:74). The situation of families where fathers were
absent due to overwork or job transfer was described as “pseudo-single-mother family”
(Yoshizumi 1994:183). A phrase used in a television commercial “A husband is better
healthy and absent” (Teishu genki de rusu ga ii) yelled by a wife who is energetic and
cheerful in the absence of her low profile husband (see Ueno 1987:580) won third place
for fashionable words of the year in a well-known annual survey by the company U-CAN
in 1986.

Summary
This section has historicized the political economic conditions during Japan’s
modernizing processes in the early twentieth century and its postwar restoration projects
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and large corporate family policies that have in turn created images of childrearing,
fatherhood, and motherhood in Japan. It has described how modernization and
urbanization created a gendered division of labor both inside and outside the home and
how the modern family with (white-collar) salaried workers and their stay-at-home
housewives became a symbol of social status for the middle-class, creating inequality
especially against self-employed workers and freelancers. The ideology of “good wives
and wise mothers,” and motherly love, also naturalized the mother-child bonding and
foregrounded motherhood without fathers in the images of childrearing in Japan.
Exploitation of families by corporations during economic recessions in the late twentieth
century has also intensified these images of fatherless childrearing in Japan, in the
process erasing diversities of fatherhood. The modern family as indexed by women’s
domestication and a decline in the birthrate (Ochiai 1996) during the late twentieth
century has also shifted in parallel with the technological advancement and
commodification of the household, providing a context in which the ikumen movement
was produced and the images as well as actual conduct of fathers are encouraged to shift.
I have shown that men and women from the Meiji restoration through the late
twentieth century were manipulated by political economic conditions, both locally and
globally, within the vast impact of modernization. With a drastic shift of view of
fatherhood in the early twentieth-first century, then, where are contemporary fathers—
children of the age of “absent” fatherhood—headed? Has the ideology of salaried
workers remained? What kind of life are young men going to live? While political
economic conditions and shifts have affected fatherhood and motherhood, resulting shifts
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in social and cultural milieus have also changed images of masculinities in Japan,
contributing to the proliferation of ikumen, to which I now turn my attention.

3.3 Old and New Types of Masculinities, and Ikumen
In the previous section, I described how the modern family and its gendered division of
labor have been constructed by assigning men the role of breadwinners and women the
role of dedicated stay-at-home mothers. Within such roles between men and women, a
man showing “gentleness,” “nurturing attitudes,” or “ helplessness” was considered to be
a deviation from expected gender roles (Suzuki 2006:90), and day-to-day care of small
children—changing diapers, bathing, feeding, cooking, and the like—had been
considered feminine. In the recognition of ikumen in early twenty-first century Japan,
however, these “feminine” qualities have turned into something admirable in men. In
other words, masculinities, at least their views, are expanding to accept these new
feminine personae. What cultural conditions, in addition to political and economic ones,
are involved in such a shift in views of masculinities? In this section, I describe some
cultural incidents that have transformed the view of masculinities from being effeminate
to being admirable and cool. I begin by describing images of old types of masculinities
that were created in accordance with the construction of “modern fatherhood.” I then turn
to describe new types of masculinities, which led in part to ikumen.
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Traditional images of masculinities
Psychologists have shown that the kind of Japanese masculinity known as otokorashisa
‘manliness’ connotes, for example, the following images: “aggressive,” “patient,”
“intelligent” (Azuma 1979:80), “tough,” “reliable,” “demonstrate leadership,” “a man of
action,” “principled,” “full of the spirit of adventure,” “bold,” “strong-willed,” “decisive,”
and “self-asserting” (Ito 1978:2). Similarly, according to Ito (1993:169; Roberson
2005:378), Japanese masculinity is predicated on “three tendencies or desires”—for
“power, authority/superiority, and possessions.” Physical strength and the man’s body
that offers protection (Roberson 2005) are also hegemonic images of masculinity in Japan,
as seen in other societies (Connell 1995). These characteristics further link to other
qualities of men, such as emotional repression (Kashiwagi and Takahashi 2008:27),
“reticence” (Lebra 1984:43), and conversely rhetorical prowess (e.g., Rosenberger
1994:96). Previous studies have also pointed out that hardworking corporation workers or
sararīman have been the masculine ideal in Japan (Miller 1995; Roberson 1998),
although in the post-bubble workplace and social reforms, this ideal has come to be
questioned and reexamined (Fujimura-Fanselow and Kamada 1995; Ishii-Kuntz 2003,
2009a:196).109
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When it comes to how men actually project masculinities in language, for example, SturtzStreehausen
(2006b) finds that “Japanese men call on the ‘elder brother’ model of masculinity, indexing dominant
discourses of hierarchy, familiarity, and solidarity, as well as the ‘manly man’ model of masculinity that
tolerates extramarital liaisons, indexing authority and roughness.”
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Acting big at home
Examining how men are described in various sayings as well as in the media is
particularly useful in exploring constructed images of men in Japan. For example, the
saying “earthquakes, thunder, fires, and fathers” (jishin kaminari kaji oyaji)—which
ranks things to be afraid of—relates to men being seen as strict (Shogakukan Kokugo
Jiten Henshūbu 2000). A well-known sports comic, called Star of the Giants (Kyojin no
Hoshi) (1966–1971, 1976–79)—which is about a baseball apprenticeship between a
father and his son—effectively depicts that image of fathers. According to Koizumi
(2002:133–134), the Japanese image of the patriarchic father—or the “stubborn old man”
(ganko oyaji)—came to be inscribed in people with a scene in the animated version of
this comic in which the upset father tosses the living-room table (chabudai) (first
broadcasted between 1968–1971, and later rebroadcasted). According to Koizumi
(2002:134), this scene appears only once in the visual image accompanying the opening
song, and neither the tossing scene, nor chabudai, appear in the original comic.110
Similarly, another four-panel cartoon called Story of Self-Deprecation (Jigyaku no
Uta) (first published 1985–1990, and animated in 2007) also depicts numerous scenes in
which a tyrannical husband tosses chabudai around and even tatami floor mats, which is
used as a parody (Koizumi 2002:134). Koizumi (2002:134) points out that such scenes
have become an icon of fathers who act big (ichiban ibatte iru) at home, which from the
point of view of their wives, may be described as “petty tyrant” (teishu kanpaku).
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Interestingly, a popular Japanese online English dictionary called Eijiro on the Web lists this expression
of “tossing the table” (chabudai o hikkurikaesu) as its single entry for the word chabudai— a specific type
of table in the living-room that also stood for “happy family” centered on the housewife, as I mentioned
earlier. “Chabudai.” http://www.alc.co.jp/.
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Masataka (1999:41) argues that such bossy images of fathers had resisted considering
fathers as caretakers, in relation to arguments for paternal rights that claim that fathers are
needed as an authoritative figure in the socialization of children, and that insist that a
home does not require two mothers. Research has pointed out that stern images of fathers
are, however, nothing but a phantasm and merely reflect the rights of the head of the
family granted by the systemic security of the family system (Masataka 1999:102;
Ohinata 2000). Fathers in rural areas that are thought to maintain old customs were, in
contrast, found to be more actively involved in childrearing (Masataka 1999:92).

Images of sararīman masculinities
As mentioned earlier, the images of the modern family naturalized the diversity of social
class. Accordingly, what media, popular culture, and many Japanese and Western
scholarships describe as the “typical” Japanese man is an “urban, middle class worker”
who is assumed to have “college education, lifetime employment, group harmony and
consensus, workplace hierarchy, and corporate paternalism” (Miller 1995:20). A
sararīman does not necessarily possesses the traits of manliness listed earlier, but being
hardworking and in a business suit, and having economic stability and power that allows
them to have stay-at-home wives, grants them their masculine ideal.
Sararīman have time and again been seen as “company soldiers” (kigyō senshi)
and “workaholic employees” (mōretsu shain) in the 1960s, “pessimistic employees”
(sōretsu shain) in the 1970s, and “devoted to their corporations” (kaisha/kigyōshugi) with
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“corporate loyalty” (kigō chūseishin).111 According to the Asahi Shinbun be Editing
Group (2005:228–229), “bulk trash” (sodaigomi) and “industrial trash” (sangyō
haikibutsu) are other terms that wives used around 1981 to describe their husbands who
sit around the house after retiring from their sararīman lives, occupying space but being
of no use. An internal E.U. documentation from March 1979 also states that Japanese
people are workaholics who live in houses that are little better than warrens
(usagigoya)—perhaps a characterization of houses in the Tokyo metropolitan area (Asahi
Shinbun be Editing Group 2005:220).
Representative images of salaried worker fathers also evoke images of bossy
fathers at home. A couple of middle-aged women I spoke with described such
stereotypical images of fathers who did not raise children, mimicking what they might
say, “I’m (ore) tired, don’t tell me such a thing,” “I (ore) can only manage getting my
salary,” “I’ll leave childrearing to you (omae),” “It’s your (omae no) fault that our
childrearing has failed,” and “I (ore) didn’t know”—using the blunt form of the male first
person pronoun ore, the derogatory second person pronoun omae, and declarative
sentence endings. Although it is covert rather than overt, these bossy images of fathers
are often juxtaposed with gentle images of mothers and motherly love.
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The theme song in a television commercial for a kind of energy drink called Regain (1989-1991), for
example, represents images of workaholic salaried workers. The song urges men to such a way of living,
asking them, “Can you ‘fight’ twenty-four hours a day?” It further creates a link to internationalism at that
time, asking, if they can “fight” in the world, addressing them, “Japanese businessman” (Japanīzu
bijinesuman).
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Questioning manliness from men’s studies
Since around 1980, scholars began to claim that not only women but also men had been
discriminated against, and that men had also led a “gendered existence” (Ito 1993;
Takahashi and Yukawa 2008:69). Scholars have pointed out “men’s issues” and
problematized how prescribed images of masculinities in fact suppressed and frustrated
men—who were thought to be dominating—by being told to “be strong,” “don’t cry,”
“be admirable,” or “maintain a family” (Kashiwagi and Takahashi 2008:i; Roberson
2005:378). Men themselves acknowledge the fact that they are the breadwinners, or the
so-called “central pillar of the house” (ikka no daikokubashira), but the pressure of being
the sole breadwinner has made men preoccupied with promotion and earning more for
their wives and children, considering everything else to be secondary (Kashiwagi and
Takahashi 2008:18; Lebra 1998:218). As women were thought to be able to achieve
citizenship through motherhood, work became men’s “pride” and something to create
“significance of existence” for many; making one’s wife work, therefore, is said to “ruin
a man’s reputation” (otoko no koken ni kakawaru) and means not being “a good provider”
(otoko no kaishō) (Kashiwagi and Takahashi 2008:18).
Osawa (1993:19) argues that the gender relations are often understood in terms of
a couple or a family, but are in fact part of the social structure; therefore, the public
sphere—i.e., political economy—feeds “masculinity” such as “competition,” “victory,”
and “heroism”; and conversely, it is defined by “masculinity” (Ueno 1995:15). Therefore,
the “pathology” of corporate society equates with the pathology of men; the “logic of
corporate society”—“entering good schools and entering good corporations”—has
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affected families and individuals (Ueno 1995:15). In addition to the fact that the stern
father is a phantasm, Kasuga (1989:89) argues that because of how we define “manhood,”
those who have fallen behind in the men’s world—including single fathers and single
men—are sanctioned and lose face (mentsu).
Those men who fall behind the men’s world or deviate from the ideology of male
strength, reliability, and economic power may also be sanctioned as feminine. In fact in
Japan’s corporate ethics, feminine aspects are obvious (Hamada 1996), but unlike in the
U.S., they are not directly linked to homosexuality in Japan. Male homophobia in Japan,
however, also exists and men who are not otokorashii ‘manly’ are therefore tied to the
images of being unmanly, and might be called okama ‘pot, faggot or proffer,’ or “weak
and selfish wimps” by older men (Henshall 1999:2; Kashiwagi and Takahashi 2008:i).
Castro-Vazquenz and Kishi (2007:164) disclose that some male college students they
interviewed had fears about being judged insufficiently manly, or fears about being called
memeshii ‘effeminate, unmanly, cowardly, gutless or sissy,” or ujiuji ‘vacillating,’ terms
which are associated with powerlessness and pale skin, as opposed to darker skin that in
part shows manliness in Japan.112 Those male students thus expressed their wishes to be
manly. Castro-Vazquenz and Kishi (2007:164) therefore argue, “being masculine is a
process or an attribute to be acquired, an attribute to be regulated and patrolled by others.”
Gender policing on men begins in early childhood. As early as in preschool, boys
are socialized to construct their gender identity as kakkoii ‘cool,’ in contrast to girls’
112

Russell (1998:6) argues that Japanese perceptions of blacks, including manliness, were constructed
within the American hegemony of race. White skin color thus represents female beauty. In contrast, darker
skin color represents (hyper-)masculinity and physical strength, and it can be more ideal for men in Japan,
as noted in Chapter 1.
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kawaii ‘cute’ (Burdelski and Mitsuhashi 2010). In schools, teachers often emphasize
gender differences and encourage or police boys to be strong (Castro-Vazquenz and Kishi
2007:166). The knowledge accumulated about gender stereotypes becomes greatest at
around the end of elementary school (Suzuki 2006:75). Boys who are regarded as
effeminate may be bullied and made to avoid school. Gender pressure has also in part led
men to death by overwork, company avoidance, depression, alcohol abuse, middle-age
suicide, violence, crimes, or fear of intimacy (Suzuki 2006:90). As also noted earlier, the
sense that one is not being on the right track also has caused social issues such as young
people hiding at home (hikikomori) (Kashiwagi and Takahashi 2008:i). Although the
ideology of manhood and Japanese hegemonic masculinities have been problematized
since the emergence of men’s studies in the 1980s, and this in part has helped men to
emancipate themselves, they continue to distress men.

Popular counterdiscourses on fatherhood in the mass media
While images of fathers who act big and commanding (igen no aru) (both positively and
negatively) at home are the most dominant images of fathers in Japan, in fact, cynicism
about such paternal rights have time and again appeared and been mocked. A famous
comic strip called Sazae-san—shown in the national newspaper Asahi Shinbun between
1949–1974 and later aired as a television animation (first in 1969)—depicts images of
fathers under their wives’ thumb in relation to a decrease of paternal rights (Asahi
Shinbun be Editing Group 2005). For example, in a strip from 1967, the protagonist
Sazae watches a television program called “Fathers’ status at home” with her mother. She
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says that “It’s getting lower and lower.” At that moment her father appears, but he thinks
what Sazae is referring to is not paternal rights but the price of the “3C”—a then very
common word that stands for the air-conditioner (called kūrā ‘cooler’), car, and color
television. He says “The price is going to go down even further! Just wait.” He leaves and
Sazae comments, “He doesn’t know things” (January 24, 1967, Asahi Shinbun be Editing
Group 2005:3). Likewise, in a strip from 1969, there is a scene in which a man complains
to Sazae’s husband, “My wife and children hold a monopoly of the TV channels,” which
portrays a father who cannot tell his wife that “he wants to see a horse racing program”
and whose wife would not listen even if he did (Asahi Shinbun be Editing Group
2005:168). Further, in a strip on a bonus day in December 1972, a sararīman asks
another sararīman, “Today, you’ll redeem your paternal rights, right?,” to which the
respondent replies that it is not really the case, as his son is a securities salesman who
earns perhaps more than he does (December 5, 1972, Asahi Shinbun be Editing Group
2005:138).
Maihōmu ‘my home’ is another idea that embodies an alternative way of living
and fatherhood. As mentioned earlier, the home was constructed as a happy, pleasurable,
and healthy place for the modern family (Ueno 1994:106). Around 1970, when corporate
family policies encouraged home ownership, was an “era when everybody believed and
nobody doubted the scheme that maihōmu equals happiness” (Asahi Shinbun be Editing
Group 2005:118). Accordingly, the expression maihōmushugi appeared, meaning the
ideal of owning one’s own house. Maihōmushugi in turn came to equate with “the secrets
of success in life (shoseikan) for the petit bourgeois who aims to find the meaning of life
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in in-home peace and happiness, rather than in workplace career progress. [In other
words, it means] Family-first principle.”113 The expression maihōmupapa ‘family man’
was used to describe an alternative masculinity and fatherhood.114 Fathers who dote on
their children—perhaps in a way similar to ikumen in contrast to the patriarchic images of
fatherhood—were also called kobonnō ‘loving father’ and positively viewed as being rare
and gentle (yasashii) fathers.
	
 

It is often the case that not only roles but also images of men and women end up

being dichotomized (Kasuga 1989:68). These alternative images of men and masculinity
are therefore often juxtaposed with alternative images of women and femininity that may
be called “petticoat government” (kakā denka), or from the point of view of men, being
“under the thumb of one’s wife” (shiri ni shikareru). Such alternative images of
masculinity and femininity are, for example, frequent topics used in a contest for satirical
haiku called sararīman senryū. This contest has been conducted annually since 1987 by
The Dai-ichi Life Insurance Company, Limited and involves satirically and humorously
writing about sararīman woes, marital relationships, and the like.
Numerous examples of such alternative gender images between husbands and
wives have been contributed to the contest, including such haiku as: “Soaring, My wife is
113

This definition is from a Japanese dictionary that is famous for its unique definitions of words.
Shinmeikai Jiten 3ed.(1972), 4ed.(1989), and 5ed (1997). Sanseido:Tokyo. As cited in
http://www.geocities.co.jp/Bookend-Soseki/3578/bonjin.htm.
114
In a book in which a writer discussed childrearing with public people in 2000, maihōmupapa is thought
to be obsolete. A then public officer from the Ministry of Education Terawaki Ken commented that
although it is simply claimed, “Fathers, go home,” children would not like that if their fathers as company
men hurried back home. He says that therefore, the Ministry of Education wants to propose “maihobīpapa”
(lit. my hobby papa), who can communicate with their children through hobbies and “maitaunpapa” (lit.
my town papa), who care for their communities (Suzuki 2000:192). These concepts link to the philosophy
of ikumen, which encompasses communicating with children through hobbies and contributing to their
communities.
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my home’s, Tokyo Skytree;” “‘Out with the evil!,’ Softly to my wife, I whisper” (at the
ritual for the close of winter on February 3);” and “On the collection day, If I don't’ take
out the garbage, I’ll be the one who gets dumped.” 115 Recent examples also include ones
that project ikumen-hood, on the other hand, as seen in “My capable wife, Work after
hours at the company, I am (do) an ikumen (as cited in Mainichi Shinbun September 18,
2011) and “You’re an ikumen, Raised as such, and now, I do all household work (as cited
in Mainichi Shinbun July 3, 2011).116
According to Komuro (2011:71), there are many men who take this “stance of
henpecked husbands” (kyōsaika sutansu), which shows the complicated psychology of
men who wish to protect their pride by acting instead like a “henpecked husband.” In my
fieldwork too, I heard a few men position themselves as such, explicitly claiming that
their wives would get upset if they did not follow her or if they did not help with
household work and so forth. Behind the dominant images of masculinity and femininity,
counter-images have also been created, although, as Komuro (2011:71) points out, such
alternative masculinities of men also fail to treat their relationships with their wives as
being equal and “partners.”

Cute culture and new characterizations of masculinities
According to Chapman (1988), “New Man” images were characterized in the West in the
1980s by redefining masculinity with popular culture discourse. This shift in images of
115

The Dai-ichi Life Insurance Company, Limited. “Sararīman senryū.” http://event.dai-ichilife.co.jp/company/senryu/. The original satirical haiku are: “Sobietatsu, Tsuma wa wagaya no, Sukaiturī,”
“‘Oni wa soto,’ Sotto nyōbō ni Itte miru,” and “Gomidashibi, Sute ni ikaneba Suterareru,” respectively.
116
The originals are “Dekiru tsuma, Kaisha de zangyō, Boku ikumen,” and “Ikumen to, Noserare imaya,
Kaji subete,” respectively.
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men also relates to Japan’s case. Since the late twentieth century, gender norms have
weakened and been neutralized, and the mass media have produced and reproduced
alternative images of masculinities with different labels. According to Yonekawa
(1996:101), such male attributes as values, logic, society (company), sweaty smell, and
body hair began to be denied during the 1970s and 1980s when Japan was growing
economically with high consumer culture in the globalizing world. Yonekawa
(1996:102–103) describes that in the 1990s during the bubble economy, new slang
coinages were created, commercializing men from the point of women. Such words
include—asshī-kun ‘men who give a ride,” messhī-kun ‘men who buy meals,’ mitsugukun ‘men who finance women,’ kīpu-kun “men who are kept until a match appears for
marriage,” and gyaru-o “men who are like a gal,” among others.117 Ito (1996:33)
mentions young men dressing and behaving in a remarkably wholesome way, or what the
mass media called “femio-kun phenomenon.” He points out that those men are often short
and are aware that their (female) audience prefers wholesome men rather than masculine
men, while Yonekawa (1996:102) argues that these characterizations of men describe the
point of view of women who size up men.
Such alternative types of masculinity appear to relate to the cuteness movement that
started during the late 1960s. The cute aesthetics as practiced currently encompass the
desire for cuteness in one’s own appearance and behavior, as well as in the relationships
one fosters with cute people and by displaying fancy material possessions, such as Hello
117

These coinages are often created by suffixing English -ee to describe people to a noun that obeys the
meaning of the word and further suffixing them with –kun (used for boys) or –o (lit. meaning “men”) (e.g.,
asshī-kun consists of a noun ashi ‘legs’ (with a sound change), -ee (pronounced as [i:]), and –kun, to mean
men who give a ride).
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Kitty merchandise (Allison 2004).118 It in particular portrays childlike femininity, which
is typically associated with young women (Darling-Wolf 2001; Fujie 1989; Hubbard
1994; Kinsella 1995; Matsumoto 1996; McVeigh 1996, 2000;Treat 1993; Yamane 1990).
It, however, has been pointed out that it has also affected men, creating such less
masculine or feminized images as described above (Darling-Wolf 2004c,d;Doi 1973;
Horikiri 1991; Kinsella 1995; Yamane 1990). For example, psychiatrist Doi Takeo wrote
in a newspaper article in 1970 that in those days young men wanted to look cute (kawaii)
by having long hair, wearing colorful clothes, or speaking in a childlike lispy way. Doi
argues that this expresses amae—or seeking the indulgence of others—and laments how
people delay becoming adults (Mainichi Shinbun, as cited in Doi 1973:202).
According to Kinsella (1997:384), this movement for cuteness was started by
rebellious students who rejected so-called “adult society” during the late 1960s. Around
1970 was the time when male-centered society started to be incompatible with modern
society and social movements occurred, including young people’s rebellions, the green
movement, radical feminism, and various minority movements (Hashimoto 1995). Within
that context, Kinsella (1997:384) argues that childishness was linked to left-wing politics
and youth culture, in which young people sought childhood freedom and nostalgia, as
opposed to social responsibility, which later would lead to other categories of people such
as furītā or freeter ‘part-time jobber’ (Yamada 2006), as described in Chapter 2.
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One of other aspects of the cute aesthetics is longing for youthfulness, because youthfulness was
countervalorized as a positive attribute, as Yamazaki (1999:39) notes that calling an older person
“young”—which was once felt to be an insult—is now a compliment. Accordingly, women desperately
struggle to extend their youth and appearance (Kinsella 1995:244) by showing their “childlike nature”
(Yamazaki 1999:39). Similarly, elderly people may be characterized as “cute elderly people” (kawaii
otoshiyori) instead of having an air of dignity (Ueno 1994:275).
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In the media, feminine images of masculinity have been portrayed positively. Like
female celebrities, adolescent males have been packaged commodities in the media
(Ching 1994; Fujie 1989), and in particular, the all-male artistic production company,
Johnny & Associates, whose president is said to be gay, has helped young male
celebrities achieve popularity with a wholesome appearance (Darling-Wolf 2004c, d,
Cyzo 2010).119 Many people have viewed those celebrities as cool and/or cute heartthrobs,
suggesting that they exhibit a new ideal type of masculinity in Japan led by females
(Darling-Wolf 2004b,c).120 As such, male cuteness in the media has mainly targeted
women and gay men, but heterosexual men also seem to be influenced. Some of the
adolescent men who enter Johnny & Associates described their longing for their seniors
in the same production company, who are said to have (heterosexual) male fans as well
(Cyzo 2010).
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Previous work has pointed out the skillfulness of Japanese media producers, who have created “highly
pleasurable popular cultural texts within an extremely commercial media environment” and the highly
intertexual environment among different Japanese media (Darling-Wolf 2004c:364). The media have
helped create multitalented and humanized images of those celebrities, viewed as (illusional) intimate
strangers (Darling-Wolf 2004d; Schickel 1985:4), or “personifier of a typical ‘girl or boy next door’”
(Darling-Wolf 2004c:311). Saizō (Cyzo). October 2010 Tokyo: Cyzo.
120
Examples of receptions of male cuteness may be seen in some media sources. In a television talk show
episode, a male celebrity in his thirties had his palm read by a palmist who told him that he had a
yochiyochi yōjisen (toddler-infant line), which indicated that he used baby talk in intimate settings. The
male celebrity agreed with this reading. Featuring this particular palm line, which is not usually recognized
as a popular palm line for laypersons, indicates that the media strategically gave the male celebrity a
childlike image, which was accepted by him (“Pus” suma. August 26, 2010. TV Asahi). Similarly, an
online video features girl talk about men’s use of akachan kotoba (baby talk) and animal language. Among
the three young female discussants, one said that she was fine with men using baby talk, whereas the other
two women said that that was unacceptable, as it was effeminate and infantile. When the first woman was
asked for confirmation, she added that it was fine with her if men only used this kind of talk with her. The
women, then, asked the male interviewer (who was not on-screen) to speak this way, to show how it
sounded. The women told him that he could just act like he usually did. The male interviewer hesitated,
telling them that it would look like he often talked that way (Girls Talk. “Imadoki joshi no honne chōsa.
Tenshi tachi no honne” (Real feelings of modern women. Real feelings of angels). Vol. 4. May 4, 2010.
HTB).
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SMAP—a multitalented popular group from Johnny & Associates—is one such
example from the 1990s, and Darling-Wolf (2004a:367) argues that their media
presentation conveys postmodernity or the “hybridity of identities, male/female,
macho/sensitive, or Asian/Western,” which “deconstruct[s] the essentializing notion of
masculinity” and questions existing gender roles. For example, in the media, those men
would play the role of good men in their more feminine performances, while occasionally
showing manliness, or bad boy characters, in scenes that depict violence (Darling-Wolf
2004c:360–366). Previous studies have considered these new images to be deep-rooted
and a subtext to the dominant gender ideology, as seen in male drag performances in
Kabuki and Noh, female drag performances in Takarazuka and the like (Darling-Wolf
2004a:287). In contrast, Treat (1996:4) claims that these multiple characters that the
celebrities and the popular cultural discourse embody in Japan inevitably raise the
question of the “origins, sources, influences and colonialisms both longstanding and
otherwise.”
Examining the “colonial situation” in China, Chow (1993:8) suggests that its
“relation to the imperial West…is seldom purely ‘oppositional’ ideologically,” because
of the very fact that it could mostly maintain the integrity of its territory and language. To
put it differently, she contends “how the notion of ‘coloniality’…, when construed strictly
in terms of the foreignness of race, land, and language, can blind us to political
exploitation,” done by its own government, or the most central colonizer (9, emphasis in
the original). In Japan’s case, too, although it was occupied by the U.S. imperial power, it
was never colonized and the race, land, and language are officially “preserved” and
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“integrated.” Therefore, the Japan’s “colonial situation” is better described as cultural
intervention into “its legacy as everyday culture and value,” which is actually the most
important feature of Orientalism (7). As such, later Japanese cultural industries were
defined by the U.S. typical mass culture (Ivy 1993:245). Japan became facelessly
bombarded with American culture and commercialism—that rushed into the country
through the media—in the face of economic development and social changes with
extremely weak protection against the media (Koizumi 2002:106).
Japan has long been considered to be a notoriously gender-unequal society, and this
is what made the West feel a sense of cultural superiority (Darling-Wolf 2004c:366). As
Darling-Wolf (2004c:365) argues, however, the contemporary popular cultural scene in
Japan constructs new images of masculinities in relation and opposition to Western
representations of men. New and hybrid images of such male celebrities in Japan during
the late twentieth century, which perhaps in part link to ikumen, are thus fabrications
predicated upon Western cultural colonialism and “Japan’s often-tortured relationship
with its Western economic equals” (Darling-Wolf 2004c:365). As traditionally feminine
qualities in men, including childrearing and household work, have come to be redefined,
Western men who are monolithically imagined to be active and skillful in those areas,
also have come to shape the ideal of ikumen.

More feminine masculinities in the early twenty-first century
In the early twenty-first century, it has been pointed out that men became more conscious
of their appearance, cosmetics, skin care, and fashion, in what may be called a
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“metrosexual boom,” promoted by many newly launched male fashion magazines, and
our consumer culture (Ushikubo 2006:75; Fukazawa 2006).121 Images of masculinity
have shifted socially, and for example, a well-known cosmetic company, Shiseido
Company, Limited, launched a line of cosmetics for men called Shiseido Men worldwide
in 2003, while the well-established Hotel New Otani offered luxurious plans exclusively
for men, called “men’s revolution” (otoko kakumei), based on the existing female plans,
providing men with aesthetic treatment, hair stylings, and so forth.122 Scholars have also
pointed out more feminine images associated with Japanese masculinity (Darling-Wolf
2004d; Louie and Low 2003; Miller 2003).
In 2006, the media started to highlight less masculine types of men, called
sōshokukei danshi ‘herbivorous men,’ who were sometimes contrasted to nikushokukei
joshi ‘carnivorous women.’ Herbivorous types of men are most commonly defined as not
being very active or interested in pursuing relationships and sex, even though they have
opportunities to engage in them (Fukazawa 2006). Alternatively, herbivorous men are
also thought to have a certain orientation toward life itself: they lack the zeal to live a life
in which one has to show fighting spirit and be competitive (Tachibanaki 2011:96). In
linking those men to the trend of the whole Japanese society, Kanno (2011:124) argues
that Japanese society itself might have become more herbivorous, as it is now less
aggressive and more oriented toward maintaining peacefulness and the status quo. Other
analogous characterizations of less masculine types of men were also created, including
121

Fukazawa, Maki. October 13, 2006. U35 Danshi Māketingu Zukan vol. 5: Sōshokudanshi (Under 35
Years Old, An Encyclopedia for Marketing Men vol.5: Herbivorous men). Nikkei Business Online.
Accessed November 10, 2010. http://business.nikkeibp.co.jp/article/skillup/20061005/111136/.
122
Shiseido. “Shiseido men.” http://www.shiseido.co.jp/gb/shiseidomen/. TRENDYnet. “Gokujō no menzu
puran” (Extra-Special Men’s Plan). http://trendy.nikkeibp.co.jp/lc/shun/050823_cityhotel/index2.html.
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bentō danshi ‘lunch-box-making men,’ suītsu danshi ‘men who love sweets,’ and more
recently rōrukyabetsu danshi ‘lit. stuffed cabbage men, meaning soft outside (like
herbivorous men) but manly inside’—by adding the suffixes –danshi ‘boys or men (as
opposed to girls and women)’ (or –ōji ‘prince’). Ikumen and other characterization of
husbands and fathers followed these lines of less masculine images of men.

“Men entering into the kitchen”
Among images of “new men” in Japan, cooking is one popular aspect of it, as also seen
in the proliferation of bentō danshi, mentioned above—meaning men who make their
own lunchboxes and bring them to school or work. There is a well-known saying “Men
should not go in to the kitchen” (Danshi chūbō ni hairazu), and accordingly, men
cooking at home were regarded as being embarrassing.123 Those who dared to go into the
kitchen dominated by their wives were made fun of as “cockroach husbands” (gokiburi
teishu) (Asahi Shinbun be Editing Group 2005:166–168; Cherry 1991:81–84).124 Policy
shifts in home economics classes at middle and high schools, however, occurred and
contributed to the propagation of men in the kitchen.125 Along with the major reforms in
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The saying was derived and altered from a historical event listed in Mengzi that originally means that
the superior man keeps away from his “slaughter-house and cook-room” because he cannot stand to see
animals be killed and eat their flesh. Sanseido Word-Wide Web. “Kunshi wa hōchū o tōzaku.”
http://dictionary.sanseido
publ.co.jp/wp/2008/02/25/%E3%80%90%E4%BB%8A%E9%80%B1%E3%81%AE%E3%81%93%E3%8
1%A8%E3%82%8F%E3%81%96%E3%80%91%E5%90%9B%E5%AD%90%E3%81%AF%E5%BA%9
6%E5%8E%A8%E3%82%92%E2%80%A6/. Also, “Chinese Text Project.”
http://ctext.org/mengzi?searchu=%E5%BA%96%E5%8E%A8.
124
Anthropologist Ishige Naomichi says that he needed to break the tacit taboo to enter the kitchen as a
man when he planned examining the anthropology of the Japanese cuisine (Ueno 1994:148).
125
Collaboration between men and women is often encouraged in the popular comic Sazae-san, mentioned
earlier. In an episode, when the son told his family that he cooked soup and tempura at school, his father
comments that “Men will fall short of success if they are fussy,” while the son starts to put away the dishes
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the school system under the influence of the U.S., home economic classes became unisex
in 1947 with an objective to create collaborative homes between men and women. Boys,
however, had learned home economics with girls only in elementary school. In a revised
curriculum in 1958, “Technology” (gijutsu)—including electricity and mechanics—was
assigned to boys at middle school, separately from girls, who studied clothing, food, and
the like; and at high schools while girls learned home economics, boys instead had PE
classes since 1973 (Nishinosono and Nakamura 2000). As noted earlier in this chapter
and in Chapter 2, in addition to domestic movements, international trends on gender
equality pressured Japan to change. The Japanese government started to deal with unisex
home economics in order to ratify the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination (Josei Sabetsu Teppai Jōyaku) after the United Nation adopted it in 1979,
and this was finally achieved at middle school and high school in 1993 and 1994,
respectively (e.g., Miyake 2013:21).
As noted earlier, female cooks (ryōri kenkyūka) became an occupation for stay-athome mothers and this semi-professional occupation had also gained a certain popularity
and status in the media. Cooking men also started to be viewed positively partly owing to
a popular television program hosted by the popular group SMAP mentioned earlier. The
program has a section called Bistro SMAP, airing since 1996, in which the celebrities in
fashionable cooking garb compete in two groups by cooking a range of dishes and often
serving them to female guest celebrities. This program is said to have countervalued men
in cooking as being cool. Accordingly, more recently, private cooking schools in urban
saying “Our teacher said that people with old thoughts all say such a thing” (Asahi Shinbun be Editing
Group 2005:103–104).
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areas began offering classes for single men, fathers, or retired men (Ushikubo 2006:206).
Many cookbooks by men for men were also published, and a father cook, for example,
refers to himself as “papa cook expert” (papa ryōri kenkyūka) and introduces his dishes
in his blog and designs fashionable aprons that would encourage men to cook more
(Takimura 2011:95, 133).

Ikumen and feminine masculinities
Within these shifts in views of masculinity, ikumen and other characterizations of
husbands and fathers were created, including kajimen ‘men who are actively involved in
housework,’ ikedan ‘cool husbands, or husbands who work hard while at the same time
taking good care of their family,’ ikujii ‘grandfathers who are actively involved in
childrearing,’ and omurie ‘sommelier of diapers, or fathers who are involved in overall
childrearing through dealing with diapers.’126
As I discuss in Chapter 5, there is no precise characterization of ikumen, and
images of ikumen do vary from people to people. Involvement in the daily care of babies
and toddlers is the most common definition of ikumen, but that is not the only aspect of
ikumen despite the meaning of the word, and ikumen are also thought to be actively
involved in the household including cooking. As also mentioned in Chapter 5, in a
contest among three father celebrities to determine the ikumen of ikumen in a television
information program Hanamaru Market, ikumen were supposed to be capable of making
a lunch box for their children, hanging the laundry on the clothesline, or tying their
126

NHK. “Wadai no ikumen to wa” (What is this talked-about ikumen thing?), June 21, 2010. Accessed
May 21, 2012. http://www.nhk.or.jp/kininaru-blog/55126.html
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daughter’s hair into pigtails. In parenting magazines for mothers, ikumen who can knit
babies’ clothes and make special celebratory dishes for babies are also introduced in a
feature article for “showing off super papas” (Hiyoko Kurabu June 2012:197).
Such qualities that used to be considered “feminine” have thus begun to be
countervalued as favorable qualities found in men, husbands, fathers, and grandfathers. A
popular female magazine anan, for example, claims that the men “we” look for now are
“strong men” and presents nine types of strong men that they selected. Among other
types of men such as those who can survive anywhere, are academics, or start their own
business, “men who love children” (kodomozuki danshi) are included because they are
flexible and able to become stay-at-home fathers and saviors of working women (anan
April 4, 2012:26–31). In addition, male daycare workers are ranked as tenth among
occupations for strong men. The article treats those “strong men” as being unlike “old”
herbivorous types of men but similar to “samurai” (or what they call samurai danji).
These examples in the media and journalism suggest that though with exaggeration and
contradiction, “female” qualities and masculinities, which used to be condemned as
effeminate—including men who are involved in taking care of babies and cooking—are
now countervalued as being the kind of masculinity women want men to have. In the
attitudinal Survey on the Declining Birthrate (Shōshika ni Kansuru Ishikichōsa Kenkyū)
conducted in 2004 by the MHLW, “abilities in and positive attitudes toward the
household and childcare” were the quality that “young single women” chose as an
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expectation for their future husbands in addition to their personalities, congruity of senses
of values, and economic power.127
With the countervalorization of feminine qualities in men, ikumen and prowess in
home economic areas have turned from something to hide or only humorously and
jokingly describe to something to be admired and to be shown off. Thus, these shifts of
views lead people to “discover” caring fathers in the past and regard them as being “one
of the first ikumen” (ikumen no hashiri) or “My father was actually ikumen.” In my
fieldwork, too, a woman in her fifties told me about a friend of hers, who made her
husband do the dishes because she was also working, and the friend’s husband, who hid
the fact outside the home due to the pressure of the “public eye” (seken no me). She said
that he told her once that he felt uncomfortable in being thought of as something like,
“You can’t feed your family unless you make your wife work at that age?” (kono toshi ni
natte mo mada nyooboo hatarakasenakya kuwaserarenai no ka) because he worked for a
large corporation that stresses the aspect of men as a good provider (otoko no kaishō).
She pointed out that if he had had the same views as young people nowadays do, or if it
were an age like the one now, then he would likely have happily (kiki to shite) shown off
the fact that he helped out his wife at home, and even boasted that he could do this or that
even if he really could not.
The woman also told me about her high-school age son, who is all thumbs, but
who wants to impress his friends by cooking omelette (tamagoyaki) and bringing his
lunch box to school. She said that he tries hard, because the atmosphere at his high school
127

MHLW. “The Situation of marriage and attitudes toward marriage” (34).
http://www.mhlw.go.jp/topics/bukyoku/seisaku/syousika/040908/dl/0010.pdf.
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is such that boys who can cook are cool; that those who can do household work are
better; and that those who are good at home economics have something to be a little
proud of (chotto jiman). She observes that he wants to claim (iitai) that it is he who made
the lunch box that he has brought to school even if the kind of omelette he makes is not
something that she would want to try. What is interesting here is the fact that lunch boxes
(obentō) in Japan were something mothers and wives made for their children and
husbands with affection, and as such they strongly embody the idea of motherly love (see
Allison 1991).128 She concluded that she “fully realizes” (hishihishi to kanjiru) that the
atmosphere of society is shifting.
Gender scholars such as Butler (1990) and West and Zimmerman (1987) have
unraveled the fact that gender is not a static attribute, but performatively achieved.
Drawing on gender performances such as drag, Butler (1989) argues that the original
gender identity is also an imitation and thus a production without an origin. Thus, the
interior origins of gender identity that are understood as naturalized or culturally
determined can be denaturalized and mobilized through parodic resignification and
recontexualization. By resisting the myth of the origin, identities are found to be fluid,
and “gender coherence” is understood as a “regulatory fiction,” rather than “the common
point of our liberation” (339). As such, femininity and masculinity are understood as
located on the same continuum, and people are oriented toward feminine or masculine
verges depending on a given context (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2003).
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Lunch boxes that wives prepare for their husbands are called “lunch boxes made by beloved wives”
(aisai bentō). More recently, lunch boxes for children that are decorated to look like cute characters from
anime and the like, such as Anpanman, are called kyara-ben ‘lunch boxes decorated as characters” or dekoben ‘decorated lunch boxes,” and have become another icon of motherhood.
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Gender relations are not monolithic, either, and as Rosenberger (1994) observes
that Japanese husbands and wives shifted their role behaviors in relation to the concept of
uchi ‘lit. inside’ and soto ‘lit. outside,’ masculinities and femininities that people project
are dynamic and negotiated constantly. Therefore, as the examples described above
suggest, in a moment-to-moment interplay of gender relations and childrearing, gender
relations and behaviors are not fixed in the first place, and thus men also project certain
aspects of “caring” fatherhood, as an informant of mine often mocked her husband
speaking to his baby using baby talk in a high-pitched soft voice.129 Thus, in “local action”
where established “role behavior” is not given (Leifer 1988:867), individuals negotiate
through spontaneous and indeterminate social action, creating and recreating roles locally
(Collins 1994:262–263).
In contrast, though, at a macro level, the hegemonic culture—that takes for
granted “the always already political binary distinction between genders” (Butler
1989:339)—defines masculinity and femininity depending on particular time and space
(Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2003). As I have described, particular images of
fatherhood and masculinities have been typified and ideologized, and along with
“feminine” qualities in men in public spheres, those were countervalorized in the ikumen
movement. Borrowing Butler’s theory, then, the shift should not be understood merely as
liberation. Having the political binary distinction between genders, the new images of
masculinity are understood as a “regulatory fiction” within the ideal of “gender equality”
that influences people accordingly in the political economic measure for sustaining the
129

Such baby talk uttered by fathers has been less recorded, but Masataka (1999:55) notes that (perhaps in
public) it was used way less by fathers than mothers and in urban areas than in the farming villages.
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nation in the globalized world. In the first place, the new images of masculinity and
ikumen emerged as a consequence of modernization—that fixed gender roles, controlled
the birthrate, or led internationalist women to emancipate through their desires for the
West (Kelsky 2001), among others.

The motherhood society and female texts of Japanese masculinities
Scholars have pointed out that these new characterizations of masculinity were produced
from the point of view of women in relation to consumer culture. Hashimoto (1995:55)
points out that girls used to consume male (fashion) magazines for their culture of
“asexual boys.” After it became eroded by romantic love and sex in the 1980s, however,
the asexual boy culture became reduced to the later otaku ‘geek’ culture, and boys in
those magazines were turned into objects for girls. Similarly, according to Darling-Wolf
(2004c:367), the representation of wholesome images of males in the media described
earlier has in turn become “female texts,” in which women can safely engage in “a
pleasurable fantasy” just as in romance novels or soap operas. For example, one of the
most popular members of SMAP, Kimura Takuya, turned into “the favorite boy toy of the
1990s” with his sexiness in addition to his frankness and wit (Schilling 1997:236). Being
aware of his role as a sex object, he behaves accordingly “sticking his tongue out, or
suggestively touching himself” (Darling-Wolf 2004c:360). Thus, Darling-Wolf
(2004c:367) speculates that this is a “female influenced shift in the conception of ideal
masculinity in Japan,” which “offer[s] viewers the possibility to redefine such roles
symbolically, at least on the popular cultural scene, if not in their daily lives.” In her
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interviews, some young women viewed such feminine men in the media as being “girlish
and childish” (Darling-Wolf 2004a:292) and/or “weak” (Darling-Wolf 2004a:296), which,
however, was considered to stimulate maternal instinct and be popular with women who
would think that they could look after those men like a mother would.130
Hashimoto (1995:56) argues that therefore, the agent of the society that women call
“men’s society” is not men’s rights or paternal rights but a “system of motherhood.”131
As described earlier, on the one hand, the strong ideology of “good wives and wise
mothers” and motherly love made mothers dedicated wives and mothers. Such devoted
wives and mothers thus have taken care of their husbands and children excessively. As
such, wives often assume a maternal role for their husbands who behave childlike (Lebra
1998:219–220). According to Vogel (1963:200), this is possible because “male
chauvinism” could be coped with by wives with their “art of husband management” and
be combined with conjugal love through the notion of amae ‘indulgence’ (Lebra
1998:228; Rosenberger 1994; Salamon 1975). Therefore, as Ueno (1994:207) argues,
according to Eto Jun (in Seijuku to Sōshitsu ‘Maturity and Loss”), men try to identify
their wives with their mothers, who “forgive and accept them”; sons are made into nogood men by their mothers who are like vending machines for them that immediately
offer whatever they want without them doing anything (Komuro 1991:69).
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An expression bosei honnō o kusuguru ‘stimulate motherly instinct’ is often used to describe such
women’s attitude.
131
Household economy was the most expected skill for “good wives and wise mothers” (Ueno 1987:579),
and perhaps because of that, home finance has most commonly been administrated by wives in Japan
(though that is changing now). Some of the people I talked with mentioned this fact and argued that it was
the reason why housewives have in actuality maintained their status and dignity inside the home.
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Older generations tend to have more strict norms about such gender roles and the
ideology of mother-son relationships. Thus, in the ikumen movement, too, male
involvement in childrearing can be criticized by the generations of parents of
contemporary ikumen and their wives as disgraceful (mittomonai) as if the son was under
his wife’s thumb (shiri ni shikareru), causing generational conflicts (Atsumi 2010). In my
fieldwork too, a woman in her late fifties to sixties mentioned her somewhat ambivalent
feelings toward her son’s being an ikumen. She said that on the one hand she herself
acknowledges how much hardship she went through raising three children by herself
without any help from her husband, but on the other, as a mother of a son, she cannot
help feeling sorry for seeing him coping with the household and childrearing while
working as the breadwinner.
Hashimoto (1995) argues that men who were brought up and spoiled in such
motherhood communities fail to become totally independent but end up being called out
in the industrialized society as an effective labor force. Women thus have acknowledged
men’s psychological weakness that they would feel hurt if they lost to women, and,
accordingly, have to feign ignorance and pretend losing to men. Men, in contrast, without
becoming aware of such consideration by women, have taken for granted their tendencies
toward “power,” “authority/superiority,” and “possession” (Ito 1993:169). Hashimoto
argues that men—having such intentions unconsciously—have maintained their identities
and lives by depending on and being protected by women both physically and
psychologically.
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As such, then, what do shifts in views of masculinities and motherhood indicate in
relation to ikumen? It is evident that ikumen were cultivated within the context of
acceptance of and admiration for “feminine” qualities in men that were promoted
politically by international pressures and by Western cultural influences in globalization.
Accordingly, surveys have found that young women consider ikumen to be ideal as future
husbands.132 In contrast, male reluctance in the household and childcare—which was in
part constructed by gender role behaviors—is still prevalent, as a manual for working
mothers, for example, warns working women that their husbands may acknowledge them
as mama for everyone if they do not participate in household work and childcare (Baba
2012). Even if ikumen encompass female qualities, and male involvement in day-to-day
care of childrearing is encouraged, the issue returns to this argument that a home does not
need two mothers. Thus in the ikumen movement too, the recurrent orientation toward
“paternal rights” in male parenting and manly masculinity ends up being emphasized and
expected of fathers to some degree, as I describe in more detail in Chapter 6.
Summary
This section has examined multiple images of and shifts in views of masculinities within
which ikumen emerged and gained popularity. Drawing on journalism and popular
culture as well as sayings and people’s comments from my fieldwork, I have described
images of both the “traditional” fatherhood—authoritative, bossy, or strict—and its
132

Darling-Wolf (2004a:299) notes that women have pragmatic attitudes toward everyday life situations
and men. Their pragmatic attitudes may reflect results of online surveys—that find that women in their
twenties and thirties on average tend not to consider cute types of men as appropriate for marriage but
rather to prefer men older than themselves as their future husbands (O-net 2009.
http://www.garbagenews.net/archives/1077563.html).
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counterpoint in the mass media—“under one’s wife’s thumb” or “petticoat government.”
I have also described how more “feminine” images of masculinities have emerged within
a popular cultural discourse and the political trend toward gender equality during the late
twentieth century, countervaluing in particular cute types of men and cooking men. These
images of men are often thought to reflect the Japanese “motherhood society” and
female-oriented desires toward men. As I described in Chapter 1, female-oriented desires
for new images of Japanese masculinity are closely linked to images of Western men
(Kelsky 1999), and therefore ikumen and new styles of fatherhood are also entangled with
modernization and globalization as I describe in more detail in later chapters.
Those images, including ikumen and bossy fatherhood, are typifications and
categorizations of men, and the question is why the category of ikumen emerged to begin
with. Although ikumen and new images of masculinity can be understood as
emancipating men, as feminist movements aimed to emancipate women, the story is not
that simple. Ikumen, as an emergent hegemony (Williams 1977), are also “regulatory
fiction[s]” (Butler 1989:399) generated as a consequence of modernization that made
gender roles fixed, reduced the number of children, and led internationalist women to
desire the West (Kelsky 2001), among others. Thus, in the face of liberation (Butler
1989:339), ikumen are also selected as the hegemonic for the “next generation” and the
political economic power for the country. People are affected accordingly within the face
of “better lives” in a “gender-equal society.”
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3.4 Summary
This chapter has described the intersection of the historical and political economic
contexts within which old and new styles of fatherhood and their masculinities have been
constructed. I have shown how the modern family with its gendered divisions of labor
was institutionalized within Japan’s modernization, the postwar economic restoration, the
international pressure from and ambiguous relations with Western economic equals, and
the corporate family policies in a low-growth economy. Along with these historical
processes, the ideology of white-collar salarīman and the fatherhood and motherhood of
the modern family as representing the middle-class and being standard were
institutionalized, idealized, and naturalized to the extent that such fatherhood and
motherhood are considered “Japanese” and “traditional” by contemporary Japanese. I
have also described how such ideologies of fatherhood and masculinities have been made
to shift during sluggish economic times, the emergence of men’s studies, the cultural
Americanization, and the international pressure toward gender equality, among others.
With such political economic and social changes, “feminine” abilities in the household
and childcare were countervalorized and turned into qualities admired and expected of
new fathers, leading to the proliferation of the alternative or oppositional hegemonic
fatherhood of ikumen. While Japan legitimately preserves its race, land, and language,
Japan’s perpetual maneuvers to model the West—its “colonial situation”—is
appropriated by the political economy of the nation-state in order to transform views
toward masculinities within the discourse of an extremely low birthrate and “gender
inequality.”
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CHAPTER 4 DISCOURSES OF CHILDREARING AND FATHERHOOD
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, I have described how images of fatherhood have been
constructed in Japan within the formation of the “modern family” for the nation-state and
the postwar economic restoration. Through these historical and political economic
processes, an ideology of “standard” life courses was created, and the typical Japanese
man came to be seen as workaholic salaraīman who was thought not to spend much time
at home. I have also described how alternative images of masculinities have been created
more recently to countervalue the dominant images and to admire men’s abilities to
handle “female” domestic work. In this chapter, I examine how people with whom I
spoke constructed the currently dominant discourses of fatherhood and childrearing. I
particularly focus on the way people juxtaposed, and thus generalized, old and new styles
of fatherhood—by using the deictic expressions mukashi ‘old days’ and ima
‘nowadays’—as well as Japan and the West. I draw on Bakhtin’s (1981) concept of
heteroglossia that illuminates the fact that the speech of others echoes, both overtly and
covertly, in our own speech (Irvine 1996) and argue that new styles of Japanese
fatherhood have been constructed with traditional fatherhood as their reference point. In
doing so, I show that “mukashi” (old days) used when referring to childrearing—which is
sometimes synonymous with “Japan” in contrast to “the West”—came to connote a
particular meaning as the idea of ikumen became more common. I suggest that due to the
heteroglossic nature of speech, speakers construct narratives and memories of Japanese
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fatherhood and in turn end up reproducing the ideology of existing gendered divisions of
labor despite the seeming shift in social organizations.

4.2 Discourses of Childrearing and Fatherhood
The dominant discourses of old and new fatherhood
Otoosan ne, ano::, mukashi, no otoosan, de yappari kakawatte kuru hito tte sukunakatta
desu yo ne. Ano, toku ni koodo seechooki no koro tte hataraku koto ga otoosan ni
kaserareta shigoto de atte, kosodate wa okaasan tte iu no ga atte, moo hontoo ni, ano,
otoosan wa ne ni kaette kuru yoona mon de, kodomo to sessuru jikan tte hotondo nai tte
iu jootai de, okaasan ga kosodate shite kita to omou n desu yo. Demo ima no otoosantachi tte, maa, onna no hito ga tsuyokunatta no ka soo na no ka [laughter] shiranai desu
kedo, un, zuibun kosodate ni sanka shite kureru yoo ni natta na tte omoimasu.
Fathers, well, there were after all not many fathers in the old days who were involved in
childrearing. Well, in particular during the rapid economic growth period, working was
what was laid on to fathers, and raising children was the job of the mother, well, the
situation was that fathers basically came back home to sleep and hardly had time to deal
with their children, while mothers raised children. But I think fathers nowadays, well I
don’t know whether that’s due to women becoming stronger [laughter], but, yeah,
they’ve come to very much take part in raising children. [A former daycare worker and
currently the representative of a local NPO for childrearing and an administrator of
municipal after-school daycare centers]

This comment by a woman in her fifties shows a typical understanding of
childrearing and fatherhood in Japan under the ikumen movement. That is, in the old days,
fathers—most often thought of as salarīman—were not involved in raising children,
while fathers nowadays are becoming more involved in childrearing. In other words, the
ikumen movement inevitably and covertly encourages people to juxtapose ikumen with
the images of fathers devoted only to work and (physically and/or psychologically)
absent from home and childrearing. In doing so, people with whom I spoke often used the
deictic mukashi ‘old days’ and ima ‘nowadays’ and constructed a particular meaning of
the word “mukashi” in opposition to fathers “nowadays.” Again, “old” fathers were
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generally thought of as not being involved in childrearing, as being unable to do so, or as
spending time with their children only on weekends, while “new” fathers were often
thought of as all being ikumen, or active in childrearing on a day-to-day basis, as the
following comments suggest:
Example 1:
1.

Mukashi to wa zenzen chigau na to omoimasu ne. Tabun mukashi dattara kitto anmari, ne, nakatta n
daroo na to omou n desu kedo.
I think the situation in childrearing is very different from the old days. Maybe if it were the old days,
you know, I think it wasn’t perhaps really the case that fathers picked up and dropped off kids at
daycare centers. (A working mother of a three-year-old in her 30s)

2.

Mukashi wa jibun ga yaritakute mo dekinakatta to omou yo.
I think in the old days, fathers couldn’t take care of children even if they wanted to. (A daycare
worker/mother in her 50s)

3.

Ma, kitto ne, donichi wa ne, ano mukashi mo mite kuretari wa ne, isshoni asondari kooen ni ittari
nani shitari shite asonde wa kurete ita n deshoo kedo ne.
Well, perhaps, you know on Saturdays and Sundays, fathers took care of children in the old days too,
you know, they must’ve played with children, playing together and going to the park and so on.
(Another daycare worker/mother in her 50s)

4.

Ima no hito tte minna tetsudatte kureru yo ne.
Fathers nowadays all help their wives, don’t they? (A to-be mother in her 30s)

5.

Ima sa moo sa, ikuji yannai tte iu otoko no hito ga moo sukunai n ja nai?
Nowadays, you know, already, you know, men who aren’t involved in raising children are rare, aren’t
they? (A mother of a baby in her 30s)

6.

Nanka moo okimari ka wakannai kedo, imano hito wa papa mo kekkoo kyooryokuteki ja nai desu ka.
Papa ga yasumeru toki wa nanka moo papa tantoo mitai na kanji? Uchi no manshon da to soo desu
ne.
This may be well known already, but fathers nowadays are pretty supportive, you know. It’s almost
like it’s papas’ turn when they can take a day off? It works that way in our condo (A working mother
of a five-year-old in her 30s)

There are, of course, counterdiscourses, too, and for example, some middle-aged
daycare workers—one of the three professional careers for women in earlier times, along
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with school teachers and nurses (Ueno 1994:54)—reflected on their childrearing situation
back twenty and thirty years ago, telling me that their husbands were involved in a great
deal of childrearing because otherwise they would not have been able to continue their
careers after having children. Such a discourse, however, did not appear when people
described fathers with the expression mukashi(wa) ‘in the old days’ as the topic of an
utterance. Similarly, counterdiscourses of ikumen were more often heard, for example, in
the way a working mother in her thirties put it, “But I think after all, for the most part,
mamas, mamas, or mothers are raising children, usually, even if she says her husband’s
ikumen” (Demo, ikumen tte itte mo yappari, hotondo wa mama, mama tte iu ka, hahaoya
ga yatte iru to omoimasu kedo ne, fudan).
Such a discourse of non-active fatherhood in current days, however, also
conversely suggests how strong the ideology of the “old” fatherhood is. A comment by
another mother in her thirties highlights this point. She said, “Well, there are still men
who aren’t at all involved in raising children. Really, some of those men would say,
‘Why the heck are you making the child cry!’” (Ma, zenzen na hito mo iru kara ne, mada
ne. Hontoo ni, “Nani nakasete n da!’ toiu hito mo naka ni wa iru kara). By considering
such fathers to be “still” patriarchic, her comment conversely delineates the ideology of
“old” types of fatherhood. Furthermore, it underscores the continuity between the old and
new styles of fatherhood, and accordingly, a shift from the former to the latter. In any
case, examining the juxtaposition of old and new types of fatherhood in people’s
perception reveals how and why such a discourse might be produced and reproduced, and
reiterated, both linguistically and socially.
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Deictic mukashi and ima
As a deictic expression, the word mukashi can refer to a range of times or periods
depending on the age of the speaker and the context of the speech. Therefore, mukashi
may refer to sometime between the end of Meiji (1868–1912) and early Showa (1926–
1989) in an utterance like, “In mukashi, parents were more strict in raising children,” as a
male journalist of childrearing and education remarked in a lecture for ikumen; or it may
refer to the postwar images of families thirty to at most fifty years ago (Masataka
1999:42). In any case, when mukashi is used in juxtaposition with nowadays ikumen, it
most likely refers to any time after Japan’s modernization up until ikumen became a
phenomenon. In other words, many people, whether young or old, constructed a
monolithic image of mukashi that transcends time and space, and familial or work
circumstances. This naturalization of mukashi, in turn, emphasizes and reproduces
discourses of childrearing in old day Japan, by salarīman, nowadays, by generations, and
in the West, which are closely linked to broader issues of gender, class, race, and
globalization.

Discovering the genes of ikumen in our DNA
As described earlier, although mukashi usually refers to the period after the gendered
division of labor was formed until the emergence of ikumen, the discourse of mukashi
also “found” fathers before the “old days.” That is, caring fatherhood among lower
samurai fathers during the Edo period (1603–1868), described also in Chapter 3, was
appropriated to encourage ikumen. In a class for fathers, “Introduction to Ikumen”
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(Ikumen Nyūmon Kōza), held one evening of June 2012 by a Tokyo-ward support facility
for gender equality, the male instructor argued that it was instead men who were in
charge of raising and educating children during the peaceful Edo period. He then told the
male participants that since “ Japanese men were originally ikumen,” they should “be
confident! We have the gene of ikumen in our DNA!” (Motomoto Nihon danji wa
ikumen datta… Jishin motte! Bokura no DNA ni ikumen no chi ga nagarete iru!). By
calling Japanese Nihon danji—an expression that emphasizes manliness and was often
used during the war—, he emphasizes the link between “genuine Japanese men” and
ikumen.
As this example shows, locating the “origin” of Japanese fatherhood in the early
premodern period became another discourse to support ikumen, and other public and
private classes for fathers have also exploited this discourse to encourage male
participation in childrearing.133 Similarly, books that record childrearing in Edo have
drawn attention, such as the one entitled “Parents and Children in Edo: The Age When
Fathers Raised Children” (Edo no Oyako: Chichioya ga Kodomo o Sodateta Jidai) (Ota
1994). Such highlighting and appropriation of fatherhood in Edo, which had gained less
attention previously, suggests that in the ikumen movement, salarīman fatherhood that
does not resemble ikumen could be erased, in order to create a cohesive narrative of
caring fatherhood that did actually “originate” in “traditional” Japan and “passed down”
to contemporary men.
133

Examples include: “Ikumenryoku appu kōza” (Class for elevating ikumen-ability) held by Nagoya-city.
Accessed January 10, 2014. http://higashinet.net/blog/harmony/2013/01/16/. “Edo ni manabu kosodate hito
zukuri” (Childrearing and human development learned from Edo) held by Higashikurume-city. Accessed
July 14, 2012.
http://www.city.higashikurume.lg.jp/kensaku/event/e2012/120615_event_04.html.
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Monolithic images of the U.S. (West)
The discourse of childrearing and fatherhood not only temporally links old days and
nowadays within Japan, but also spatially links both of them to the West; it creates a
linkage between old days and nowadays childrearing and “Japanese-ness,” and contrasts
it with the time- and space-transcending West. During my fieldwork, I introduced myself
as studying at a U.S. university, and this led people to compare childrearing situations in
Japan and the U.S. In such comparisons, a monolithic image of the U.S. (or the West)
was often formed, in which Western fathers were thought of as being more active in
raising children than those in Japan. A mother in her thirties, for example, commented,
“But I have a vivid image of foreign men,…you know, really… rather… how do you
say… they’re equal, you know, it’s not only the woman’s job,…but you raise children
together” (Iya demo atashi kaigai no hito no hoo ga…sugoi…mushiro…nan daro, onaji,
nante iu no, onna no hito dake no shigoto ja nakutte…futari de sodateru kanji, imeeji
sugoi aru kedo ne). Similarly, her husband said, “Western fathers do look like they’re
very much involved…” (sugoi tetsudaisoo da kedo).
For a working woman in her sixties who has worked on issues of gender
inequality in municipal and local organizations, Japan is behind the U.S.—she asked me:
“But don’t you think Japan is behind in that respect when you’re in a place like America?”
(Demo Amerika nanka ni iru to, Nihon tte sooyatte okurete iru to omou desho?). Such a
view is also facilitated by the mass media that positively portray White men as gender
equal and “redī fāsuto jentoruman (ladies first gentlemen), sophisticated romantics who
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treat women with a respect and gallantry not found in Japanese men” (Russell 1998:153).
An influential initiator of the ikumen movement—the former representative of an NPO
for men’s childrearing who gives talks nation-wide and is a member of governmental
organizations for men’s childrearing—also praised the Netherlands, France, and
Germany in his lecture at an event for would-be parents held in Tokyo, saying “Families
come first for Westerners. Life is something to enjoy,” regarding “Western men” all as
family-oriented, in contrast with “Japanese men,” who are monolithically grouped as
work-oriented.

Old days, nowadays, Japan, and the West
Research has problematized how such a view of “culture”—of a country, or of regions
such as “the West” in this case—that claims “homogeneity, coherence, and timelessness”
had been used as an analytic instrument in anthropology (Abu-Lughod 1991:154). The
essentialist ideology of “culture” has been deconstructed in academic research, however,
and studies have revealed, for example, that the notion of culture is an “ideation” and an
“illusionary conceptual abstraction” that ratifies the perspectives of the dominant (see
also Bashkow 2004; Brightman 1995:512; Gupta and Ferguson 1997). Generalizations,
nevertheless, are difficult to avoid (e.g., Brightman 1995) and are still commonly
practiced by people even in (or because of) a globalized world. The concept of “culture”
or “country,” or in other words juxtaposing and generalizing practices in our social lives,
has thus produced particular scales, through which people view the world, both spatially
and temporally (Bakhtin 1981).
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In the context of discourses on childrearing and fatherhood, too, “Japanese”
fatherhood has ended up being compared to “the West.” One day during my fieldwork, I
was at a local meeting space where middle-aged to elderly women and men gather to chat,
play go, and such on weekdays, and I was able to talk to several middle-aged women,
some of whom told me, knowing that I was soon going to move back to the U.S., that
they had been to the U.S. themselves. One of the women who was volunteering on that
day to organize the space told me that she used to work as a kimono instructor. I asked
her whether her husband helped her out at home. Then she said—as if telling someone
from abroad—that, “You know, in Japan” (Nihon de wa ne), men do not raise children
and therefore, she did all of the household chores and childrearing while working as a
kimono instructor. By considering her experience as representing “Japan,” she covertly
juxtaposed it with the West, where men are thought of being different from “Japanese
men” like her husband. Simultaneously, she also covertly considered herself as
representing “Japanese wives and mothers” and stressed the fact that, as such, she raised
her children all by herself, connoting toughness and perhaps pride.
Similarly, a father in his thirties also described “such Japanese men in the old
days.” He told me that his own father was the type of absent father, but that his wife and
he decided to share childcare and the household because they resided far away from
home and no support from their parents and relatives could be expected. He also said to
me that someday he hoped to send his children to the U.S., where he thought world
leaders gathered, since, after all, it was the world (yappari sekai) that one should aim for.
He commented:
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Example 2:
Ikumen tte, nan, nani, ikuji suru menzu tte, mukashi wa nihonjin ne, nihonjin no dansee
wa nani mo shinakatta tte iu kedo, ima wa sore ja naritatanai yo ne. (His wife: A::. Ne,
soo da yo ne). Te iu ka, sono, josee ga katee ni haitte ne, meshi to sentaku to ne sooji
shite seekatsu shiyoo tte kangae wa, furui, furui to iu ka mukashi no nihon no dansee ga
tsukutta koteegainen dakara ne.
What on earth are ikumen, or childrearing-men, you know, in the old days, they say
Japanese, Japanese men didn’t do anything, but that doesn’t hold nowadays. (His wife:
“Yeah. Right, that’s right.”). I mean, well, the idea that women should stay at home, you
know, cooking, doing the laundry, and cleaning is old, old, or a stereotype that
Japanese men created in the old days.

For a young man like him, who has a father who did not raise children, “old days”
fatherhood is closely linked to the images of fathers acting like the boss at home, and he
may consider this to be a bad example to learn from for his own “alternative” style of
fatherhood. Furthermore, he not only reduces “old days” childrearing and “Japanese men”
to a monolithic image of patriarchic fathers, but also covertly compares it to equally
monolithic images of “Western” fathers who are assumed to be more democratic.
Likewise, a mother of two children in her thirties—who started a local NPO for
childrearing several years ago as she felt she was behind her mother-friends—commented
on her situation:
Example 3:
Soo da nee, demo ne, dakara dakara nee, nihon wa, sonna ni ano yappari, ma, Amerika
de mo sookamoshirenai kedo, yappa koo kaette konai wake, asa hayaku itte, yoru osoku
made. Danna wa kyooryoku shitai kedo dekinai wake. Shitaku nai wake ja nai kedo,
ano::, shigoto ga atte dekinai, toka sa. Ikukyuu nante soo kantan ni toreru mono de wa
nai shi, madamada. Un, da, ja, soshitara yappari jibun-tachi de::, nantoka::, seeshinteki
ni mo::, ano butsuriteki nimo:: norikiranai to tte iu. Nihon wa madamada da yo ne.
Well, but, you know, so, in Japan, well, it may be the same in the U.S., but well after
all your husband doesn’t come back until late at night, leaving early in the morning.
Husbands want to support their wives but they can’t. It’s not that they don't want to do it,
you know, but they can’t do it due to their work. They can’t take parental leaves so easily
yet, either. Right, then after all you have to somehow deal with raising children yourself,
both mentally and physically, you know. Japan has a long way to go, I think.
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She describes her childrearing situation with her white-collar salarīman husband, who,
despite the ikumen movement, still ends up being made to work hard and thus cannot be
involved in childcare very much. In talking about her situation, she generalizes to the
“Japanese” situation, which she feels has not improved yet. Although acknowledging that
what she is saying may also apply to fathers in the U.S., by prefacing it with “(in) Japan”
(nihon wa), she covertly compares her situation with “the West,” where the situation is
perhaps much better than in Japan.
These comments illustrate how the concept of “culture,” as well as the power
hierarchy between Japan and the West, are utilized in talking about childrearing and
fatherhood in contemporary Japan. Fatherhood in Japan is thus often monolithically
thought of not being active both in the old days and nowadays, and fatherhood in the
West, in contrast, is monolithically imagined to be more “advanced.” Underlying this are
desires for the West, which have been produced and reproduced as a consequence of
modernization and modernity in Japan. Childrearing in Japan, as in many other social
spheres, has been Westernized and Americanized to a great extent, including convenient
nursery items (e.g., baby formula, diapers, baby beds), novel nursery items (e.g., strollers,
baby carriers), Westernized baby names, and address terms for parents (as described in
detail in Chapter 8), among others.134 In contrast, certain other “traditional” aspects are
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“Japanese” childrearing has been influenced by Western and American childrearing, and the history of
childrearing in Japan has perhaps also been a history of nationalism and modernism. A newspaper article
points out that mothers had been under the control of a flood of information about childrearing. The
“traditional Japanese” style of childrearing (e.g., frequent carrying babies and co-sleeping) started to shift
to Western “strict” methods introduced by pediatricians and child psychologists in mid-Meiji period (19861912). Various Western methods were brought into Japan between around 1955 and 1974, which
emphasized disciplining, and independence and autonomy of children. Benjamin Spock’s “The Common
Sense Book of Baby and Child Care” published in 1966 represented this trend, becoming a best seller,
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still practiced and maintained at least as beliefs, such as all members of the family
sleeping in the same room;135 using homemade nutritious baby foods and lunchboxes for
children;136 and behaving as parents after having children, rather than as a couple. As
described in later chapters, not only “traditional” fatherhood as shown above, but also
ikumen are compared to and strive to imitate Western fathers. Images of Western fathers
being stylish, egalitarian, and active in childrearing is thus one aspect of current
childrearing in Japan that is being desired to become “Western” in the ikumen movement.
This desire for, and struggle to catch up with, the West is thus what is expressed in the
juxtaposition between “Japanese” and “Western” fatherhood.
While Japan is contrasted with the West, such juxtaposition conversely highlights
differences between Japan and other Asian countries. A father of two children in his
forties—who is the representative of an NPO for fathers’ childrearing—mentioned that
its members had discussed that it would be difficult for Japan to model countries like
Norway, but that they think that “Japan can, after all, go ahead within Asia” (Ajia no
naka de wa, koo, yappari saki ni susumeru daroo na tte), and it would have to become
(natte ka nakucha ikenai n daroo na) a model case for other aging societies. As power
hierarchies exist not only among the West and “the Other,” but also within the Other,

although the “Japanese” style was still preserved despite mothers’ intentions. Following a reexamination of
childrearing in the U.S. during the 1960s and 1970s that came to value mother-child interaction, in Japan,
too, since the 1970s, Western ways of childrearing started to be rethought and the “traditional” interactioncentered childrearing revived. “Onna no isshō 6 Ikujihō: Ryūkō ni yureru hahagokoro” (Women’s lives 6
Childrearing methods: Mothers’ minds swing between trends). February 6, 1986. Nihon Keizai Shinbun.
Evening.
135
This sleep sharing is called kawanoji and evokes nostalgia for “old days” when family members are
imagined to have slept next to each other.
136
Lunchboxes for children that contain only sandwiches and the like that are seen in the U.S. are often
compared with Japanese lunchboxes (cooked and) prepared by mothers, and as one female informant in her
twenties also put it, such lunchboxes are sometimes thought of being pitiful (kawaisō).
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including Japan and the other Asian countries (Ching 1994; Iwabuchi 2001; Sakai 2001),
his comment covertly emphasizes the global power hierarchy, constructed during
modernization and located within the context of globalization, beyond issues of
childrearing and fatherhood.
All in all, the inevitability of juxtaposing old days, nowadays, Japan, and the West
when talking about childrearing and fatherhood on the one hand suggests generalizing
and scalemaking practices that position those discourses in a broader socio-historical and
political economic realms. On the other hand, it suggests the selective practice of
traditions (Williams 1997) and the heteroglossic nature of utterances (Bakhtin 1981) that
covertly reproduce and preserve the ideology and hegemony of fatherhood in Japan even
within, or alternatively because of, the proliferation of new styles of fatherhood.

Heteroglossia of the discourses of fatherhood
The generalizations and juxtaposition of fatherhood that I have described above suggest
the heteroglossic construction of speech, history, or memory. In Bakhtin’s (1981) theory,
utterances are not only shaped by the listener—whether real or imagined—or by “the
anticipation of a response,” but also by “previous utterances about the topic—the
‘already-spoken,’” or what he calls superaddressee, topic, hero, or third person (135).
Bakhtin argues that whatever a speaker talks about, it is never the first time that the topic
is talked about, and thus what each speaker encounters is a world “already-spokenabout”—“already articulated, disputed, elucidated and evaluated in various ways”
(1986:93). Thus, Bakhtin writes (1981:137):
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Every time we speak, we respond to something spoken before and we take a stand in
relation to earlier utterances about the topic. The way we sense those earlier utterances—
as hostile or sympathetic, authoritative or feeble, socially and temporally close or
distant—shapes the content and style of what we say.

Therefore, in other words, “Language is not a neutral medium that passes freely and
easily into the private property of the speaker’s intentions; it is populated—
overpopulated—with the intentions of others” (Bakhtin 1981:294). As Bakhtin sees it,
therefore, every utterance is shaped by other voices or discourses, or by “half-concealed
or completely concealed words of others with varying degrees of foreignness” (Bakhtin
1986:93). Such voices, discourses, or third parties, are there invisible and “absolutely just
responsive understanding is presumed, either in some metaphysical distance or in distant
historical time,” but simultaneously, they “stand[s] above all the participants in the
dialogue” (Bakhtin 1986:126). Accordingly, they exist in every utterance, with which the
speaker has a dialogic relation and which “contribute[s] to the tone, shape, and the
meaning of what we say” (Bakhtin 1981:137). Thus, in any utterance, there is “a creator
of the utterance whose position it expresses” (Bakhtin 1984:184), or the author—the
“authoritative” voices of the utterance (Bakhtin 1986:88).
In the case of constructing discourses on fatherhood in Japan by juxtaposing old
and new styles of fatherhood within Japan and in relation to the West, a particular
hegemonic memory of fatherhood, or a “selective tradition,” is emphasized (Williams
1997). Popular Memory Group (1982:211) argues that “[R]epresentations of the past are
social constructions” and that “Memories of the past are, like all common sense forms,
strangely composite constructions, resembling a kind of geology, the selective
sedimentation of past traces” (See also Smith 2004). Particular narratives of “Japanese”
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fatherhood that reflect the dominant ideology were once selected “as models of the past”
and depicted in textbooks, taught in schools, and portrayed, for example, as complaints
by women, in different mass media. It then “can emerge in speech some thirty to fifty
years after they were inculcated” (Smith 2004:265). Bakhtin argues:
Thus at any given moment of its historical existence, language is heteroglot from top to
bottom: it represents the co-existence of socio-ideological contradictions between the
present and the past, between differing epochs of the past, between different socioideological groups in the represent, between tendencies, schools, circles and so forth, all
given a bodily form. These “languages” of heteroglossia intersect each other in a variety
of ways, forming new socially typifying “languages” (Bakhtin 1981:291).

The particular discourse on “traditional Japanese” fatherhood in juxtaposition with
ikumen and the West is perhaps in part facilitated by the listener—me—who was
considered as being internationalist and closely linked to the U.S. But more importantly,
it was also constructed within the shadow and power of “authoritative utterances” that
make people believe it. For the wives of such husbands, whether old or young, the
discourse of fatherhood turns into manifestation of sacrificing and unvalued motherhood,
or in turn the pride they feel when they compare themselves to contemporary mothers; for
sons of such fathers, the discourse may turn into a justification of their stance toward an
alternative fatherhood, seen in contrast to the bad examples of their predecessors. The
discourse of absent fatherhood in Japan is thus reproduced with intentions of speakers
that speak against the intentions of others, and accordingly fortified and memorized.
Furthermore, the emergence and proliferation of its counterhegemony of ikumen and
desires for the West have further shaped this discourse of childrearing and fatherhood in
current Japan. By using the linguistic tool of deictic expressions for old days and
nowadays, along with an essentialist notion of “culture,” speakers have reproduced this
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ideology. I argue that while turning the previously-modern fatherhood into something
“traditional” or “backward,” the chronotopic (Bakhtin 1981:84) making of ikumen
constructs a new scale for parents to identify themselves as global citizens in the context
of sustaining the nation-state. I further suggest that due to the heteroglossic nature of
speech, speakers construct narratives and memories of Japanese fatherhood and in turn
end up reproducing the ideology of existing gendered divisions of labor despite the
seeming shift in social organization. Given this, the next question is: will “old days” and
“nowadays” be referenced differently in the future and will the discourse of ikumen that
claims that “nowadays fathers all help” be stylized, erasing those who are not active in
childrearing in current Japan?

4.3 Conclusion
This chapter has described how contemporary people have shaped the discourse of
childrearing and fatherhood. On the basis of the ideology of fatherhood and motherhood
in the modern family, contemporary people often have constructed a particular discourse
of childrearing and fatherhood in Japan, by generalizing and monolithically creating
images of old days (mukashi), nowadays (ima), Japan (Nihon), and the West, and by
juxtaposing them within Japan and in relation to the West. To me—the listener—who
was considered as known to have lived in the U.S., the speakers suggested the perpetual
power hierarchy of Japan and the West—a consequence of modernization—in which
Western fathers are, covertly and overtly, imagined to be different from “Japanese men”
and actively and cooperatively involved in childrearing. The “authoritative” voices,
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including school textbooks, mass media, popular culture, and so forth, have also shaped
this discourse of childrearing, fatherhood, and motherhood, and have continuously
reproduced the hegemonic discourse even within or because of the proliferation of
alternative or oppositional hegemony. In constructing such a discourse, older women in
part spoke with the intention of pointing out their hardships, while younger men spoke
with the intention of justifying their positions and identities as new fathers different from
the dominant images of fatherhood.
I have argued that the discourse of childrearing and fatherhood in current Japan is
both temporarily and spatially scaled. As most commonly believed, it is about selecting a
tradition as hegemony, whether absent fatherhood or ikumen, and creating a temporal
scale in terms of gender relations within Japan. The discourse of fatherhood is, however,
not only about temporal shifts in gender relations in Japan, but also about Japan’s relation
to the West (and other places), or spatial scalemaking in terms of the perpetual racial
order in a globalized world. Thus, in other words, it is a story beyond issues of
fatherhood and is embedded in larger issues, not only of gender, but also of race,
modernization, and globalization. Furthermore, I argue that the power hierarchy
determined by modernization and Japan’s perpetual struggle to catch up with the West,
along with our consumer culture, obscures the “origins” and “authenticity,” making once
“modern” ideas “traditional” or “backward,” and requiring further borrowing of “modern”
ideas to create a new modern, as I describe in more detail in later chapters.
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CHAPTER 5 SEMIOTIC AND DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF IKUMEN
5.1 Introduction
As described in earlier chapters, ikumen have gained considerable attention against the
political economic and socio-cultural backdrop of the twentieth and the early twenty-first
century. Despite the enormous reception and visibility of fathers with small children,
however, there is no precise definition of ikumen, except a broad characterization of them
as being actively raising their children, or “ikuji ni sekkyokutekina otōsan/papa.”
Nevertheless ikumen do evoke certain images. Ikumen are after all a cultural category
deployed to encourage male participation in childrearing and the household within the
context of a low birthrate.
Drawing on metapragmatic comments and media resources, in this chapter, I
explore how ikumen have been constructed both semiotically and discursively. I begin by
describing how the hybrid word ikumen is semiotically linked to coolness and
modernness, which in turn leads men to the enjoyable aspects of childrearing that help
them “discover a new self” and change their ways of living. I then describe how
fatherhood and ikumen have been constructed in part through the institution of
commensuration, creating monolithic images of “Japanese fathers” as being absent from
the sphere of childrearing and of “Western fathers” as being actively involved in it.
Finally, I describe how ikumen have been discursively constructed by wives and
husbands themselves, creating a form of cultural capital, within the naturalized gender
roles of the modern family. I show that, through the semiotic and discursive processes of
their construction, ikumen are authenticated and valued even within the ideology of the
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existing gender roles, as it is hoped that they will contribute to sustaining a nation
alarmed by an extremely low birthrate and an aging population.

5.2 Semiotic Construction of Ikumen
Ikumen as cool and enjoyable
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the word ikumen is said to have been coined in 2006 by a
copywriter in an advertising company, whose male workers started a website called
Ikumen Club (Ikumen Kurabu) (August 29, 2009 Yomiuri Shinbun). In 2010, the word
became disseminated after it won an award that is given to the ten most fashionable
words of the year in a well-known annual survey, and after the Ministry of Health Labor
and Welfare (MHLW) launched the Ikumen Project (Ikumen Purojekuto), using the word.
As a lexeme, ikumen (or in the long form ikuji suru menzu) is a hybrid word in
which a Japanese verbal noun with the verb suru, namely ikuji suru (‘to raise children’),
and the Japanese-English plural form of the English word “men,” menzu, are combined
by clipping the first two morae of each word, by following a constraint of the truncation
of loanwords (Ito 1990).137 Ikumen is said to derive from another word, ikemen meaning
‘good-looking men,’ which comprises a minimal pair with ikumen by differing only in
the vowels in the second syllables. Ikemen (in the long form iketeru menzu) consists of
the first two morae of the verb iketeru ‘being cool’ and menzu ‘men,’ meaning either
“men” and/or “face.” Ikemen became a fashionable word after it was first used as an
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Ito (1990:216) observes that the compounding of an English loanword with a native Japanese word, a
Sino-Japanese word, or loanwords from other European languages is not uncommon, as seen in karaoke
(empty orchestra), itachoko (bar chocolate), and hirumero (noontime melodrama, soap opera).
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abbreviation of iketeru menzu ‘cool men’ in the Japanese girl (gyaru) magazine Egg in
1999.138 Analoguous to ikemen, a parenting magazine in 2004 used the term ikepapa ‘lit.
cool papa’ (and ikejiji, ‘cool grandfather’), to solicit male amateur models (Ohayō
Akachan November 2004:198), which suggests that “coolness” had been appropriated in
parenting magazines for mothers before the word ikumen was coined in order to
encourage (grand)fathers to take part in childcare.
Ikumen also came to be associated with father celebrities, who may be called
ikumen geinōjin, ‘ikumen celebrities,’ including Tsuruno Takeshi, who has four children
and was granted the award mentioned above in 2010; Sugiura Taiyo, whose wife is one
of the Hall of Fame bloggers for the popular Ameba blogging website; and Shōei, a
former fashion model and athlete, who until 2013 was one of the emcees on a popular
NHK Educational television information program on childrearing called Sukusuku
Kosodate. These associations with father celebrities have in turn strengthened the linkage
between ikumen and coolness.
The hybridity and newness of the predominantly katakana-written word and its
semiotic linkage to ikemen naturally make the word eye-catching, urban, Western, and
global. This characteristic of the word also shapes and proliferates ikumen as representing
new, cheerful, and fashionable styles of fatherhood, shifting old images of childrearing—
such as domestication—that are evoked partly by the verb ikuji suru ‘to raise children.’
There is another related term, ikujinashi, meaning “no childrearing,” a pun, with its
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Iima, Hiroaki (March 22, 2008). “‘Ikemen’ kenshō wa arigatai” (Grateful “ikumen” verification). “Kyō
no kotoba memo” (Today’s note for words). Accessed April 18, 2013.
http://yeemar.seesaa.net/article/90394812.html.
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homonym meaning “coward,” as noted in Chapter 2. This word, which was created to
criticize fathers who did not raise children, however, received almost no reaction from
the public, and one newspaper article concluded that good sense in choosing words is
needed in order for a word to become popular (November 29, 2010 Tokyo Mainichi
Shinbun Evening). As described in Chapter 2, reinforced by our consumer culture, the
hybridity of the word has not only changed views of childrearing but also in part
contributed to changing ideologies of masculinity, couplehood, and gender equality.
The auditory as well as the visual semiotic linkage between the two words ikumen
and ikemen is suggested, for example, by cases in which ikumen was taken to mean
ikemen by young children, elderly people, and foreigners in Japan. For example, the class
of five-year olds at a daycare center said that they had never heard of the word ikumen,
but two of them confirmed to me that it meant good-looking men, or ikemen. Similarly, a
male Westerner who had been working in Japan for a few months said that he had never
heard of ikumen, but instead had heard of ikemen, because the owner of the bar where he
often went once made him wear a necktie that said ikemen on it.
A magazine for “working mothers,” bizmom, which started a series of discussions
by “ikumen fathers” in 2007, defines ikumen (written in katakana) as “cool men who can
enjoy raising children” (kosodate o tanoshimeru kakkoii otoko no koto) (with kakko in
kakkoii in katakana as in カッコいい) (October 2007:102). In this definition, the ability
of men to be able to enjoy raising children is emphasized, and men who raise children
while enjoying themselves are regarded as being cool and ikumen. Here, however, the
meaning is ambiguous, and it may more likely be understood to mean cool men who
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enjoy raising children. The semiotic linkage between ikumen and ikemen transformed the
meaning of ikumen as fathers actively raising children to coolness, which in turn refers to
the appearance of ikumen—rather than the conduct of ikumen.
The strategic and intentional appropriation of the word can also be seen in a
brochure for the revised parental leave law in 2010 by the MHLW, which says, “Now
fathers who are actively enjoying childrearing are called ‘ikumen,’ a pun on ‘ikemen’
(‘ikumen’ naranu ‘ikemen’) and are given attention.” By adding the phrase, “a pun on
‘ikemen’” the brochure focuses attention on the linkage between the two. Similarly, an
article in a magazine for mothers describes fathers who carried babies while shopping as
“ikemen papas ‘carrying babies’” (“dakko” ikemen papa) (Hiyoko Kurabu, October
2011:165–169), establishing a connection among carrying babies (i.e., ikumen), ikemen,
and fathers, who are thus stylish, as I discuss in more detail in Chapter 7 in relation to
baby carriers.
Some people with whom I spoke also confused the words ikumen and ikemen,
thinking that ikumen are ikemen. At the local children’s center, I distributed a
questionnaire to mothers from a playgroup for two-year-olds, and I briefly joined the
discussion among three mothers about one of the questions that asked what they thought
about the word ikumen. The mothers said that ikumen have to be ikemen, as the word
evokes young and good-looking fathers, unlike a middle-aged father who is nicknamed
Big Daddy, and who, having many children, was then featured in a popular series of
television documentaries about his life. I also heard about a mother who ridiculed her
husband as not being presentable in public places, such as parents’ meetings at the
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daycare center, due to his appearance. The other respondents to the same questionnaires
also commented that ikumen evokes modern (saikin no or imadoki no) young fathers. As
such, people often assume that young fathers are more likely to play with their children
than older fathers. From the point of view of middle-aged women, however, “Young men
(wakai ko) all look like ikemen. And isn’t that why ikemen was turned into ikumen?”
However, the linkage between ikumen and ikemen is also utilized to emphasize
the incompatibility between the two meanings—that is, ikumen represent something at
which those who cannot become ikemen aim (Narisawa 2010:168). A mother, for
example, commented, “My husband is ikumen!,” but after some laughter, she added, “but
not ikemen.” Similarly, in a television talk show which featured a competition to decide
the “King of Ikumen,” as mentioned in Chapter 3, a father celebrity who participated
disclaimed beforehand, “I’m going to try my best as ikumen, as I’ve given up trying to
look like ikemen.”139
Whether stressing compatibility or incompatibility with ikemen, these examples
indicate that the semiotic linkage with ikemen is deployed to construct images and styles
of ikumen, evoking or claiming images of being good-looking and cool, which relate to
being young, and, further, urban, Western, and neoliberal fathers. As noted earlier, the
appropriation has also in part transformed the idea of ikumen, calling attention to not only
men’s actual style of childrearing but also their appearance.
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Hanamaru Market. “Saikyō no papa wa dare da! Geinōkai ‘ikumen-ō’ ketteisen” (Who is the most
powerful dad! “The king of ikumen” competition in the entertainment industry). November 23, 2012. TBS.
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Ikumen as inhabiting modern spaces
Ikumen, of course, are not necessarily good-looking and young, and this is explained by
the fact that many mothers commented that “My husband’s ikumen” when I asked them
about how their husbands were involved in childrearing. The intertexuality of the word
ikumen and its semiotic linkage to ikemen, however, inevitably enhances the appearance
of ikumen to a large degree, as I described earlier. This stylishness of ikumen further links
these men to urban, modern spaces. The comment by the director of the public daycare
center where I observed parents, for example, illustrates this aspect. She immediately
pointed out that it was the so-called ikumen whom I was looking for when I first talked to
her about my research, and later told me that she did not think that there would be any
fathers willing to be interviewed by me, because parents who used the daycare center
were both working and therefore too busy. She instead mentioned a new daycare center
(a social welfare corporation) that was opened in 2009 in the same city and was located in
a new municipally led development area with condominiums and a shopping mall next to
a major train line connecting the area to Tokyo. She told me that its director once held a
class for ikumen a couple of years ago, and that the daycare center is close to the station.
This anecdote suggests that the newness of the area and of the daycare center, as well as
the encouragement of the fathers given by the director, led her to associate the ikumen
fathers whom I might be looking for with this particular area and daycare center. This
newer center is different from the older public daycare center that she directs, which is
located in an older neighborhood with an old-fashioned shopping arcade and various
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levels of grocery stores that attract people from mixed social classes, although it is also
close to the nearest station.
Similarly, in a discussion by four women in their thirties, two women, Masami,
who is married to a man in his forties and has one school-age child, and Yuki, a single
woman who works full-time and has a boyfriend in his forties, contrast the style of
fatherhood about ten years ago with the current style in terms of generations and urbanity.
Example 1: “Like something stylish.”
1 Masami
2 Yuki
3 Masami

4 Yuki
5 All
6 Yuki
7 Masami
8 Yuki
9 Masami
10 Yuki
11 Masami
12 Yuki

13 Masami

Datte uchi no musume ga chitchai toki ni otoko no hito ga, ano, etto, akachan no dakkohimo
yatte ru hito nante.
You know, when our daughter was small, well, you know, men who used baby carriers…
Inakatta.
There were no such men.
Hotondo inakutte, tama::ni mikakete wa, sugoi tte omotteta no ni, saikin, otokonohito ga
yattenai hito no hoo ga sukunai yan, mitai na.
Almost none, and I thought that was impressive when I saw one every once in a while, but
recently, it’s like there are fewer men who are not using them.
Anna n zettai muri yawa.
My boyfriend’d never do that.
[Laughter]
Kodomo no koto ya kara, ie de wa, ie de wa…
As it’s about his children, at home, at home…
Dakara 20, 30, 40 tte sedai ga.
So the generations are different in their 20s, 30s, and 40s…
Ie de wa dakkohimo suru yaroo kedo, soto de wa tabun seehen to omou.
I think he’d probably use a baby carrier at home, but he wouldn’t likely do that outside.
Ima datte 20-dai no wakai otokonoko-tachi tte sa futsuu ni ano dakkohimo o, futsuuni…
Now, you know, young men in their 20s, naturally, those carriers, naturally…
Oshare mitai na kanji de ne.
Like something stylish.
Soo soo, are sugoi to omotta.
Right, right. I thought that’s something.
Aaiu sa, kappuru de sa, Shinsaibashi toka de sa, fuufu o miru to kooiu no atashi nai na to
omotte…
You know, I thought that’s not gonna happen to me, you know, when I see couples,
married couples in Shinsaibashi or so, you know…
Sore tabun na, 20-dai 30-dai, 20-nen chigau kara. 2-sedai chigau kara.
That’s maybe because there’s a 20-year difference, in their 20s, 30s... A difference of
two generations…
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As they discuss here, Yuki’s boyfriend, who is in his forties, is not like young fathers,
and Masami attributes the difference to his age. This juxtaposition highlights new types
of fatherhood with stylish baby carriers and a fashionable area of Osaka for young
people—Shinsaibashi—as opposed to old-fashioned styles of masculinity and fatherhood.
The excerpt shows a discursive construction of new fathers, or ikumen, in which,
temporarily, new fathers—and new married-couplehood—are linked to youthfulness, and
spatially, to a stylish town for young people. Ikemen ‘good-looking men’ are not usually
thought of in terms of their linguistic practices, but what distinguishes them from others
are their appearance and images.140 Just as ikemen more likely evoke coolness and
youthfulness, and thus urbanity and being Western, ikumen are indexed with particular
images and imagined by their style (Anderson 1983). The hybridity of the very label of
ikumen being used in everyday talk and media is “decontextualized” and
“recontextualized” (Bauman and Briggs 1990) and produces and reproduces the index as
cool, youthful, modern fathers. As a result, the heterogeneity of ikumen fathers is erased
(Irvine and Gal 2000). The idea ikumen, which means fathers who are active in
childrearing, thus comes to evoke cool and modern fathers who are active in childrearing.
Implicit here is another indexical link between being “modern fathers” and being
“Western” and “Western active fatherhood.” I return to this discussion in Chapter 7, in
relation to how ikumen are associated with stylish public spaces for families at shopping
malls, as well as with new, often imported, nursery items such as baby carriers.
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It may be worth noting that in Japan, good-looking men are often thought of as being reticent, and
people may be disappointed if they speak and what they say does not match with their visual images.
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To summarize, the enormous success and popularity of the ikumen movement in
the early twenty-first century started with the label ikumen. The semiotic processes of
indexicalization of ikumen as youthful modern subjects therefore highlight the contingent
impact that language creates within the larger political economic field of social life.
Bucholtz (1999b) illustrates that the use of African American culture and vernacular
language by a white boy, to exhibit physically strong and locally dominant types of
masculinity, means the “cultural appropriation” of them as it allows for the maintaining
of the racial order. The hybrid word ikumen is another case of cultural appropriation, of
modernity and being Western—evoking images of stylish and active childrearing by
fathers. As I describe in more detail in later chapters, this appropriation also preserves the
racial order in Japan’s effort to catch up with the West whether in terms of gender
equality or economy.

Ikumen as discovering new selves
While ikumen are closely linked to coolness, youthfulness, and modern spaces, the word
has come to take on another implication as well. As noted earlier, the word is most
frequently written all in katakana syllabically as イクメン, but sometimes the Chinese
character meaning “to raise” or “to cultivate” is used for iku as in 育メン, as the website
of the MHLW’s Ikumen Project shows.141 The Chinese character for men is also
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Ishii-Kuntz (2012) also uses this writing system in her book about ikumen: “‘Ikumen’ genshō no
shakaigaku” (Sociology of the “Ikumen” Phenomenon).
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sometimes used together with it, as in 育男. In these writings, an aspect of childrearing as
something that helps improve men is emphasized.
Furthermore, the word, ikuji ‘raising children’—which is written using the
Chinese characters for “to raise” and “children” for iku and ji, respectively (as in 育児)—
came to be expressed using the character for “self” for ji instead of that for “children” (as
in育自) as a pun because they are homophones. This is, for instance, used in the title of a
book written by a father in 2004: When Fathers Meet Childrearing: A Rediscovery of the
Enjoyment of “Childrearing” and “Improving Oneself” (Chichioya ga Kosodate ni
Deau Toki: “Ikuji” to “Ikuji” no Tanoshimi Saihakken) (Doteuchi 2004). In this case,
ikuji, in the sense of “raising children,” is turned into ikuji, meaning “to improve oneself.”
Previous research also considers this new aspect—“realization of one’s life style and of
‘being myself’” (jiko no raifu sutairu no jitsugen, “jibun rashisa” no jitsugen)—to be
one of the three reasons why male participation in childrearing had been encouraged,
along with other aspects (“healthily bringing up children” and “support for his partner
[wife]”) (Uchida 2001:36). Ishii-Kuntz (2003:212) also suggests that men who were
members of a father’s group in the late 1990s related their involvement in childrearing as
well as their role as breadwinners to “humanity” (ningen rashisa). As these new ways of
writing ikumen and ikuji and new characterizations of fatherhood suggest, childrearing is
also linked to men’s self-improvement, emphasizing the effects that childrearing
experiences have upon people, which in turn makes childrearing more valuable than
before.
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This idea of “improving oneself” through childrearing is used in many statements
about ikumen as a key component of male involvement in childrearing. For example, a
company called Showa Denko K.K. states its ikumen declaration on the website of the
Ikumen Project:142

Example 2:
“Ikuji wa ikuji,” kosodate wa jibunjishin o sodateru to iwarete imasu.
Kosodate o tsūjite, kazoku no kizuna ya hito to no tsunagari o fukame imamade no
jibun ni wa nakatta shiya o hiroge seichō shite itadakitai to kangaete imasu.
Showa Denko wa, shigoto mo ikuji mo jūjitsu sasetai dansei shain o ōen shimasu.
‘Ikuji wa ikuji,’ or it is said that childrearing is to improve oneself.
Through childrearing, we would like our male employees to deepen their family ties
and connections with people, and finding new perspectives that they had not had
before and improve themselves.
Showa Denko supports male employees who want to enhance both work and childrearing.

As the statement suggests, childrearing is being positioned as a quest for
enhancing men’s lives through strengthening their ties with people and “finding
new perspectives that they had not had before.” A father’s report about his taking
parental leave, which is introduced on the website of the Office for Work-Life
Balance in the Gender Equality Bureau of the Cabinet Office, also entitles his
report as “Ikuji wa ‘ikuji’” (Childrearing is “to improve oneself”). This
metaphor is similarly used in many other father groups, blogs, and so forth.143
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MHLW. “The Ikumen Project.” http://ikumen-project.jp/supporter_declaration_group/.
Office for Work-Life Balance, Gender Equality Bureau, Cabinet Office. “Ikuji wa ‘Ikuji’” (Childrearing
is to “improve oneself”). http://wwwa.cao.go.jp/wlb/change_jpn/taikenki/h20/sakuhin/1-04.html. Other
examples include a fathers’ group in Tokyo that includes “improve oneself” as a slogan of its group.
“Nerima Ikumen Papa Purojekuto.” http://neripapa.jimdo.com/; and another fathers’ group on Facebook is
called “Papa mo Ikuji de Ikuji” (Improving themselves through childrearing for dads).
https://www.facebook.com/papaikuji?ref=stream; among others.
143
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A statement shown on the website of the nonprofit organization father group
Ikumen Club, noted above, similarly suggests how the semiotic linkage to ikemen is
appropriated, and how childrearing is turned into something that changes the twentiethcentury ideology of male ways of living and thus “discovering oneself.”
Example 3:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

……Ikuji wa tanoshii. Ikuji suru otoko wa kakkoii.
Ikuji suru papa ga fuereba, mama mo kodomo mo, kitto Nihon mo shiawase ni naru.
Ikuji o suru ii otoko o, ikumen to yobō.
……
Keredo, ikuji ni kichinto torikunde iru otōsan hodo shitte iru hazu desu.
Sorewa, ryūkō ya fasshon no yōni, suteki de tanoshii dake no mono de wa nai koto o.
Tokiniwa, shindoku, muzukashikute, guchi o kobosazu ni wa irarenai hodo, kakkowarui mono de mo
aru koto o.
……
Ikumen wa, tannaru ryūkō de wa naku, isshō tsuzuku “otoko no ikikata” sonomono da to omou kara.
……Childrearing is fun. Men who raise children are cool.
Mothers, children, and perhaps Japan, too, will become happier if there are more fathers who raise
children.
Let’s call regular guys who raise children ikumen.
……
But, insomuch as fathers are faithfully dealing with raising children, they should know this.
That it is not only being lovely and enjoyable like something that is chic and fashionable.
That sometimes it is tiring, hard, and uncool to the extent that you cannot help complaining about it.
……
Ikumen are not merely a passing fad, but rather this is a lifelong “men’s way of living.”

The excerpt states that men who raise children are cool (line 1), but when they reiterate
this in line 3, the meaning becomes ambiguous, as in both sentences they call men who
raise children (whom they consider to be) cool and ikumen, or they call cool men who
raise children ikumen, as another definition of ikumen mentioned above also suggests. In
either case, the passage indicates that childrearing today is linked to coolness for men,
and those cool fathers are thought to be able to “change” families and, in turn, Japan.
While considering childrearing as being “fun” and “cool” (line 1), the statement reiterates
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that it is “lovely and enjoyable” (line 5)—although it acknowledges that it is sometimes
also tiring, hard, and uncool (line 6). The characterization of childrearing today as
enjoyable and cool here, conversely, suggests that childrearing in the past was not
enjoyable and cool. Furthermore, the passage emphasizes that childrearing is not a fad,
but is “men’s way of life” (line 7).
On the one hand, the excerpt appropriates childrearing as being cool and
enjoyable and manifests “men’s way of life” in order to encourage male participation in
the traditionally feminine sphere of childrearing. On the other hand, such a presentation
conversely highlights the hegemonic view of childrearing in which men did not
participate in raising children earlier, thus erasing heterogeneity among fathers. In other
words, the counterhegemonic idea about ikumen inevitably mirrors the hegemonic style
of fatherhood, and can stand only in opposition to the hegemonic style of fatherhood
(Hebdige 1979; see Williams 1997). In any case, this juxtaposition leads to the implicit
slogan of “discovering a self”—a self that men often could not find in their “traditional”
ways of living, often as “company soldiers,” but that can potentially be found through
childrearing.
The connotation between the term ikumen and the idea of discovering a “new self”
through childcare resembles the former Japan National Railway campaigns, which
suggested, with its slogans of “Discover Japan” and “Discover Myself,” that traveling to
old Japanese cities would help one discover an “authentic, but lost” self (Ivy
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1995:34,40,41).144 In these male-led advertising campaigns in the 1970s, young women
were manipulated into desiring to discover “the self (jibun), a self that nobody knew,
completely different from the everyday self,” through which they could be the “desirable
object of the male gaze,” which was missing at home (Ivy 1995:39). The affiliation with
and sometimes the exodus to English-speaking countries by internationalist women since
the 1990s, as Kelsky (1999:238) discusses, also relates to this idea of discovering “a new
self” (atarashii jibun)—that cannot be sought for at home, in patriarchal Japan—in part
through learning and speaking the English language and having romantic relationships
with White men.
Coupled with nostalgia or a “desire for origins” (Bucholtz 2003:408), these
essentialist orientations that assume that there exists a “real” self, language, or
community that is lost because of modernity have been used in anthropological and
sociolinguistic studies as well, but as Bucholtz (2003:408) argues, “authenticity is not
there to be discovered…rather, it is conferred” through “authenticating” processes that
assert “one’s own or another’s identity as genuine or credible” by ideology to create
unequal social organizations. By the process of “denaturalization” that exhibits an
identity “as inauthentic or unreal” (409), in contrast, the once-authenticated identity may
lose its credibility, for example, authoritative and/or absent fatherhood and sacrificing
and domesticating motherhood are now questioned as not being real. As I describe in
more detail in Chapter 8, women are also the targets of this “discovering the self”
movement in their search for new styles of motherhood. In the ikumen movement,
144

Similar sense-making of “discover myself” is also being stressed in the new styles of baby carriers, as I
describe in Chapter 7.
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however, men are now turned into the targets of “discovering a self.” Their masculinity
and fatherhood in the modern family have been denied and countervalorized, and as
noted in Chapter 2, men voluntarily started activities in the 1970s to problematize the
ways of living that were expected of them, to take on their role as the full caretakers of
children, and to achieve gender equality. The idea of “discovering oneself” through
childrearing that began with volunteer fathers, however, has in part come to parallel with
the political movement to combat an extremely low birthrate in the early twenty-first
century. Coupled with a sense of nostalgia about taking care of babies and toddlers,
childrearing is now being positioned as something through which men can actualize their
new ways of living and their new, or more authentic, selves.
This discourse that emphasizes people’s “selves,” therefore, illuminates that
“selves” are in fact “subjects,” “responding” to the preexisting social and cultural codes
(Nealon and Giroux 2003:39). Nealon and Giroux (2003) argue that the “self” is prone to
be understood “as an inwardly generated phenomenon, a notion of personhood based on
the particular (yet strangely abstract) qualities that make us who we are. The self is the
strangely intangible core—the soul? the personality? the real me?—that we take for the
cause of our lives and our actions” (37). But no “unconstrained ‘self’” actually exists (39),
and we are all never free from the established social conditions, which are beyond our
control, leaving us always negotiate for creating meaning and identity (43). Thus, we are
called “subjects,” which are in a “secondary” position as opposed to the “self” in a
primary position (36, emphasis in the original). Nealon and Giroux note, “Like other
kinds of cultural phenomena, our subjectivity is socially constructed,” although this fact
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is not very easy to credit “when you are the ‘cultural phenomenon’ that’s socially
constructed, called before the laws” (40, emphasis in the original). Such emphasis on
improving selves and/or finding new selves that is implied in the label of book titles for
and declarations of ikumen, therefore, “subject” people “by telling you [them] that you’re
[they’re] a self,” which exists only mythically (43, emphasis in the original). Nealon and
Giroux argue, “We are inexorably dependent on social and cultural categories for our
well-being and satisfaction” (43, emphasis in the original). In establishing a link between
ikumen and new selves, the ikumen movement appropriates this social organization and
covertly manipulates our subjectivity to aim for a future in which one can find new
“selves.”
To summarize, the semiotic linkage to ikemen has been appropriated to create
new images of ikumen, which evoke young, good-looking, and modern fathers, and in
turn “Western” fathers, who are thought to be actively involved in childrearing. However,
ikumen are similarly appropriated to help men to discover a more authentic self that is
lost by living within the ideology of the modern family in the context of the low birthrate
and the aging population in late modernity in Japan.

5.3 Metrical Construction of Fatherhood
In the previous section, I have described how ikumen have been semiotically constructed,
stressing their coolness, youthfulness, and urbanity. In this section, I turn to describing
how our understanding of fatherhood has been in part created through metrics, or the
political practice of commensuration.
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While fathers’ actual childrearing practices have been qualitatively described by
fathers as well as in scholarly works (Ishii-Kuntz 2003; e.g., Kasuga 1989; Kiwaki 2008),
fatherhood is often studied quantitatively, as the “frequency” of doing particular tasks
and/or the “average time” spent in childrearing, in public opinion polls and sociological
studies, which sometimes make comparisons between other countries. The institution of
commensuration has thus been in part how lay people have understood and made sense of
male participation in childrearing—meaning how little fathers are involved in
childrearing in Japan—through the mass media and journalism.
For example, large-scale institutional sociological studies on male involvement in
childrearing—which often use data from the National Family Research of Japan (IshiiKuntz 2004, 2012;Matsuda 2006; Mizuochi 2006)—focus primarily on the “interaction”
(kan’yo) aspect of male childrearing, rather than the “accessibility” (ribensei) and
“responsibility” (sekinin) aspects, among the criteria that Lamb (1985:884) defines (see
also Ishii-Kuntz 2012:120–121).145 They also focus more frequently on actual behaviors
than an attitude toward raising children (but see Onode 2008). Such studies therefore
most often use as their variables the “frequency” of doing tasks and activities—choosing
from “almost every day” to “almost never”—such as “taking care of children,” “playing
with children,” “bathing children” or “changing diapers.” In addition, the “average time”
(in hours or minutes) of men’s being involved in taking care of children has also been
used (Ishii-Kuntz 2012:122). In those surveys, the “frequency” or “average time” is
145

“‘Interaction’ refers to the father’s direct contact with his child, through caretaking and shared activities.
‘Availability’ is a related concept concerning the father’s potential availability for interaction, by virtue of
being present or accessible to the child whether or not direct interaction is occurring. ‘Responsibility’
refers…to the role the father takes in making sure that the child is taken care of and arranging for resources
to be available for the child” (Lamb 1985:884).
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usually reported by fathers themselves. It is, however, difficult to eliminate participants’
subjective judgment, in particular due to the recent popularity of ikumen (Ishii-Kuntz
2012:123–124). Kamo (2000) finds that there is a discrepancy in the responses between
husbands and wives about husbands’ participation in the household and childrearing, with
husbands tending to overestimate it, and wives tending to underestimate it.
Male involvement in childrearing is often comparatively studied among several
Western and/or other Asian countries, and in this research quantitative surveys have also
typically been used. For example, the 1987 International Comparative Survey on
Children and Fathers (Kodomo to Chichioya ni Kansuru Kokusai Hikaku Chōsa) by the
former Management and Coordination Agency compared parents and children between
ages ten and fifteen from Japan, Western Germany, and the U.S. In another example, the
International Comparative Survey on Familial Upbringing (Kateikyōiku ni Kansuru
Kokusai Hikaku Chōsa), conducted by the Ministry of Education in 1995 and 2006,
compared Korea, Thailand, the U.S., France, and Sweden, with the aim of examining
characteristics and issues in contemporary Japanese home education.146 The results
suggest that “Japanese fathers” are less involved than “Western fathers” in childrearing in
areas such as “time interacting with children,” “activities done together,” and “home
education” in the 1987 survey, and “taking care of eating,” “disciplining,” and “going to
parents’ meetings at kindergarten” in the 1995 and 2006 surveys. In contrast, the 1995
survey shows that “Japanese fathers” play with their children as frequently as in other
countries (Keiko Funahashi 1999:96–97; Yamato 2008b:116–118). The target ages of the
146

They were conducted by the Association of Japanese Women’s Social Education (Nihon Joshi Shakai
Kyōiku Kai) and the National Women's Education Center (Kokuritsu Josei Kyōiku Kaikan), respectively.
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children were different among the countries, and thus it is in fact dangerous to make
superficial comparisons (Yamato 2008b:117).
Despite these issues that are embedded in this survey research, the results often
shape phenomena of childrearing; as Espeland and Stevens (1998:338) point out,
“particular measuring, recording, and ranking processes” made by institutional
sociologists “help to make and remake phenomena they ostensibly describe.” They
discuss that commensuration is a “fundamental feature of social life,” which “offers
standardized ways of constructing proxies for uncertain and elusive qualities” and
constructs new social categories, by “transforms[ing] qualities into quantities, difference
into magnitude.” They go on to say, “[C]ommensuration is political: It reconstructs
relations of authority, creates new political entities, and establishes new interpretive
frameworks,” making it not a “neutral or merely technical process” (323).
The 1999 governmental campaign poster against the declining birthrate that had
the eye-catching slogan “Men who don’t raise children, we don’t call them fathers,” as
described in Chapter 2, also emphasizes how little “Japanese fathers” are involved in
childrearing, specifying that, on average, they spent “seventeen minutes per day” raising
children, and claiming that mothers were practically raising the children by themselves.
The results of comparative studies that the mass media and journalism have translated
into also help construct the monolithic and contrasting images of “Japanese absent fathers”
and “Western caring fatherhood (and husbandhood).” For example, the NHK’s
International Comparison of Living Times (Seikatsu Jikan no Kokusai Hikaku) reported
in 1994 that male participation in household work, including childrearing, care for the
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aged, and shopping, in Japan was “extremely [low] internationally” (as cited in Meguro
and Shibata 1999:77). Such a discourse, thus, causes “two sets of rhetorical contrasts,
between a progressing West and a backward Japan” (Kelsky 1999:231). As mentioned in
Chapter 4 and later chapters, these images of Western fathers are appropriated in
constructing images of ikumen.
From a feminist perspective, the quality of household work and childcare that the
modern notion of family (i.e., “Families are havens”) emphasized needed to be
rearticulated as commensurable labors, just as in a marketplace that is based on “selfinterested individual calculation” (Espeland and Stevens 1998:334). In contrast to this,
“pro-family” women, whose work was “a way of life,” objected to transforming domestic
work and motherhood into metric quantities, considering such a move to pose “deep
threats to identities” (Espeland and Stevens 1998:336). The feminist efforts were thus
“weakly institutionalized,” succeeding in “demonstrating the low status of housework
and in altering the life expectations of many women” (335). Thus, “Men contribute only
minimally more to household duties, workplaces only reluctantly accommodate
employees’ family demands, and childcare remains a domestic, not a public or corporate,
obligation” (335). In any case, the quality versus the quantity of childrearing has been
hotly debated. Research points out, on the one hand, that working mothers feel guilty for
not spending enough time with their young children based on the ratio of hours spent by
mothers versus caretakers, while on the other hand, a strategy is suggested, which values
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“quality time”—or “richness”—rather than “volume” in childrearing (Berger 1995:43;
Espeland and Stevens 1998:314).147
In the ikumen movement, too, the media has reported on results of studies that
show that a couple is more likely to have additional children when men cooperate in
childrearing (Miyasaka 2008:34–35). The then-representative of an NPO for male
childrearing also insisted on the importance of quantity, stating that he changed
approximately 2,200 diapers, reiterating the importance of day-to-day (instead of
weekend-limited) care of children in being ikumen. In contrast, a newly published book
on childrearing for men by a male journalist who writes about childrearing and education
asserts that it is quality that matters, and thus that even “three minutes a day” would make
a difference for busy businessmen fathers (Ota 2013). All in all, the institution of
commensuration quantifies as qualities and commensurates as incommensurables what is
ordinarily thought to be incomparable, such as sentiment, culture, and empathy (Espeland
& Stevens 1998:339). Attitude surveys thus present “imagined ‘public opinion,’” or “a
distorted structure of reality,” on which various actions are taken, erasing localized
processes (Smelser 1998:11). As I describe later, however, as opposed to the metric
presentation of fatherhood in opinion polls, being an ikumen is not commonly understood
as a commensurable behavior, let alone one that can be “measured.” Nor is it defined as a
shared quality. As described in the previous section, ikumen are instead semiotically
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Berger (1994:43) argues that the idea of “quality time” was not necessary until women went into the
labor market and needed to be legitimated as “good mothers” although they were spending less time on
childrearing.
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defined as cool, youthful, and urban, and in everyday life, they are diversely perceived
according to one’s situation, to which I now turn my attention.

5.4 Discursive Construction of Ikumen
I have shown in the previous section how ikumen and fatherhood are partly constructed
through the practice of commensuration, shaping and reshaping what “Japanese
fatherhood” and “Western fatherhood” look like. Drawing on metapragmatic comments
on ikumen, I turn in this section to exploring how ikumen are discursively constructed and
what the movement implies. I illustrate how people perceive ikumen within the
framework of existing gender roles, and how discourses of ikumen may be “authenticated”
(Bucholtz 2003) within the countervalorized ideas about masculinity in Japan,
constructing a form of cultural capital (Bourdieu 1986) among wives and fathers
themselves.

Diverse qualities of ikumen
As mentioned earlier, a broad definition of ikumen—“fathers who are active in raising
children” or ikuji ni sekkyokutekina otōsan/papa—is most commonly used, and indeed,
some people seemed to prefer the phrase ikuji ni sekkyokuteki ‘active in childrearing’ to
talk about ikumen, thus avoiding the word ikumen. What ikumen means in everyday life,
beyond this broad definition, however, is not clear. Some women I asked about ikumen—
especially those who are single or who do not have (small) children even if they are
married—immediately replied with a question, “What are ikumen?”
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In the competition for the “King of Ikumen” held for a television program,
mentioned earlier and in Chapter 3, ikumen were depicted as being capable of making a
lunch in a lunch box for their children, hanging the laundry outside, and doing their
daughter’s hair in pigtails, and accordingly, father celebrities competed at how skillful
they were in doing those tasks. The images of ikumen that the respondents in a survey by
a magazine AERA had, for instance, included fathers who “devote affection to their
children ” (56.4%), “are considerate of their wives” (50.8%), “are reliable” (38%), and
“have new senses of values” (32.2%), which range from men’s relationships with their
children as well as with their wives, to a personal quality of reliability, and to having new
senses of values, while not specifying the “caring” aspects of childrearing.148 However, a
magazine about men’s parenting, FQ Japan, introduces conditions of ikumen offered by
eight male and two female opinion leaders in various fields, whose answers are also
diverse, including that ikumen means balancing work and life; being involved in the
community; being able to cook; being able to take care of children alone; having dreams,
hobbies, or one’s ways of living; liking their children and wives very much; being cool;
taking a parental leave for more than two months; and picking up their children more
than twice per week, among other things (FQ Autumn 2010:34–37).
My informants also stated their thoughts about what ikumen are, although they did
so frequently with uncertainty and by asking for confirmation. Similar to the common
definition noted above, a mother in her thirties who had a baby remarked that it is about
148

The online survey asked 413 men and women between the ages of 20 and 39 the question “What do you
imagine of ikumen ?” (Ikumen tte donna imēji?), among others. Būmu ni iwakan wa arukeredo ikumen de
ippatsu gyakuten (Though I feel unreasonable about the boom, I shoot for a complete change by becoming
ikumen). AERA. February 21, 2011. Tokyo: Asahi Shinbunsha.
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“really cooperating in childrearing” (hontō ni ikuji ni kyōryoku suru). Indeed, being
“cooperative” (kosodate ni kyōryokutekina) and “(kindly) helping out” (tetsudattekureru) are frequently used expressions, whether in childrearing or the household. The
lack of quantifiable criteria for ikumen also led to the question regarding at what point
fathers may be referred to as ikumen. A woman with three children, and a single woman,
both in their thirties, asked whether there were any criteria of “passing the test” (gōkaku)
in terms of how much fathers are involved in childrearing, such as regularly changing
diapers; not going to play golf, leaving their children at home; or being able to go out
with their children alone (because she thinks that there used to be more fathers who could
not take care of their children without their wives or the “grandmothers”).149
All in all, qualities that may be expected of ikumen can be enumerated, possibly
leading men to feel pressure by the very idea of ikumen, or by various criteria, such as
changing diapers and taking parental leave. One woman thought that the movement
resembled the so-called “superwoman boom” of the 1980s. Whether they are
superwomen or ikumen, high expectations of them could end up entrapping working
women and men into aiming for perfection on the one hand, while on the other hand
making it difficult to give a clear-cut definition of them.

Ikumen as assistants of mothers and as an evaluative categorization
Previous studies have found that the change in pace for gender equality is not even
between the public and private spheres (Yu and Lee 2013). Thus, Yu and Lee (2013),
149

Playing golf was commonly associated with Japanese salaried workers in the twentieth century as their
weekend leisure time/work with their clients (Fujimura-Fanselow and Kamada 1995:229).
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who examined this theory cross-nationally, find that despite macrolevel support for
gender equality that enables women’s participation in the labor force in many
industrialized countries since the 1980s, in general, attitudes toward gender inequality at
home paradoxically remain unchanged in those societies (594–595). Yu and Lee
(2013:592, 615) explain that this is because individuals are likely to defend and try to
legitimize gender differences in the household instead. Accordingly, existing gender roles
at home shape people’s views and behaviors, leaving childcare responsibilities to women
and in turn preventing them from gaining qualifications and experiences in the public
sphere (Yu and Lee 2013:594, 617). Among various factors that influence the division of
labor within the household, such as income and time constraints, women are found to be
more affected by their gender socialization and their practice of “doing gender” (West
and Zimmerman 1987) as one’s sex category is what accounts for their behavior (Hook
2010:592). Within this framework, therefore, women may not consider it unfair when
they have to do the majority of the household work (e.g., Greenstein 1996:1030).
While role divisions at home do depend on the specific familial situation of each
family, in Japan’s case, too, women’s roles as the default caretakers are a naturalized
discourse for many people, despite the present-day ideal of work-family balance in a
gender-equal society. Many women I spoke to, in particular, stay-at-home mothers (who
quit work when they are married or after having children), had the idea that they were the
default caretakers and homemakers because of the very fact that they did not have paid
work. So if a husband did not come back home until late at night or had to work on the
weekends, then, the stay-at-home mothers appeared to me to find a compromise and be
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patient with the fact that they took care of most of the work at home. Some professional
women also took their roles as the primary caretakers for granted, or, as one commented,
they would complain that men nowadays are fairly lucky because they are exempt from
doing household errands and childrearing while receiving financial benefits from their
wives’ income.
These situations exactly resemble the gender roles in the modern family and the
burden that women carry in the household, as described in Chapter 3. Vogel (1963:181–
193), who studied salaried worker families in the late 1950s, describes how the wives
took for granted their role as being responsible for the majority of the housework and
even considered themselves to be “fortunate” by comparing their situation with that of
their suffering predecessors through romanticizing the earlier images of housewives (191).
The naturalization of gendered roles by contemporary women also indicates that they
similarly consider the wife in the modern family as a reference point. Indeed, during my
fieldwork, it was not common for the women with whom I spoke to question the
inequality of the gendered division of labor inside and outside the home. One who did is
a mother in her twenties who has two sons and works at home as an instructor of baby
massaging, who told me that it bothered her that she needed to cook for her husband or
bake cookies with her children, while both she and her husband were working.
Although I heard about cases where the husbands are/were very much involved in
childrearing now and back in the 1970s and 1980s, too, as noted above, most of the
women with whom I spoke took more or less for granted their role as mothers and wives.
Nevertheless, not a few of them still thought their husbands to be ikumen. A working
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mother in her thirties, who regards her husband as being ikumen and thinks he enjoys
raising their son, however, pointed out, “But, even if they call their husbands ikumen,
after all, I think mamas, mamas, well, mothers usually do most of the childrearing,”
explaining her situation, in which her husband takes care of their son only for a short time
in the morning on weekdays and on weekends, when they usually go out together,
although he does take care of him alone on Saturdays while she works. Her comment
suggests, on the one hand, that all those diverse characterizations of ikumen position them
as “active” and “cooperative” assistants of mothers within the framework of existing
gender roles. Despite the wives’ acknowledgment that they themselves are the primary
caretakers, therefore, men who take care of children at least to some degree can be
labeled ikumen in early twenty-first-century Japan.
These diverse perceptions of ikumen and their role as assistants to mothers thus
suggest that the concept of ikumen encompasses diverse attitudes, stances, and
experiences, and often represents rather vague ideas about what the new styles of
fatherhood are without precise numerical or qualitative criteria. Therefore, ikumen are not
so much about the volume nor the quality of male involvement in childrearing, but an
evaluative categorization. In other words, ikumen are not necessarily judged by how
much childrearing they are involved in as fathers: one stay-at-home mother said to me
that her husband, who is very busy with his work and does not have much time at home
even on weekends, is not necessarily non-ikumen, as he doted on his child very much.
This comment highlights heterogeneity among men who may be labeled ikumen,
suggesting a need to deconstruct the idea. Simultaneously, labeling practice leads us to
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view the categorized group as a more or less homogeneous “community of practice”
(Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 1992; Lave and Wenger 1991; Mendoza-Denton 1996;
Miller 2004), urging us to dichotomize whether a father is an ikumen or not. A stay-athome mother of three children commented that her husband is involved in childrearing to
an average degree (futsū ni), meaning not as much as the so-called ikumen but not as little
as the absent father, doing whatever he is willing to do at home while working as a sole
breadwinner of the household. Her comment highlights the image of naturalized
fatherhood, by which ikumen are elevated to being more than “average,” when in fact
they might be similar to each other in their role of helping their wives. Thus, her
comment exemplifies an aspect of ikumen, which is that they are evaluated and labeled as
ikumen by their wives.

Criticisms of ikumen from an egalitarian point of view
As noted above, ikumen are often granted the title by their wives within the framework of
the gender roles in the modern family. In addition, fathers may designate themselves as
ikumen. In either case, ikumen are sometimes the object of criticism. In my interviews, a
single woman in her thirties complained that there were fathers who thought that just
dealing with children (kodomo no aite o shite iru koto) means being ikumen. A single
man in his early twenties, who worked as a daycare worker for his internship at university,
also pointed out the current situation he had observed in which fathers said things like, “I
tried my very best!” (Ore, chō ganbatta yo!), for helping their wives bathe the baby one
time, and then feeling satisfied with the fun activity and leaving almost everything else to
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their wives. In contrast to the conservative mother-caretaker view, such doubt about what
ikumen mean comes from an egalitarian view that points out that men are just doing what
they should be expected to do. A father in his thirties with a baby commented that it feels
awkward to be called ikumen when, in fact, he was just normally interacting with his
child. To another father, who is in his thirties and has a seven-year-old, the word
expresses a sense that fathers are “making an effort” (yatte ru ze) in raising children, or
the idea of “Look at me!” (Dōda!), despite the fact that childrearing is something that
every parent naturally does. A respondent to my survey also commented that the word
would not have been created if men were really involved in raising children, and Komuro
(2011:183) notes that the word is sometimes criticized because “It specializes men’s
childrearing, which is natural.”
Such criticism from an egalitarian point of view highlight the fact that because of
the dominant conservative view, a new style of fatherhood, ikumen, needed to be
generated to deconstruct the old style of fatherhood. However, as much as the modern
family iconized the style of absent fatherhood and erased active fatherhood and other
diverse approaches to family life, ikumen are also predicated on and uphold the
conservative view despite the professed goal of changing it, indexing men involved in
active fatherhood as the “assistants” of mothers. As described earlier in this chapter and
later in Chapter 7, the ikumen movement is also closely linked to “modern” subjecthood,
which can in part be achieved by men stylishly appearing with novel nursery items and
with a spirit of imagined active Western fatherhood. In any case, ikumen have been
placed in an important role in which “work-life balance” and a “gender-equal society”
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can be achieved to combat the declining birthrate, but in reality, such criticism of ikumen
from an egalitarian perspective disclose that ikumen actually emerged and gained
popularity within the strong ideology of more traditional gender roles.

Ikumen as a new form of cultural capital
As mentioned above, ikumen are in part defined by wives’ evaluations of their husbands.
During my fieldwork, the topic of ikumen was sometimes naturally brought up, and
women, including specialists in childrearing and healthcare, asked the female participants
at some events whether their husbands were ikumen, or as mentioned earlier, whether
they are actively or cooperatively involved in childrearing. I would also sometimes ask
interviewees whether they thought their husbands were ikumen. Some admitted that they
did think so, enumerating what their husbands did as far as childcare. In particular,
women with whom I had closer relationships often stated with emphasis that their
husbands were ikumen. They may have been hesitant to show pride in in-group members
such as their husbands, something that applies to many other social interactions in Japan.
Thinking back to when her now 11-old-daughter was small and she was a stay-athome mother, one part-time worker in her thirties stated that “My husband was, well, I’m
not showing off (jiman ja nai kedo), but he was an ikumen,” although she recollected that
his participation increased only gradually and that he was not skilled at doing household
chores at the beginning. Another stay-at-home mother in her thirties also immediately
claimed that “Mine is ikumen!,” adding that he became one when their third child was
born. She said that he now regrets that he was not involved in childrearing earlier, having
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seen how “easy” it is to be involved in it. One woman in her thirties noted that it was
physically impossible for her husband to be ikumen due to his work schedule, but when
her friend pointed out that he could be very helpful when he is available, she admitted
this was true and claimed, “I’m like I am leaving the kids to him full-time. Ehehehehehe
[laughter].” She then concluded that ikumen cannot be generalized and that the needs of
mothers vary, too, so ikumen comes down to helping out with what mothers need (mama
ga hitsuyoo to shite iru koto o, tasukete kureru), whether changing diapers or just looking
after children for an hour.
While these comments highlight the conservative view of parenting on the one
hand, on the other hand they underline how ikumen might be created by their wives and
how ikumen can be a new form of cultural capital in Bourdieu’s sense (1986) for wives in
early twenty-first century. In a similar manner to the way in which wives with husbands
who have high income and high social status may boast about their economic and social
capital, wives of ikumen also have cultural power by having more democratic husbands
who are more likely to help them and treat them well.
Such a claim about ikumen by wives and appreciation for them for whatever they
do leads to the idea of “discovering oneself” for women, too, as noted earlier. Another
stay-at-home mother in her thirties, who has a freelancer husband who has literally shared
childrearing duties with her for the past several years, said:

Example 4:
Ichigai ni wa hontoo ni ienai kedo::, jibun ni kanshite ieba, nanka atarimae da kara,
“Ima, imasara nani itte n no?” teki na kanji ga suru to iu ka. A, demo watashi wa,
watashi no otto wa sekai ichi no ikumen da to omou n desu. Ano sore wa omutsu o
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kaete kureru kosodate o shite kureru to iu koto de wa naku, yappari watashi no jinsee o
zenryoku de ooen shite kureru kara soo omou.
We can’t really generalize, but when it comes to myself, ikumen are, you know, normal
to me, so I feel like, “What the hell are you talking about now, still now?” Well, but
speaking of myself, I believe my husband is the best ikumen in the world. I think so
not because he changes diapers and raises our child, but because he, after all, does
everything in his power to support me in life.

While finding the recent popularity of ikumen odd, she nevertheless appreciates how her
husband has supported her way of living as a volunteer member of a nonprofit
organization at any cost. Previous research has suggested that a new role expected of
fathers is “support for his partner (wife) (pātonā (tsuma) no sapōto),” in addition to
“healthily bringing up children” and “realization of one’s lifestyle and of ‘being myself’”
(Uchida 2001:36). Research has also suggested that how mothers feel about their
husbands’ sharing of the responsibility of childrearing is what lowers their level of
anxiety, irrespective of their husbands’ actual involvement (Makino 1982). Her comment
suggests that ikumen are again in one way labeled as such by their wives, for which
objective criteria do not exist, and thus in the end it could come down to relationships, or,
as the woman above put it, to pātonāshippu ‘partnership.’
Although there are various aspects of physical and psychological support that
wives expect of their husbands at home, ikumen can be about building an optimal
couplehood within the home as well. A father in his thirties also commented that he felt
pressure to become ikumen to a certain degree, but that he and his wife could create and
agree on the rules and roles inside the home and have a good relationship without
comparing their household to others. Appreciating what his wife does for him and their
child at home, he also suggested that his stay-at-home wife could find such a common
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ground, partly by accommodating his job as a researcher wanting to work even at home.
Such an orientation toward couplehood that the man describes also resembles research
findings that suggest that each couple’s attitudes and gendered division of roles determine
whether or not male participation in childrearing increases the wife’s satisfaction with the
couple’s relationship (Greenstein 1996; Shelton and John 1996; Yamato 2001). Yamato
(2006) finds that “stay-at-home wives” and “part-time wives” want their husbands to play
with their children, while “full-time working wives” are more likely to want them to take
care of their children. These findings also suggest that the situation of childrearing and
the division of roles in each family are diverse, and that wives’ satisfaction varies,
depending on the extent to which the husband helps out with a portion of childcare to his
contributing to building a complete partnership. Underlying here are the naturalized
gender roles (and the social stratification that partly determines how we perceive them)
that still strongly influence people even in a leagally gender-equal society. Within these
naturalized gender relations, wives and husbands themselves label particular fathers as
ikumen, and ikumen are positioned as being a form of capital.

Discursive construction of ikumen by fathers themselves
As mentioned in Chapter 3, due to a shift in the perception of masculinity, “feminine”
work in the household was countervalorized, and ikumen became a status that fathers
could claim for themselves. As mentioned earlier, however, not all fathers are willing to
be called ikumen and be involved in childrearing, due to their views toward gender
equality, or due to the pressure they feel about becoming ikumen, among other things.
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With their stylish and modern image and within the dominant conservative discourse of
gender roles, however, ikumen, appear to have a positive rather than a negative
connotation as fathers. As such, their participation in childcare has turned into something
to brag about rather than something to hide. For example, a delivery man from a popular
food delivery company, CO-OP, told me in detail about baby diapers—including the
advantages and disadvantages of different brands of diapers and word-of-mouth
recommendations from his father coworkers—when I asked him which diapers I should
get, knowing that he had an infant at home.
Another father also aligned himself with the idea/ideal of ikumen. At a lunch
gathering of three married couples with their babies (Tomoyo and Mizuho, Rika and
Kenta, and Atsuko and her husband), Mizuho, a father who is in his thirties, explained
that he once had a “face-off” for ikumen with one of his older men at his company. He
reperformed the face-off:
Example 5: “Sure, it’s me who’s in charge of changing diapers with poops!”150
1

Mizuho

2

Kenta

3

Atsuko

4

Kenta

150

Ato, nan, kaisha no senpai to ikumen taiketsu shita koto arimasu.
And, you know, I’ve had an “Ikumen-face-off” with a senior at my company.
Tsuo… [exclamation]
Tsuo… [exclamation]
E::, nan desu ka, sore, taiketsu nante aru n desu ka?
Really, what’s that, have you had anything like the face-off?
Hee::::.
Really.

Japanese has two modes of speech styles—“distal” and “direct”—depending on the social distance
(closeness or formality) the speaker feels toward the addressee (Jorden and Noda 1987), although this
distinction is never static in a given linguistic practice and style shifting often occurs (see Jones and Ono
2008). However, for the purpose of portraying the nature of the conversations, in excerpts of conversations
in which my voice is included, I appear as Atsuko when the direct predicate style was predominantly
used—thus the speakers felt closeness with one another to an extent—and as Oyama when the distal
predicate style was predominantly used—thus the speakers maintained a certain social distance.
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5

Mizuho

6

All

7

Rika

8

Mizuho

9

Tomoyo

10 Mizuho

11 Kenta
12 Mizuho

13 All
14 Rika
15 Mizuho
16 Atsuko
17 Mizuho
18 All
19 Mizuho
20 Rika

Ikumen taiketsu. Sono, “Ikumen desu ka?” tte kiitara, “U::n, ikumen da yo!” tte. Ja,
“Kore yatte masu ka?” toka “Miruku agete masu ka?” tte. “Mochiron da yo.” “Omutsu
kaete masu ka?” tte. “Un, unchi tantoo ore da yo!” toka.
“Ikumen-face-off,” well, I asked him “Are you ikumen?” Then he responded, “Yea::h,
I’m ikumen!” Then I asked, “Are you doing this?” or “Do you give the baby its bottle?”
and he said, “Of course.” “Are you changing her diaper?” I asked, and he said “Sure,
it’s me who’s in charge of changing diapers with poops!”
Ahahahahaha [laughter]
Ahahahahaha [laughter]
E::, erai.
Really, that’s impressive.
Hanashitete. “Issho ni neteru?” tte iwarete, sontoki mada issho ni netenakute…
We’re talking like that. I was asked, “Are you sleeping together with the baby?” I wasn’t
sleeping together with him yet then…
Netenakatta.
You were not.
Soo, betsu no heya de neteta. “A::, netenai n desu.” ttsuttara, “Yossha!” tte iwarete,
ehehehe [laughter].
Right, I was sleeping in a different room [from the one that his wife and the baby slept in].
So I said “Well, I’m not.” then was told “Aha!” ehehe [laughter]
Ufufufu [laughter]
Ufufufu [laughter]
Ja, “Kodomo to futari de orusuban dekimasu ka?” tte ittara, “Iya sorewa muri” tte ittara,
“Iya, uchi wa dekimasu. 2-jikan made nara dekimasu.”
So I asked him, “Can you stay at home with your baby alone?” Then, he said, “No,
that’s not possible,” so I said, “Well, I can do it up to two hours at least.”
Hahaha [laughter]
Hahaha [laughter]
2-jikan ka….
Two hours….
“Iya, sore wa muri da wa” tte ittete.
He was saying, “Well, that’s impossible.”
He::.
I see…
“Ja, hikiwake da na” tte iu ketsuron de…
“Then, it’s even between us,” and that was the end.
[laughter]
[laughter]
Owatta.
It ended that way.
Sugoi ne, sonna taiketsu ga aru n da ne.
That’s something. I didn’t know you had such a face-off.

Mizuho, having a desire to be seen as ikumen, willingly explained how the faceoff occurred. His, as well as his senior’s boasts, such that “Sure, it’s me who’s in charge
of changing diapers with poops!” and “Well, I can do it up to two hours at least,” indicate
ikumen status is also something that men expect for their efforts, which can be negatively
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or positively understood. In fact, Rika commented, “Two hours…,” showing disapproval
from the point of view of women about the short amount of time that Mizuho can stay
along with his baby, which was not how Mizuho took it. This example suggests on the
one hand how ikumen are discursively constructed by a father himself, while on the other
hand it highlights how ikumen themselves are shaped by naturalized gender roles by their
claiming how and how much they are ikumen, within the context of the countervalorized
views of masculinity.

5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has described how fatherhood and ikumen are semiotically, metrically, and
discursively constructed. It has argued that because there is no precise definition and thus
no model for ikumen, they evoke being cool, youthful, stylish, and urban, through a
semiotic linkage to the word ikemen ‘good-looking men.’ The old type of fatherhood as
well as ikumen have also been in part shaped by large-scale surveys, which, based on
specific scales of “frequency” and “average time,” make claims about how little fathers
are involved in childrearing in Japan, often in comparison with “Western” and other
Asian fathers. The political work of commensuration (Espeland and Stevens 1998), and
its translation in the mass media, have thus in part shaped our views toward fatherhood,
including monolithic images of Japanese fathers as absent and of Western fathers as
active in childrearing. Because of a semiotic process of indexicalization (Ochs 1990,
1992), active, cool, and modern styles of fatherhood of ikumen are then inevitably linked
to “Western fathers” in our consumer culture in Japan’s late modernity.
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While large-scale surveys have led to the creation of the phenomena and
categorizations described in these studies, the actual perceptions of fatherhood and
ikumen are not monolithic as such but diverse, depending on the situation in each family.
I have illustrated how ikumen are created as well as criticized by women, and by fathers
themselves: Wives tend to appropriate the discourse of ikumen even if their husbands are
not necessarily much involved in childrearing, because ikumen are associated with being
stylish and contemporary. Fathers similarly appropriate the discourse of ikumen and the
old style of fatherhood to make sense of their caring or absent fatherhood. Such
discursive constructions of fatherhood further use the naturalized gender roles of the
modern family as a reference point and position ikumen as assistants of mothers despite
the ideal of gender equality. Despite this, or because of this, ikumen have turned into a
form of cultural capital (Bourdieu 1986) in the early twenty-first century that grants
women more gender-equal partnership with their husbands. This is because achieving
such a relationship is still thought to be difficult in many households, and wives still often
complain that their husbands are far from being ikumen and that they have already given
up on expecting them to help them out with the family and household. This is different
from the economic capital of the modern family, where wives bragged about their status
and husbands bragged about having stay-at-home wives who took care of them. Ikumen
therefore shifts the ideology of the modern family, at least in the sphere of childrearing
and family life. In this orientation, I have suggested that the idea of discovering oneself
(Ivy 1995)—as an alternative way of writing the word ikumen indicates—is in part
appropriated to encourage male participation in childrearing in order to sustain the
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economy of the nation and the changing demography. The idea hints that the selves of
men who were absent from home were not “real” or “authentic” ones, and thus they
should be able to find “a more authentic self,” whether that is a different life course than
the traditional one or an imitation of an imagined “Western fatherhood.” However, there
are no financial or social guarantees for their “new” ways of living in the sluggish
economy of contemporary Japan.
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CHAPTER 6 NATURALIZATION OF FATHERHOOD AND MOTHERHOOD IN
LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND MASS MEDIA
6.1 Introduction
I have described in Chapter 3 how the twentieth-century ideology of the modern family
created a gender division of labor both inside and outside the home. Accordingly, within
the realm of childrearing, women were supposed to assume a primary (if not sole)
responsibility through providing motherly love, while men were not expected to be
involved in such female work, were excluded from it, or conversely, neglected their role
as caretakers. But in Japan, after a two-decade-long economic recession and an alarming
decline in the birthrate since around the turn of the century, coupled with international
pressure for gender equality, men are now expected to be more actively involved in
childrearing. The social environment has therefore shifted to accommodate, encourage,
and admire fathers who are involved in childrearing. In contrast, even within the goal of
achieving a gender-equal society, the established gender roles are strongly naturalized,
with women taken for granted as the default caretakers of children, while men’s roles
remain secondary.
Nurturing images of fathers have been reported since the late 1970s.151 However,
as described in Chapter 1, more recently, previous studies in the areas of family sociology
and social psychology have pointed out a shift in the culture of fatherhood in Japan from
fathers “playing” with children to “caring” for children, as also proposed in social

151

For example, although based on reports by fathers themselves, a survey conducted in 1977 reports
nurturing images of fathers who were involved in the day-to-day care of babies and toddlers (Takeuchi,
Uehara, and Suzuki 1982).
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policies in the European Union and Scandinavian countries (Keiko Funahashi 1999;
Nakatani 1999; Sasaki, Ohinata, Hiratsuka, et al. 2000). They have described a shift in
the role of fathers, from being authoritative—as breadwinners and the socializers of
children—before the 1970s to being just breadwinners in the so-called “fatherless society”
(chichi naki shakai) (Doi 1973:185). This shift has led society to search recurrently for
“authoritative fathers” (ken’iteki na chichioya) (Onode 2008:96)—images of fathers who
play a role that mothers cannot fulfill (Taga 2006:124). This is because the prominence of
“authoritative fathers” was based on the ideology that there are gender differences
between mothers and fathers, and thus fathers were exempt from taking care of children
(Nakatani 1999:51). As such, Onode (2008:107–108) found that many fathers were aware
of their “paternal rights” in disciplining and educating children, commenting on their
roles by using such words as “scold” (okoru, shikaru) and “dynamic play” (dainamikkuna
asobi).
In contrast, since the late 1990s, fathers have been expected to take an active and
more thorough part in childrearing, in addition to their roles as breadwinners (Nakatani
1999; Taga 2006). Taga (2006:124) uses the terms “authoritative fathers” (ken’iteki na
chichioya) and “fathers as caregivers” (kearā to shite no chichioya) to characterize these
roles of fathers while Uchida (2001:36) offers the following three characterizations:
“healthily bringing up children” (kodomo no kenzen na ikusei), “support for his partner
(wife)” (pātonā (tsuma) no sapōto), and “realization of one’s lifestyle and of ‘being
myself’” (jiko no raifu sutairu no jitsugen, ‘jibun rashisa’ no jitsugen). Despite these new
views of fathers, studies have pointed out that the actual conduct of fathers primarily
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involved playing with children, while not taking care of and disciplining them enough
(Keiko Funahashi 1999:96–97; Yamato 2008b).152 Or, as Funahashi (1999:91) observes,
fathers’ relationships with their children can be mediated by their wives, with the wives
telling their husbands about their children and consulting with their husbands, who are
“indirectly” involved in childrearing.
A body of research has examined the role that language and visual images play in
constructing ideologies of parenthood, fatherhood and motherhood, and femininity, based
on childcare manuals in the U.K. (Marshall 1991), texts from parents and magazines and
newspaper articles in North America (Caldas-Coulthard 1996; Sunderland 2000,
2006;Wall and Arnold 2007), governmental advertisements in Singapore (Lazar 2000),
various mass media and journalism resources (Ohinata 2003), and a parenting magazine
in Japan (Inenaga 2012). These sources have delineated that, despite the assumption of
those media that fathers and mothers share equally in childrearing, the dominant
discourses were the conservative ones, where mothers took the primary role in childcare,
while fathers were part-time caretakers, entertainers, or “bumbling assistants” of mothers
(Sunderland 2000:262). On the other hand, in national advertising aimed at encouraging
childbirth to married couples in Singapore, Lazar (2000) finds that egalitarian discourses
did not contradict the conservative ones, but rather were overridden by them.
Studies also have found another role of mothers, which is to facilitate and/or
monitor male participation in childrearing (Marshall 1991:77). For example, Wall and
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See also 2004-2005 International Comparative Study on Home Education (2004-2005 Katei Kyōiku ni
Kansuru Kokusai Hikaku Chōsa Hōkokusho). Kokuritsu Josei Kyōiku Kaikan. 2005. Accessed February 5,
2014. http://www.nwec.jp/jp/data/report_page16.pdf.
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Arnolds (2007:516) suggest that in a series of articles about family in a Canadian national
newspaper, it is taken for granted that mothers were responsible for arranging time for the
father to play with his children to create a bond between them. Similarly, Kaufman
(1999) finds that in American television commercials, men were frequently not portrayed
as taking care of children as compared to women, and that even if they were presented in
this way, they typically appeared together with women. In contrast, men were more often
shown reading, talking, or playing with children, and were not typically shown doing
household work; they were presented in advertising for electronics and during football
games, which offers traditional images of men even when they were involved in family
life.
Regarding the Japanese context, Ohinata (2003) has pointed out the significance
of the ideology of motherly love as represented in different media, such as television soap
operas, films, newspaper headlines, picture books, and poems. Inenaga (2012:103–111),
on the other hand, has found a dominant, conservative discourse in the parenting
magazine NHK Sukusuku Kosodate, published between 1977 and 2010.153 She finds that
fathers were, for example, not categorized with mothers as caretakers but with other
family members (mama ya hoka no kazoku); were encouraged to communicate with their
babies in the mornings and on weekends if they could not make time on weekdays; were
encouraged to try taking care of babies “courageously” (yūki o motte) in order to become
confident (jishin ga tsuki), which will lead them to support their wives (mama e no forō);
and were given opportunities (chansu) to take care of babies to facilitate self-awareness
153

The magazine is for parents of infants-to-three year olds, and is based on the television program
Sukusuku Kosodate on NHK Educational.
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(papa to shite no jikaku o unagasu), among other things. As these studies have shown,
conservative discourses are naturalized in media in spite of the egalitarian model on
which they are supposedly based.
In order to investigate how ideologies of fatherhood and motherhood are shaped
through language and discourse in the ikumen movement, in this chapter, I focus on two
spheres of childrearing—local social spaces for childrearing and media resources,
including parenting magazines for mothers and advertisements of nursery items. I begin
by examining local social spaces for childrearing, and then I turn to media resources, to
describe naturalized gender relations and shifts and the “accommodation” of fathers
within those spaces. In doing so, I illustrate how a sense of community (Anderson 1983;
Bernal 2005; Gaudio 2003; Jackson 2008; Spitulnik 1997) might be created through a
discourse of childrearing for men that stresses maleness. I also argue that contemporary
consumer culture has further naturalized gendered behaviors.

6.2 Fatherhood in Social Spaces for Childrearing in “Local” Communities
As mentioned in Chapter 2, based upon research findings since the 1980s showing that
mothers have experienced loneliness and anxiety in childrearing (Makino 1982), political
projects aimed at curbing the declining birthrate began by supporting stay-at-home
mothers, who were found to have more frustration than mothers who had paid work.154
Such municipal support for childrearing, however, has ended up being a symptomatic,
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Economic Planning Agency Social Policy Bureau (Keizaikikakuchō Kokumin Seikatsukyoku). The 1997
National Survey of Lifestyle Preferences, National Consciousness toward Women’s Lifestyles: Work,
Home, and Education (1997 Kokumin Seikatsu Senkō, Chōsa Josei no Raifusutairu o meguru Kokumin
Ishiki: Kinrō, Katei, Kyōiku). 1998. http://www5.cao.go.jp/seikatsu/senkoudo/98/19980219csenkoudo.html.
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and thus, superficial approach to addressing the issue, because it has further solidified
gendered divisions of labor (Ohinata 2003:109–116; Onode 2008:218; Yamane 2008:88).
This is because support for stay-at-home mothers was limited to programs related to
childcare for babies and did not take into consideration mothers’ wishes to be more
involved in society. Ohinata (2003:116) warns that such support again encloses women
within a “capsule of women and children” in communities instead of a “capsule of the
mother and child” at home.155
As noted in Chapter 2, beginning in the 1980s, however, support began to include
fathers, too, and support for would-be or inexperienced fathers began in the form of
parenting classes offered by the Maternal and Child Health project of the MHLW and the
Home Education project by the then-Ministry of Education (Fuyuki 2008:138–139).
Furthermore, because of such issues as the loneliness related to childrearing, juvenile
violence, and the lack of clean and quiet public facilities such as parks, the word
komyunitī ‘community,’ instead of the more socialistic-sounding kyōdōtai, in both the
spatial and membership sense, started to be used to describe “local voluntary involvement”
155

As mentioned in Chapter 2, recently, though, new types of support for mothers has started to help lessen
the burden of childrearing. Since 1996, support for temporary daycare and respite daycare (often called
rifuresshu hoiku ‘daycare for refreshment purposes’) started at public and private daycare centers—
although it costs more than regular daycare. Family Support Centers that are established and administered
municipally and framed by the MHLW also sprang up. Those services offer childcare so that mothers can
go shopping, to a yoga class, and the like—although according to Nakatani (2008:62–64), a mother having
fun on her own has been thought to be immoral and “selfish” in Japan, and many mothers have refrained
from using those services due to a “feeling of guilt” and social pressure to conform to norms of how
mothers are expected to behave. There are also exercise or other classes for mothers that offer childcare for
their babies; for example, ones offered in my city included “Lessons for rewarding myself” (Watashi e no
gohōbi kōza), “A refreshing salon for childrearing mothers” (Kosodate mama no rifuresshu saron) and “A
community salon for shining mothers” (Kagayaku mama no komyunitī salon). In addition, plenty of
information on childrearing is found on the Internet, such as which hair salons mothers can go to with their
babies and toddlers. Blogging in particular has made it possible for mothers (parents) to share in and
sympathize with other’s experiences of childrearing, which can be isolating. Onode (2008:218), however,
argues that these forms of support for refreshing mothers have not solved the issues either, but instead have
ended up solidifying the existing gender roles.
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(Imamura 1987:142). Due to men’s working outside the neighborhood, women have
come to take on the role of mediating between new communities and families, and have
been involved in activities such as parent-teacher associations (PTAs), mother-child
groups, and study groups, among others (Imamura 1987:149–154). Research findings
have shown that networks of childrearing, including fathers and communities, need to be
extended to reduce mothers’ anxieties about childrearing (e.g., Matsuda 2001); however,
they should be linked to childrearing and fathers within communities. In the Plus One
Measure against the Declining Birthrate (Shōshika Taisaku Purasu Wan) issued in 2002,
fathers’ involvement in childrearing was encouraged in relation to local communities
(chiiki), and both fathers and communities were considered as being the caretakers of
children (Fuyuki 2008:139). 156
Drawing on my observations, flyers and brochures for parenting events and
classes, and online forums, I describe in this section the situation of and a possible shift in
“local” social spaces for childrearing. I explore ways in which motherhood and
fatherhood are naturalized even in the ikumen movement and with the ideal of gender
equality by examining language and discourse. I also discuss naturalized gender relations
as they relate to the idea of community (chiiki), which has gained attention in the ikumen
movement. Finally, I suggest how a sense of community (Anderson 1983; Bernal 2005;
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A Plus One Measure against the Declining Birthrate aimed at dealing with “Support for childrearing in
local communities (chiiki),” in addition to “Reexamination of ways of working including men,” “Support
for the next generation in social welfare,” and “Improvement of sociability and facilitation of independence
of children.” MHLW. Accessed July 20, 2012. http://www.mhlw.go.jp/bunya/kodomo/koudou-zenbun.html.
See also the 1998 Annual Report on Health and Welfare (Kōsei Hakusho) by MHLW.
http://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei_hakusho/hakusho/kousei/1998/dl/02.pdf.
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Gaudio 2003; Jackson 2008; Spitulnik 1997) might be created when appropriating the
familiar discourses about maleness.

“Local” childrearing spaces for mothers and their babies
In early twenty-first-century Japan, various events and services for childrearing are being
offered by municipalities, local and national-level NPOs, and private schools and
organizations, specifically aimed at parents with children younger than kindergarten age
(four or five years old).157 In and around Midorisato, where I lived, many events were
held on weekdays, most likely aimed at stay-at-home mothers, or mothers who were
taking parental leave during the first year after childbirth. Such events included reading
picture books, playing along with singing old nursery songs (warabeuta), and exercising,
and were held in public spaces, such as children’s centers, childrearing support facilities,
157

When looking at information available on the Internet, more services and events seem to be offered in
large cities. There are, however, smaller local municipalities, daycare centers, and the like, that have
particular groups, events, or mailing lists for fathers. For example, an NPO in Niiza-city in Saitama, Niiza
Kosodate Nettowāku, Niiza Childrearing Network, promotes men’s childrearing roles, offering groups,
events, and gatherings for fathers, as well as on their website special kits to other locals to encourage
fathers to come to their support centers (Niiza Kosodate Nettowāku. http://ccn.niiza-ksdt.com/; Yomiuri
Online. “Kazoku no kosodate shien o atooshi ‘Niiza Kosodate Nettowāku’” (Backing up support for
childrearing for families “Niiza Childrearing Network”). October 26, 2010. Accessed July 20, 2013.
http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/homeguide/town/20101025-OYT8T00794.htm). Similarly, Ehime prefecture has
a group, “Ehime Ikumen Kajimen Kenkyūjo” (Ehime Institute for Ikumen and Kajimen—doing-householdchores-men), which offers various services, including a mailing list for ikumen and kajimen (Ehime Ikumen
Kajimen Kenkyūjo. http://www.ehime-ikumen.com/).
Childcare situations such as daycare availability and medical care for children differ from municipality to
municipality, and opportunities for municipal events and classes for parents also vary. There is also the
issue of who gets access to both the information and the places at which these events are held even if there
is availability, and who is willing to participate. Mothers with whom I interacted were in general interested
in participating in events for new parents, and thus it was the case that we frequently exchanged
information and talked about past and future events. One mother with whom I spoke was very eager to
know more about an event that she had not known was going to be held in the neighborhood; as far as I
could tell, the event was only advertised in the form of flyers placed at the counter and on a wall in the
neighboring library. In any case, the material extension of spaces for childrearing does not automatically
accommodate all parents with small children. This can be also compared to shopping malls, which appear
to have an easier and wider access, as I describe in Chapter 7.
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libraries, and community centers. In addition, there were private events, such as classes
on baby massage, English for children, and the like.
Similar to the case of maternity health record books called boshi techō, lit.
“mother and child record book,” which are distributed to pregnant women by each
municipality, childrearing is often naturalized as being for the mother and the child.
Many events accordingly specifically use a word meaning “mother” (okāsan, mama or
haha) in their names, as seen in Mama to bebī no taisō ‘exercise for mamas and babies’
and Haha to ko no tsudoi ‘an event for mothers and children.’158 Similarly, a flyer
advertising a monthly event called Sukusuku kurabu (Thriving Club) says: [The event is]
“For hand games, making friends, and communication between mothers and their babies,
and among mothers” (Teasobi, otomodachizukuri, okāsan to akachan, okāsan dōshi no
kōryūni). Likewise, another monthly event called Oyako saron ‘Parent-and-child salon’
says in a monthly letter from municipal community centers: “From babies to wobbly
toddlers, let’s make a debut at the community center with mamas!” (Akachan kara
yochiyochi aruki no kodomo made mama to issho ni kōminkan debyū!). These examples
hint at how motherhood, and in turn, the bond between the mother and the child, is
naturalized, while simultaneously erasing the existence of fathers in childrearing,
including stay-at-home fathers and other fathers who take care of their children on
weekdays.
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More recently, though, a version of the record book for fathers has also started to be created. A book
called “Father and Child Record Book: For You Who are Going to be a Father” (Fushi Techō: Otōsan ni
Naru Anata e) was published in 1994, and it provided information on pregnancy, childbearing, and
childrearing for fathers (Shiomi, Nagasaka, Yamazaki, et al. 1994). Recently, several municipalities have
created similar handbooks for fathers, which are listed on the website of the Ikumen Project by MHLW
(http://ikumen-project.jp/fusi/index.html).
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Previous studies have pointed out that rather than using the gender-specific words
mother and motherhood, and father and fatherhood, the gender-neutral terms parents and
parenthood are more frequently used in English advertisements for encouraging
childbirth in Singapore (Lazar 2000:379–380). Similarly, the collective pronouns we (and
our) or the indefinite pronoun you (and your) are frequently found (Lazar 2000:379).
According to Busfield (1987:68), widespread use of those gender-neutral terms reflects
the shifting viewpoints and expectations toward more symmetrical gender relations and
toward more involvement of fathers in childrearing, who “are themselves a product of the
political and policy concerns of the historical period, as well as the theoretical and
methodological fashions of the disciplines within whose framework they are carried out.”
In the case of Japanese, although the neutral words oya or ryōshin are also used
for “parents,” as the examples above show, the specific term mother appears to be more
favored. Similarly, in Japanese, personal pronouns are usually avoided, and instead terms
of address for families and relatives, titles, and occupational titles are used (Suzuki
1973:129–135; Takubo 1997). Thus, the collective pronoun we, and the indefinite
pronoun you are not often used, and many texts end up recurrently using mothers, or
okāsan-tachi (tachi for plural) and its equivalents. Although the words parent (oya) and
parents (ryōshin) are available to connote more gender-neutrality to avoid pronouns, they
are less frequently used at least as concerns the local events and classes for parents and
small children in my field site. The prevalent use of the words meaning “mother” and
“mothers” therefore suggests the strong ideology of motherly love. These examples also
suggest that those spaces for childrearing that are named and introduced using the words
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okāsan or mama have helped “purify” the social spaces (Sibley 1988) for childrearing in
local communities, making them practically women’s places—or what a father who
visited such a space called “an environment for women (and babies)” (onna [to akachan]
no sono) (Masato Yamada 2006:199).

Addition of fathers
The examples above suggest how such events that are held on weekdays have been
naturalized through language as being spaces for mothers. Other events, although they are
held on weekdays as well, however, have names that contain words for both mothers and
fathers (otōsan, papa, or chichi), including “Little potto time for kids and papas & mamas”
(Chibikko to papa & mama no chotto potto taimu)159 and Hiyoko saron, which is an
“event for babies and toddlers and papas and mamas.” A flyer for a book-reading event at
a library, held on both weekdays and weekends, states “Let’s play with picture books and
nursery songs with fathers, mothers and friends!” (Otōsan, okāsan, otomodachi to ehon
ya warabeuta de asobo!); a drawing of a baby on the flyer says in a balloon, “We
welcome fathers, too!” (Otōsan mo kite ne!), suggesting the library’s intention to
encourage fathers to participate in such events.
Furthermore, in advertisements for private classes, I found that the word “fathers”
was placed in parentheses. For example, a local private dance school offered “a Lesson
for preschoolers and mothers (fathers)” (Oyako dansu taisō: Mishūgakuji to okāsan
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The word “potto” here is used as a sound word to describe the way the time is spent, possibly connoting
images of relaxing and heartwarming interaction between babies and parents, but the word is not typically
used as a sound word and actual intention for the use of this sound word is not clear.
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(otōsan) o taishō to shita ressun desu), and an announcement for a private baby massage
event stated “[baby massage is a] massage for babies and mamas (papas) given by mamas
(papas). It’s important that nice mamas (papas) do it for them!” (Mama [papa] ga okonau
akachan to mama [papa]) no tame no massāji desu. Daisuki na mama [papa] ga shite
ageru koto ga taisetsu!). The website of this class also says “fathers and grandmothers
can also join!...Also, you can show the babies who are relaxing to fathers who are shy
enough to think participation is too much…” (Papa ya obāchan to goissho no sanka mo
OK desu! Mata sanka made wa…to iu hazukashigariya no papa ni iyasarete iru akachan
no yōsu o miseru koto mo dekimasu yo).160 These examples suggest that certain
accommodations are made to extend social spaces for childrearing to fathers, while at the
same time highlighting their roles as being subordinate to those of mothers.
Prenatal classes are another place where male participation is encouraged. A
series of classes for would-be parents—started in 1995 by the welfare section of each
municipal government (Fuyuki 2008:155–156) on a voluntary basis—is often called
“Mothers’ Class” (Hahaoya Gakkyū), or more recently, “Parents’ Class” (Ryōshin
Gakkyū) (or, although not very often, “Fathers’ Class” (Chihioya Gakkyū)).161 The class
held in Midorisato was called “Hello Baby (Parents’ Class)” (Harō Beibī (Ryōshin
Gakkyū), and the textbook that was used was entitled Papas’ and Mamas’ Classes
(Mama Papa Gakkyū). The classes included a viewing of a video entitled “To fathers: A
message from baby” (by NHK Educational), baby bathing instructions, and practice for
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Baby massage class website.
Similar classes are held at obstetrics and gynecology clinics and departments, which often require men
to attend them if they want to be there at the birth (tachiai shussan)—another popular phenomenon in
recent decades.
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men in carrying around a specifically made costume that mimics the round belly of
pregnant women to help them experience what it would be like to be pregnant, among
other activities. Although men’s participation was encouraged and welcomed, these
events were held on weekdays, probably due to logistic reasons at the municipal
healthcare centers, thus preventing fathers’ participation despite the stated objectives of
the classes.162 Thus from my own experience and observations, men’s attendance varied
from just a few to about one-third of the number of women. A woman in her thirties who
participated in the classes twice—seven years ago and in 2011—said that there were
three or four couples in 2011, which outnumbered the previous time when there were
only one or two.
Another woman in her thirties who participated with her freelancer husband seven
years ago said that people looked at him strangely (kii na me), and that since he
participated in the nutrition and cooking session for pregnant women too, he was told by
many women, “Very impressive!” (Erai wa nē!). Similarly, when a man participated with
his wife in the same 2011 session that I attended, he was assumed to be inexperienced,
and ending up being thanked when he did the dishes. While the classes try to encourage
male involvement in pregnancy, childbearing, and childrearing, as indicated by their title
of Parents’ Class, the compliments paid to men described above highlight the naturalized
belief that male involvement in such spaces is limited. As such, men’s presence in social
spaces for “women” is even turned into a “virtue” (Marshall 1991:78).
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The classes started in the early afternoon, and some male participants attended in business suits, telling
or showing that they took a short leave or half-day off from work.
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During those prenatal classes, the midwives and nurses also paid considerable
attention to the men, due to the scarcity of male participants and the ikumen movement.
For example, the men’s wearing of a pregnant costume was a high point of the event, and
the midwife suggested that the wife of the man who tried it on first (every man tried it on
eventually) take pictures of him with her cell phone. Similarly, a midwife also tried to
elicit voices from the male participants, asking them whether they talked to their unborn
babies, because she assumed that those who participated must be highly aware of their
wives’ pregnancy. Furthermore, during the instructions on how to bathe newborn babies,
men were encouraged to bathe their future babies to make them feel comfortable with a
father’s “big hands” (ōkina te).
On the other hand, male participants were often reminded of their roles. Midwives
who gave instructions repeatedly spoke specifically to male participants, calling them
papa (or papa-san): “We’d like the papas (papa-san) to let their wives (mama) take a rest
nicely,” “Please listen to your wives’ (mama’s) stories,” “I’d like the fathers to remember
this,” “Papas, you have to do this; papas, please do it,” or “Papas, please take care of it.
This is important, Papas.” In this manner, male participants were encouraged to be
actively involved in raising their children. They received general approval and were
complimented for their participation in the event and for planning to assume an active
role in childcare in the future, even if it might be just “be[ing] there,” as Marshall puts it
(1991:78).
A popular store that sells nursery items, called Akachan Honpo, also offers a class
for would-be parents called Matanitī sukūru ‘Maternity school’ on weekends at their
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branch stores, which includes a lecture on “How to deal with childrearing for papas”
(Papa no ikuji no kakawarikata).163 The store also offers a special event for fathers,
called “Pre-papas evening tour” (Purepapa naito tsuā), in which would-be fathers take a
tour of the store, getting information and advice on nursery items. The naming of the
classes must depend on the purpose of the events, too, and my intention here is not to
trace changes in the use of those event names. These new events offered by the store,
which use all loanwords in the names, however, evoke more stylish images of social
spaces for (pre-) fatherhood and motherhood in relation to the ikumen movement.
Fathers were not usually seen at weekday events. Further, I had a hard time
finding events and classes held on weekends in general at my field site. Once I went to an
event for baby massage held at a local daycare center on a Saturday, but despite my
expectations, there was only one father (except for my husband) who came with his wife
among about fourteen mothers, who were sitting in a circle with their babies. The
husband was not involved in the activities with his baby, but was rather sitting crosslegged watching his wife, sometimes chatting with a neighboring mother about topics
such as how tall the babies were. When I talked with the couple and another mother after
the event—we knew one another from a local children’s center—she said that she had
brought her husband there almost by force (hankyooseeteki ni). Several days after the
event, I ran into another mother from this event at a different gathering. She asked me
about my husband, whom she had met at the baby massage event, so I also asked her
whether her husband was busy that day. She said that she (or they) did not consider her
163

Akachan Honpo. “Matanitī sukūru” (Maternity class). Accessed July 28, 2013.
http://www.akachan.jp/CGI/kosodate/maternity_school/maternity.cgi.
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husband coming along, although it would have been better, as he was just sitting around
at home in that morning.
During the baby massage event, on the other hand, a daycare worker asked me
whether my husband was actively involved in childrearing (ikuji ni sekkyokuteki),
perhaps as he looked like he was participating in the event and was holding our baby at
the time. While I was looking for words, my husband said that our baby sometimes did
not sleep while just being held and once she started crying she needed to be nursed. The
daycare worker then said that, after all, a baby wants its mother as her smell and so forth
are different from the father’s, although this was a pity for fathers. These episodes
suggest that even if such events are held on weekends when more fathers are assumed to
be available, it is usually mothers and their babies who attend, where the familiar
discourse of the importance of motherhood may be produced and reproduced.

Female-exclusive nature of the space for childrearing
People with whom I talked also commented on how spaces for childrearing may be
occupied exclusively by mothers. The following excerpt is a discussion between two
women in their thirties:
Example 1:
1

Minami

Demo nanka onna no hito no iku basho to otoko no hito no iku basho mitai ni, nanka koo,
shussan ni yotte nanka koo iku basho ga wakarechau mitai na no ga atte, anmoku no
ryookaiteki ni. “Otoosan mo kite ii yo” toka, “Otoosan kite ne” mitai ni kakarenai to
ikizurai mitai na. U::n, sooiu no wa aru n ja nai? Nanka yappa “Otoko no hito kuru no?”
tte kikaretari suru koto wa aru tte, nanka kiita koto aru na, nanka.
But you know I think places you go kind of get divided, you know, by childbearing, like
places that women go and men go, you know like a tacit agreement. It’s not easy for
fathers to join unless being told, “Fathers can join too” or “Fathers, please come!” Yeah, I
think that kind of thing is the case? I’ve heard that an organizer was sometimes asked, like,
“Are men also coming?,” you know.
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2

Ito

3

Minami

4

Ito

Nanka maa ano, junyuu no koto toka aru kamoshirenai ne.
Well, you know, it may be due to breastfeeding stuff.
Soo ne.
That’s right.
Otoko no hito inakattara boron tte daseru kedo, hitori de mo iru to dasenai kara.
You can just reveal your breasts if there are no men around, but you can’t take them out if
there is even just one man there.

Their comments suggest how social spaces for childrearing are “tacitly”
considered to be for women, with men being uninvited. In particular, issues related to
breastfeeding are often debated. On a website for babies, goo baby, for example, issues
about mothers’ going out with babies are discussed, one of which includes the title “A
strange father suddenly came into a breastfeeding room!,” with the body of the text
reading, “I have a concern these days about fathers who come into a breastfeeding room
without hesitation (heiki de). They are in the way (jama) even in the area with changing
tables, but they come in even to breastfeeding rooms (junyūshitsu ni made). Is that
normal nowadays? (Ima wa sore ga futsū na no?)” (with the word “normal (futsū)” in the
katakana syllabary for emphasis). The website states that 82% of the respondents
considered this situation to show a lack of common sense (hijōshiki da!).164 In another
forum, one respondent commented: “Men are banned (danshi kinsei) there, aren’t they,
even if ikumen are fashionable!”165
Despite encouragement given to men to be actively involved in taking care of
their children, a male presence in such social spheres is unwelcome and annoying to
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Haruka-chan’s mama. goo baby. “Akachanzure no odekake manā: Kore ga jōshiki hijōshiki” (Going-out
with babies: These are the common senses and senselessness). Accessed March 16, 2013.
http://baby.goo.ne.jp/member/ikuji/asobi/2/04.html.
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Puru. June 5, 2012 (10:49 a.m.). “Ett!! (What!!).” Hatsugen Komachi. Accessed March 16, 2013.
http://komachi.yomiuri.co.jp/t/2012/0605/513376.htm.
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some women. Men’s presence in places such as obstetrics and gynecology clinics and
departments, which are traditionally thought of as being women’s places, is also a target.
One contributor comments in an online forum that she, being pregnant again after twelve
years, was “surprised by men who accompany women to obstetrics and gynecology
departments” at the hospital.166 These comments suggest how the perception of men’s
presence as intrusive in “women exclusive spaces” has become an issue in the ikumen
movement, delineating the ongoing shifts in viewpoints toward as well as the actual
conduct by men involved in childrearing.
The woman in the previous excerpt (Minami) also talked about how a middleaged man can be viewed strangely if he wanders around in the park and so forth on a
weekday in Japanese society, as there is a preoccupation in Japan with a person of a
certain age having to behave in a certain way (kooiu nenree no kooiu hito wa koo ja
nakya ikenai mitai na no), or that men in their thirties and forties should be at their
companies on weekdays. As described in previous chapters, the ideology that men should
be salarīman ‘salaried workers,’ or more specifically, be working for a kaisha ‘company,’
and have free time only on weekends—although there are salarīman who have certain
weekdays offs—is still naturalized in Japan, which leads to this ideology of fathers being
absent from social spaces for childrearing on weekdays.
Similarly, some of the people with whom I spoke also guessed that even if fathers
have a day off on a weekday, they would, after all, likely go out with their families, rather
166

Umi. May 25, 2012 (11:27 p.m.). “12-nen buri no ninshin. Sanfujinka ni dōhan suru dansei-tachi ni
odoroite imasu” (Pregnancy after twelve years. Surprised by men who accompany women to obstetrics and
gynecology departments). Hatsugen Komachi. Accessed July 1, 2013.
http://komachi.yomiuri.co.jp/t/2012/0525/510583.htm.
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than going to local children’s centers and so on, because local children’s centers are
places where mothers exchange information and make friends. One mother said that she
saw a father once at the children’s library, but “it’s kind of difficult for us too to speak to
them. It’s not very easy, after all” (yappari nanka hanashikakezurai yo ne, kotchi mo ne.
Nakanaka ne, yappa). A woman in her thirties who has a three-year-old also commented
that fathers will not go to such places and that she had never seen any men at those
childrearing support facilities on weekdays. She also mentioned that fathers can feel
uncomfortable and get alienated (yosoyososhii) in places where many people gather.
These comments suggest stereotypical viewpoints toward gender behaviors, which
similarly apply to childrearing.

Papa-tomo ‘Papa-friends’ in the community (chiiki)
With the popularity of ikumen, the word, papa-tomo ‘papa-friends’ was coined after its
equivalent for mothers, mama-tomo ‘mama-friends.’ Mama-tomo refers to (groups of)
women who gather together at places like parks and children’s support facilities. Media
and journalism have treated as a big issue how women make mama-friends and build
good relationships with them. The term papa-tomo, on the other hand, has a different
implication than mama-tomo, as my informants suggest. A comment by the male
representative of an NPO for men’s childrearing shows how their activities are related to
the idea of papa-tomo in the community:
Example 2:
De, ima made chotto mae made wa, ano, ma, “chichioya to kodomo no kankeesee o tsukuroo
yo” tte iu, maa, koo, kodomo to no koo ittaiichi no kankee nari kara hajimeta tokoro ga,
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ikumen mo yappari ima wa motto yoko no tsunagari mo hitsuyoo da shi, “chiiki ni mo
detekanakucha ikenai yo ne” (de) iu node, mama-tomo to onaji yooni “papa-tomo o
tsukuroo” tte nattari toka, sono papa no ikuji saakuru o tsukuru shien toka, de, sooiu no
tachiagetari. Ano moo sudeni yatte ru menbaa ga, ma, saikin yoku hairu yooni natte kite, de,
jibun no sunde iru tokoro de, sooiu papa-tachi atsumete, maa, kodomo-tachi asobasetari
toka, autodoa ittari toka, ano jidookan de hon’yomi sasetari toka, sooiu katsudoo o ima
kakuchi de yarihajimeta n desu ne.
And you know, until now, until a little while ago, well, we started by trying to create
relationships between fathers and children, well, such as a one-on-one relationship for
fathers with their children, but we thought now, after all, ikumen need horizontal
relationships too, and “They have to go to the community too, don’t they?” so we
decided, like, “Let’s help them make papa-friends” similar to mama-friends, and to
support creating a circle of papas for childrearing and to form those groups. Recently,
members who had already done those activities have come to join us, and in the places where
they live, they gathered fathers together, you know, playing with children and going out for
outdoor activities, and having children read books at the children’s center, you know, they
now started such activities in different places.

As the excerpt shows, he emphasizes his organization’s efforts to help fathers
create horizontal connections with other fathers (papa-tomo) at the community (chiiki)
level, or “community-based activities” (chiiki ni nezashita katsudō), as he puts it. In
Midorisato, a project for male participation in childrearing was set up by an NPO and
supported by the city since 2011 and focuses on issues related to gender equality, papatomo, and their networking in the community. In 2012, the project offered a class for
fathers, Papa School. A female representative of this NPO, the organizer of this class,
told me about the motivation for starting the class. She began by pointing out the issue of
men (especially salarīman) after retirement that is caused by the current societal system
with its asymmetrical gender roles:
Example 3:
Moo hitotsu wa……kosodate dake ja nakute, ano watashi jishin ga 40-nannen hataraki
tsuzukete, teenen ni natta toki ni chiiki ni dooyatte hairoo ka to. Dare mo otomodachi mo
inai, to omotta toki ni, kodomo ga chiisakatta toki no ano, e, kodomokai no, yakuin de
issho ni yatteta hito toka, sooiu hito-tachi no tsunagari de koo chiiki katsudoo ni haitte
kiteiru no ne. Yappari kodomo ga chiisai toki no, ma, mama-tomo tte iu hodo de mo nai n
da keredomo, n, sooiu node, teenen ni natte mo, sooiu hito-tachi to no tsunagari ga
tsukaeru to omottara, daigaku sotsugyoo shite ikinari kaisha ni haitte, kekkon shite, jibun
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no kaisha to ie dake o oofuku shite ite ne, chiiki mo kosodate mo hotondo kakawaranai
otoko-tachi ga, 60, 65 ni natte teenen ni natta toki ni, dooyatte chiiki ni haitte korareru
no tte?
The other thing is… in addition to childrearing, I wondered how I could enter the
community, well, when I hit retirement age after keeping working for forty some years
myself. When I thought I didn’t have any friends, I attended some community activities
through connections with such people, like those with whom I worked as a board member
for the organization for local children when our children were small. After all, the
connections that I made when my children were small, well, it’s not really like mamafriends, but I thought we could use such connections with those people even after
retirement. Those men who were hardly involved either in their community or in
childrearing, who graduated from college and joined a company right away, got married,
and just traveled back and forth between company and home, you know, how can they
enter the community when they become 60 or 65?

She then brought up how participation in childrearing and in the local community can
enrich men, and in turn the larger society:
Example 4:
…Sore ni wa yappari ima kosodate shite okanai to. Ima chiiki ni papa-tomo ga tsukutte,
chiiki ni hairu koto ga goku futsuu ni shite okeba, ittoki shigoto ni muchuu ni natte mo,
mata chiiki ni modotta toki ni modoreru basho ga aru.
…Soshitara, 2007-nen mondai mo nani mo nai wake da shi, dakara, kore kara shooshi
kooree ni natte chiiki datte sasaeru hito ga inakunaru wake da kara, moo sore wa onna
no sekai dake de wa totemo sasaerarenai tte iu fuu ni natte ne. Ma, sonna no de, ano
chiiki sanka—shoorai no chiiki sanka—sore kara kosodate o koo hontoo ni issho ni
kangaeru.
…De, sooiu imi de mo ne::, yahari, kodomo o baikai ni shite ryooshin ga
komyunikeeshon ga torete, chiiki ni papa-tomo ga dekite, chiiki sanka ga dekitara,
machi tte motto kawaru n ja nai ka na tte omotte ite, konna koto hajimeta no yo.
Nfufufufufu, Nfufufufufu.
…kotoshi no kono Papa Sukuuru ne…… De, kono papa-tachi o, ano sarani, ano
papa-tomo ga dekite, hontoo ni chiiki de nanika yaru to iu, ano, nante iu ka,
nattokukan, tasseekan mitai na no o ajiwatte moratte kigyoo ni kaette moraitai?
…For that purpose, they have to be raising children now, and make papa-friends in the
community now, and make their presence in the community natural, then, they can
have a place where they can return to when they do return even if they have been
completely absorbed in their work for a while.
…Then there’ll be no year 2007 problem or something, and there are going to be no
people who support the community due to the declining birthrate and the aging
population. It can’t be supported only by the world of women. You know, as such, we
need to think about involvement in the community—future involvement in the
community and childrearing altogether.167
167

The year 2007 problem refers to influences on and issues in corporate administration, social security,
and the forth, which were predicted to occur most in 2007 when many members of the population (the socalled dankai no sedai ‘dankai generation’), who were born during Japan’s first baby boom, retired at the
age of 60. It refers to disadvantages caused by this phenomenon, such as labor shortages, the inheritance of
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…Considering these, after all, if parents can communicate through their children, and
fathers make papa-friends in the community, and if they can participate in the
community, then we thought towns might change more, and we started things like this.
Nfufufufufu, nfufufufufu [laughter].
…In this Papa School of this year…… I’d like these fathers to return to their
companies feeling, you know, what to say, a sense of being convinced or a sense of
achievement of really doing something in the community, you know, further making
papa-friends?

By linking the issue to the lives of “company soldiers” in Japan, who neither take an
active part in childrearing nor are involved in the community, she recurrently emphasizes
the importance of the linkage between men, childrearing, papa-tomo, and the community
(chiiki) for their future as well as the future of the society. As in the case of American
society (Oldenburg 1989), Japanese society is said to have become individualized, or
what may be called “muenshakai” (society without relationships), lacking relationships in
blood (ketsuen), land (chien), and workplace (shaen).168 In contrast, in the past decade
igyōshukōryū ‘pan-industry communication’ has become popular, facilitating interaction,
collaboration, and networking among people from different fields through various social
events. The Great Earthquake in 2011 is also said to have raised awareness for
connections among people and the local communities, and the word “bond” (kizuna) has
come to be often used during the restoration process and was selected as one of the top
ten fashionable words of 2011 in a popular survey.

special techniques that only people in that generation typically accumulated, as well as advantages, such as
possible improvements in unemployment and industries targeting the retired (e.g., travel, leisure, learning).
In the excerpt, the woman mentioned this phenomenon to bring up an issue of this phenomenon—how
retired men who devoted but their work could spend their lives after retirement.
168
The term “muenshakai” was first used in a television documentary program on NHK in 2010 (January
31), which featured the difficult reality of those who did not have any connections with society when they
died. It discussed this issue in relation to recent unique services that deal with a lonely death.
“Muenshakai:’Muenshi’ 32000-nin no shōgeki” (Society without relationships: “Death with no
relationships in society.” A shock with 32,000 people).
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The emphasis on community in the ikumen movement, on the other hand, relates to
Oldenburg’s (1989:14) discussion of “the third place,” or “the core settings of informal
public life,” which is “inclusively sociable, offering both the basis of community and the
celebration of it.” In addition to the first place (i.e., home) and the second place (i.e.,
work), the third place is one that, according to Oldenburg (1989), people need in order to
balance their lives. Oldenburg argues that the third place disappeared because of
industrialization, which also divided the private and the public spheres of life. As
mentioned earlier, women have taken charge of mediating between the local community
and the family (Imamura 1987), building connections through, for example, mama-tomo
or acquaintances from their children’s schools, as the comment above also indicates.
Ueno (2008) describes women’s relationships that she calls joen, which form the third
place beyond the local community and provide a regional sense of belonging. According
to her, joen has been formed by women in between their thirties and fifties who stepped
out of solely being staying-at-home mothers and found their way to enjoying their lives
through group activities, civil activities, and volunteering, among other things. These
relationships are “selective relations” (sentakuen) and women’s connections to each
activity are rather weak compared to relationships based on blood, land, or workplace.
In the case of the linkage made between ikumen, papa-friends, and communities, in
contrast, the “local” community—with a sense of nostalgia for the ideal community—is
emphasized and thought to possibly be the third place for fathers who work outside the
neighborhood. The 1998 Annual Report by the MHLW also argued for the importance of
people’s regaining a new sense of belonging to their communities, in which various
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voluntary and nonsystematic supports are facilitated to improve situations related to
childrearing, as in the prewar “original” communities.169 While this goal was achieved in
various forms, including Family Support Centers established municipally by the MHLW
that provide family daycare, those who are involved in the service of family daycare tend
to be women who have finished with their own childrearing. The comment by the woman
described above, however, suggests that the absence of men in their prime naturalizes the
presence of women and their connections in their local communities. Furthermore, other
diverse lifestyles than that of salarīman fathers, such as self-employed men, become
shadowy behind the discourse that juxtaposes women actively involved in communities
and salarīman absent in there. In the linkage between papa-tomo and community in the
ikumen movement of Midorisato, an ideal town (machi) is imagined (Anderson 1983),
where fathers and the connections among them can be a crucial contribution to the town .

Papa-tomo, mama-tomo and gender differences
During my fieldwork, I heard that fathers sometimes talk about their children with their
coworkers, and that papa-tomo must also be meeting a need since, according to one
television program, it was beginning to spread all over the country.170 Despite this vision
in which fathers would actively raise their children in the community, however, many
people with whom I talked had the idea that it is difficult for men to make friends the way
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MHLW. “The 1998 Annual Report on Health and Welfare” (Kōsei Hakusho).
http://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei_hakusho/hakusho/kousei/1998/dl/02.pdf.
170
“Būmu ni matta! Mōichido ‘ikumen’ o kangaeru” (Hang about the boom! Rethinking ‘ikumen’). Asaichi,
NHK, April 17, 2013.
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mama-friends do, attributing this to gender differences. A woman in her thirties
commented:
Example 5:
Demo::, a, iru n desu ka? Nanka, mama-tachi tte, heejitsu no mama-tachi da to aisatsu
toka shite koo hanashitari toka suru ja nai desu ka. Demo papa-tachi tte, nanka
[laughter] minna bimyoona kyori o toru kara, anmari uchi no shujin mo soo na n desu
kedo, sugoi shai de hanasu no ga nigate na n de, tokuni sooiu toki ni papa dooshi no
kaiwa wa nai tte itte mashita. Sorezore koo asonde ru kanji de. Un. Mama-tachi da to
kekkoo shiranai hito dooshi de mo shabettari toka shimasu yo ne? Papa-tachi wa anmari
nai mitai desu kedo. Ato wa, un, nai kana… Atowa, ano, nan daroo, anmari hito no inai
kooen o erande itte iru tte itte mashita [laughter]. Nanka hitozukiai ga tabun anmari
tokui ja nakutte, inai tokoro no hoo ga, nan daroo, kokochiii n deshoo ne.
Bu:t, well, are there any papa-friends? You know, mothers greet each other and have
chats on weekdays, right? But fathers are all, well [laughter], they all take a slight
distance, and my husband’s like that too. He’s very shy and not good at conversing, so
he was saying that there are no special conversations among fathers on such occasions at
parks…. And, well, you know, he was saying that he chooses parks where not many
people are [laughter]. Since he’s probably not very good at dealing with people, I guess
he probably feels, you know, confortable when there are no people around.

In talking about childrearing in the community, she describes fathers, including
her own husband, as “all tak[ing] a slight distance,” juxtaposing them with mothers, who
are generally thought to be more sociable, although concerns of mothers about making
and dealing with friends have been a recurring topic in magazines, online forums, and in
the media, too.171 Childrearing by men and women in the community is, nevertheless,
often discussed in terms of stereotypical gender differences, as noted earlier. A graphic
designer and a stay-at-home father in his forties, who is also the representative of a
branch of an NPO for men’s childrearing, commented:

171

Although mothers often interact with other mothers, sometimes building a relationship as mama-friends
is also thought to be difficult. For example, in an event for inexperienced mothers that was sponsored by an
NPO, the organizers explicitly encouraged the female participants to exchange cellphone numbers and
email addresses in order to help their relationships continue.
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Example 6:
So, sore wa ne, arimasu yo ne. Ne, minna sore omotte ru to omou n desu yo ne. Kodomo
kawaii shi, kodomo kakawari mochitai n da kedo mo. De, hahaoya tte ano hontoo
umareta ato, ano, kankee tsukuru no sugoi umai shi, suki ja nai desu ka? “Mama-tomo”
mitai na, kanji de, akachan, ma, ano sankyuu totte ru mama-tachi ga atsumatte kodomotachi no hanashi shitari toka tte iu no ga, sumuuzu ni dekiru n desu yo ne. Motomoto ma
josee tte, sooiu no umai shi. Dansee motomoto ne, dokuritsushin ga (wa) tsuyokattari
suru naka de da shi.
Well, that’s, you know, right. You know, I think everyone is thinking so. They think their
children are cute, and they want to be connected with them. But, well, mothers are
really good at making relationships, and they like to do such things after they give birth,
right? Like “mama-friends,” babies, well, mothers who are taking parental leaves can
smoothly make it to gathering and talk about children or something. And women are by
nature good at those things. Men are, you know, by nature, have a strong sense of
independence….

As the excerpt shows, he also contrasts mothers, who, by nature, can smoothly create
good relationships with their mama-friends, and fathers, who are, by nature, have a strong
sense of independence. Likewise, a woman in her twenties and her husband in his thirties
discussed why mama-friends are more important than papa-friends when it comes to
gathering with other families:
Example 7:
1 Toda

Kekkyoku, danshi ga nakayoku natte mo, josee ga naka warui to moo seeritsu shinai
desu yo ne.
After all, friendship doesn’t hold if the women are on bad terms, even if the men
get friendly.
2 Oyama
A, sokka, sore wa soo desu ne. Ja, mazu onna no hito ga nakayokunatte…
Oh, I see. That makes sense. Then first women get friendly…
3 Toda
Dansee wa, ne, katteni ano sashisawarimonai kaiwa de naritatsu kara.
Men, you know, can just get by with superficial conversations.
4 Toda’s husband Otoko wa taishite hanasu koto nai desu yo.
Men don’t have much to talk about, you know.

Her comment suggests that mama-friends are more likely to be contributing to creating
ties in local communities, also hinting at the role that women are playing in helping men
make papa-friends. The Tokyo ward mayor, who took a parental leave in 2010, also
mentions in his book his experience of going to a childrearing support facility in his ward.
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He states that no men were there because it was a weekday, but since he went there with
his wife, he could “mingle with the circle of mama-friends (mama-tomo no wa) without
intruding. Hott [Whew]. I heard that there are some papas on Saturdays” (Narisawa
2010:90). All these comments highlight popular discourses of childrearing that depend on
differences in gender relations. They also suggest that such discourses and stereotypes, in
turn, help construct (views of) social spaces for childrearing in the community.

Childrearing as men and for men mediated through women
As noted earlier, many classes that specifically target fathers have started to be offered by
various municipalities and NPOs. As also noted in Chapter 2, in 2009, an NPO for fathers’
childrearing, called Fathering Japan, opened a fee-based school named Fazāringu
Sukūru and subtitled, “The birth of Japan’s first fathers’ school” (Nihon hatsu no,
chichioya gakkō tanjō). Perhaps analogous to would-be brides classes (hanayome gakkō
(kyōshitsu)), which have provided instruction to unmarried women in how to cook and
sew and so forth since early Meiji, and to would-be grooms classes (hanamuko gakkō),
which started more recently and which reflect difficulties of finding a wife (Komuro
1991:19), the then-representative of that NPO insisted during an event that fathers needed
to learn how to take care of babies. As mentioned previously, in my city, Papa Sukūru
Midorisato was offered in 2012, which was a series of six classes held on Sundays for
fathers with children below school age. The classes included instruction in reading
picture books, finger games, time management, cooking, and finance, among other topics.
The organizer of the class, quoted earlier, also talked about one objective of the classes:
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Example 8:
Sooiu koe ga imamade otoko-tachi wa yutcha ikenai tte omotteta no yo ne. Motto ko ni
kakawaritai no wa. Memeshii toka tsuma ni shiri ni shikareru toka iwareru n ja nai? Sore
ga yatto, ma, Yoshida-san tachi ga koe agete, imamade naka ni himeteta mono ga, a,
“Yutteii n da” tte yuu fuu ni, ima, dashite, detekite, dehajimete ru. Demo Midorisato
madamada sukunai kara, sooiu no ippai fukidashichau, fukidasasechaoo to omou wa ne.
Un.
Men have thought that they couldn’t utter such a voice. That they want to deal with their
children more. They thought that they would be thought to be feminine or completely
under their wifes’ thumbs. That, the feeling that was suppressed inside until now, after all,
well, has come out, begun to come out, started to come out, like “It’s okay that we say
that” with the help of Yoshida-san [the then-representative of Fathering Japan] and
others who raised their voices. But since it’s still small in Midorisato, I think I will
verbalize, help them verbalize such things.

Her comment that she wants to “help them verbalize” fathers’ voices suggests
how such a class that is designed for fathers is aimed at “liberating” fathers and creating
spaces for childrearing in society, despite an ideology of masculinity in Japan that
assumes men are supposed not to be involved in feminine work, including raising
children, as described in Chapter 3. She continued, talking about an advantage of the
class—which is that mothers can accompany fathers:
Example 9:
1

Fujita

2

Oyama

3

Fujita

Ma, ano, sorekara ne, Papa sukuuru de kufuu shita toki wa ne, tabun otoko no hito wa
konai daroo to. Jibun no kaisha no ne, gyooseki o nobau tame ni toka, IT o doo suru ka
toka sooiu kooza wa moo toozen kuru n deshoo kedo mo, ano jibun no ikikata o kangaeru
nante kooza ni ne, “Sonna koto dekite ru kara ii yo” tte, konai daroo to omotta no ne.
Sokode kufuu shita no ga mama mo doohan ookee ni shita no. De, mama, papa dake de,
ano, kooza o kiita hoo ga ii toki ni wa, mama wa doraifurawaa o shitari, meekuserapii o
shitari, un, ma, tsukisoi de.
Well, and we thought probably men wouldn’t come when we were shaping Papa School.
They would surely come to classes about racking up profits for their companies, and
dealing with IT or such, but they wouldn’t come to classes for thinking about their ways of
being, and would say, “No thanks, as I’m all set on that count.” So we devised it so that
mothers can accompany them. And mothers, you know, when the class is suitable only to
papas, we made it so that mothers can learn dried flowers and make-up therapies, yes, at the
same time.
Soo desu yo ne::.
I see the point.
Soshitara ne, kekkoo demo papa dake de mooshikonda hito mo 3, 4-nin imashita kedo ne.
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4

Oyama

5

Fujita

6

Oyama

7

Fujita

Then, rather, but, there were three or four fathers who applied alone.
Soo na n desu ne::.
Is that so?
Daitai ga ne…
But most of them are…
||Ja gojibun de mite?
||By looking at the advertisement themselves?
||Soo daroo ne, mama tsuki da ne. Un. Sore de mo ii n ja nai no? Ne, kyoo no kooza doo
datta toka itte uchi de komyunikeeshon torereba. Sorewa sorede ii desu yo.
||I think so, with mothers. Yeah. But wouldn’t that still be good? You know, if they can
communicate with each other by talking together at home about how the class today was or
things like that. That’s good on its own.

As the comment indicates, although the targets of the class are fathers, and the
objective is to educate them to be more actively involved in childrearing, the class makes
use of women’s power (Ueno 2008) by creating events that will attract women, which has
consequently succeeded in bringing together men who applied for the class together with
their wives.
Papa Suzume is also an event for fathers that is held at a childrearing support
facility in Midorisato. The facility, called Suzume, is usually open only on weekdays,
when mothers visit, but it specifically offers this event for fathers on a Saturday once
every three months, and it is called “Papa” Suzume. In addition to another event that the
facility offers monthly, Odekake Suzume ‘Going-out Suzume,’ as the names suggest,
Papa Suzume is a special event, compared to the regular space of Suzume for mothers.
When I went to observe one of the events for fathers, a young female daycare worker
who was in charge, Noriko-sensei, asked me to observe them somewhere from the corner
of the room as fathers would be nervous in this unfamiliar situation. In fact, when
introducing themselves using a picture that showed their feelings from that morning that
each of them drew, a father admitted that before the event, he was worried about how it
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would go, and another said that he was feeling a little nervous at that time. Noriko-sensei
also said to me that the facility would love to have fathers in their usual weekday space,
but efforts to attract men have not been successful, and thus they open the space on
Saturdays for fathers so that they can observe and play with their children as much as
possible. According to their website, “mothers are welcome, too,” at this event (“okāsan
mo goissho ni dōzo”), and when I observed the event, there were four fathers, two of
whom came with their wives.
The presence of mothers at the event for father and child, thus, emphasized
naturalized gender behaviors and roles. During the event, for example, a boy whose
father was holding him continuously trying to escape and get to his mother, who was also
present there. Similarly, the roles of fathers are constructed, with them being rather shy
when playing with their children at least in public, but being capable of doing dynamic
activities with their children. For example, Noriko-sensei spoke to the fathers before
introducing some nursery songs, saying, “We’d like you to enjoy yourselves through your
[fathers’] own dynamic” (Otoosan nara de wa no dainamikkuna kanji de). She also said a
little later that she was beginning to hear the fathers’ voices, too, so she suggested that
they all sing the song again so that she could hear them more. After singing a song that
involved a rather difficult activity, she commented that such an activity should be done
by fathers because it was too tough for mothers.
The event also included a session involving several quizzes that included a
question asking whether the fathers thought of themselves as ikumen. Three out of four
fathers thought that they were. At the end of the event, the childcare worker commented,
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“Many people who are really like ikumen came. Thank you.” As these comments suggest,
this event on the one hand encourages fathers to engage in dynamic activities with their
children, which men are supposedly capable of doing. The treatment of fathers at this
event is in accordance with the findings in previous studies that fathers are more likely to
play with their children than takes care of them, both as an expectation and as an actual
parenting practice (e.g., Funahashi 1999).172 In other words, a discourse of a new style of
fatherhood that ends up stressing maleness is created, and perhaps such a
commonsensical discourse is shared and verified by the receivers’ forming a sense of
solidarity toward “shared parenting.” On the other hand, this event hints at the
involvement of mothers and the work that they do at such father-targeted events.
Among other similar events that were exclusively aimed at men, there was one held
at a university, a round-table discussion among fathers that I was not allowed to observe.
One of the reasons they gave was that a woman’s presence—even as an observer—might
prevent the men from having an atmosphere in which it was easy to talk, and that it
would be troublesome if there were more women—including the lecturer and
organizers—than men. All in all, these examples show how efforts have been made to
extend the social spaces of childrearing for fathers, by helping them “liberate” themselves
and by encouraging them to be ikumen with a new view toward “feminine” masculinity,
which is partly made possible through women. Gender differences in childrearing were

172

See Kokuritsu Josei Kyōiku Kaikan (National Women’s Education Center). 2005. “2004-2005 An
International Comparative Survey on Home Education” (Heisei 16-nendo, 17-nendo, Katei Kyōiku ni
Kansuru Kokusai Hikaku Chōsa Houkokusho). Accessed August 8, 2013.
http://www.nwec.jp/jp/data/report_page16.pdf.
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recurrently emphasized, and thus inadvertently reproduced.173 To sum up, these examples
suggest that in the effort to empower men in their new field of expertise, women were
appropriated and turned into mediators, as previous studies also have found (Kaufman
1999; Wall and Arnolds 2007). This phenomenon hints at a shift in the organization of
social spaces for childrearing between women and men on the one hand, and the
delineation of the division of labor by gender, on the other hand, which is still naturalized
and reproduced in the new spaces, possibly creating a more or less comfortable discourse
of fatherhood that stresses maleness.

Men’s childrearing and the words otoko, danshi, or menzu for “men”
As I have described earlier, features of “traditional manliness” are to a certain extent
emphasized in local social spaces of childrearing, such as that fathers have bigger hands
to bathe babies more comfortably, as was repeatedly stated at the prenatal classes, and
that fathers are capable of playing with their children in more dynamic ways than mothers.
Another example of this kind is worries by experts on childbearing and childrearing
about ikumen’s behavior. At the municipal prenatal class, for example, a midwife asked
the male participants if they had thought about what ikumen were when she was asked a
question by a young man about how he could support his wife. After prefacing her
173

In another new social space for fathers, at a local daycare center I observed, a father was also thought
not to be careful enough. A mother complained to another mother that she had a lot of luggage because her
husband “left clothes that were unused [and thus should be taken home] when he [papa] came to pick the
kid up.” Of course, as seen here, fathers’ childrearing practices do not always follow gender stereotypes.
Some daycare workers at the daycare center talked about another father because he showed meticulous
consideration for his child. As a daycare worker put it, the father “tells her his child’s condition in detail
every morning,” who “totally knows about his daughter” (zenbu jukuchi shite iru mon ne). It happened
every morning, so I often saw the father waiting for the daycare worker of the day to be available to talk to
him, and once he also spoke to me about his child, mistaking me for a daycare worker there.
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comment with a remark that she believed that men who were there were all ikumen, she
stated her opinion that being an ikumen did not mean worrying about small things
together with the mothers, for example, worrying about the proper angle at which to hold
a baby. She said that mothers were more delicate physiologically, so the fathers should
support them by saying, “Everything is fine.” Likewise, the female organizer of Papa
School, mentioned earlier, also commented, “it’s troublesome to have two mothers at
home, yeah. I’ve seen homes that have fathers who are like mothers” (ano, mama ga ie ni
futari ite mo komaru no yo ne, un. Moo mama mitai na papa ga dekite ru ouchi ga atte).
A former daycare worker in her fifties, who currently administers after-school care for
children in Midorisato, also remarked on the role that men are expected to take in raising
children:
Example 10:
Watashi wa yappri otoko no hito tte, sooiu tachiba de, un kosodate ni onna no hito to
onaji tachiba de kosodate o suru n de wa nakute, otoko to shite, otoko no mesen de no
kosodate tte iu no ga dekireba ii no kana:: tte omotta n desu ne. Un. Un. Dakara, maa
sooiu nante iu no kana, okusan ga gyaagyaa itte iru toki ni, “Soo da yo ne, soo da yo ne,
boku mo soo omou yo ne” tte iu n ja nakute, sore o chotto koo chigau tachiba de, un,
hanashi o shite kureru, kosodate ni taishite mo, un. Sooiu, sooiu ikumen de atte hoshii
kana, un, omoimasu ne.……Watashi wa yappari sonohito-tachi ga kosodate no, o, nante
iu no kana, otoko to shite no kosodate o hasshin shite tte moraitai na tte omoimasu yo
ne. Un.
I thought that after all, it would be nice if men can be involved in raising children, not
raising children from the same position as women, but in such a position, yeah, in raising
children, as men, through their own eyes. Yeah, yeah. So, well, how to say, men who
are not like, “That’s right, that’s right, I agree with you,” when their wives loudly
complain, but who can talk from a different position, yeah, in raising children too, yeah. I
think, yeah, I’d like them to be such, such ikumen. ……. After all, I’d like those people
to transmit childrearing, how should I put it, childrearing as men. Yeah.

Such a view that covertly emphasizes manliness in childrearing can be
highlighted through the use of the word otoko for “men,” as seen in the comment by the
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woman above “childrearing as men” (otoko to shite no kosodate) and “through men’s
own eyes” (otoko no mesen de). In fact, Japanese has lots of words that mean “men,”
including the “traditional” otoko of Japanese origin, the Sino-Japanese words dansei,
danshi, and danji; the English man (used in compounds, as in sararīman ‘salaried
worker’), and the newer words men (used in compounds, as in ikumen) and menzu (used
alone as the plural of man).174 In the ikumen movement, danshi and menzu are more often
used or expected, because they evoke newer images of men. For example, as mentioned
in Chapter 2, the word ikumen, written in katakana, is an abbreviation of ikuji suru menzu
‘lit. men who raise children.’ Menzu here consists of English “men” and the English
plural suffix –s (pronounced in Japanese as [zu]), and is the Japanese-version of the
plural form of the English “man,” as also seen in the words ikemen ‘good-looking men’
and kajimen ‘men who do household work.’
Danshi (and danji), on the other hand, in general means boys and is most
frequently used to separate children by gender at school, but according to a Japanese
thesaurus, it is a slightly old word and emphasizes “manly values” and is often used with
the connotation of “excellent men” in exaggerated expressions (Shogakukan Jisho
Henshūbu 2003). Danshi is, for example, used in the saying “Men should not go into the
kitchen” (Danshi chūbō ni hairazu), and danji is used in the word “traditional Japanese
male” (Nippon danji). More recently, however, danshi has come to be used to
characterize new types of masculinities, with a connotation of more neutral images of
174

According to Ruigo Reikai Jiten (Shogakukan Jisho Henshūbu 2003), “otoko” is in general commonly
used; “dansei” is more formal than “otoko” and usually means adult men. “Otoko,” “dansei,” “danshi,”
“danji,” and “man” have their equivalents for women, that is, “onna,” “josei,” “joshi,” “joji,” and “ūman,”
respectively, whereas there are no counterparts among women for “men” and menzu,” such as “uīmen” and
“uīmenzu.”
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men that do not conform to past ideas about gender, as Horikoshi also points out.175 As
mentioned in Chapter 3, it is used in such characterizations of men as sōshokukei danshi
‘herbivorous men,’ bentō danshi ‘men who make and bring their own lunchboxes,’ and
danshi gohan ‘men’s cooking,’ among others.
For example, a male celebrity who wrote a cookbook with a male cook juxtaposes
danshi and otoko in the preface to their book. He says that this book is about “danshi
gohan,” not “otoko gohan,” as both the cook and he do not have “that much machismo”
(sorehodo no otokopposa), and thus they do not cook naked except for their G-strings
(fundoshi itchō) in front of the raging waves of the Sea of Japan (Nihon kai no aranami),
nor do they go fishing and beat a Japanese drum before the dishes are done; instead, they
cook while making small talk (kudaranai hanashi) and wearing regular underwear (futsū
no pantsu), and smack their lips in front of the gentle waves (Kokubun and Kentaro
2009:2). By exaggerating the traditional images of manliness with otoko, this passage
locates danshi as being laid-back and modern men.176
Connoting more neutral and modern images, danshi is also used in relation to
male involvement in childrearing. In 2009, an advertisement agency, Dentsu Inc., coined
the word papadanshi—fathers who are “highly motivated in childrearing” (kosodate ni
iyokuteki)—and positioned them as the driver for the childrearing market from then on. A
male fashion magazine also uses papadanshi in relation to men’s cooking in its
introductory phrase for the pages that record snapshots of ordinary men found in town:
175

Horikoshi, Hidemi. “Edo no papadanshi-tachi” no maki” (On “papadanshi in the Edo period”).
Bunkakei mama-san daiarī (A diary of a liberal arts mama). vol. 46. Accessed July 4, 2012.
http://webmagazine.gentosha.co.jp/mama/vol218_mama.html.
176
In addition, recently, danshi has started to be used alone in ordinary conversations to describe men. As
an informant put it, “Ima no danshi tte kanari rakkii ja nai?” (Men nowadays are fairly lucky, aren’t they?).
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Where is “MR. Men’s Lee”? “Men should not go into the kitchen” is already old!
Papadanshi (=MR. Men’s Lee), who cherish their time with their families by playing
with their children and helping household work, are increasing one after another. We
introduce nice Men’s Lee whom we met! [Men’s LEE November 2011:140]

As these examples show, since the late 2010s, such words as papadanshi, and more
commonly ikumen, as well as danshi itself and menzu—more neutral words than otoko
and the old usage of danshi—have popularly been used to describe new styles of
masculinities and fatherhood, including the caring aspects of raising children. This shift
in the use of words for “men” suggests a shift in views of masculinity and fatherhood,
which index modernity and a higher social class, and further, being Western, with the use
of English in words such as menzu and ikumen.
Otoko, in contrast, is used in old words and sayings that emphasize manly values
to some extent, as seen in sayings such as “Ruin a man’s reputation” (Otoko no koken ni
kakawaru) and “one’s worth as a man” (Otoko no kaishō), as described in Chapter 3. As
the comment by the former daycare worker described above shows, such a connotation of
the word is appropriated in the new social spaces for fathers, where fathers are
encouraged to exhibit “manliness” at least in spirit by doing men’s (otoko no)
childrearing. A woman in her thirties—who was in charge of creating a booklet for
fathers as part of a municipality project for fathers’ childrearing—told me that they
named the booklet “Men’s Childrearing” (Otoko no Kosodate) without including the
word ikumen, as there were fathers who have negative images of the word because, for
example, it creates a special label for what they think is natural to do, or because the label
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is obtrusive (oshitsukegamashii).177 She went on to say that the creators of the booklet
thought that if it had the title “Otoko no Kosodate”—with otoko having a larger font and
in Gothic to appeal to men’s tastes—then it would sound and look more familiar to
fathers and they would more likely pick it up, thinking, “That’s my story” (Ore no
hanashi da). She added that that kind of use of the word resembles other recent examples,
such as Otoko no Ryōri (Men’s Cooking) for a book title that emphasizes manliness, in
contrast to the title mentioned above Danshi Gohan (Men’s Food). Such emphasis is also
seen in the subtitle of a new male parenting magazine called FQ Japan, which is subtitled
“The Bible for Men’s Childrearing from the U.K” (Otoko no Ikuji Baiburu from U.K.).
As these examples show, the word otoko is used in this manner, by stressing the
difference of being men’s, and by their being proud of the fact that they can do things
well even in realms that were traditionally believed to be women’s work, such as cooking
and childrearing. In other words, again, otoko is appropriated because in that way, men
might be more easily aligned with “feminine” work. Such a stress placed on the word
men’s, however, in turn, delineates naturalized gender behaviors. There are no similar
words that express the meaning of femaleness, so there are no ikuūmen, mamajoshi (joshi
being a female equivalent of danshi),178 or onna no kosodate ‘women’s childrearing,’ and
even if they existed, they would sound awkward. This fact reflects that, for example, the
word papadanshi—while evoking new styles of fatherhood—paradoxically highlights
that the default of manhood is not to be involved in childrearing. Debates that emphasize
177

“Otoko no Kosodate in Midorisato: Otoko no Kosodate Handobukku” (Men’s Childrearing: A
Handbook for Men’s Childrearing). January 2012.
178
Horikoshi, Hidemi. “Edo no papadanshi-tachi” no maki” (On “papadanshi in the Edo period”).
Bunkakei mama-san daiarī (A diary of a liberal arts mama). vol. 46. Accessed July 4, 2012.
http://webmagazine.gentosha.co.jp/mama/vol218_mama.html.
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paternal rights—such that fathers should “show dignity and socialize children”—have
time and again emerged before (Nakatani 1999; Ohinata 2000; Taga 2005) and this
orientation in part does deny the notion of the division of labor according to gender (Taga
2005).179 Appropriation of manliness into the word otoko, however, seems to follow a
similar emphasis on “paternal rights” and gendered divisions of labor in childrearing.
Simultaneously, the shadow of manly fatherhood and of absent fathers still strongly
shapes discourses of childrearing in practical situations too, despite the social objective of
shared parenting and gender equality. Traditional manliness is paradoxically appropriated
as stylization (Bakhtin 1980) and as a tool for empowerment for fathers in the new
characterization of modern fatherhood.

Community of solidarity
This section has explored how local social spaces for childrearing are constituted
primarily based on the ideology of gendered divisions of labor and behaviors. I have
described how the names and introductory remarks pertaining to events and classes for
parents, as well as the actual practices in them, have in part shaped those social spaces for
childrearing, by naturalizing mothers as the default caretakers of children and making
these spaces a women’s world. I have also described how efforts to involve fathers in
childrearing have been made, often by flattering, inducing, and celebrating fathers for
being ikumen, no matter how and how much they are (or are going to be) actually
179

According to Taga (2005:51), both discourses of fatherhood as “authority” and as “caregivers” claim
that “fathers lack…….” and thus they are expected to “return” to home to what have been thought to be
“women’s spheres.” In this sense, both discourses in part deny the idea of the gendered division of labor,
while not expecting mothers to become breadwinners even in the model of fathers as caregivers.
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involved in raising their children. In other words, the term ikumen is positively imposed
on (would-be) fathers. The stereotypes of gender behavior have also shaped the nature of
(social spaces for) childrearing in local communities, in part alienating fathers from those
spaces. Despite the new labeling of men who do childrearing as ikumen or danshi, I have
also argued that manliness, or men’s (otoko no) childrearing, is often expected of fathers,
along the lines of discussion about paternal rights, despite the objective of gender
equality, to help men to enter the “feminine” realm of social life. Due to the heteroglossic
nature of speech (Bakhtin 1981), in which our speech is always shadowed by others’
speech, manliness, such as fathers’ “big hands” and their “dynamic” childrearing styles,
is often reiterated. I have argued that such a discourse of ikumen is received as
commonsense, and understood as a measure new fathers can resort to in order to become
more involved in childrearing.
To put it differently, such a discourse creates a new sense of community. Previous
studies have problematized the concept of a “community” that assumes a physical
boundary and the homogeneity of the members within it, and that erases the struggles and
social relations produced within it (Anderson 1983; Pratt 1987). This has led to
discussions about new forms of community, for example, that are created in cyberspace
among Eritrean exiles, where struggles are expressed and knowledge is produced about
the nation (Bernal 2005); a radio discourse in Zambia that integrates a sense of
community into people’s everyday lives by decontexualization and recontexualization
(Spitulnik 1997); and Starbucks, where middle-class Americans share a naturalized and
commercialized experience through “coffeetalk” (Gaudio 2003). Jackson (2008)
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illustrates how different linguistic registers used in political oratory and cartoons create
the public’s sense of belonging and index larger macro-institutional shifts. She shows
how a community of solidarity is practiced “as an agentive process and object of ideology”
(231) and through ratification by the audience. Exemplifying a politician’s use of a
proverb, she argues (221):
memories become lodged in proverbs and so contribute to the establishment of a sense of
community with shared norms and ideologies for interpreting and meaningfully
transferring the valence of yesterday’s sign to today’s sociopolitical issues, without
appearing to do so. In this position, they do great work to shape public opinion vis-à-vis
evaluations of social situations, by means of a monologic third-party intrusion, the
immutable presence and voice of the ancestors.

The emphasis on manliness in the ikumen movement in Midorisato similarly
suggests “a sense of community with shared norms and ideologies” among parents and
experts of childbearing and childrearing, created through the familiar characterization of
men. Such a discourse of men is too naturalized for listeners to be aware of and thus ends
up constructing a shared, understandable, or acceptable role and position of men involved
in childrearing without even intending to do so. Likewise, again, due to the heteroglossic
nature of speech (Bakhtin 1984:198), such words are “decontextualized” and
“recontextualized” (Bauman and Briggs 1990), and reproduced by the animator’s
agentive but unintentional practice.
While this new sense of community might be created among parents, the traditional
sense of community is appropriated in the ikumen movement, too. I have shown that the
idea of papa-tomo ‘papa-friends’ and the ikumen movement were considered as the
driving force of changing the community (chiiki, or kyōdōtai), which was thought to have
once existed and have helped raise children. Whether the unit is the city, town, district in
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a town, or an apartment building, this idea of chiiki is naturalized and imagined. As
Anderson (1983) puts it, “it [the nation] is imagined because the members of even the
smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear
of them, yet in the minds of each lives the images of their communion” (6, emphasis in
the original). By emphasizing the link between men in childrearing and the community,
the contributions that women make to the “community” and that men make through
lifestyles other than that of salarīman fathers are also taken for granted, despite the fact
that male involvement in childrearing has been in part mediated by women. The situation
then may indicate a transition in the social spaces of childrearing, while simultaneously
highlighting that existing gender relations have not been improved.

6.3 Fatherhood in the Mass Media and Consumption
I have described in the previous section how the modern idea of motherhood and
fatherhood is naturalized in local social spaces for childrearing, emphasizing gendered
divisions of labor despite an ideal of a gender-equal society in the ikumen movement. In
this section, I turn my focus to the mass media, specifically drawing on journalism
resources that include “caring” aspects of fathering, such as feature articles on fathers,
readers’ columns, advertising for nursery items in parenting magazines, and advertising
on the websites of online stores for nursery items. Parenting magazines that are on the
market target different types of readers, such as men with babies, parents with children
above elementary school age, and new types of mothers with babies whom I introduce in
Chapter 8, but advertisements of nursery items are predominantly shown in parenting
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magazines for (would-be) mothers, such as Hiyoko Kurabu, Tamago Kurabu, and Babymo. I thus examine magazines aimed at mothers that have a wide circulation and contain
a focus on fathers’ caregiving.180 While examining the gender relations that are
embedded in those media, I also focus on how such naturalized gender relations intersect
with the stylishness, convenience, and consumption of novel nursery items in our
consumer culture.
Snapshots of fathers in magazines for mothers
In Japanese magazines, it is a common practice for ordinary people to appear in articles
as “reader models” (dokusha moderu).181 In parenting magazines aimed at mothers,
ordinary babies, sometimes with their mothers, are introduced in many feature articles,
such as in articles about what mothers have in their diaper bags, or about mothers who

180

There are various kinds of parenting magazines in Japan, and the targets vary from mothers with babies
and toddlers (Hiyoko Kurabu ‘Chick Club,’ Baby-mo, tocotoco, etc.), to fathers with small children (FQ
Japan), to parents with babies and toddlers (AERA with Baby), to pregnant women (e.g., Tamago Kurabu
‘Egg Club’) and women who want to get pregnant (e.g., Akachan ga Hoshii ‘I Want a Baby’). Some target
parents with older children, such as mothers with elementary school children (edu), fathers with preschool
and elementary school children (Nikkei Kids+), and parents with children who are studying for middle
school entrance exams (President Family).
Magazines aimed at mothers with babies and toddlers under one and a half or two years old, in
particular, contain many advertisements for nursery items. I examined those magazines that have large
circulations: the monthly Hiyoko Kurabu (193,459 copies in 2011–2012), Tamago Kurabu (122,171 copies
in 2011–2012), both by Benesse, started in 1993, and the quarterly Baby-mo by Shufunotomosha started in
2002 (49,309 copies in 2011–2012), as well as the now discontinued Ohayō Akachan (Gakken 2004–2008)
(Japan Magazine Association) (Nihon Zasshi Kyokai). http://www.j-magazine.or.jp/data_002/w3.html). I
also examined magazines aimed at parents with babies and toddlers, AERA with Baby (circulation of
80,000). The issues investigated are June and September 2010; June, October, November, and December
2011; January, February, March, May, and June 2012; and May 2013 for Hiyoko Kurabu; August 2009,
November and December 2011; February 2012, and May 2013 for Tamago Kurabu; April 2010, December
2011, and February 2012 for Baby-mo; November 2004 for Ohayō Akachan; and June 2012 for AERA with
Baby.
181
According to Tendo (2002:61), parenting magazines shifted in the 1990s to describe new images of
fathers and actual childrearing based on readers’ participation, rather than presenting authoritative and
normative messages, reflecting the trend of “childrearing as enjoyment” (tanoshimu ikuji).
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are good at shopping.182 Recently, fathers with babies have also become visible in those
magazines. Those photographs may be (purported) snapshots taken in town, for example,
as seen in an issue of Hiyoko Kurabu, entitled “Snapshots of papas’ styles of carrying
babies: We’ve caught 20 ikemen papas ‘carrying babies’ on the go!” (Papa no dakko
sutairu sunappu: Odekakesaki de 20-kumi no “dakko” ikemen papa o kyatchi!) (October
2011:165–169).183
Photographs of fathers and small children in those magazines are also selected
through applications from readers who would like to appear in these publications.
Magazines recruit babies with their fathers as models, choosing from those who send
their photographs to the magazines with the aim of being introduced in different fatherrelated articles. For example, Baby-mo, which had a series of feature articles for fathers
called Papa-mo—subtitled, “We support papas’ childrearing!” (Papa no ikuji o ōen
shimasu!)—advertises its application as follows (Baby-mo April, 2012:153):

Example 11:
Uchi datte makete nai! “Wagaya no gojiman papa dai, dai, dai boshū!” …Jisen, mama kara no suisen
dochira de mo OK. Kosodate ni muchū no suteki papa goshōkai kudasai♪
I believe mine [my husband] is as good as yours! “We are looking for lots of papas who are the pride of
their homes.” … Self-recommendations and nominations from mamas are both OK. Please introduce to us
nice papas who are into raising their children ♪
182

“Mamabaggu no nakami sunappu” (Snapshots of the inside of mamas’ bags). Hiyoko Kurabu, June
2011:94-95; “Otokuna & kashikoi tatsujin mama 100-nin no kaimono gokui!!” (Good & wise shopping
sacrets by 100 adept mothers!!). Baby-mo, December 2011:32-33.
183
Not only parenting magazines, but also female fashion magazines aimed at young women with families,
such as Lee also sometimes features snapshots of families with children in town. Fathers with children are
also featured monthly in a men’s fashion magazine newly issued in 2010, Men’s Lee (the counterpart of
Lee), which is one of the official supporters of the Ikumen Project by the MHLW (Men’s Lee, November
2011:140). Official supporters are cooperatives, organizations, and individuals that have declared their
support for the Ikumen Project, which are listed on its website (Accessed on July 21, 2013. http://ikumenproject.jp/declaration/index).
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As the excerpt shows, the recruitment article starts with the voice of a wife, who
compares her husband to the husbands of other wives. The passage goes on to claim that
“mine [my husband] is as good as yours!” and mentions “papas who are the pride of their
home,” which suggest that fathers involved in childrearing are objects to show off, a
point of competition and of pride for wives, and that they are thought to be “nice papas
[husbands]” by being into childrearing. The advertisement states that fathers will be
appearing with their babies in projects about fathers in the magazine, which they claim to
be a “chance” (chansu)—“a chance to appear with your baby (bebī)!.”184 The
advertisement also notes that companies that sell nursery items are waiting to receive
applications from fathers who enjoy raising their children, as those companies not only
sell goods for childrearing for fathers but also place products in the marketplace that
reflect “fathers’ voices” (papa no koe), such as, “This product was suited to papas” (Papa
ga tsukatte yokatta) and “Even papas can use this” (Papa de mo tsukaeru!) (Baby-mo
April 2012:153).
Examples of the titles of feature articles on fathers with babies in these magazines
also highlight how fathers can raise their status by raising their children, which in turn
suggests naturalized gender roles.
Example 12:
1.

184

Chichi no hi kinen, Sugopapa jiman taikai: Akachan to no tanoshii seikatsu buri o tasen jisen

Being featured as a model in a magazine can be something to be proud of for some people. For example,
a blog post, commenting on a male friend who was featured in such a magazine article for fathers, says that
it was “amazing” (Heringi. “Bebi-mo no Papa-mo ni deru tte sugoi” (It’s amazing to be featured in Papamo in Baby-mo). March 16, 2009. Accessed August 8, 2013. http://ameblo.jp/heringi/entry10224874367.htm.
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Fathers’ day commemoration, Bragging contest for cool papas: Recommendations from others and
from fathers themselves for pleasant lives with babies
[Hiyoko kurabu June 2012:197]
2.

“Kosodate o tanoshimukei” papa no ichinichi ni mitchaku!
Getting close contact with papas who are of a “type that enjoys childrearing”
[Papa.mo Vol.36, Baby-mo, April 2012:138–139]

As the titles of these articles show, the articles with snapshots of fathers depict them as
the object of a “bragging contest,” because they are “cool,” and have “pleasant lives with
babies.” They are of the “type that enjoys childrearing” and their lives with their babies
are also the object of the magazines’ attention.
When the content of these articles is examined, in fact they feature not only
fathers who can skillfully deal with their babies, but also those who, for example, end up
falling asleep themselves before the babies fall asleep. The introduction of an article,
entitled “Bragging contest for cool papas” (Sugopapa jiman taikai) that features such a
father reads, “Every evening, he goes to sleep before our son,” followed by the Chinese
character for “cry” in parentheses, with a photograph of the father and his baby sleeping,
closely facing each other, with the baby’s hand on the father’s cheek (Hiyoko Kurabu
June 2012:197). The awkward behavior of this father is not necessarily admired either in
the article or by the man’s wife, but this type of incident can also be something of interest
and an apt presentation of a father. Moreover, the peaceful photograph also conveys a
heart-warming image of the interaction between the father and his baby, although this
may also be interpreted as an awkward blunder (Aronson, Willerman, and Floyd 1996)
even if it was about a mother . On the one hand, these presentations of both skillful
fathers and awkward fathers suggest that fathers with babies have ended up being objects
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of display in parenting magazines for women, irrespective of the ways and the extent to
which they are involved in childrearing.

Fathers’ voices in magazines for mothers
Readers’ columns have started to include fathers’ voices, too. For example, Hiyoko
Kurabu used to have the column “Hiyoko papagumi,” subtitled “Let us say something,
too!” (Ore-tachi ni mo iwasete!)—which uses a masculine form for “us,” ore-tachi, to
claim men’s participation in childrearing (September 2010: 232). This column is now
called “Hiyoko papa kurabu,” with the headline, “It’s not only mamas who raise children!”
(Ikuji suru no wa mama dake ja nai!) (June 2012:172), followed by an exclamation point.
Presumably, the headline expresses, on the one hand, fathers’ hurt feelings that are
caused by the editors of the magazine, the men’s wives, and/or society in general for—
again from the point of view of the magazine editors—excluding them from raising their
children and not allowing their voices to be heard. While revealing men’s upset feelings
toward mothers and society, on the other hand, the claim that “It’s not only mamas who
raise children!,” is predicated on the “traditional” images of “absent” fatherhood. Fathers
are presented in this column as “ikumen-papa who try to do their best from household
work to childcare,” and male efforts to do their best at home are admired. Such voices of
fathers are also treated as something interesting, as the column says that “readers may
hear fathers’ unexpected real feelings!?” (June 2012: 172).
Fathers’ voices that represent a contribution to this particular column, for example,
include statements like “I’m willingly changing diapers with poops!”(Unchi no
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omutsugae mo sossen shite shite imasu!) and “I took the baby for a vaccination!” (Boku
ga yobōsesshu ni tsurete ikimashita!). The magazine commented on the latter remark,
saying, “It’s impressive that a papa took his baby to the clinic” (Papa ga byōin ni tsurete
iku nante sugoi desu ne) (June 2012: 172). The exclamation marks here—whether they
were literally recorded or added by the magazine editors—indicate that fathers have a
sense of self-esteem because they are able to care for their babies. On the other hand, the
presentation of these remarks in the magazine and the emphasis on these caring aspects of
childrearing by fathers again suggest that they can have a voice, as new fathers, or as
ikumen.
To summarize, fathers depicted in parenting magazines for women show a shift in
the view of fathers and the ostensible “liberation” of fathers on the one hand. On the
other hand, the flattering of fathers and the fathers’ pride in these day-to-day tasks of
caring for their children to which an attention was paid suggest how the “absent father”
discourse, and in turn, the existing gender roles, are strongly naturalized; such parenting
practices after all would not be noteworthy news at all if it was about mothers.
Presentation of fathers in the magazines also hints at how ikumen are produced and
encouraged through journalistic forums and how they are sold for public consumption.
These kinds of feature articles are often found in parenting magazines for women—sold
in the section for female magazines at bookstores—whereas a magazine for fathers, FQ
Japan, for example, does not usually contain feature articles about ordinary fathers with
their photographs. Although fathers themselves may purchase female parenting
magazines and send photographs to the magazines, it is suggested that the direct targets
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of these articles are mothers, through whom fathers who are involved in childrearing
come to be visible and to have voices. On the one hand, then, childrearing for men is a
female discourse generated from women’s hope of making them be involved in
childrearing in order to ease the women’s burden, as has been the case since the first
appearance of feature articles about fathers in the 1970s (Takahashi 2008). On the other
hand, in these articles about fathers that highlight “happy family” images of the new
modern family with babies, only certain types and aspects of families are featured, as a
mother commented, while the more concealed aspects of child abuse, the raising of sick
or disabled children, or single parent families are erased. 185

Advertisements for nursery items in magazines for mothers
Advertisements for nursery items, such as diapers, formula, solid food, soap, or baby
carriers, are another site in which ideologies of childrearing and their possible shift can
be observed. As noted earlier, in the U.S. context, Kaufman (1999) has found that
advertisements for products on television commercials show gender differences. In the
advertisements of nursery items in Japan, too, gender plays a significant role, and the
association between mothers and babies is naturalized, as the examples below show:

Example 13:
1.

185

A diaper called Doremi (by Oji Paper Co., Ltd., now changed to Genki!):
Doremi wa mazu “Okāsan no kimochi ni chikazuku” koto kara hajimemashita. …Okāsan no shiten
kara umareta kimekomayakana “yasashisa” ga, doremi no sutāto rain desu.

Ohinata (1996:61) points out that childrearing has become fashionable partly through images of stylish
mothers and “always cheerful adorable babies” that are presented in women’s magazines, which has caused
mothers to be easily upset at and to avoid the day-to-day cares of childrearing.
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Doremi got its start from an attempt to “approach mothers’ feelings.” …The Dremi diaper started
with delicate “gentleness” born from mothers’ point of view. [Ohayō Akachan November 2004]
2.

A baby soap called Atopita (by Tampei Pharmaceutical Co.,Ltd.):
“Mama no te taoru” de, aratte ne. Yasashii mama no te to, kimekomayakana awa de, shikkari kea.
Toraburu hada no bebī no tame no awa sōpu desu.
Please wash with “mama’s hand towel.” It cares for babies’ skin properly with mama’s gentle hands
and the smooth foam. It’s a kind of foam soap for babies with sensitive skin. [Ohayō Akachan
November 2004]

In these advertisements, both mothers and the products are portrayed as being delicate
and smooth (kime komayakasa) and gentle (yasashii). Likewise, “mothers’ feelings” are
taken into consideration in developing diapers.
The combination of mothers and babies
One of the major companies for nursery items, called Combi (Konbi), took its name in
1968, wishing to be a company that supported the “combination of ‘mothers and babies’”
(‘Okāsan to akachan’ to iu kombi o ōen suru).186 In 2002, it adopted a new brand logo to
extend the combination to that of everyone who raises children, and babies. As the name
of this company shows, the combination of “(For) mothers and babies” is another
recurrent collocation in advertisements, as shown below:
3.

Nursery items (by Bean Stalk Snow Co.,Ltd.):
Kizuna o musubu chikara ni naritai. Akachan to okāsan no tame ni, nani ga dekiru no ka? Kono
omoi ga, Bean Stalk Snow no shuppatsuten desu. …… Bean Stalk Snow wa, akachan to okāsan no ai
no kizuna no oyaku ni tachitakute, iroiro na ikujiyōshōhin o teikyō shite imasu. ......Watashitachi no
negai wa, akachan to okāsan ni shinrai o otodoke suru koto. Korekara mo, akachan no kōfuku to
okāsan no yorokobi ni tsunagaru katsudō o tsuzukete mairimasu.
We would like to be something that strengthens ties. What can we do for babies and mothers? This
intention is the starting point for the Bean Stalk Snow. ……The Bean Stalk Snow offers various
nursery products because we want to help build bonds of love between babies and their mothers.
……Our wish is to deliver trust for babies and mothers. We’ll continue working for babies’
happiness and mothers’ joy from this point on. [Ohayō Akachan November 2004]
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Combi. Accessed August 6, 2013. http://www.combi.co.jp/company/brand.html.
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4.

Baby foods (by Meiji Co., Ltd.)
Sonna mama no omoi o ōen suru tame ni…Tetsubun tappuri menyū de, akachan oishii, mama
ureshii.
In order to support the feelings of mamas…Our iron-rich menu…delicious for babies, and making
mamas happy. [Hiyoko Kurabu September 2010]

5.

Baby carriers called Laqpit-first (by Combi Co.)
“Dakko o tanoshimō.” “Mama no futan o, koshi, kata, senaka no santen de bunsan suru kara,
rakuraku. Futari ga fureau jikan o, motto motto.”
“Let’s enjoy carrying babies.” “I can easily carry my baby as this carrier does away with the burden
for mothers on the hips, shoulders, and back. Let’s have more and more time when the two can
interact.” [Tamago Kurabu December 2011:6–7]

These advertisements emphasize the combination of babies and mothers, naturalizing the
combination, and at the same time erasing fathers. In particular, the advertisement by
Bean Stalk Snow (Excerpt 3) reiterates the connection between babies and mothers,
whose tie is the bond of love. Also, the juxtaposition of babies who enjoy the taste of the
food with mothers who feel happy because of them should be noted. This juxtaposition,
in turn, creates risks in imposing on mothers the need to provide motherly love on the one
hand, while implying an ideology of motherhood that is judged and fulfilled through
children on the other hand (Koyama 1994:31–32; Ueno 1994:194).
As described in detail in Chapter 3, gender equality has been debated,
incorporated into policies and actions, and is said to be improving. In particular, in the
ikumen movement, the active involvement of males in childrearing and role-sharing
inside the home has become more common, and is treated as if it were the new default
style of conjugal couplehood. The tie between mothers and children that is stressed in the
advertisements described above is, however, not an old portrayal, but instead appears
consistently in advertisements for nursery items that are found on many pages of
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parenting magazines (although I am not sure whether this is the case because the
magazines are aimed at women). As I describe below, recent advertisements for nursery
items include or focus attention on fathers, in addition to or rather than mothers,
suggesting a shift in the ideology of fatherhood. However, the recurrent presentation of
the tie between the mother and child in advertisements for nursery items underscores how
these companies that sell these nursery items take that tie for granted, even implicitly
denying fathers’ active roles in childrearing.

Fathers as caregivers for children and supporters of mothers
In her study of advertisements related to childbirth in Singapore, Lazer (2000) shows that
in parallel with conservative images of men, egalitarian images are also depicted, with
fathers interacting with their newborn babies and actively taking on caring roles, which
were visually represented as their “cradling, intently gazing, and sweetly smiling at the
baby” often with the father’s close-up photograph (381). She describes how, in another
advertisement, shared parenting is suggested through the visuals, with a father and a
mother of about the same size who are pushing a stroller together. Although mothers and
babies are the most frequently used combination in advertisements for nursery items in
Japanese magazines, as shown in the examples above, fathers also appear in more recent
advertisements. For example:
6.

Formula called Rakuraku kyūbu (by Meiji Co., Ltd.):
Fukuro kara pon to ireru dake da kara, keiryō irazu de koborenai. Papa mo ojīchan mo obāchan
datte kantan ni miruku zukuri ga dekiru…….Akachan to mama ga masumasu hohoemu
konamiruku desu.
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You just pop it into a bottle straight from the package, and no need to measure, and it’s spillproof.
From papas to grandfathers to grandmothers, everyone can easily make formula. ……It’s
formula that makes babies and mothers smile. [Hiyoko kurabu September 2010]

The product advertised in the excerpt above, Rakuraku kyūbu, consists of small cubes of
solidified formula. It has been produced since 2007, and it gained attention because of its
convenience, especially for times when parents want to go out with a baby, as it just
needs to be put from a package into a bottle, which is expressed by the onomatopoetic
sound pon and the word easily in the passage. As the advertisement shows, not only
fathers but also grandfathers and grandmothers are encouraged to prepare the formula,
which will cause the baby and mother to smile more and more. This emphasis on these
family members also being able to easily prepare the formula suggests the extension of
the role of caring for children to fathers and grandparents. The advertisement below
similarly depicts new styles of fathers as caregivers:
7.

Sterilizing liquid (Pigeon Co., Ltd.)
Papa ni makasete. Mirukupon ni makasete. (Picture of a father who is sterilizing a bottle)
Papa ga oppai agete kureru kara, kaji mo rakuraku! (His wife carrying the laundry speaks to him
feeding their baby).
Papa mo nikkori, mama mo nikkori, akachan mo nikkori.
Pijon wa ikumen ōen sengen kigyō desu.
Leave it to Papa. Leave it to Milkpon.
It’s so easy to do household chores, because my husband can give the baby formula.
Papas smile, mamas smile, and babies smile too. Pigeon is a company that supports ikumen.
[Tamago Kurabu December 2011:4–5]

The product Milkpon is a liquid that is used to sterilize bottles and dishes, and it is also
“fuss-free,” according to the website of Pigeon, and can thus be left to fathers, as the
advertisement puts it: “Leave it to Papa. Leave it to Milkpon.”187 The right page of the
advertisement depicts a father, wearing a striped apron, smiling and looking down as he
187

Pigeon. “Milkpon.” Accessed July 21, 2013. http://pigeon.info/products/item/index-80.html.
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washes a bottle with Milkpon, whereas the next page shows a photo of a father feeding
the baby while he sits on a sofa with a smile, as his wife walks by carrying the laundry
and says in a bubble: “It’s so easy to do household chores, as my husband feeds the baby
for me!” The advertisement depicts the father as a caregiver for the child, while the
mother, although she needs to do household chores, now has fewer burdens involved in
taking care of the child. The example I described earlier depicted only mothers and
babies who smile at each other while using a product, but this advertisement involves the
father, who also smiles, together with his wife and baby. Furthermore, the last line, in
which the company states its support for ikumen, creates a linkage between these caring
fathers and ikumen.
Yet another example of male involvement in childrearing that appears in
advertisements depicts fathers bathing their babies. In Japan, babies are recommended to
be bathed everyday and bathing babies has often been considered to be a fathers’ role.
8.

Baby soap (Pigeon Co., Ltd.)
Ganbare ofuro-ikumen
Ima kosodate o susunde tanoshimu papa o “ikumen” to iimasu ga,
korekara ikumen o mezasu nara, mazu, dekiru tokoro kara.
Osusume wa nan to itte mo, ofuro, desu.
Papa no ōkina te de, akachan o shikkari sasaete kireini
Aratte ageru. Papa ni shika dekinai hadaka no sukinshippu de,
Akachan mo saikō no egao o
Misete kureru hazu. Soshite,
Sono aida ni, mama mo ikuji o hitoyasumi……
Do your best, bathing-ikumen.
Now, papas who willingly enjoy childrearing are called “ikumen,”
But let’s start from what you can do if you are going to aim at ikumen from now on.
Our recommendation is, without hesitation, bathing.
You wash your baby by holding her tightly with papa’s [your] big hands.
Your baby should give you the best smile with that kind of physical contact that only papas can do.
And, mama [your wife] can take a little rest from childrearing in between…
[Hiyoko Kurabu December 2011:192–193]
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This baby soap is also a useful product, as it is foam, instead of liquid or solid, thus
making it easier to wash babies’ bodies and hair. Similar to the previous examples, the
advertisement also positions fathers as helpers of mothers, as is shown in its claims that
they can start from what they can do and aim for becoming ikumen and that they can give
their wives a break while they bathe their babies. The ad, on the one hand, encourages
and cheers on fathers aiming to be ikumen—insisting fathers’ specialty is that they can
create the kind of physical contact that only fathers are capable of with their “big hands.”
On the other hand, the phrase points to the fact that the primary caretaker is the mother,
who can take a rest only when fathers are bathing their babies—who have been
continuously working, as the phrase “takes a little rest” implies—although in reality,
mothers would likely have housework to do such as putting away and preparing the
babies’ towels and clothes. The advertisement uses most of the space to depict six pairs
of seemingly ordinary fathers holding their babies, all smiling in front of a bath tub,
whereas the image of the actual product is a small picture down in one corner.
These more recent advertisements suggest that fathers are encouraged to be
involved in the everyday care of their children by helping out mothers by using
convenient products to assist mothers. This is similar to the example of the advancement
of electric appliances in the twentieth century, which, according to Ueno (1994:183),
made male involvement in household work possible, eventually reducing and making the
work done by housewives or their status as housewives disappear, as described in more
detail in Chapter 3. In any case, although fathers are incorporated into day-to-day
childcare in these advertisements, they depict fathers as taking the role of assistants, as
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previous studies have also found (Inenaga 2012; Marshall 1991; Sunderland 2000, 2006),
suggesting yet again naturalized gender roles even with in the proliferation of images of
more proactive fatherhood and the ideal of gender equality.
In addition to the easiness and convenience of a product, being stylish is another
key to facilitating male participation in childrearing, and further, the consumption of
nursery items. This aspect is also exploited in advertisements of nursery items in which
fathers appear, as the following excerpt shows:
9.

Strollers of Color Plus series (which also have baby carriers and car seats) (by Combi Co.)
Yappa, seikai! Papa mo okiniiri! Color Plus.
……Akachan ni yasashiku, mama ni tsukaiyasui, soshite papa mo tsukaitakunaru aitemu ga
ippai…….
“Bebīkā wa chotto nā…” nante itteta noni, yasumi no hi wa “Sanpo itte kuru ne” to bebīkā
oshinagara tanoshisō. Yokatta ne, Color Plus ni shite.
Success! Papas love it! Color Plus.
……Color Plus includes a lot of items that are gentle to babies, are easy to use for manas, and make
papas want to use them, too.
Although he was saying, “I don’t think I want to push a stroller…” he looks like he is enjoying
pushing around a stroller on his day off, saying “I’m gonna out on a walk.” Good decision, wasn’t it,
that we chose Color Plus? [Tamago Kurabu February 2012:6–7]

The advertisement creates a story of how the father changed his opinion about using a
stroller—which we can guess is something that he was not willing to do, perhaps because
it is embarrassing for a man (otoko no kuse ni, mittomonai). It thus depicts how the
couple is satisfied with the stroller and baby carrier that are available in two colors, which
helps “make papas want to use them, too.” These stories are accompanied by
photographs: one depicts a father using a light green baby carrier, and his wife putting
one hand on his shoulder and the other on the baby, both of them smiling at each other.
The story about the stroller, on the other hand, is shown with a photograph of the father
in a striped shirt with the baby in a red stroller alone in a yard in front of a Western-style
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house. Likewise, four small photographs that describe Color Plus products—strollers,
baby carriers, car seats, and swing chairs—also include just the baby and the father,
looking like he is enjoying spending time with his child using new nursery items. It is a
recent phenomenon that these “stylish” products have become common in the market.
One father in his forties who was expecting a second child commented that there were
not many of those stylish items that we see now back then when he was raising his first
child seven years earlier. He continued, saying that for his second child, “he wanted items
that are stylish, but….” (oshare na no hoshii kedo ne…), implying that he and his wife
were not buying those because they already had old ones or because they were rather
expensive.
These advertisements suggest that efforts have been made at encouraging male
involvement in the caring aspect of childrearing by stressing “male” aspects and through
offering stylish nursery items. As such, new styles of fatherhood are embedded in
consumption and class. In our consumer culture, new nursery items, at least for some,
feed the desire for the products, as well as for looking and being seen as stylish. The
advertisements for nursery items shown in the magazines for women suggest that while
the combination of mothers and babies has been naturalized, this is also extending to
accommodating fathers, which is in part encouraged by convenient goods for helping
parents taking care of their babies, and in part by our consumer culture.
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Store advertisements for nursery items
Stores that offer nursery items, such as Akachan Honpo, also advertise their merchandise
by focusing attention on stereotypical manliness and mechanical prowess. Akachan
Honpo has a section in their online store called “Childbearing preparation goods for men,”
which has four subsections that advertise nursery items for men. In the subsection called
“Nursery items that papas can use, too” (Papa mo tsukaeru ikujiyōhin), babies’ nail
scissors and a kit for haircutting are advertised as “Papas too can use this” (Papa mo
OK!) even with “Papas’ big hands” (papa no ōkina te de mo).188 The repeated use of
“papas too” (papa mo) in these examples suggests that the primary user is still the mother,
as Inenaga (2012) also finds in a parenting magazine entitled NHK Sukusuku Kosodate. A
bubble from a father in the advertisement also says, “For household chores! For raising
children!! Ikumen papas are those who think they want to help as much as possible when
they think about mamas who are having a hard time!” (Kaji ni! Ikuji ni!! Taihen na mama
no koto o kangaeru to sukoshi de mo tetsudatte agetai to omou no ga ikumen na papa!).
While explicitly stating what ikumen-papas mean—helping with household chores and
showing an understanding of how mothers are having a hard time—the advertisement
positions fathers as being subordinate to mothers in childrearing.
Similarly, another subsection, “Personalize! Stroller” (Jibunryū! Bebīkā), also
emphasizes how the “Stylish stroller!” (Sutairisshu bebīkā!) is “Recommended for
ikumen!” (Ikumen ni osusume!) as “It’s easy to push even for papas, with large robust
wheels suitable for uneven surfaces and a high handle position!” (Dansa ni tsuyoi ōgata
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Akachan Honpo. Accessed April 17, 2012. http://shop.akachan.jp/shopping/r/rfor-men4.
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sharin to, takai handoru ichi de papa ni mo oshiyasui!).189 Likewise, in yet another
subsection, “Baby and child seats for papas’ taste” (Kodawari no! Bebī chairudo shīto),
a car seat is featured.190 It says, “It’s papas’ chance, as car seats are nursery items that
are also mechanical! (mekappoi ikuji guzzu da kara papa no deban!). It also adds, “Let’s
thoroughly check selection points and show papas’ specialty” (Erabu pointo o shikkari
chekku shite, koko wa papa no kodawari o miseyō).
In addition to the emphasis that “Papas can do it too,” these advertisements show
how they aim to awaken the interests of ikumen fathers in their nursery items, focusing
attention on their “mechanical” and manly aspects, where papas have a “chance” to be
superior to mothers while simultaneously pursuing objects that reflect their taste
(kodawari). Similar to the manliness that is expected of fathers in their new roles as
caregivers for children in the local social spaces described in the previous section, this
advertisement also claims that the mechanical aspect is naturally dealt with by men, while
appropriating this to facilitate purchases of these items, which, in turn, leads the men to
become ikumen. All in all, these advertisements relating to nursery items foreground how
fathers can show their masculine prowess and how stylish men look as fathers to feed
consumption by indirectly encouraging male participation in the feminine realm and
men’s becoming modern ikumen.

189
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Akachan Honpo. Accessed April 17, 2012. http://shop.akachan.jp/shopping/r/rfor-men2.
Akachan Honpo. Accessed April 17, 2012. http://shop.akachan.jp/shopping/r/rfor-men3.
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“I

DAD” and new technologies for childrearing

I have described how advertisements for nursery items depict fathers as (if) being
actively involved in the day-to-day care of children. In addition to these advertisements, a
logo, such as “I ♡ DAD” (and “I ♡ MOM”), written in English on baby clothes, bibs, or
pacifiers plays a role in extending social spaces, or the visibility, of childrearing. The
items with this particular logo were circulated by an American children’s apparel maker,
Carter’s Inc., as well as by Japanese apparel makers.191 Clothes that are sold in Japan
contain much English as a rule, but this is a new type of logo that could speak to people
who see it. A female sport player, who is married to another celebrity, for example,
shows a picture of her newborn baby wearing a bib with the “I ♡ DAD” logo, saying that
she had him try it on, although it was still too big. She also noted that she wanted him to
love his father.
Comments on this blog post include remarks that the contributors have the same
bibs, too; that the contributor could not help smiling when looking at the bib; and that the
contributor wanted to hear more about the celebrity’s childrearing practices, about what
she has received as gifts, and about useful items in general.192 Other blogs also talk about
bibs of this type, commenting, “Our child wears only this bib when she goes out with her
papa!” (Papa to odekake suru toki wa kono sutai ni kagirimasu!), and “Papa becomes
happy when she is wearing this bib and I feel like this helps him willingly participate in
191

Similar logos appear to be popularly used. For example, in Germany, a logo “I ♡ PAPA” can be found
printed on babies’ bodies and the like (fathers are informally called “papa” in German). Although how such
a logo is proliferated is not clear, its apparent popularity suggests a certain tendency toward childrearing
caused by global capitalism.
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Higashio, Riko. “Ōkii no wa wakatte ru kedo…” (I know it’s too big but…). November 27, 2012.
Accessed November 29, 2012. http://ameblo.jp/riko-higashio/entry11412548528.html?frm_src=thumb_module.
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childrearing” (Kono sutai o tsukete iru to, papa ga yorokobu shi, susunde kosodate ni
sankashite kureru yōna ki ga shimasu).193 Similarly, in a different blog, a mother recalls
her papa-to-be husband who said when looking at such a style of bib, “I want to make the
baby wear things like this♡♡” (Ore, kōiu no tsukesasetai♡♡),” perhaps uttered happily as
the two heart marks indicate.194
These comments suggest that this type of father-friendly (and mother-friendly)
nursery item is needed to encourage fathers to actively take part in work that has not been
considered to be theirs, while at the same time hinting at the impact that the market for
nursery items has on parents, leading them to wish to show people, no matter how
superficial it may be, how the baby looks cute with the bib and how they themselves look
like happy and modern fathers (and mothers). Moreover, the logo is self-explanatory and
has a newer style, as opposed to the now overly familiar designs with English words,
phrases, and sentences on clothes that do not mean much. Furthermore, in addition to
television, books, and magazines, these comments that are found in online blogs, in
particular, those by celebrity mothers and fathers, suggest that the social spaces of
childrearing have expanded both physically and psychologically with the help of new
technological tools, with nursery items and images of ikumen fatherhood proliferating,
and naturalized images of old and new fatherhood hinted at and strengthened.
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“Burūbonetto no ikuji nikki” (Buruubonett’s diary of childrearing). January 24, 2013. “Jiru Suchuāto
sutai (bibu) I LOVE DAD ♡” (Jill Stuart bib I LOVE DAD ♡). Accessed April 18, 2013.
http://ameblo.jp/bluebonnettx/entry-11455786235.html.
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Treasure Box. “Omeate no sutai gā…” (The bib I was looking for was…). January 28, 2009. Accessed
on April 18, 2013. http://yaplog.jp/eternitylove/archive/162.
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Summary
In this section, I have described how various spheres of the mass media have contributed
to expanding the social spaces for childrearing for fathers, while naturalizing the modern
idea of gender roles. While the bond between mother and baby is usually taken for
granted in advertisements for nursery items, the ideology that men do not raise children is
heavily naturalized as well. Thus, not only fathers themselves but also their wives end up
showing off and being proud of the caring aspects of childrearing when this is shown by
men, highlighting and locating male involvement in childrearing as subordinate to the
work that mothers do and the role of mothers as the default caretakers of children.
The examples in parenting magazines for women have suggested a discourse of
ikumen that is partly being created through the lens of women, by showing off their
husbands and praising their efforts. Such presentation of fathers, in particular stresses
their appearance as ikumen with stylish products, irrespective of whether or how much
their husbands are in fact active in childrearing. A discourse of ikumen that focuses
primarily on how fathers with small children “look like” they are actively involved in
childrearing and have happy families is more obvious, no matter how vicarious this
actually is; because after all, objectively comparing the actual involvement of fathers in
childrearing in each family and each situation is difficult.195
Armed with urbanity, stylishness, and consumption, the presentation of ikumenhood in the media may empower men to aim for ikumen, release gender stereotypes if
195

As also described in Chapter 5, Ishii-Kuntz (2012) points out the problem of quantitative research on
fathers, which usually asks respondents to choose from a few selections the frequency of their involvement
in tasks such as “playing with children,” “bathing” and “changing diapers,” or to state the average time in
which fathers and husbands are involved in taking care of children. She says that it is difficult to eliminate
participants’ subjectivity in these surveys, in particular within the context of the popularity of ikumen.
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they have them, or change their lifestyles. On the other hand, presentations of fathers who
are involved in the day-to-day care of babies and toddlers as shown in female magazines
construct new styles of masculinity and make the discourse of ikumen a new hegemony,
which is different from the images of “authoritative fathers” or playing fathers, who
regarded childcare as a woman’s job. The advertisements, then, reflect, produce, or
reinforce the discourse of ikumen. Men taking care of children as presented in these
media, therefore, help shift the view toward masculinity, and ikumen has become a
favorable quality in future husbands.196
On the other hand, Sunderland (2006) argues that the culture of fatherhood that is
presented in magazine articles may be falling behind actual fathering practices, rather
than the practice being behind the culture. Wall and Arnold (2007:522) argue that,
“Rather than the conduct of fathers’ lagging behind cultural expectations, this study
supports the contention that cultural expectations are in fact in line with the reality of
mothers as primary caregivers, a reality that has direct links to gender imbalance in the
family and workplace.” In the case of the media presented here, too, the bond between
mother and baby are strongly emphasized, lagging behind the actual aim for a genderequal society and reinforcing the ideology of motherly love that is described in Chapter 3.
Simultaneously, in these mass media, men ar
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A match-making company, O-net, for example, states that being ikumen and kajimen ‘men who do
household chores’ are also important factors that single women consider in their future husbands, in
addition to their characters, affection, performance at work, and income (O-net. Accessed August 6, 2013.
http://www.lasvegasibi.com/04.html). Similarly, a survey by the magazine AERA includes a question about
whether women want men to have a high educational background, high income, and be ikumen, which
suggests that ikumen can now be considered parallel with the other two traditional advantages for men.
“Shinguru josei no ‘uwamesen’-do to kūru na genjitsu” (The degree of ‘condescendence’ by and the cool
reality of single women). AERA (January 16, 2012:59).
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e characterized as assistants of mothers, perhaps reflecting the practical goal for ikumen
within the framework of the existing gender relations. Furthermore, as noted above, the
advertisements, in particular of stylish nursery items, create a discourse of ikumen, which
judges fathers by how stylish they look, rather than how and how much they are involved
in childrearing.
Whether the presentations in the mass media reflect actual fathering practices or
not, fathers are thought to need some kind of empowerment, whether by language, by
gadgets, or by their wives, in order to enter the realm of “feminine” work. Moreover, a
distinction is needed between parenting by fathers and by mothers. The media realize this
objective through different language, by locating men as the second and more unique of
the two parents to be mentioned (e.g., “Papas too…”), by considering them as being
stylish and loved by their babies (e.g., “I love DAD”), by using exclamation marks, and
by their being thanked by their wives (e.g., “my husband can give the baby formula”). On
the other hand, they exploit aspects of manliness in order to make a distinction, by
specifically relating their advertising to gadgets and mechanical items such as car seats,
for which men can supposedly show their taste as well as their expertise, in a way that
women are not thought to be capable of.
Lazar (2000:373) has found that both liberal discourses and conservative
discourses of gender relations are simultaneously presented in different governmental
advertisements aimed at couples to encourage childbirth in Singapore, but the egalitarian
discourse “is accommodated and displaced by conservatism,” and does not challenge
more conservative discourses. In the case of the Japanese media that I have considered in
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this section, egalitarian discourses are themselves ideologies, which work to hide existing
gender relations that have not changed. The magazines I examined that predominantly
include those advertisements and feature articles for fathers are aimed at stay-at-home
mothers or mothers who are taking parental leave. Nevertheless, it seems safe to say that
the shift in gender relations shown in those media is not to the extent that it would
transform them. Rather, styles, appearances, and images play a more important role in
contemporary childrearing and fatherhood, which again does not depend on the actual
conduct of fathering, mothering, and sharing roles inside (and outside) the home. All in
all, I have argued that in the first place, the media naturalize gender relations, fatherhood,
and motherhood and thus place fathers as the secondary caretakers of children. Based on
that, they try to encourage men to be more involved in childrearing, and feed the
consumption of nursery items, by emphasizing stylishness, mechanical prowess (or
manliness), or enjoyment and easiness of “doing a father.”

6.4 Conclusion
This chapter has explored how the twentieth-century idea of gender relations, and its style
of motherhood and fatherhood, are naturalized even in the new hegemony of actively
involved fathers and the ideal of a gender-equal society. Specifically, I have examined
language and discourse in, and in relation to, names of events and classes for parents and
their actual practices in local communities, as well as media resources. I have
demonstrated how the bond between mothers and babies and motherly love have in part
been shaped by the names of events and classes, and formal and informal talks by both
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specialists and nonspecialists, as well as by the stories created for advertisements for
nursery items, in part erasing the existence of fathers and at most regarding them as the
assistants of mothers.
Recently, however, they have shifted toward accommodating and encouraging
fathers to participate in childrearing. Perhaps due to the ideology that childrearing is
female work, showing actively involved fatherhood outside the home in local
communities and even in mass media (thought to) requires some efforts on the part of
men. Thus, their involvement in childrearing is empowered by their appropriating various
tools, as well as having the cooperation of their wives and other women who help them at
events for fathers; features of manliness are emphasized at local events and in the mass
media; and the convenience and stylishness of nursery items are advertised specifically
for fathers, which are reflected in language and discourse. The fact that women and
mothers have played a role as mediators for fathers’ childrearing suggests an ongoing
shift in the organization of social spaces for childrearing between men and women on the
one hand, while highlighting that existing gender relations are still being naturalized and
reproduced in the new spaces on the other hand.
The ideologies of traditional masculinity and of absent, authoritative fathers have
also been shifted, as shown in the efforts in local communities and the media to
encourage men to be active in raising their children. Interestingly, however, stereotypical
conceptions about men still prevail, and men are more or less expected to show manliness
and/or are linked with mechanical products and gadgets. I have described how, in the
effort to facilitate men’s involvement in childrearing, another effort to create a distinction
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between childrearing by fathers and mothers was necessary, which likely led to the stress
on men’s childrearing, no matter how much men are involved in “traditionally feminine
work.” I have illustrated that this emphasis on traditional masculinity as it relates to
men’s childrearing activity is manifested, in particular, in the use of a word for men,
otoko, the familiar characterizations of male “big hands” or dynamic play with children,
among other things, which help construct a new sense of community and solidarity
regarding “co-parenting” between men and women.
Within the ideology of the existing gender relations, men are encouraged to
become ikumen, which is reinforced by our consumer culture. Father-targeted
consumption—which emphasizes that such and such an item was designed for fathers
(papa no tame) or can be used by fathers (papa mo)—has more likely motivated fathers
to become, act like, or pretend to be fathers who are actively taking part in raising
children. In the ikumen movement, the model of “fathers as caregivers” has become more
common, instead of the “fathers-as-authority” model. The caring aspects of childrearing
are therefore emphasized in various mass media that are considered in this chapter, and
they are presented in close relation to stylish, modern, and often imported nursery items,
with which fathers should look more like ikumen, as I describe in more detail in Chapter
7.
Despite the efforts to create an ideal, nostalgic local community, or chiiki, through
connections among papa-friends, the imagined community has not yet been filled with
fathers. Underlying this is the idea that men in their childrearing period can revive the
community and should be involved in it, naturalizing the role that women and elderly
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people have played in it. Such naturalized views toward gender relations, whether in local
social spaces for childrearing, in the community, or in the mass media, have shadowed
our speech, behavior, perception, or policies, as described in Chapter 2, obscuring the
goal of the ikumen movement and making it difficult to achieve the ideal of work-life
balance in a gender-equal society.
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CHAPTER 7 IKUMEN, BABY CARRIERS, AND SHOPPING MALLS
7.1 Introduction
As described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 6, social spaces for childrearing have extended to
accommodate not only babies and toddlers and mothers, but also fathers. In particular, in
contrast to the scarcity of men in the local spaces for childrearing described in Chapter 6,
people with whom I spoke often pointed out that you can see many fathers with small
children at shopping malls. Since some people do not voluntarily go to local children’s
facilities and/or events and may even be omitted from means of advertisements such as
city newsletters, in fact, as a representative of a branch of an NPO told me, municipalities
have collaborated with shopping malls to offer projects—mediated by event companies—
in order to reach out to such people.
In any case, shopping malls on the weekend are filled with families with small
children, and in particular, fathers with babies in strollers or baby carriers, appear to draw
considerable attention. As described in Chapter 1, subcultures are incorporated into the
dominant culture through both ideological and commodity forms (Hebdige 1979:94). In
this chapter, I particularly focus on aspects of commodity forms, shopping malls and new
types of baby carriers, which were recently introduced to Japan. Drawing on
metapragmatic comments on ikumen and on media resources, I explore how ikumen have
been iconized with new types of baby carriers and shopping malls. I argue that Western
consumer goods, language, and malls all have contributed to create an “imagined
community” of stylish fatherhood in Anderson’s sense, racializing it as White and thus
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helping it achieve “global” childrearing and fatherhood. I also argue that the new search
of subjectivity as ikumen in the post-bubble economic recession and the alarming
declining birthrate discovers its way not in tradition (i.e., traditional piggybacking slings),
but in the West (i.e., new types of baby carriers) in the material sense in our consumeroriented and globalizing world.
I begin by describing the history and ideology of Western, and then Japanese,
shopping malls—especially of the ones I conducted participant observations—and
explore how they have become “the third place,” or “the core settings of informal public
life,” for families, offering leisure, opportunities, sophistication or dreams, in order to
balance their lives (Oldenburg 1989:14), as also noted in Chapter 6. I then turn my focus
to old and new types of baby carriers, discussing perceptions of them and how new styles
of parenthood search for its subjectivity in baby carriers. I then analyze advertising for
new types of baby carriers and how it creates (images of) ikumen, Western couplehood,
and modern parenting. I also examine a discursive construction of ikumen, in close
relation to baby carriers and malls. Finally, I discuss how a new sense of “community”
relates to ikumen with baby carriers at malls, and how the ikumen movement itself can be
taken to be a covert Whitening project (e.g., Roth-Gordon 2007) in Japan’s late
modernity.
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7.2 Shopping Malls in a Neoliberal Economy and Globalization
Shopping malls
In the U.K. and the U.S., shopping malls in the suburbs were developed within such
political and economic contexts as postwar consumerism, ownership of private cars,
women’s participation in the labor force, and technological advancement (Jackson
1998:177). Especially in the U.S., their development was facilitated by the outflow of
middle-class people from cities to the suburbs after the disorder of the civil right
movement (Jackson 1998:177). Malls have functioned as the center of public life in the
U.S. suburbs, realizing a “new way of life” with “new ways of consuming” (Crawford
1992:21) and becoming the best-celebrated icon of American social life in the late
twentieth century (Gaudio 2003:674). They offer public spaces, where safety and
cleanness is guaranteed and globalization can be felt without traveling (Crawford 1992:4).
Furthermore, in the space, “we can restore the lost sense of commitment and belonging;
we can counteract the phenomenon of disorientation, isolation and lonesomeness and
awaken a sense of identification and participation” (Gruen 1973:11). Accordingly, malls
were carefully planned based on demographic surveys that examined the levels of income
and buying power in a given area (Crawford 1992:7). The “purification of space” as
Sibley (1988:409) puts it has caused inequality and exclusion by class and race (Jackson
1998:177; Underhill 2005:33).
Following the ideology of neoliberalism, since the 1980s, malls worldwide,
including in Japan, have become a means to realize urban developments that started to be
taken on by the private sector (Hayamizu 2012:9). In Japan, the retail distribution
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industry, which had been led by department stores since before World War II, started to
be led by general merchandise stores since the 1970s, such as Ito-Yokado Co., Ltd. and
The Daiei, Inc., that sell household goods as well as food.197 In the 1980s, within the
context of US-Japan trade friction, the government followed the case of New York and
implemented an “Urban Renaissance” (āban runessansu), a relaxation of regulations for
private-sector redevelopment within cities that aimed for “world cities” (Hayamizu
2012:9).198 Accordingly, Japanese malls (shoppingu centā or shoppingu mōru) started to
be built during the 1990s, based on U.S. suburban malls, following a relaxation of
regulations with the Large-Scale Retail Store Act—an act that is thought to have been
influenced by U.S. pressure when the American Toys“R”Us corporation made inroads
into Japan (Hayamizu 2012:194).199 Within these contexts, malls began to fulfill a
recreational function, with food courts and movie theaters and the like for families where
leisure (yoka) and opportunities (kikai) are consumed (Atobe 2012). Such advancement
has changed people’s activities at malls from a “money consuming style” (kinsen
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Currently, however, convenience stores took over to lead the retail distribution industry.
Peter Hall (1966, 1984) defines “world cities” in his book “The World Cities” as “cities that performed
multiple roles: as centres of political power, both national and international, and of the organizations related
to government; centres of national and international trade, acting as entrepôts for their countries and
sometimes for neighbouring countries also; hence, centres of banking, insurance and related financial
services; centres of advanced professional activity of all kind, in medicine, in law, in the higher learning,
and the application of scientific knowledge to technology; centres of information gathering and diffusion,
through publishing and the mass media; centres of conspicuous consumption, both of luxury goods for the
minority and mass-produced goods for the multitude; centres of arts, culture and entertainment, and of the
ancillary activities that catered for them.” John Friedmann suggested in the 1980s that New York, London,
and Tokyo were “global financial articulations” within a global hierarchy created by globalization (as cited
in Hall “Growing the European Urban System. Global Urban Development (GUD).
http://www.globalurban.org/hall_seminar.htm).
199
According to Hayamizu (2012:51), in Japan, different styles of retail stores are referred to as “shopping
malls” from Roppongi Hills to AEON MALL to Ito-Yokado Co., Ltd. to department stores.
198
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shōhigata) to a “stay and dwell style” (taizai, tairyūgata) (Hayamizu 2012:151). In other
words, malls became an “escapist cocoon” Crawford (1992:22).200
Shopping malls have been inevitably linked to our consumer culture.
Crawford (1992:11) argues that in a world where “culture, leisure, sex, politics,
and even death turn into commodities, consumption increasingly constructs the
way we see the world.” Malls are “central institutions in the realm of consumption”
and accordingly, “constantly restructure both products and behavior into new
combinations that allow commodities to penetrate even further into daily life”
(Crawford 1992:12). Likewise, novelist Joan Didion portrayed them as an
“addictive environmental drug” (Crawford 1992:14). Crawford (1992:21) further
elaborates:
Consumption hierarchies, in which commodities define life-styles, now furnish
indications of status more visible than the economic relationships of class positions.
Status is thus easy to read, since the necessary information has already nationally
distributed through advertising. Moreover, for many, the very construction of the self
involves the acquisition of commodities. If the world is understood through
commodities, then personal identity depends on one’s ability to compose a coherent
self-image through the selection of a distinct personal set of commodities.

In addition to offering opportunities for consumption, malls also appropriate “nonsalable
objects, activities, and images,” by placing them adjacent to commodities, which
enhances commodities (e.g., putting a regular pot in a display of a harem in Morocco
helps alter it to something exotic) (Crawford 1992:14). Furthermore, such nonsalable
objects, in turn, indirectly become commercialized (Crawford 1992:14). Crawford (1992:
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Atobe, Toru. 21:43, August 19, 2010. “‘Toshi to shōhi to Dizunī no yume’: Gurōbaruka suru sekai,
shoppingumōruka suru shakai” (“Cities, consumption, and the dream of Disney”: The world that globalizes,
the society that becomes like shopping malls). Livedoor News. Accessed February 26, 2013.
http://blogos.com/article/45272/.
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15) claims, “Once this exchange of attributes is absorbed into the already open-ended and
indeterminate exchange between commodities and needs, associations can resonate
infinitely.” While manipulating one’s desire for consumption, this logic of association
also commercializes preeminent public space and its “experience,” similar to the case of
Starbucks that Gaudio (2003) discusses, helping to enhance the sense of “community” in
visitors. As I describe later, in the space of malls, caring images of fathers is visible. The
ubiquitousness of newly imported baby carriers that fathers wear at malls, in addition to
other stylish nursery items such as strollers, thus, again, “penetrate[s] even further into
daily life” (Crawford 1992:12) and constructs a self-image as a neoliberal and modern
parent. This experience creates a “sense of identification and participation” (Gruen
1973:11) and is enhanced by the globalized space of malls. An imagined community of
new styles of fatherhood and familyhood is thus felt in malls.

LiLimall and Toki SC
Midorisato and its neighboring city—a living area and a suburb of Tokyo—have a new
train line that leads to Tokyo within thirty minutes. As one of the improvement projects
of the railroad company, two malls—LiLimall and Toki SC (so-called SC by local
residents)—opened in the late 2010. These malls were aimed mostly at families, allowing
people to shop with really small children, as one informant commented.201 The malls
have stores for nursery items, children’s clothes, and imported toys; Western and/or novel
and stylish stores, such as KALDI coffee, Tally’s Coffee, Cold Stone, and Zara; private
201

By reflecting city planning in Japan that has developed with public transportation, some Japanese
shopping malls, as opposed to the U.S. ones, are located near a train station (Hayamizu 2012:196).
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toddler classes, sports gyms, movie theaters where mothers and babies can enjoy movies
(called “Mom’s Club Theater,” though fathers can come too); casual food courts and
outside seats and tables where events can be held; and grocery stores such as Ito-Yokado
Co. on the first floor. On the other hand, the malls do not have tenants for luxury brands,
unlike department stores in the area, projecting a sense of being middle-class. The mall
buildings are spacious, having wide corridors with high ceilings and open ceiling spaces,
with many resting spots with benches and sofas in the corridor spaces.202 Not only the
food courts but also other spaces in the malls, including restaurants and other stores,
seemed welcoming or at least open to families with small children; unlike the previous
and still ongoing conception that going out with small children can be embarrassing for
parents and unacceptable for some people, I have experienced space for a stroller with a
baby immediately prepared at a restaurant, at a café, or at the counter of a cell phone
store.203

202

The pioneer of shopping malls in the U.S., Victor Gruen, planned malls to revive diverse public spaces
that downtowns once had, with walking paths, benches in the parks, restaurants, and galleries, surrounded
by parking lots that avoid car entrance into the center (Hayamizu 2012:98). Following malls that actualized
these ideals, the majority of malls in Japan have three-stories, with an open ceiling space in the center,
which is surrounded by stores alongside the galleria (Hayamizu 2012:98).
203
Experiences in and manners of going out with babies have frequently been debated in different media as
well as by lay people. For example, an online magazine for mothers states: “Going out with babies is tough.
You could feel like crying by carrying plenty of luggage with extra clothes and diapers, feeling nervous
about whether the baby does not get cranky, and being cast a cold eye and attitude by people around you.
But it is the mothers who change the society that makes them stay at home due to the fear of bashing. What
are the rules that have to be followed when going out with children? What kinds of support are needed from
people around you? Let’s think together and overcome the hurdle of going out with children!” “meetsmug.”
“Vol. 20. Kozure de no odekake manā” (Manners when going out with children). December 25, 2012.
Accessed April 22, 2014. http://www.meetsmag.com/?p=832. Other examples in the mass media include
“Tanoshiku ikitāi! Kodomo to no odekake” (We want to go happily! Going out with children) in Sukusuku
Kosodate on NHK Educational broadcast on June 22, 2013; “Bebīkā o riyōshiyasuku” (Making strollers
easier to be used) in News 7 on NHK on June 26 2013; and “Tokoro kawareba ‘Kosodate tengoku’!?”
(‘Heavens for childrearing’ in different places!?)” in Chikyu Agora on NHK BS1 on June 26, 2013.
Reflecting these debates and in order to create a “children-friendly environment,” for instance, in March
2014, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism laid down a rule that allows parents not
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In one of the shopping malls, LiLimall, you hear announcement in Chinese, in
addition to Japanese and English. Likewise, an online ad of the website of Toki SC
introduces (similarly styled) clothes for the pair of a father and his young son, and claims
that the theme for the father’s style—combinations of “basic items” such as a pair of
jeans and a vest and accessories such as a red scarf to “make it fashionable”—is an
“American style of life.”204 What they mean by an “American style of life” is not
specified, but perhaps the pair of simultaneously casual and stylish father and son could
evoke an imagined “America” to some Japanese, and in fact such vague use of
“American” is commonly practiced.
Toki SC also states that it is a “time-consuming style SC” (jikan shōhigata); it
proposes “a high-quality everyday life” (jōshitsu na nichijō) and “an everyday life with
dreams” (yume no aru nichijō) lived in a good location with a relatively high-income
residents who, according to the report, have “higher cultural consciousness” (bunka ishiki
no takai) (Toshin Kaihatsu Co. Ltd. 2007).205 The environment, as well as the newness of
the stores, have allowed the two malls to become more popular sites for shopping and
passing time for families with small children than older department stores in the area.

to fold their strollers on public transportations, which furthers the debates. Asahi Shinbun Digital. March
27, 2014. http://digital.asahi.com/articles/ASG3V5JHHG3VUTIL034.htm.
204
Toki SC website. Accessed February 19, 2013.
205
Press information. January 30, 2007.
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Malls for family leisure
In parallel with consumption, the malls have potentially offered families with small
children a “third place” (Oldenburg 1989:14). In this section, I illustrate my informants’
attitudes toward the malls, family leisure, and new styles of familyhood.
As mentioned earlier, in Japan, malls have become popular sites of visits for
families on the weekends, as is the case in many U.S. suburbs but unlike, for example,
France and Germany, where by law, stores are closed on Sundays. A female informant
illustrates this point: “there are so many people whose family leisure (kazoku no rejā) is
going to shopping malls,” making going to malls become a “habit” on weekends for some
families. A woman in her thirties said to me that, therefore, she tries not to go to malls as
“it ends up being just consumption.” However, going to a mall is not all about consuming.
Another young mother said to me asking her husband for confirmation, “we buy almost
nothing, right? It’s more like window-shopping.” While on the one hand suggesting that
the malls do offer something beyond consumption, her comment also suggests that
frequent visits to the malls should not be taken to mean that they possess such purchasing
power. Yet another mother mentions occasions when she “ran into someone” who is also
with her family at LiLimall, as “most families go shopping anyway or so, if the dad is
home on the weekend.”206
These comments suggest that, similar to malls in the U.S. that have represented a
certain style of life among middle-class Americans, for some Japanese, malls also
206

Assuming that weekends are one’s days-off from work is also an ideology of the Japanese “standard
family,” in which the father is a white-collar salaried worker at a corporation. Thus, while fathers and
families are most often seen at the malls on the weekends, fathers with small children can also be found
there on weekdays.
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embody an aspect of family leisure and their new styles of life. The needs and wants for
items ranging from groceries, to nursery items, to other miscellaneous things—
presumably the original objective of visiting malls for families—is one motivation for
going there, but is not all that one does at the malls. As shopping malls do for middleclass Americans (Goss 1993:25; Oldenburg 1989:17), malls in Japan also work as the
third place for many families with small children (Hayamizu 2012:151).207
A store for nursery items in LiLimall, Akachan Honpo, is, for instance, one of
several popular sites for families with small children. The weekend store is tyically very
crowded, even causing a stroller traffic jam in the aisle with sippy cups and baby food. A
small indoor playground located next to the store—enclosed with transparent walls—is
also generally full of children playing in slides surrounded by balloons, with parents
sitting outside the walls on benches watching them and many strollers parked alongside
the playground. On occasion, the store would hold events, such as a crawling competition
for babies and introduction of the store and nursery items specifically designed for
would-be-fathers, offering leisure for fathers and families, paralleled with consumption at
that store.208 One floor below this store are several novel stores for children’s toys and
clothes, some imported from the U.S. and Europe, and on weekends, a small electric train
with small children would run next to the area along the galleria-like space in the mall. A
popcorn kiosk also is temporary located nearby, creating a Western and fashionable
atmosphere.
207

Press information. January 30, 2007.
Asahi Shinbun be Editing Group (2005:185) notes that in 1958, a competition for changing diapers
among fathers was carried out as part of a “Baby contest” held at a department store in Osaka, in which
fathers were tested how they cooperated daily. Thus, such an event held at contemporary malls appears not
to be new.
208
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7.3 Malls: A New Social Space for Fathers
Fathers with small children at the malls
As I have described, malls have come to offer new time and space for family leisure. In
particular, my informants often talked about how they found fathers with small children,
or ikumen, at malls, suggesting the great visibility of fathers with small children there, in
contrast to the minimal attention paid to mothers. As my informants described and as I
observed, in particular on weekends, the large space of the malls were filled with fathers
with small children, often in strollers or in baby carriers, although there are other
combinations such as families, mothers and daughters alone, or middle-aged or elderly
couples. A woman in her thirties, for example, remarked, “You see many families at
shopping malls, and sometimes I am impressed when I see a father taking three kids
[laughter].” Similarly, an elderly woman described fathers taking care of their children at
Toki SC as doing it diligently (kaigaishiku).
From the point of view of children, too, fathers may be represented by the very
fact that they take them out to malls, as a five year old girl said to me that her father takes
her (odekake shite kureru) to LiLimall or Toki SC when I asked a class of five year olds at
a daycare center what kind of person their fathers are. I also observed a common scene of
fathers with their babies and toddlers alone in the malls. Some fathers with strollers or
baby carriers appear to wander around the malls or rest on benches looking at their cell
phones, most likely waiting for their wives to finish shopping. One time, I saw two young
fathers pushing their strollers side by side. Another time I also noticed a father with a
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baby carrier, standing in front of a mirror in the nursery item store, looking as if he was
trying to get the baby to look at herself at the mirror and trying to see her reaction.
The new style of fatherhood seen in the malls is also hinted at in a comment by a
father in his thirties. He said that on weekends his family would go to LiLimall and while
he did some work at a café there, keeping an eye on his baby in a stroller, his wife would
do some shopping. As opposed to, for example, Starbucks in the U.S., where parents with
small children are not uncommon, parents with small children going to a coffeehouse in
Japan used not to be much observed and were often regarded as improper or
unacceptable.209 As this father’s comment indicates, however, taking small children to a
café, or kafe in Japanese, is now becoming more and more popular among “new parents”
or “new family” of the early twenty-first century. Furthermore, the so-called oyako kafe
or kizzu kafe ‘lit. parent-child café, or kids café’ is also a new enterprise in childrearing in
Japan. I heard about a café for parents and children that used to exist at Toki SC where
people with children under six years old could enjoy having coffee or meals while
watching the children play with a child care provider in the indoor playground of the café.
A woman in her thirties pointed out that fathers and grandfathers were frequent visitors
there including her own husband, who was a freelance worker, on weekdays, in addition
to mothers, as according to her, they did not have any other place to go except for those
commercial facilities, where they could find a place (ibasho) that they might not find at
local parks and childrearing support facilities where mothers gather.
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In an episode of a series of American soap opera, Sex and the City, a single woman complains and feds
up with weekend public spaces, including Starbucks, which are full of families with children. Such
complaints are also apparent in Japan, as seen in a chain of discussion starting with a topic “Why do
parents have to take their children everywhere?.” Yomiuri Online. Hatsugen Komachi. November 2, 2010.
Accessed April 22, 2014. http://komachi.yomiuri.co.jp/t/2010/1102/360650.htm?o=0&p=6.
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As I described in Chapter 6, fathers are not likely be found at local childrearing
support facilities, and creating connections among fathers, or so-called papa-tomo ‘papafriends,’ in the local community was thought likely to be unsuccessful in my field site, as
fathers might feel uncomfortable communicating with strangers. However, spending time
with their children at local parks and facilities for childrearing inevitably provides parents
with opportunities to interact with other parents, which is one of rare situations in urban
Japanese lives where communicating with strangers becomes easier through the medium
of babies. As far as I observed, parents with babies would often hope to learn more about
other babies of a similar developmental stage, and in fact sharing information about
children and experiences and difficulties in childrearing is the most commonly practiced
at childrearing facilities where mothers gather. In contrast, in shopping malls, one can
assume that interactions between parents do not occur, which might help people feel
“safe” and “comfortable” (Gaudio 2003:677). The safety is not meant in the sense of
being physically at risk, but in the sense that communications are not intimate and direct.
To put it differently, one’s face is not threatened (Brown and Levinson 1987) when
hanging out with children, while at the same time allowing parents to watch other people.
Furthermore, the ideology that “fathers” should be working at the office during
the normal working hours in Japan still prevails. Thus, for my female informants in their
thirties, for example, fathers in parks on weekdays look exactly as if they were
unemployed (moo moroni shitsugyoosha fuzee) or “like ‘Oh, dear’” (“Ara ara” mitai na
ne), whereas fathers hanging around at malls even on a weekday are not thought to be
unemployed but on their day off from work. And probably, this applies even if fathers
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have the exact appearance wearing the same clothes in the two public spaces. Unlike
parks that could be associated with unemployed people, the urbanity and cleanness of the
space of the malls appear to justify fathers’ places even on a weekday, further making
them look like “modern” caring fathers.

Fathers in baby’s unisex restrooms
Of particular interest in the malls are baby’s restrooms, where new “caring” (and
“traditionally feminine”) images of fathers are the focus. Baby’s restrooms are a unisex
space that is often placed next to the sections for baby clothes and nursery items in malls,
department stores, and general merchandise stores. They usually have a few changing
tables, hot water to mix with formula, a sink, a vending machine for packaged juice, a
scale for babies, chairs and sofas, and an enclosed space or room for breastfeeding. You
can find many fathers and mothers with babies, changing diapers, preparing for formula,
and feeding their babies with bottles.210 For example one rainy Saturday, I saw a father
carefully carrying his small baby in a baby carrier supporting her head, feeding her with a
bottle, and wandering around inside and outside the restroom. His wife, on the other hand,
was sitting in a chair inside the restroom resting. At another time, I noticed a father in a
chair in the diaper changing area preparing formula, adding water little by little a few
times into a bottle. Later I found him feeding his baby in a stroller with the bottle, patting
210

Men’s restrooms started to be equipped with changing tables, too, but in shopping malls and department
stores, babies’ unisex restrooms appear to be a more popular place for fathers with babies who are in need
of care. Use of those unisex restrooms by fathers with babies alone is, for example, leads to this comment
“Times have changed!” (Jidai wa kawatta!) found on the website of a store. “Hamamatsu-shi Kosodate
Jōhō Saito Pippi” (Pippi: Information site for childrearing in Hamamatsu-city). “Ito Yokado ‘Matanitī, ikuji
sōdanshitsu’” (‘A consulting room for maternity and childrearing’ for Ito-Yokado Co., Ltd.). Accessed
February 18, 2013. http://www.hamamatsu-pippi.net/shiritai/supporter/mamamita-02.htm.
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the baby on his head, while his wife was sitting with a dazed look at the table across from
him and the baby.
Changing diapers is another big event in babies’ restrooms. Often it is fathers
alone who would directly go to changing tables without hesitation. They would
sometimes talk to their babies, exhibiting ikumen and new types of feminine masculinity.
I found myself next to such a father one day when I went there to change my daughter.
The father with a baby in a black and white baby romper with red lines was folding the
used diaper carefully into a really small roll and pulled the tape of the used diaper to seal
it. The two of them were there before us, but ended up staying longer as he made a
mistake in buttoning up the romper and had to redo it. It was also sometimes the case that
after changing diapers, the father goes along with his wife, without looking hesitated, to a
breastfeeding cove for her to feed the baby, as I have mentioned in Chapter 6, too.211
It was not usually the case that parents changing diapers would chat with other
parents in my field site, perhaps as applied to other situations in urban Japanese lives as I
noted earlier—although changing tables are located next to each other and parents did
seem to observe other parents to a certain degree. Thus, I often felt that that kind of
situation would allow parents to naturally communicate with one another. On one
occasion, however, my husband and I chatted with a father who was changing his
daughter. We talked about the usual topics that parents talk about in such situations: how
old the babies are, how small and adorable they are, their names, how they look like boys
although they are girls. We also pretended that the babies were saying “hi” to each other.
211

When the breastfeeding space is not divided into small separate private rooms, a specific notice may be
placed on the door or curtain of the breastfeeding space that says that men cannot come in.
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After a short chat, the father said that he had to go because his wife — or mama as he put
it—was waiting for them. As these episodes illustrate, baby’s restrooms have worked as a
new social space for fathers, where they exhibit their ikumen, taking the lead in taking
care of their babies.

7.4 Old and New Types of Baby Carriers
As described in Chapter 5, ikumen do not have a precise definition. The term, however,
most commonly refers to fathers of babies and toddlers (nyūyōji), rather than to fathers of
older children, although this fact is not explicit.212 This attribute of ikumen, thus, links the
movement to the industry of nursery items. In part reflecting a shift in attitudes toward
children that place more emphasis on quality rather than quantity (i.e., the number of
children), the contemporary nursery item industry has been a big market, selling
numerous items that are convenient, as well as stylish. Information on these items were
often exchanged among mothers, ranging from which type of stroller to choose, to small
music toys that contain a song from the famous television animation Anpanman, to a
special lid for packages of diaper wipes that prevents the wipes inside from getting dried.
Among various nursery items, baby carriers are a particularly interesting item that
highlights how ikumen are entangled with race, class, consumption, and globalization. In
212

A father having a three-year-old son and another father having children above elementary school age,
for example, commented that even if their wives or colleagues consider them to be ikumen, ikumen are not
their stories because they were not anymore involved in “caring” aspects of childrearing by going to the
babies’ restrooms to change them. Of course, perceptions of ikumen vary, and so they are not always used
only by and to describe fathers having babies. Thus, a mother of a twelve-year-old, who regards her
husband as having been ikumen, remarked that she felt uncomfortable with the term ikumen if they refer
only to fathers with small children. With the issue of a low birthrate and with the increasing industries for
nursery items, however, would-be parents and parents with babies and toddlers became the primary targets
of ikumen.
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this section, therefore, I focus on baby carriers and explore how this Western nursery
item has become iconized with ikumen and urban spaces, in particular shopping malls. I
argue that new styles of fatherhood have appropriated people’s desires for the West and
Western gender equality and couplehood. I illustrate how the Western nursery item and
language have been used in creating desires for participating in new styles of parenthood
and couplehood, and in turn, citizenship in a globalized world. In what follows, I begin
by describing old and new styles of baby carriers and their histories. I then turn to explore
attitudes toward them and how an implicit slogan of the ikumen movement, “discover a
self” in childrearing, is found not in old piggybacking slings but rather in Western baby
carriers.

Old onbuhimo ‘piggybacking slings’ and new dakkohimo ‘baby carriers’
The way of carrying babies is one of the material differences between the old days and
the new styles of childrearing. A typical image of traditional mothers and grandmothers
in Japan can be them carrying the babies in back with a sling called onbuhimo or
obuihimo, for which originally the obi of a kimono was used. Since the late twentieth
century, new types of baby carriers called dakkohimo or bebī kyariā were introduced
from the U.S. As a newspaper article in 1982 calls the introduction of new types of baby
carriers a “revolution in childrearing” (Asashi Shinbun February 23, 1982), this shift has
been highly visible, and accordingly, many people have talked about it. For example, I
was often spoken to by strangers because of this new type of baby carrier when I was
carrying my child with it. An elderly woman, probably in her seventies or eighties, once
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addressed me at a local bus stop and said that people carry babies in front these days, but
in her time, they always did it in back. I asked her if men also carried babies in back, then
she told me that “in the old days” (mukashi wa) men did not carry babies and only
women did it, and it was thus not like nowadays.

History of onbuhimo and dakkohimo
It has been pointed out that different styles of carrying babies have been used in different
regions in the world, depending on the climate, height, or culture (Asahi Shinbun March
20, 1988). The “Japanese-ness” of onbu has been advocated, for instance, by pediatrician
and professor Kono Goro, who said that onbu is from ancient Japan and very rare
worldwide (Asahi Shinbun March 20, 1988). Whether it is “traditionally” Japanese or not,
onbu is often believed to be a Japanese invention. A well-known example is a girl
character Oshin in a famous television soap opera in the early 1980s, who is apprenticed
due to poverty in her family and takes care of children by piggybacking them.213
Similarly, a book entitled “New Japanologies: Japanese Thoughts, A Key to Unlock the
Present” (Nyū Japanorojī: Nihon Shisō, Gendai o Toku Kagi) published in 1985 (Kosaka
1985)— which follows the idea of the “Discover Japan” and “Exotic Japan” campaign of
the Japan Railway—uses on its cover a picture of a prewar girl piggybacking a doll
213

“‘Oshin’ ninki ni onbu” (Piggybacking for the popularity of ‘Oshin’). Nihon Keizai Shinbun. June 22,
1983. Other older descriptions of piggybacking are also apparent, suggesting how onbu may have been
used in Japan from earlier. For example, Nakae (2003:179) examines diaries written by lower samurai
fathers in the Edo period and reports that they depict parents carrying babies in front and in back by putting
the child in the mother’s kimono (“hada ni obarete”). An article in the magazine Fuzoku Gaho in 1904 also
describes a girl aged twelve or thirteen taking care of a child (komori) piggybacking a baby with her short
coat (hanten) and a bundle tied in front (Mori 1969a:129). How to sew a “modern coat” is also featured in a
newspaper article in 1923 with a picture of a mother piggybacking a baby with it. “Kodomo no mōfu
ichimai de sokuza ni dekiru bunkaōbā: Onbu mo dakko mo. Gaishutsu ni benri” (Modern coats that can be
immediately done with a blanket for children. Convenient for piggybacking, holding in front, and goingout). Yomiuri Shinbun. December 15, 1923.
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(taken from a magazine in 1923) (Ivy 1995:60–63). The use of the image of a girl
piggybacking in this book supports the fact that piggybacking is thought of being
“Japanese.” In any case, these types of old onbuhimo that were made from a single string
were eventually developed into having a support for the head and rings for babies’
legs.214 Since the strings that come from under the baby’s armpits are tied diagonally over
the mother’s chest, they emphasize her breasts. Partly due to this reason, this diagonal
style of strings has become less used, and carrying babies in front became more common
in the mid-1970s, when the media featured a former charismatic singer, Yamaguchi
Momoe, using a new type of baby carrier.215

Revolution in childrearing
According to a newspaper article, the types of baby carriers that are in fashion now were
developed in the U.S. from an African style. In 1979, a type of carrier called “Snugli”
was imported to Japan, and several department stores in Tokyo started to sell it. The
article describes that “the kangaroo style” baby carriers with which babies are carried in
front are becoming popular among young mothers, as they are fashionable compared to
the traditional onbuhimo that highlights the shapes of the breasts. The article calls it a
“revolution in childrearing” and a “revolution against piggybacking.” Because this new
type of carries can also be worn in the back, like a backpack, a sales person at a
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“Hokkyoku Shirokumado no kangaeru Bebīuearingu” (Babywearing that Hokkyoku Shirokumado
thinks). Hokkyoku Shirokumado. Accessed on November 12, 2012.
http://www.babywearing.jp/mailmag/more/thinks/.
215
“Onbuhimo.” Hokkyoku Shirokumado. Accessed November 12, 2012.
http://www.babywearing.jp/netshop/onbu/about/
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department store is quoted, “This way, fathers too (otōsan mo) can piggyback babies
comfortably (teikō naku)” (Asashi Shinbun February 23, 1982). Another newspaper
article calls this type of baby carrier “Onbu, dakko bukuro” (Bags for piggybacking and
holding) and reports that although they cost roughly three and four times more than
onbuhimo made in Japan, and although they looked unspectacular, they are steadily
gaining popularity among the “new family” (nyū famirīsō) (Yomiuri Shinbun May 29,
1982).216 As these articles show, encouragement of male participation in childrearing had
already started at the time when the new American type of carrier—stylish and intended
for the “new family”—was first introduced to Japan in the 1980s. Carrying babies in
front had already become popular in Tokyo back then, according to a survey, babies
observed in the Ginza area of Tokyo were carried in front five times more often than in
back (Asahi Shinbun March 20, 1988). Clinical Psychologist Ozawa Makiko (1989:23)
notes that some people attributed the growing popularity of new types of baby carriers to
the “importance of talking to babies by looking at eyes” advocated in the fields of
Psychology and Medicine in relation to mother-child bonding.

Attitudes toward onbuhimo and dakkohimo
The shift in the types of baby carriers that I have described above, I argue, is tied up with
concern about how one looks as a parent with a baby, especially whether or not one looks
like a modern parent. People’s perceptions of each type of baby carrier therefore suggest
how much being modern and fashionable means for parents, as that allows parents to “go
216

“Kangarū fasshion, Meido in Amerika ‘Onbu, dakko bukuro’” (Kangaroo fashion, Made in America,
‘Bags for piggybacking and holding). (Yomiuri Shinbun. May 29, 1982).
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out” (odekake) to public spaces with their babies. Although an example from fifteen years
ago, a father’s online diary about his five-month parental leave experience in 1998
compares new types of baby carriers (called dakko pōchi then) and old piggybacking. He
points out that the former is “pretty good” (nakanaka yoi) and looks suitable for “modern
advanced fathers who share childrearing without reluctance” (ikuji mo iyagarazu ni
buntan suru, imadoki no susunda otōsan). In contrast, he regards the latter as being
“uncool” (kakkōwarui), “pitiful” (nasakenai), “very embarrassing to go outside with”
(soto ni deru no wa makoto ni hazukashii) as it could be like “you are obliged to
piggyback your child for some reason (nanraka no jijō de yoginaku)—bluntly put
(akarasama ni ieba), because the wife has run away (nigechatta).”217
In a discussion by four mothers whose husbands belonged to the fathers’
association called Oyaji no Kai at a daycare center in Tokyo in the early 1990s, a mother
describes a father (who was also the head of the parents’ association) who came to the
daycare center, piggybacking one of his children wearing a short coat for piggybacking a
child (nenneko) and holding another child by the hand. She comments that that figure was
shocking (shokku), but the father had an innocent look on his face and did not get worked
up, although his appearance surely led passersby to turn around to him (michiyuku hito ga
furimuku yōna kakkō o shite iru). She continues that this left an impact on other fathers,
although her husband was not able to piggyback his children because of embarrassment,
even though he did carry them in front (Naomi Hoikuen Oyaji no Kai 1991).
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Otōsan no ikujikyūgyō nikki 2 (A father’s diary on his parental leave 2). “Onbuhimo to dakko pōchi ni
tsuite kangaeru” (A thought about onbuhimo and baby carriers). February 24, 1998. Accessed November
12, 2012. http://www.aoisora.org/ikuji/ikuji02.html.
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My female informants also had a similar perception of piggybacking slings. They
commented that they “somehow have the image of Shōwa [period (1926–1989])” (Shōwa
no nioi ga suru) and “nostalgic” (natsukashii), and “we agreed you cannot go out with
that” (soto ni wa derenai yo ne tte) partly because the strings “make you look like you
have big breasts” (kyonyū ni mieru).

Nostalgia against modern parenting
As these examples suggest, as opposed to stylish baby carriers, piggybacking slings have
been thought to manifest the good old style of childrearing, partly because of their
unstylishness. Opinions contributed to newspapers, for example, relate piggybacking
slings to a sense of nostalgia in contrast to modern parenting. A sixty-four year old
housewife, for example, complains about her daughter cradling her crying baby with
sounds from her Smartphone. She goes on to say:
…...Mukashi dattara, onbu shitari dakko shitari shite komoriuta o yasashiku
kuchizusande ita mono da. Nandaka kokoro no naka ga samuku naru. Saikin wa onbu
shite iru okāsan no sugata mo minakunatta yōna ki ga suru. Senaka ni onbusaretara
taion ga tsutawari anshin shite nemureru noni. Wakai mama-san wa onbu shite iru kakkō
ga shotaijimite mieru kara keien shite iru no kana. Mukashi no kosodate ga natsukashii.
…..In the old days, we would softly sing lullabies carrying the baby on our back or in
front. I feel like my heart gets cold. Recently, I feel like I have not seen mothers who
piggyback babies. Even though babies can sleep calmly when they are being piggybacked
as the mother’s temperature transfers to the baby. I wonder if young mamas avoid
piggybacking because the posture looks domesticated. I miss childrearing in the old
days [Yomiuri Shinbun March 28, 2013].

In her contribution, piggybacking, along with softly singing lullabies, turn into something
to be missed about childrearing in the old days, which is contrasted with young mothers’
use of Smartphones in cradling babies. Similarly, a forty-nine year old housewife warns,
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“Are you not forgetting ‘piggybacking’? (‘Onbu’ wasurete imasen ka) and laments that
young mothers nowadays neglect piggybacking their children and use cars and strollers
instead (Yomiuri Shinbun April 2, 1997). She suggests, “Young mothers, why don’t you
piggyback your children without worrying about appearance,” claiming that
piggybacking helps the mother and child communicate increasingly intimately through
each other’s warmth. For her, too, piggybacking is linked to a sense of nostalgia, against
modern technologies and young mothers.
Likewise, a forty-six year old housewife encourages fathers’ piggybacking and
contributed the following opinion entitled, “Why don’t fathers piggyback babies too?”
(Chichioya mo onbu shiyō).
Wakai otōsan ga, akachan o onbu shite, ryōte ni wa onēchan rashiki futari no onna no
ko no te o hiite, sassoo to aruite imashita. “Ā, nante sutekina otōsan.” Omowazu koe o
kaketaku narimashita. Kodomo o onbu shita hahaoya no sugata sae mikakenakunatta
noni.
Chichioya fuzai to iwareru kono jidai desu ga, yo no otōsan, ichido wa ga ko o obutte
sanpo ni dekakemasen ka. Yawarakana haru no hizashi o abite, kokoro made pokkapokka
ni naru koto ukeai desu.
I saw a young father taking a brisk walk with a baby on his back and taking the hands
of two girls who looked like the baby’s big sisters in his both hands. “Oh, what a nice
father.” I almost could not resist feeling like talking to him. We do not even see mothers
who piggyback children nowadays.
They say that fathers are absent from home at this age, but fathers of the world, why
don’t you take a walk once, piggybacking your baby? I bet that you will feel warm to
your heart, with mild spring sunshine [Asahi Shinbun April 21, 1998].

For her, a piggybacking father is someone to admire. Her recommendation of it to absent
fathers is also closely linked to a sense of nostalgia, or “warm” feelings to one’s heart
like “mild spring sunshine.”
In addition to the juxtaposition of piggybacking with contemporary parenting by
“young mothers” that makes use of technological advances, another argument was that
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carrying babies in front could be dangerous, as you cannot see your feet, in contrast to
piggybacking. Not a few middle to elderly women who spoke to me carrying my child in
front during my fieldwork often said to me so when they pointed out the newness of this
way of carrying babies. These discourses for piggybacking (slings) manifest a return to,
nostalgia for, and discovery of, authenticity in childrearing in good old days in the
material sense in the age of modern parenting.
In early twenty-first-century Japan, piggybacking, therefore, remains only as an
object for nostalgia, or at most as an icon of domesticity (some people still use it inside
the home). In actuality, various new types of piggybacking slings—“stylish and gorgeous
even though they are old-style onbuhimo” (mukashinagara no)—have been remarketed.
But the images that are associated with them are often those of grandmothers, as shown
in a picture of a piggybacking grandmother employed on an online advertising for a type
of sling in the store called “The Power of Grandchildren” (Mago no Chikara).218 The
only occasion I saw it being used in public spaces during my fieldwork is in a small street
in my hometown when an elderly grandmother or possibly a great-grandmother was
carrying a baby on her back with a towel wrapped around the baby’s body, chatting with
an elderly person. All in all, piggybacking is disappearing from the public images of
“modern” childrearing. The discourses on baby carriers end up naturalizing people using
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This store is parallel with a magazine newly started in 2011, following the popularity of childrearing
grandfathers (called ikujii) and grandmothers. “Mago no Chikara” (The power of grandchildren) online
shop.” “Hokkyoku Shirokumado Hekoobi Runaguree: ‘Bāba, dakko! Kondo wa onbu!’” (Hokkyoku
Shirokumado Waist Band Runaguree: “Granma, hold me! This time piggyback me!”). The advertisement
calls grandmothers bāba or guranma, different from traditional obāchan or its equivalents, and emphasizes
that the sling enables the grandmother and her grandchild to cuddle each other more than usual baby
carriers. Accessed July 31, 2013 http://www.magonochikara.com/shop/goodsdtl.php?goods_cd=TA-03-001.
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old onbuhimo as old-fashioned Japanese, viewed with a sense of nostalgia, but also as not
being presentable to public.

Discovering a self in new types of baby carriers
As I have described in Chapter 5, the ikumen movement implies a slogan of “discover
myself,” or a more authentic self, in its effort to encourage men to be actively involved in
childrearing, or to countervalue their ways of living, masculinity, and identities. It
resembles the “Discover Japan” and “Discover Myself” campaigns by Japan National
Railway in 1970 that imply that traveling to old Japanese cities helps one (a woman)
discover oneself (herself) that is “authentic, but lost” (Ivy 1995:34,40,41). In search for
“new self” in the ikumen movement, however, ikumen and new styles of parenthood
discover a “self” as caring fathers (and mothers) not in the old piggybacking (slings), but
in the new Western types of baby carriers materially (and new ways of carrying babies in
front psychologically), because they need and want to look modern, as I describe more in
detail in later sections. Western baby carriers are thus what have helped parents
emancipate themselves, by allowing them to go out without feeling embarrassed and
without looking domesticated, but instead looking like stylish and modern parents who
are presentable to the public.
A newspaper article, for example, talks about an event held monthly at a café in
Tokyo called “Lunch with babies,” where the organizer advises mothers to carry their
babies in back using new types of baby carriers, because that way, mothers do not have to
cross the strings along the breasts highlighting them in public like the traditional
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onbuhimo do; simultaneously, that would calm their babies down so mothers can eat
seated (Yomiuri Shinbun August 10, 2012). Likewise, in a company that makes clothes
for breastfeeding mothers, Mo-house, employees come and work with their babies while
carrying them in front or in back with the new types of carriers.219 These new usages of
Western types of baby carriers in fact delineate that those who need to discover oneself
and be more emancipated from tradition can be women. In any case, the examples
suggest that new types of baby carriers have enabled mothers (and possibly fathers) to
carry, and thus communicate with, babies in a new way, in addition to helping them to
discover a new subjectivity as a modern parent, by going out with babies without being
embarrassed, eating out at cafés, working outside the home, and further looking stylish
and modern whether carrying babies in front or in back.

7.5 Advertising New Baby Carriers and Consumption	
  
As mentioned earlier, from the very beginning, advertising of new types of baby carriers
have been linked in part to encouraging male participation in childrearing, in addition to
revolutionizing childrearing and thus motherhood. In the boom of ikumen in early
twenty-first-century Japan, too, new types of baby carriers have been aimed at fathers,
and many types of imported and domestic baby carriers specifically advertise and/or are
designed so that they can also be used by fathers (“papa (ni) mo”). For example, some
advertisements claim that that type of baby carrier has a casual design that “looks good
219

“‘Mo-house’ shachō Mitsuhata Yuka” (The president of ‘Mo-house’ Yuka Mitsuhara).” Asahi Shinbun
Ibaraki. February 14, 2013. Mothers carrying babies in new types of baby carriers while being engaged in
other activities have become a new scene in public spaces. In my fieldwork, too, I saw a mother eating
lunch at a café carrying her baby in front. The members of an NPO for childrearing whose events I
participated several times also carried babies in front or in back while carrying out their activities.
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on not only mamas, but also papas” (Mama wa mochiron, papa ni mo niau)220; “Onesize-fit-all carriers that papas can use, too” (Papa mo tsukaeru furī saizu) (tocotoco 2011
vol. 15 autumn:13); and “A baby carrier that is comfortable for papas and babies” (Papa
& akachan ni yasashii dakkohimo).221 Parenting magazines have also featured fathers
with baby carriers, as seen in a feature article found in a magazine for mothers: “Snap
shots of papas’ baby carrying style” (Papa no dakko sutairu SNAP) (Hiyoko Kurabu
October 2011:165–169).
Numerous novel types of baby carriers are currently available, which are
compared and reviewed to one another in many websites and blogs. As adverting creates
new styles of fatherhood and feeds consumption as I describe soon, some parents own
even multiple baby carriers. Popular carriers include a French baby carrier, tonga, which
is frequently associated with fathers, and a Swedish baby carrier Baby Byörn. Baby
Byörn even conducts an annual “Stylish Papa Contest” since 2008 supported by the
Embassy of Sweden, evaluating applications submitted by mothers in order to choose
most stylish fathers using the baby carriers.222 Among these various baby carriers, one
from Hawaii called Ergo baby, in particular, has gained enormous popularity. The Ergo
baby carrier comes in different colors, patterns, textures, and designs, and with various
accessories that can be used together with it, allowing parents to customize their own
special carriers. It is expensive—it costs about $150—but it has become extremely
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Combi. “2-way mix/2-way baby carriers.” Accessed July 31, 2013.
http://www.combi.co.jp/products/carrier/2way_mix/.
221
Familiar Ltd., Aprica Japan. Accessed February 9, 2013. http://www.papadacco.com/point/.
222
Babybrorn. Accessed December 4, 2013. http://www.babybjorn.jp/contests/stylishdad/.
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common in urban areas in Japan.223 Its proliferation may be described as “Everyone in
town has it!” as one of my mama-friends put it; in a municipal class for cooking solid
foods for babies held in 2012, too, all approximately forty mothers appeared with Ergo
baby.
In a catalogue of a nursery item store for fathers, called DAD-WAY—founded in
1992 with the aim that “we want to make fathers’ childrearing more fun!” (Otōsan no
kosodate o motto omoshiroku shitai!)—Ergo baby is being featured as a solution for
concerns by mothers and fathers about baby carriers. The page is set up so that
experienced mothers recommend solutions for concerns by novice mothers through wordof-mouth. A novice mother’s concern is, “Though my husband is interested in parenting,
he seems not very comfortable using a baby carrier” (Ikuji ni kyōmi no aru otto mo
dakkohimo ni wa teikō ga aru mitai). An experienced mother’s answer to this concern is,
“Fathers may feel embarrassed to use those baby carriers that are designed for mothers.
Ergo baby is attractive, as it is unisex and comes in basic colors that fathers can feel
comfortable using. Piggybacking with it is cool, too, as you can do it like backpacking!”
(Mamayō ni dezain sareta mono da to papa ni wa hazukashii no kamo. Erugo bebī wa
danjokyōyō de tsukae, papa mo tsukaiyasui bēshikkuna karā ga sorotte iru no mo
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The popularity of baby carriers seems to depend in part on whether or not there are convenient public
transportation systems in Japan. My field site had convenient train and bus systems and perhaps because of
that, some mothers did not drive. Baby carriers were thus very commonly used to go out with small babies
alone, in addition to strollers. In a German city, in contrast, I observed parents predominantly using
strollers with small babies, and baby carriers were not very common even with good transportation systems.
People there often walked to go around in town, and that is probably one reason for preferring strollers over
baby carriers. Their popularity in urban areas in Japan, however, also suggests the influence of advertising
of baby carriers.
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miryoku. Onbu mo ryukku kankaku de kakkoii desu yo!) (Akasugu November 2011
Special edit Ergo baby thoroughgoing study:4).
Similarly, another brochure for Ergo baby encourages male participation in
childrearing, claiming, “It is Ergo baby that suits papas too” (Papa ni mo niau no wa,
Erugo Bebī deshita) with a picture of an Western father and a baby and by using a
loanword for “father”—papa, instead of a Japanese father and Japanese word for father
(Ergo baby brochure: cover). Yet, another brochure for Ergo baby introduces a couple’s
comment: they say that they saw mothers and fathers who used the baby carrier whenever
they traveled to Hawaii, and now that they have a baby, the wife says, “My husband
looks very happy that he can carry the baby the way he had desired” (Akogarete ita
dakko ga deki, otto mo sugoku ureshisō!). These advertisements feed consumption of
baby carriers, emphasizing how they would allow fathers to look stylish, modern, and
American (Western), and create desires in both women and men for a style of modern
parenting.
As I have described in Chapter 6, the ikumen movement appropriates traditional
manliness in its effort to encourage fathers. “Men’s childrearing” is similarly highlighted
in advertising for baby carriers. In an advertisement for Ergo baby on the website of a
popular store for nursery items, Akachan Honpo, for example, the baby carrier is listed in
a section for “Childbearing preparation goods FOR MEN” (Shussan junbi yōhin FOR
MEN). The subtitle says: “Men’s’ taste acquired from things” (Mono kara manabu
‘otoko’ no kodawari). The advertisement goes:
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Example 1:
Kakkoii bebī horudā
Papa-do ga gutto agaru!
Dakkohimo
Kōkishin ōseina bebī
Dakedo! Kiken mo ippai
Dakara papa ga yasashiku
Dakko shite agemasho
Ryōte mo akushi!
Mama to te mo tsunagechau
Kazoku no tanoshii odekake sapōto♪

Cool baby carrier
A type of baby carrier that
Greatly increases your papa-level
Babies are curious
But! There are many dangers
So, why doesn’t papa
Hold them gently?
Both your hands are free!
You can hold mama’s hand
It makes going-out with your family more
enjoyable♪

The ad locates fathers as the ones who carry babies when going out with their
families to avoid dangers that babies might be exposed to, and it stresses that the baby
carrier greatly increases their “papa-level.” By claiming that men can learn their taste
through items they would need in preparation for their coming babies, overall, the
advertisement urges (would-be) father to become ikumen, which is made possible by
consuming, and wearing new types of baby carriers, going-out (odekake), and showing
their style in public. The advertising also creates a desire for new styles of couplehood, in
which married couples with a baby also walk hand in hand.
Another advertisement for Ergo baby included in a parenting magazine for
mothers also points to this new style of couplehood, with an eye-catching phrase: “Ergo
baby has the magic to make mamas and papas into lovers again” (Erugo bebī. Mama
to papa o koibito ni modosu mahō) (Hiyoko Kurabu June 2012:4–5). It goes:
Example 2:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Mama ni natte, nankai, kare to dēto shimashita ka?
Papa ni natte, ikutsu, kanojo ni purezento shimashita ka?
Ikuji wa, nanika o gisei ni suru koto ja nai
Akachan ga ite mo, futari wa itsu datte, koibito dōshi
Deatta koro no yōni akutibuni
Sutairisshu ni sugoshite hoshii
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7
8
9
10

Erugo bebī ga kazoku ni okuru
Zutto dakko shite ite mo tsukarenikui bebīkyaria
Mama mo papa mo, akachan mo
Issho ni totteoki no jikan o

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

How many times have you gone on a date with your husband after you became a mama?
How many presents have you given to your wife after you became a papa?
Childrearing does not mean to sacrifice something
Even if you have a baby, you two are always lovers
We’d like you to spend your time as actively and
as stylishly as you used to do like when you first met
A baby carrier that Ergo baby provides to families
that is less tiring even if you carry a baby for a long time
Mama, papa, and the baby, too
Let’s spend our special time together

The advertisement constructs a new style of couplehood—couplehood that is linked to
images of Western couples for many Japanese—in which mothers and fathers (called
mama and papa, instead of Japanese okāsan and otōsan as described in Chapter 8)
remain in love, dating and giving presents even after having children (lines 1, 2, & 4), as
opposed to traditional images of Japanese parenthood. The advertisement assumes that
childrearing has been something that must involve sacrifice, and therefore insists that
new styles of parenthood do not mean it (line 3).
Of interest is the use of third person pronouns kare to refer to the husband from
the point of view of the wife and kanojo to refer to the wife from the point of view of the
husband in lines 1 and 2. The third person pronouns kare and kanojo began to be used as
translations of he and she in late nineteenth century, but these uses of the words are not
common and if used, certain connotations, such as foreignness, newness, and
snobbishness, might be evoked. Kare (and also often kareshi) and kanojo, instead, came
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to mean “boyfriend” and “girlfriend” in the early Showa period (1926-).224 The third
person pronouns used in the advertisement, therefore, stress couplehood, rather than
parenthood, as well as a new kind of relationship between one’s husband and wife. All in
all, the advertisement encourages parents to remain in love, live actively and stylishly
(lines 4–6), and spend their special time together with their baby (by carrying him or her
in front) (line 10). In these last phrases (lines 9–10), perhaps an ideology of having a
family and children—which has become prominent more than ever before in the ikumen
movement and after the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011—is also implied. In any
case, the new Western style of couplehood is made possible by the use of Ergo baby,
feeding consumption.
The feeding of consumption, on the other hand, appears to be aimed more at
young parents as well as at women. While the advertisement seems to create a sense of
longing for single couplehood and/or for the time when the child is still small that for the
most part enables parents to stay more as lovers, it also creates a desire in women more
than in men. This is implied in the collocation of “mamas and papas” in the headline
phrase “the magic to make mamas and papas into lovers again,” in which the point of
view of women is taken more seriously. Inenaga (2012:115) discusses the difference in
such collocations used in a parenting magazine, arguing that even if the magazine claims
sharing childcare between the father and mother, “papa ya mama” (papas and mamas) is
frequently used in contexts of playing with children, whereas “mama ya papa” (mamas
and papas) is used with feeding babies and putting them to bed. Aside from the fact that
224

According to Meikyo Dictionary of Japanese, kareshi was created by a film commentator Tokugawa
Musei as the counterpart of kanojo at the beginning of Showa period (Kitahara 2003).
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the advertisement is included in a parenting magazine for women, the collocation hints
that the desires for such a lifestyle are thought to come more from women on the one
hand, while on the other increasing women’s desires for the kind of an imagined Western
lifestyle and Western men.
These examples illuminate that advertising of new types of baby carriers feeds
consumption by partly appropriating the West. It emphasizes that the baby carrier allows
men to look fashionable and modern even while involved in parenting—a field that is
thought to be more or less unfamiliar to men. Advertising of baby carriers, thus, provide
men with an easy access to a new world of parenting in a time when men are needed to
search for new ways of living and subjectivities within the context of the post-bubble
economic recession and demographic change. In contrast, for women, those
advertisements claim that new types of baby carriers not only make it possible for them
to have Western-minded sweet and cooperative husbands and to spend a (imagined)
Western-style of romantic couplehood even after marriage and having children, without
needing to sacrifice their lives to motherhood.
Kelsky (1999, 2001) has delineated gendered implications of transnationalism, a
consequence of modernities. She argues that Japanese internationalist women have
started to learn English, work in foreign companies, and some move out to English
speaking countries since the 1990s, looking for opportunities for equal employment,
romantic relationships with White men, and in turn moving race and class upward.225 She
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Piller and Takahashi (2006) and Bailey (2007) have also discussed how English learning in Japan is
entangled with women’s akogare ‘desires’ for the West and for having romantic relationships with White
men.
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Kelsky (1999:229) puts it that women’s making their ways to the U.S. to study and work
exploits “discourses of the modern, or ‘narratives of internationalism,’ to construct an
‘emancipatory’ turn to the foreign/West in opposition to gender-stratified corporate and
family structures in Japan.” New types of baby carriers, which are closely linked to
images of Western men, couplehood, and lifestyles, are, then, what emancipates men and
women from ideologies of traditional childrearing, family, fatherhood, and parenthood.
The advertising of new types of baby carriers have therefore in part created and increased
desires for not only ikumen, but also new styles of couplehood, and in turn modern and
global parenting. The advertising appropriated such desires not only of internationalist
women since the 1990s, but also of men, perhaps to deal with the economic recession and
the demographic change in Japan’s late modernity.

7.6 Fathers with Baby Carriers in the Malls
With the proliferation of new types of baby carriers as well as stylish strollers, most
fathers and mothers found in the malls use one or both of these. According to an
advertising agency Dentsu Inc., the attitude of contemporary fathers is that, “They want
to show people that they are cool fathers” (Kakkoii papa de aru jibun o misetai), in
addition to, “They want to enjoy themselves together with their children,” and, “They
want to value the partnership (pātonāshippu) with their wives.”226 As described earlier,
wishes to look like “cool father” are closely linked to stylish nursery items, and in
particular, as seen in the advertisings of the Ergo baby carrier, new types of baby carriers
226

Dentsu Inc. “News release.” December 22, 2009. Accessed March 8, 2013.
http://www.dentsu.co.jp/news/release/2009/pdf/2009093-1222.pdf
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themselves index new Western styles of fatherhood (and couplehood). In these wishes to
look like modern fathers, urban spaces, in particular, spaces of shopping malls, where
many fathers inhabit, play a role in further facilitating ikumen and views of ikumen as
modern fathers. In what follows, I describe an example that discursively constructs
ikumen by iconizing them with fathers using new types of baby carriers in malls.
The excerpt shown below is a conversation between myself and two friends of
mine, Rika and Tomoyo, who discuss their husbands and ikumen in response to my
question: what kind of people do you think ikumen are?:
Example 3:
1

Atsuko

2

Rika

3

Atsuko

4

Rika

5

Atsuko

6

Rika

7

Tomoyo

8

Atsuko

9

Tomoyo

10 Atsuko
11 Tomoyo
12 Atsuko
13 Tomoyo
14 Atsuko
15 Rika

Nee, nanka, ikumen tte dooiu hito no koto da to omou?
You know, what kind of people do you think are ikumen?
Ikumen?
Ikumen?
Un.
Yeah.
E::::. Sossen shite ikuji o yaru otoko, menzu? Nanka iyaiya toka ja nakute.
We::::ll. Men or menzu ‘men’ who take the initiative in childrearing? You know
without reluctance or so.
A:…
Ah…
Dakara hontoo A-tchan no dannasan toka, masani ikumen da to omou.
So I think A-tchan’s [your] husband, for example, is a real ikumen.
Ahahahahaha [laughter]
Ahahahahaha [laughter]
Sookana…
I wonder…
Jibun no dannasan no koto o, shira, mite ru kara, soo da to omou yo, kitto, ikumen tte.
You’re seeing your own husband, so I think that’s right perhaps, he is ikumen.
A, e? Tomo-chan?
Well, what? About Tomo-chan [you]?
Chigau, chigau, chigau, A-tchan.
No, no, no, A-tchan [you].
A, hontoo?
Well, really?
U::n.
Yeah.
Demo Tomo-chan toka Rika-chan wa omowanai, jibun no dannasan…?
But don’t Tomo-chan and Rika-chan [you] think your husbands’re…?
||Uchi mo choo yatte kureru.
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||My husband does help me out very much too.
Ja, nanka, ikumen poi na tte omottari suru? Soo, sooiu fuu ni wa…?
Then do you think he’s like ikumen? Do you not think so…?
Rika
|| Demo, Omou. Nanka, saikin sa, yasumi no hi toka sa, LiLimall toka iku jan.
||Well, but I do. You know, recently, on weekends, you know, you go to LiLimall
or so.
Atsuko
U::n.
Yeah.
Rika
De, dakkohimo yatte n no tte, minna otoosan jan?
And those who are using baby carriers are all fathers, right?
Tomoyo
A, soo da ne.
Yeah, that’s true.
Rika
Nanka, kekkoo, dakkohimo mo sa, nanka, nanka, ikumen buumu da kara sa, iro toka
mo sa, ne, otokoyoo toka mo arushi sa, yappa “ikumen buumu” da yo ne. Ima sa moo
sa, ikuji yannai tte iu otoko no hito ga moo sukunai n ja nai?
You know, in the ikumen boom, there are baby carriers with [different] colors and
those for men or so, and you know, after all it’s “the ikumen boom.” You know,
nowadays, there aren’t many men who don’t help raise the children, right?
Tomoyo
Mezurashii to omou, sotchi no hoo ga.
I agree those’re rare.
Atsuko
A, he::, demo sono shigoto…
Well, I see, but work…
Tomoyo
Densha de Shinyamato itta toki ni sa::, dakkohimo danna ga sossen shite, a “Ore
yaru” tte itte. Soshitara, nande tte ittara, mawari kara “konohito ikumen da na” tte
omowareru kara.
My husband was the first to use the baby carrier, saying “I’ll do it” when we
went to Shinyamato [a shopping mall area in southwest Saitama]. I asked him
why, then he said that “they would then think that this guy is ikumen.”
Rika & Atsuko He::::.
Really.
Tomoyo
Omowaretai kara mitai na. “A, soo” tte.
Like he wants to be viewed so. I said “I see...”
Rika
Yappa aru n da, demo sooiu ganboo mitai na no tte.
That kind of desires does exist!
Tomoyo
Nanka aru mitai da yo [laughter]. “Soo na no?” tte kanji.
You know, yes it seems it does [laughter]. I’m like “Is that the case?”

16 Atsuko
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27
28

In line 15, Rika says that her husband helps her out very much and agrees that he
is ikumen. However, she instantly changes the focus to fathers in general. She links her
husband and ikumen to fathers who use baby carriers at malls (line 17), and assumes that
those who use baby carriers at malls are all fathers (line 19). The link Rika makes here
suggests that fathers found at malls look like ikumen if they use new types of baby
carriers. Similarly, Tomoyo talks about her husband wishing to be viewed as ikumen (line
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24). Interestingly, this, according to her husband, in part becomes possible by carrying
his baby in a baby carrier at a shopping mall. Like the business suits that have stood for
Japanese white-collar salaried workers or salarīman, these comments suggest that baby
carriers have become iconized like a costume to show ikumen-ness for some fathers, thus
constructing an imagined group of fathers who look like ikumen, irrespective of how
much they are actually involved in childrearing. In another gathering, Tomoyo also
mentioned this episode and complained that she ends up carrying luggage and shopping
bags that are in actuality heavier than their baby, since her husband essentially wants to
carry their baby in a carrier or stroller whenever they go out. The new nursery item
advertised and designed for men, as described earlier, have thus created a desire to be
viewed as simultaneously caring and stylish fathers in some men.
Because new types of baby carriers and ikumen are already iconized with each
other, the public space that fathers using baby carriers are seen does not necessarily have
to be at malls. For example, Rika’s husband commented in a gathering of all the women
and their husbands that it feels odd to him to be praised like, “You are ikumen! You’re
ikumen!” when he was just interacting with his child in a normal way. While he distances
himself from the label ikumen, he nevertheless looked like one when he, wearing hip
cropped pants, put on an Ergo baby carrier to carry his baby when he was about to leave
the table at a restaurant—as if his character shifted from just being a male and a husband
to being a young father who likes and takes good care of his child. The iconization
between the two, therefore, makes fathers look like ikumen when they carry babies in
stylish baby carriers, irrespective of where they are and whether they want to be viewed
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as ikumen, and no matter how much they are in actuality taking part in raising their
children. Indeed, fathers should and do look like new caring fathers, and thus ikumen,
even if they use traditional onbuhimo and in public spaces other than malls. However, the
use of new types of baby carriers in shopping malls exaggerates the father being modern
and stylish in our consumer culture.
In malls, which have become a site of family leisure, many families with babies
inhabit using baby carriers and strollers. And in the modern space of malls where people
shop, window-shop, browse, dine, rest, and the like, the logic of association (Crawford
1992:15) among commodities, unsalable objects, the space, and visitors, including fathers
with baby carriers, “resonate infinitely.” Commodities, needs, and wants create one’s
identity in malls “however vicariously” it might be (Jackson 1998:178). Our consumer
culture and malls create a subjectivity as middle-class and neoliberal parents and citizens,
saving people from an “unmediated confrontation with social difference” that may
happen if it were not mediated by consumer goods (Jackson 1998:178). The
commercialized public space also offers people the “experience” of such a consumeroriented lifestyle and enhances the sense of “community” among visitors, similar to the
case of Starbucks that Gaudio discusses (2003).
Malls also are perhaps the best public urban space that offers fathers (and their
wives) opportunities to show how they (their husbands) are and do ikumen, whether in
babies’ restrooms or in other spaces in the malls. In particular, the activity of “see[ing]
and be[ing] seen,” or co-construction of visual images, that frequently takes place at
malls (Goss 1993:25; Oldenburg 1989:17) by a collective of people helps construct an
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imagined community (Anderson 1983) of ikumen who use Western stylish baby carriers
(and strollers) at malls. As mentioned earlier, the build-form of malls that is strategically
planned—which aims at making people wander around in the large space of malls
without convenient accesses to elevators and escalators with circular galleries that
perplex the sense of direction and the like (Crawford 1992:13)—and other devices such
as resting spots with benches that function similar to outside seats of cafés along streets
or front porches of houses, all facilitate the activity of seeing and being seen and
inevitably offer people opportunities to observe, judge, or share new ikumen-hood,
familyhood, or subjectivities.
Goffman’s (1963) theory of face-to-face interaction is useful in capturing the “copresence” of visitors to the malls. He describes a condition of social interaction that it is
about “mutuality” and facilitating feedback (17). He explains that the receivers of
embodied messages from other people present themselves “as a source of embodied
information for them” as well (15). In other words, “each giver is himself a receiver, and
each receiver is a giver” (16). He goes on to argue the implications of this feature:
First, sight begins to take on an added and special role. Each individual can see that he is
being experienced in some way, and he will guide at least some of his conduct according
to the perceived identity and initial response of his audience. Further, he can be seen to be
seeing this, and can see that he has been seen seeing this (16).

Thus, in the condition of “co-presence,” one takes up actions that are facilitated (or
countered) by other people “regardless of the end to which they put the information thus
acquired” (17). He concludes that individuals are needed to present both “alterness as
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evidence of his availability for potential stimuli” and “orderliness and organization of his
personal appearance as evidence that he is alive to the gathering he is in” (30).
The social interaction happening at the malls are no exception of this condition,
and thus parents with small children at the malls act according to the attitudes of other
parents with small children, leading to uncountable reiterations of actions and behaviors.
Such lines of reiteration, in turn, strengthen the iconization of the three—malls, baby
carriers, and ikumen. New types of baby carriers play an inevitable role here, because
them being stylish and modern and presentable to public, in contrast to piggybacking
slings, is what has allowed parents to “going-out” (odekake) with babies and toddlers to
the malls, which had been rather uncommon; now going-out has become naturalized as a
style of leisure for “middle-class” families.
As opposed to local communities that are encouraged through connections of
papa-tomo ‘papa-friends,’ as described in Chapter 6, the sense of local community with
papa-tomo does not exist at malls. But at malls where people pass time for certain period
of time being involved in various activities, families experience another sense of
community for new fathers and families. While malls are often criticized as being the
cause of destroying communities that had (or are thought to have) existed before
(Hayamizu 2012:56), Goss (1993:22) claims that the developers of malls have
appropriated a “modernist nostalgia for authentic community, perceived to exist only in
past and distant places, and have promoted the conceit of the shopping center as an
alternative of modern community life.” The pioneer of U.S. shopping malls Victor Gruen
(1973:11) also argues, “we can restore the lost sense of commitment and belonging; we
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can counteract the phenomenon of disorientation, isolation and lonesomeness and awaken
a sense of identification and participation.”
The juxtaposition of local communities and shopping malls also raises the
question of what counts as “community” in relation to childrearing. The imaginary sense
of community not only takes a form of a rather fixed, existing physical sense of
community, such as a nation, a group, or a town, which seemed not very common among
urban families, but also exceeds territorial boundaries and extends to cyberspheres
(Bernal 2005), Starbucks (Gaudio 2003), or women’s connections (joen) (Ueno 2008). As
I described in Chapter 6, the connections among women in Japan, or what Ueno calls
joen, for example, are formed by rather weak ties that are different from connections by
blood, land, and workplace. Active women connected through joen frequently maintain
some physical distance among the members, but still share a sense of a certain tie (Ueno
2008). These characterizations of community, however, seem insufficient, and a sense of
community can be felt more fluidly.
Granovetter’s theory of ‘the strength of weak ties’ (Granovetter 1983) is useful
here. It claims that new technological forms, or genres, such as blogging (or what he calls
“weak” forms of culture) can be powerful in connecting people and circulating
knowledge, as opposed to, for example, highbrow culture (Schultz and Breiger 2010).
Borrowing his theory, “virtual communities” found in shopping malls can be powerful in
connecting people, as opposed to “local communities.” If visitors in the malls, through
seeing and being seen, create some kind of a sense of belonging as “new fathers” or
“modern families”—even if they are naturalized or not conscious about the fact—people
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may feel a sense of community no matter how momentarily and accidentally they share
the time and space in the malls.
This leads to the discussion of “constantness” in linguistic anthropology, which
focuses on moment-to-moment interactions and identities that constantly shift and
negotiated (e.g., Barrett 1999). The case of new styles of fathers and families in the malls
thus suggests that perhaps a sense of community lies in a moment, too, and people move
in and out of community. In the malls, the sense of commune and identity for new
fatherhood and familyhood is constantly produced and negotiated. The movement of
ikumen is thus partly created through a moment-to-moment construction of community in
the malls as well. The heterogeneity and differences and struggles within a community
(Pratt 1987), are thus, erased in the malls, turning the differences to the desires for a
better life whether materially, psychologically, or others. In particular, social differences
are replaced by desires for consumption at malls, but simultaneously they are obscured
since a mall makes fathers look similar to each another.
A father in his thirties said to me that although he does not pay attention to other
fathers at malls, he wonders (kininaru) what kind of job the man has (or they have) when
the married couple is young with their children and all of them are dressed relatively
nicely (sorenari no kakko). His comment, on the one hand, suggests that for him this
scene evokes class distinctions among people in the malls, creating desires for a
materially better life. In other words, he either distances himself from, or covertly aligns
with, the stylish and seemingly higher-class families he saw. On the other hand, his
comment hints that he is also a member of the modern family in the malls, since the
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social space of the malls make both the subject and object of seeing look equally like
modern families, naturalizing them as default visitors who are more or less consumptionoriented, even if it does not involve any purchasing.
In the space of malls, people experience their middle-class-ness as a cosmopolitan
entity, by shopping, window-shopping, dining, seeing and being seen (or showing off)
families with children and ikumen fatherhood, irrespective of whether or not they actually
consume objects and of whether or not they are actively involved in childcare, but in part
through the use of new types of baby carriers that manifest and create desires for
participating in Western and global parenting and subjectivity in Japan’s late
modernity.227 And such middle-class-ness and orientation toward being global do not
necessarily mirror one’s economic capital, and one’s images—such that one looks
fashionable and youthful, rather than having grey hair and a pot belly even if
economically more affluent—more likely affect the often vicarious judgment of people in
the space of the malls.
Jackson (2008:232) finds that “linguistic structural transformations are very much
iconic and indexical of other structural shifts in Madagascar’s national and local politics.”
Borrowing her idea, then, the transformation of ways of carrying babies shown in
opinions to newspaper readers’ columns, adverting, and people’s metapragmatic
comments is also iconic and indexical of Japan’s political economic structural shifts,
which aim to participate in the globalized world by combating an extremely low birthrate.
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As malls have a recreational role, not just shopping, Underhill (2005:69) notes that men who do not like
malls are more interested in doing such things as watching other people, “browsing around in stores,” “the
nonretail parts—the rocking-climbing walls, the food courts.”
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7.7 Conclusion
By focusing on shopping malls and new types of baby carriers, this chapter has described
how the urban space and a Western commodity have exaggerated perceptions of fathers
with babies as ikumen in our globalizing and consumer-oriented world. I have argued that
“going-out” (odekake) with babies has become naturalized as a style of leisure for
middle-class families in part through stylish baby carriers, which are presentable to
public. In doing so, Japan and Japanese childrearing have partly found a new, more
authentic “self” that is different from images of “absent fathers” and “sacrificing mothers”
in Western types of baby carriers, while on the other hand positioning piggybacking
slings as an object of nostalgia and domesticity.
I have also shown how malls might have become a third place for families with
small children. In my field site, it appeared that fathers with baby carriers often inhabit in
the malls, more freely and comfortably than in local communities, without being viewed
as unemployed, but rather as modern fathers. Due to the group effects of fathers with
babies in the malls, views of fatherhood shifted from something embarrassing to
something to be proud of and fashionable. Through material objects, and because of
material objects, which represent class, Whiteness, and urbanity, fathers and families
obtain identities as modern subjects in the space of malls. In this sense, fathers wearing
baby carriers in malls have become the strongest icon of ikumen. I have argued that
“see[ing] and be[ing] seen” activities, or “facilitation of feedback” (Goffman 1963:17),
that naturally occur in the space of malls emphasize this perception of fathers as modern
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fathers and strengthens the linkage between ikumen, baby carriers, and malls. A sense of
imagined community of ikumen is therefore created in the space of malls where many
families with small children participate in new styles of fatherhood, familyhood, or
subjectivity, irrespective of whether or not fathers want to be viewed as ikumen and of
how much they are actually taking care of children, but through new types of baby
carriers. Thus, Japanese new styles of fatherhood are in part constructed in malls that
have exploited “modernist nostalgia for authentic community” (Goss 1993:22), where the
“lost sense of commitment and belonging” can be restored (Gruen 1973:11).
Language and discourse used for family-targeted consumption in part contributed
to shaping “new fathers” in the ikumen movement and increasing the visibility of them.
The advertising of baby carriers, for instance, has played an important role in creating in
both men and women a desire for modern fatherhood, romantic couplehood, and in turn
global parenting and citizenship. I have thus suggested that (creation of) desires for such
a lifestyle in relation to new types of baby carriers is another consequence of
modernization in Japan, in which not only internationalist Japanese women since the
1990s, but also men and masculinity, are manipulated to accommodate the economic
recession and the demographic change in Japan’s late modernity.
There are of course those who claim that they do not like ikumen or are not
involved in this “doing ikumen” business. At least, however, baby carriers are nursery
items that most parents use when they go out with babies in urban areas. The use of new
types of baby carriers make new styles of fatherhood commoditize with a sense of
“modern” and imagine by its style and space, naturalizing distinctions of and erasing
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struggles between class, race, or even gender, and making it a new hegemony of
fatherhood—as opposed to the old fatherhood. The materiality of baby carriers and malls,
in turn, suggests that the shift in the ways of carrying babies and family leisure described
in this chapter is in part indexical of the structural shifts in Japan’s political economy that
aim to take part in the globalized world by reducing a decline of the birthrate and
constructing a gender-equal society.
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CHAPTER 8 IDEOLOGIES EMBEDDED IN TERMS OF ADDRESS FOR PARENTS
8.1 Introduction
A::, amari kangaeta koto nai ne::. Maa Nihon wa otoosan okaasan toka otoochan
okaachan datta kedo ne::. ……Watashi wa kaachan tte itteta yo ne. Dakara gakkoo itte
hazukashii kara okaasan tte iu yooni natta yo ne. Ahahahahaha. ……Tochuu kara ookiku
naru to ne. Datte hora, motomoto nooka da kara, kaachan toochan tte itteta kedo ne.
Yappari minna ni awasete. ……Demo papa mama wa, nanka hazukashikute ienai ne::.
Are wa yappari nanka Amerikateki na tokoro, na::i? ……Amerika wa minna papa
mama?
Oh, I haven’t thought about terms of address for parents. Well, in Japan, they were
otoosan and okaasan, and/or otoochan and okaachan……I was using kaachan (mother)
before. And I came to use okaasan after I started school as I felt embarrassed by using
kaachan. Ahahahahaha [laughter]……Once you grow up. You know, my family was
originally farmers, so I called my parents kaachan and toochan. I guess, to follow others I
changed it.…...But I can’t say papa and mama because it’s, you know, embarrassing.
There’s something American about them, isn’t there? ……Do they normally use papa
and mama in America? [A woman in her 60s]

The comment above (by a woman in her sixties) highlights several common beliefs in
Japan about different terms of address for parents. As it suggests, the Japanese terms of
address for parents otōsan ‘father’ and okāsan ‘mother’ are thought to convey being
“Japanese,” “standard,” “formal,” and “public,” and their borrowed counterparts papa
and mama are thought to convey being “Western” (equated with being American),
“stylish,” “upper-class,” “modern,” “private,” and “childlike.”228 While these are more or
less common perceptions, previous research has pointed out that otōsan and okāsan were
the forms adopted, among other words, by the then-Ministry of Education as a standard to
denote “father” and “mother” at the beginning of the twentieth century (Hayashi
1973:159; Shimizu 1987:147; Shiraki 1973:128). Furthermore, the use of words of
address for parents in contemporary Japan is special in that even if parents and children
228

I use the collocation otōsan and okāsan, papa and mama, and so forth in the odd sections, and alternate
it in even sections with okāsan and otōsan, mama and papa, and so forth.
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have used papa and mama earlier, they may switch to otōsan and okāsan around the time
children enter school, thinking that papa and mama are too private and thus embarrassing
to use in public. On the other hand, in part influenced by the popularity and shifts in
views of male involvement in childrearing, or ikumen, otōsan and okāsan are shifting to
papa and mama, or dadī ‘daddy’ and DAD ‘dad,’ in the media as well as among parents
with young children.
Previous research has discussed terms of address for family members and
relatives, in relation to their origins and histories (Asahi Shinbun be Editing Group
2006:170–173; Hayashi 1973; Shimizu 1987; Shiraki 1973); to actual usages of them
through ethnography (Befu and Norbeck 1958; Fischer 1964) and through questionnaires
(e.g., Peng 1975, Watanabe 1968, Yano 1973); to acquisition of them by bilingual
children and learners of Japanese (e.g., Morita 2003); and others. Recent survey-based
studies have suggested a possible influence of society—such as an increase of nuclear
and double income families and a declining birthrate—on changes in the use of kinship
terms of address, in particular, between siblings (Sato 2007; Sepehri Badi 2011; Yorifuji
and To 1997). In those studies, otōsan and papa, as well as okāsan and mama, are often
combined as a category of kinship terms, as opposed to, for example, using first names to
call parents. Further, less attention has been given to “why” certain terms of address are
“chosen” over others and what is underlying the choices, or ideologies embedded in them
(but see Befu and Norbeck 1958). In this chapter, I therefore aim to describe semiotic and
discursive processes of the creation of those ideologies. I aim to disentangle ideologies
embedded in terms of address for parents, by historicizing them in the context of Japan’s
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modernization with debates over otōsan and okāsan, and papa and mama; and through
examining people’s metalinguistic comments in contemporary Japan. I further explore
how borrowed terms of address for parents are exploited in the ikumen movement. I draw
on different types of data, including conversations, interviews, an open-ended survey, as
well as on letters from readers and articles in newspapers and parenting magazines, and
advertisements of nursery items.229
Suzuki (2001:155) points out how terms of address (including terms of selfreference) highlight roles between interlocutors—between seniors and subordinates. He
describes that, for example, by calling himself papa, a father ratifies his role as a father to
the addressee (i.e., his child), which in turn covertly gives the child a dependent role as a
child. Similarly, by calling her father papa, a daughter overtly ratifies the addressee’s role
as a father, while covertly accepting her role as a daughter of the addressee. He argues
that these everyday practices of acknowledging, confirming, or reminding underscore and
shape roles. At the same time, the very function of terms of address being self-referential
and address words makes them naturally appear in various public spaces. This
everydayness of using and hearing them also causes naturalization of their meanings as
well, providing an area of investigation into the relationship between language and
ideology.
In this chapter, I describe how everyday language is heavily embedded in social
ideologies. Language or linguistic ideology is largely defined as “shared bodies of
229

The survey was carried out at the local children’s center on two occasions, once after a play group
meeting for two-year olds with seventeen mothers and once after an event for painting with thirty-seven
mothers. I asked questions, such as what they called their parents as children; what their children call them
(or what they want their children to call them) and why; what kind of images they have of “papa” and
“mama;” what they think about the word “ikumen;” in addition to a couple of demographic questions.
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commonsense notions about the nature of language in the world” (Rumsey 1990:346) and
more linguistically, as “sets of beliefs about language articulated by users as a
rationalization or justification of perceived language structure and use” (Silverstein
1979:193; see also Woolard 1998). The notion of linguistic ideology emphasizes “the
mutual mediation between the linguistic and the social as historical entities, which
develop and shift in the material worlds” (Inoue 2006:18, emphasis in the original).
As I discuss later, the debates over the uses of these words in Japan encompass
since the very beginning orientations toward both Japanese-ness in some part and
Western-ness in another—a consequence of modernization (Chatterjee 1993; Sakai 2001;
Inoue 2006). On the other hand, the connotations of borrowed terms of address for
parents have partly remained and have partly become naturalized through the late
twentieth and early twenty-first century. The loanwords have also been used as a
manifestation of and to create a distinction for new styles of fatherhood and motherhood
that are different from the dominant images of strict fathers and sacrificing mothers.
Borrowing the idea that the distinction between private or public is itself ideological (Gal
2005), I consider the concept of uchi ‘inside’ and soto ‘outside’ in Japan that affects uses
of terms of address for parents to be itself an ideology. I argue that, with such a social and
linguistic distinction, these terms of address for parents in part have shaped and been
shaped by ideologies created by Japan’s political economy, mass media, consumer
culture, and globalization. In what follows, I begin by describing Japanese terms of
address for parents, and borrowed terms of address for parents in relation to Japanese
loanwords. I then turn to describe their history, followed by a discussion about the public
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debate over their use, both historical and contemporary. Finally, I examine the use of
borrowed terms of address for parents in relation to the movement toward new styles of
fatherhood and motherhood.

Japanese terms of address for parents
Japanese has many words that mean “father” and “mother,” among which, as mentioned
above, otōsan and okāsan, and papa and mama, are the four most common words of
address in contemporary Japan. Japanese kinship terms, including otōsan and okāsan,
have many variations created by attaching to a stem (e.g., tō of o-tō-san) different
suffixes— -chan, -chama, -san, and –sama as the formality increases—and the honorific
prefix o- to raise politeness (Befu and Norbeck 1958:69). The suffixes and/or the prefix
may not be used at all (e.g., otō, kā, and kāchan). There are other blunt or dialectal terms
of address for parents (but not of self-reference) that children may use as they mature,
including oyaji and ofukuro, and in the Kansai dialect oton and okan. Recently, there are
also children who call their parents by their first names or nicknames.
Kinship words are used both as address terms for parents and as self-reference
terms used by parents.230 This is because, in Japanese, senior relatives—and only they—
are addressed using terms of address, and because kinship terms are used from the point
of view of the youngest member of the family. So for example, a father refers to himself

230

I use “terms of address” to include both vocative use, which is used to draw attention of the addressee,
and pronominal use (i.e. grammatical subjects), which is used to refer to the addressee. Otōsan and okāsan,
as well as papa and mama, are used fictively as well. For example, otōsan and okāsan are used by geishas
to politely call female and male masters of their geisha houses and teahouses; papa is used by women when
they are putting on the little girl act around their patrons (Digital Daijisen 2012); mama can also refer to
mistresses of bars, clubs, cabarets, or coffee shops (Shogakukan Kokugo Jiten Henshūbu 2000).
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as otōsan (or other words that denote “father”) and fictively calls his wife okāsan ‘mother’
(or the like) when talking to his children, by identifying himself with the youngest child
(Fischer 1964:122–123; Suzuki 2001).231
These Japanese kinship words—otōsan and okāsan and their variations—are in
fact (honorific) polite forms, whose generic forms are chichi or chichioya for “father” and
haha or hahaoya for “mother.” By following the principle of the so-called uchi ‘in-group’
and soto ‘out-group’ distinction of Japanese, the polite forms are used only for one’s own
family members within the family and for family members other than one’s own; the
generic forms are used when one is talking about one’s own family members to people
outside the family (Jorden and Noda 1987:311). Children are exempt from this principle
and use otōsan and okāsan, papa and mama, or the like, to the out-group, too.

Social class and indexicalization of terms of address for parents
Japanese kinship terms also convey the socioeconomic class of the speaker, as the
woman’s comment shown at the beginning of the chapter also suggests (when she said
that she used kāchan because her family were originally farmers but switched to okāsan
after she started school). Befu and Norbeck (1958:70–72) discuss this correlation
between the choice of terms of address and social class, with people from low class
tending to use less formal ones. They argue that their informants stressed the class-based
distinction of the terms, rather than considering the effects of intimacy the speaker feels

231

Suzuki (2001:138) calls this kind of fictive use among family members “secondary fictive use,” as
opposed to general “fictive use” used for people outside the family such as strangers. Suzuki considers this
secondary fictive use to be caused by what he calls “empathetic identification” (142).
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toward his parents or the influence of parental authority; for them, “usage of terms—it
could hardly be called choice—is only a matter of etiquette. A loosely defined range of
variants is permissible and proper for them, but certain of the terms used by persons of
lower class are improper as violations of rules of etiquette and because they are the
insignia of lower social class” (71).
Taking historical aspects into account, Befu and Norbeck (1958:72), on the other
hand, point out that “intimacy” is a determining factor of choices of terms of address
across different social classes. They explain that in low social classes, familial
relationships remained more democratic and intimate. Although the feudal system—
which spread since the twelfth century—and Confucianism—which was adopted as the
official creed of warriors during the Tokugawa era (1603–1868)—underpinned a
hierarchical relationship in the family, for urban residents of lower class and rural
peasants, this Confucian ideal did not have an impact until the mid-nineteenth century.
This happened only after the Meiji restoration when the government instilled nationalism
centering on the emperor. But even after such instruction, the Confucian ideal was not
completely cultivated among the lower classes (Befu and Norbeck 1958:71–72). These
historical incidents, on the one hand, shaped familial relationships and uses of terms of
address for parents, while on the other hand making a distinction of class-aligned
usages—not “choices”—in terms of address for parents.
These class-aligned usages have been pointed out in connection with regional
differences and fathers’ occupations, too. Watanabe (1968:68) speculates that the choice
of otōsan and okāsan (or otōchan and okāchan) versus tōchan and kāchan by elementary,
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middle and high school students were determined by the differences in the region and in
parents’ occupation: salaried workers and merchants in urban areas (“toshitekina chiiki”)
use the former, while speakers in rural areas (“nōsontekina chiiki”) use the latter. On the
other hand, not finding much use of papa and mama in Sakai city in Osaka, Yano (1973)
shows surprise and attributes the reason to the region: as he puts it, “This probably
demonstrates the nature of the locality (tochigara) that has an old tradition” (174).
Examining the results of Watanabe (1958) and Yano (1973) in addition to his own, Peng
(1975) demonstrates that usages of kinship terms of address are correlated not only with
class but also with gender and age. He finds that if the child is the daughter of a salaried
worker father in a nuclear family, the girl is more likely to use papa and mama, whereas
farmers, irrespective of family type, are likely to use tōchan and kāchan (119, 121).232
These studies highlight the correlation between social class and the usage of certain terms
of address for parents, but also have reproduced stereotypical class distinctions by which
those terms of address for parents are embodied.
The most formal versions of the variation, otōsama and okāsama, are two other
words that are closely linked to class. They are currently not commonly used, as they
evoke high class, if used, as opposed to the middle-class connotation of otōsan and
okāsan. Some families, however, may use otōsama and okāsama in order to prepare for
the children’s interviews for gaining admissions to those private schools, because

232

A newspaper article also provides an example of a word of address in connection with class. It states
that ottoo ‘father” is used in farming families and conveys a life carrying a hoe and a dirty fireplace in the
middle of the living room floor (Yomiuri Shinbun. May 23, 1961).
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prestigious kindergartens and elementary schools are said to expect their pupils to be
well-brought-up.
Uses and perceptions of otōchan and okāchan, which have become old-fashioned
in contemporary Japan, are also interesting examples of class representation of Japanese
kinship terms. In my fieldwork, in a language class I attended, the middle-aged male
Japanese instructor asked a male student approximately in his sixties whether his children
called he and his wife papa and mama or otōsan and okāsan. When he answered that they
called him tōchan, his classmates, some of whom were around his age and others much
younger, burst into laughter, as tōchan was unexpected, most likely sounding rustic.
Complaining that it was because her elder siblings had already called their parents
otōchan and okāchan that she ended up using those words, too, a woman in her thirties
also commented, “Normally (futsū) that’s the case, isn’t it? That people use otōsan and
okāsan.” She then insisted that even in Osaka, her hometown, you did not hear otōchan
and okāchan. These anecdotes underscore the rustic, old-fashioned, lower-class, and thus
negative connotations of otōchan and okāchan, which are objects of feeling embarrassed
and hiding nowadays.
But an interesting point is that, because those terms have become obsolete for the
majority of young Japanese speakers, perhaps, there is a certain revival in the use of
otōchan and okāchan. Some young parents use otōchan and okāchan nowadays, too,
sounding a bit cute and nostalgic, and thus erasing the negative connotations that those
terms normally convey. Aside from cases of otōsan and okāsan and papa and mama that
I describe later, the case of otōchan and okāchan indicates shifts in ideologies on the one
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hand, while on the other suggesting intricate interactions in which an ideology may be
generated differently from its “typical” one, when the “characterological figures,” or
“social personae” (Agha 2003:243) that particular terms of address for parents evoke do
not match with the speaker. Bourdieu (1977:653) argues that, “the evaluation of
competence takes into account the relationship between the speaker’s social properties
and the specifically linguistic properties of his discourse, i.e. the match or mismatch
between language and speaker.” In the case of these terms of address for parents, in
contrast, the mismatch plays a role and even otōchan and okāchan—negatively perceived
when the figure and the speaker match with each other—may convey positive images
when they mismatch.
Bourdieu’s notion of social space and distinction is also useful here. He argues
that those who drink champagne are more likely thought to have antique furniture, ride
horses, or play golf, which, for instance, “makes you [them] ‘look’ like a traditional
member of the old bourgeoisie” (1989:19–20). This is because “we are capable of
perceiving the relation between practices or representations and positions in social space,
…… through habitus we have a world of common sense” (19). In social life, one’s
properties, therefore, function “as signs: differences function as distinctive signs and as
signs of distinction, positive or negative, and this happens outside of any intention of
distinction, of any conscious search for ‘conspicuous consumption’” (20, emphasis in the
original). He continues:

……through the distribution of properties, the social world presents itself, objectively, as
a symbolic system which is organized according to the logic of difference, of differential
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distance. Social space tends to function as a symbolic space, a space of lifestyles and
status groups characterized by different lifestyles (1989:20).

Language is also a system of making differences (Hanks 2005:77), and in the case
of terms for addressing parents, the use (and perception) of otōchan and okāchan, or the
newer papa, mama, or dadī ‘daddy’ in contemporary Japan similarly suggest an
underlying social logic of creating “distinction” from lifestyles of other people and other
classes, or of new styles of fatherhood from the old ones. And because the scheme of
“distinction” and corresponding “divisions in the social field” are self-evident to native
speakers, such ordinary words used to address parents are implicitly practiced (Hanks
2005:77) in the face of modernity and globalization, as I describe later in more detail. All
in all, social class and other factors, such as geographical regions, age, gender, family
customs, or beliefs about childrearing, intersect in choosing and perceiving words of
address for parents in parallel with our social practices of making distinctions.

Borrowed terms of address for parents
Aside from papa and mama, which I describe in detail later, several other borrowed terms
of address for parents, which are originally English and still foreign-sounding, are used,
including dadī ‘daddy’ and mamī ‘mommy,’ and fāzā ‘father’ and mazā ‘mother’—all
written in the katakana syllabary used for loanwords—and daddo or DAD ‘dad’—written
either in katakana or in Roman letters. As I describe later, dadī ‘daddy’ and daddo or
DAD ‘dad’ are newer words that have started to be seen recently. In contrast, fāzā and
mazā have in fact been used from before, despite their foreign sounds. Their uses include
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words like shinguru fāzā ‘single father,’ shinguru mazā ‘single mother’ (which is said to
have been spread in 1982), and wākingu mazā ‘working mother.’233 They are also used in
titles of awards, such as Besuto Fāzā Ierō Ribon Shō ‘Best Father Yellow Ribbon Award’
begun in 1982. More recent examples include fāzāzu baggu ‘father’s bag’ and mazāzu
baggu ‘mother’s bag,’ Fāzāringu Japan ‘Fathering Japan’ (an NPO for men’s
childrearing started in 2006), Besuto Mazā Shō ‘Best Mother Award’ (an award created
in 2008), and Mazāringu Purojekuto ‘Mothering Project’ (an event for mothers held in
Tokyo in 2012).234 As I describe later, papa and mama have become more and more
common and popular, and this seeming shift from otōsan and okāsan to papa and mama,
or to DAD in the mass media, I argue, reflects the political project of increasing ikumen,
and accordingly changing styles of family, fatherhood, motherhood, and gender roles, in
close relation to Japan’s modernization and globalization.
Japanese loanwords
Japanese has adopted and used numerous loanwords. Previously, Japan had adopted
loanwords primarily from China, but since Western languages gained precedence after
233

Shinguru mazā is said to have spread through a book written by Ikegami Chizuko in 1982 called
Shinguru Mazāzu: Kekkon o Erabanakatta Onnatachi no Sei to Sei (Single Mother: The Life and Sex of
Women who did not Choose to Get Married). Tokyo: Gakuyo Shobo (Wikipedia. “Hitorioyakatei.”
Accessed June 16, 2013).
234
From the phonological point of view, papa and mama perfectly fit the constraint of a Japanese short
syllable, which ends with a short vowel; and mazā and mamī also conform to the rule of a long syllable
which ends with the vowel-length phoneme (Vance 2009:117). According to Vance (2009), the sequence
[di] as in dadī is a recent integration into the Japanese phonological system (228). In contrast, the
consonant [f] written using innovative katakana spellings—e.g., ファ for /fa/ as in fāzā—sounds more
foreign (81). The phonetic sequence of [daddo] for dad, which includes an extra-long voiced stop as in
many other recent loanwords, is inherently difficult to articulate due to the impossibility of keeping airflow
from the lungs for voicing. To solve this contradiction, thus, dad may be realized as [datto] or [dadto]
(without a release of closure for [d]) (108-110), but any of these realizations for dad appear to me to require
an effort to articulate and thus feels foreign. All in all, it is assumed that such native phonological
constraints have in part affected the incorporation of these loanwords for “fathers.”
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the Meiji restoration, words were borrowed first from Europe and then from the U.S.—as
Europeanization gave way to Americanization—to express ideas and items foreign to
Japanese society. Similar to the case of papa and mama, Japanese borrowed many words
that duplicated already existing words (Jorden and Noda 1987). In such cases, the older
word may gradually go out of use, as in the case of “stroller”: the Japanese word
ubaguruma is currently going out of use and to be replaced by bebīkā ‘stroller’ and bagī
‘baggy.’ The overlapping words may sometimes acquire different connotations, as in the
case of the several words for “hotel”: native Japanese yado(ya) for Japanese-style inns,
Sino-Japanese ryokan for Japanese-style hotels, and English-borrowed hoteru for
Western-style hotels. Another example of this kind is purisukūru (or puresukūru), which
is used for unlicensed private daycare centers and kindergartens in which instruction is
given in English, in contrast to the older hoikuen ‘daycare center’ and yōchien
‘kindergarten.’
Both the old and new words, however, often compete with each other for the same
meaning, in which case, for example, the old word may indicate “tradition” and the new
one “innovation” (Jorden and Noda 1987:70). Several words for “baby,” for example,
evoke different images and are used in different contexts, while sharing the same basic
meaning: the native Japanese word akachan is most often used and expresses affection
for babies (Shogakukan Jisho Henshūbu 2003), while other native words like akanbō and
akago evoke old images of Japanese babies; the English loanword bebī (also pronounced
and written as bēbī and beibī) evokes modern images of babies and ideas related to them,
and is typically used in compounds such as bebīkā ‘stroller,’ bebībeddo ‘baby bed,’ and
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bebī massāji ‘baby massage,’ although more recently it started to be used as a single
word, too; in addition, Sino-Japanese nyūji sounds formal and written—as do other SinoJapanese words—and is a category created in the Maternal and Child Health Law to
mean babies below one year old.
According to the New Encyclopedia of Japanese Pedagogy (Nihongo Kyōiku
Gakkai 2005:258, 261), in general, native Japanese words are mundane and convey a
variety of nuances, such as being chatty, friendly, out-of-date (furukusai), vulgar
(zokuppoi), childish (yōchi), private or literary, whereas loanwords are novel (shingoteki),
new, and stylish (sharete iru), and thus used in consumer areas, compared to native
Japanese words and Sino-Japanese words. In the case of terms of address for parents, too,
the loanwords generally indicate being stylish, or in turn, just showing-off, as I describe
later.

Debates over uses of loanwords
An increase of loanwords used in various social spheres and in ordinary conversations
has been an issue and a source of debate.235 The loanwords council of the then-National
Institute for Japanese Language put forward a “Proposal to Replace ‘Loanwords’” four
times between 2002 and 2006, listing replacement of loanwords in order to “devise and
propose use of language about ‘loanwords’ that are used in highly public spheres and are
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Though it may have been more focused on words from Chinese, probably one of the earliest discussions
on avoiding loanwords was made by the Nihon Kotoba no Kai ‘Japan Language Society,’ which was
established for the purposes of advocating the use of the Japanese language without using loanwords as
much as possible (Nihon Kotoba no Kai Waseda Kōen 1911, as cited in Mori 1969b:390).
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difficult to understand” (NIJL 2006).236 They started national attitude surveys about
loanwords (Gairaigo ni kansuru ishiki chōsa) in 2003, which included questions about
good points and bad points in using loanwords. The questions are listed below
(respondents were allowed to choose any of the answers and the results include two of
their selections).

Selections for good points:
They (loanwords) are convenient and make it easier to communicate.
They can make you feel newness.
They can express things and thoughts that have not existed.
They can convey a stylish atmosphere (shareta kanji).
They can reduce dark (kurai) images of existing words with the same meanings.
They help toning down strong expressions (rokotsuna hyōgen o yawarageru).
They can express an intelligent atmosphere (chitekina kanji).
I do not think there are any good points
I do not know.

29.5%
28.2%
25.6%
22.1%
20.0%
17.7%
11.8%
11.8%
5.6%

Selections for bad points:
They (loanwords) interfere with communication, depending on the interlocutor.
They cause misunderstandings and confusions of meanings.
They destroy Japanese tradition (Nihongo no dentō ga hakai sareru).
The readings are difficult to remember.
They hamper learning proper English.
They sound stuck-up (ikanimo kidotte iru kanji).
They are used to baffle or deceive someone (kemuni maitari gomakashitari suru).
They give someone a frivolous feeling (keihakuna kanji).
I do not think there are any bad points.

46.7%
37.2%
33.3%
27.4%
17.2%
13.4%
12.7%
11.5%
5.3%

According to their explanation, the results indicate that only between 20% and
30% of the respondents chose any good points about loanwords, whereas more than 90%
of the respondents thought loanwords had some bad points. The questions project
loanwords positively as conveying “newness,” “a stylish atmosphere,” and “an intelligent
atmosphere,” as “toning down strong expressions,” and as reducing “dark images” of
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existing words. By contrast, the bad points in the questions include that they “destroy
Japanese tradition,” “sound stuck-up,” “are used to baffle and deceive someone,” and
“give a frivolous feeling.” These questions underscore general impressions, and thus an
ideology of loanwords, which in part leads ordinary people to frame their thoughts about
loanwords. The surveys also consider respondents’ occupations as a variable,
commenting that those engaged in agriculture, forestry and fishing (nōrinsuisangyō), and
those who were unemployed (sonota no mushoku no sō) thought that there were no good
points in loanwords more often than other occupation groups did. At the same time, those
engaged in agriculture, forestry and fishing, and commerce, industry and service
(shōkōsābisugyō) thought that loanwords destroyed Japanese traditions more than other
occupation groups did. Further, those engaged in agriculture, forestry and fishing; the
unemployed; and housewives selected more often than others that the readings were
difficult to remember. These findings coincide with stereotypical views of loanwords and
hint at social class embedded in perceptions and usages of loanwords, which are in part
produced and reproduced through this type of questionnaires.

Loanwords in childrearing and a historical perspective
As in other spheres of social life, in childrearing, many loanwords started to be used at
the same time as new products and concepts about childrearing enter the ikumen
movement. Those loanwords include, as mentioned earlier, bebī ‘baby’ (e.g., bebīkā
‘stroller,’ bebī sain ‘baby sign,’ and bebī futon ‘baby futon’), kizzu ‘kids,’ and matanitī
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‘maternity’ (e.g., matanitī uea ‘maternity clothes,’ matanitī yoga ‘maternity yoga’ and
matanitī sukūru ‘maternity class’).
Previous studies on loanwords have tended to focus attention on their linguistic
aspects, but considering factors other than linguistic is inevitable if we want to
acknowledge the historical embedding of loanwords. Some studies have examined
people’s attitudes toward them. From the perspective of innovative sound sequences of
loanwords, Watanabe (2009) argues that acceptance of loanwords in Japan is complex
and depends on extra-grammatical aspects, such as borrowing processes of each word,
social classes of speakers, English education, and the writing system, among other things.
Sakai’s (2001) argument about modernity, that it inevitably determined the power
hierarchy between the West and the Orient, is useful too, because the power hierarchy
applies to language as well.
As mentioned earlier, English loanwords have generally represented more modern
lives, publics, and beings than words of Japanese and Chinese origin. As I noted earlier,
in contemporary Japan, proposals to reduce the number of loanwords have been issued
many times, and those loanwords that sound still foreign are more likely to be perceived
as dissonant or stuck-up. In contrast, commonly used words even if they are relatively
novel—such as menzu ‘men,’ bebīkā ‘stroller,’ or suītsu ‘sweets’—are more or less
naturalized as Japanese, and historical and political economical issues embedded in
loanwords created during the process of modernization have been erased. When it comes
to borrowed terms of address for parents, as I discuss later in this chapter, papa and
mama are such common words, whereas fāzā and mazā, dadī and mamī, and DAD are
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used mainly in the mass media, remaining foreignisms, and thus being appropriated for
making a “distinction” among styles of fatherhood. While Japanese has a variety of
words to address one’s parents, the choice of words depends on multiple interacting
factors, including socioeconomic class, region, gender, age, and social situations. Those
factors are partly dictated by historical circumstances, with the native and Sino-Japanese
words connoting tradition, and the English borrowed words evoking modernity. I thus
now turn to describe the history of the two sets of terms of address for fathers and
mothers, otōsan and okāsan, and papa and mama.

8.2 History of Terms of Address for Parents
History of okāsan and otōsan
Okāsan and otōsan as the standard
As the excerpt at the beginning of the chapter shows, Japanese people generally believe
okāsan and otōsan to be “traditional” and “Japanese.” Previous studies on the history of
these terms, however, have pointed out that these words were actually a new adoption by
the Meiji government (Shimizu 1987:147; Shiraki 1973:128). In Japan’s modernization
project after the Meiji restoration in 1868, the government aimed at creating a unified
nation-state and a new sense of citizenship by erasing the existing class system (Shiraki
1973:130). As the language encompassed the feudal system within it, and thus kept and
controlled inequality, it was perceived as the first thing that needed to be reformed to
achieve a national consensus (Shiraki 1973:130). The genbun itchi movement ‘spoken
and written language unification movement’ occurred, the “spoken language” was
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prioritized over the “written language,” and a “standard language” of the new nation-state
was formed. In 1872, the National Education System of Japan, or Gakusei, was
established and following this, Elementary School Ordinance was enacted and textbooks
had to comply with state directives. Among other words of address for parents, the
Ministry of Education adopted okāsan and otōsan, and accordingly, in 1904, they were
employed in the first government-designated textbook, or the Jinjō Shōgaku Dokuhon, as
words to address one’s parents (Hayashi 1973:159; Shimizu 1987:147; Shiraki
1973:128); they were written in all hiragana syllabary without using the long lines that
had been used earlier to indicate lengthening of vowels (Shiraki 1973:128).237 This
principle lasted until the end of World War II. Textbooks came under an authorization
system after 1949 and have primarily used okāsan and otōsan in addition to other words
for parents, such as haha and hahaoya for mother and chichi and chichioya for father
(Shiraki 1973:129). The appearance of other words of address for parents in the textbooks,
such as haha and chichi at this time, in addition to okāsan and otōsan, may indicate the
creation or promotion of the official distinction of soto ‘public’ and uchi ‘private’ in the
usage of terms of address for parents. I come back to this point later.

Early uses of okāsan and otōsan
There is a debate as to when exactly okāsan and otōsan were first used. Since they did
not exist in the textbooks before they were adopted by the Ministry of Education
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According to Furuta Tosaku, school textbooks in the Meiji period used okkasan and otossan (1886),
hahasama and totosama, and okkasan and otossan (1887), and kāsama (1901) before it employed okāsan
and otōsan in 1904 (as cited in Hayashi 1973:159).
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(Hayashi 1973:159), they are thought to be new coinages (shinzōgo) with new taste
(shinmi) written all in hiragana syllabary (Shiraki 1973:128). There are, however, records
that show that okāsan and otōsan were used in the Edo period (1603–1868) (Ogawa
2007:89–91; Shimizu 1987:147–149). The third edition of “A Japanese-English and
English-Japanese dictionary” compiled by Hepburn (1886), for example, includes okāsan
in addition to okkasan, though with a note that it is a children’s register; for father,
otossan is listed (Shimizu 1987:149). “Nihon Kōgo Binran” compiled by B. H.
Chamberlain in 1889—three years after the 1886 Hepburn dictionary—on the other hand,
considers “otottsuan” and “okkasan” as the standard words of address for parents
(Hayashi 1973:161). According to literature written in the Edo period, the common
people used okkasan (okkā) and otossan in what is now Tokyo, whereas okāsan and
otossan were used in middle and upper class Kyoto (Ogawa 2007:89–90; Shimizu
1987:148). It is thus generally understood that okāsan was especially used by the middle
and upper classes in the Keihan district (i.e., Kyoto and Osaka) (Ogawa 2007:89–90;
Shimizu 1987:148).
Since around 1890, okāsan, otōsan, kāsan, otōsama and the like started to be used
in novels such as The Eightfold Cherry Blossom (Yaezakura) by Miyake Kaho in 1890
and in the translation of Shōkōshi or Little Lord Fauntleroy by Wakamatsu Shizuko in
1891 (Simizu 1987:148–149).238 According to Simizu (1987:149), in the 1890s, the use
of okāsan and otōsan increased, in particular, in literature by female writers and in the
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Other examples appear in Maboroshi by Kunikida Doppo in 1898 as reference to someone’s father—
“Otōsan wa ouchi?” (Is your father at home?)—and Hannichi and Kazuisuchika by Mori Ogai in 1909 and
1911, respectively (see Shiraki 1973:127, 132).
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speech of daughters of good families (ryōke no shijo) in fiction. Shimizu (1987:149)
therefore assumes that they had already been in use among the daughters of good families
around the beginning of the twentieth century when the first government-designated
textbook was issued. He speculates that the government-designated textbook adopted
okāsan and otōsan as “the thing that was used among middle-class homes in Tokyo”
(Tōkyō no chūryū katei ni okonawaruru mono) as stated in Jinjō Shōgakkō Dokuhon
Hensan Shuisho ‘Editing Prospectus of the National Japanese Textbooks’ (Shimizu
1987:149). Based on these records, he argues that okāsan and otōsan are not entirely a
creation for textbooks and non-Tokyo words, although they were hardly used until the
first half of the Meiji period, and the version okāsama and otōsama were more frequently
used.

Enregisterment of okāsan and otōsan as new middleclass
The intentional use of okāsan and otōsan in literary works described above, as well as
their adoption in the first government-designated textbook, suggest semiotic and
discursive processes by which the words became registered as words suitable and
necessary for new citizens of the nation-state. Works by the popular British-educated
writer Natsume Soseki—serialized in the national newspaper Asashi Shinbun from 1907
and helped establish spoken language expressions—are another good resource to examine
the proliferation and the establishment of okāsan and otōsan as the terms of address for
parents (Ogawa 2007). Ogawa (2007:92–103) finds that his adoption of okāsan and
otōsan had not been consistent in the beginning, but it gradually became consistent
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starting by one of his novels Kōjin (Wayfarer) written 1912. Ogawa also finds that in his
novels, the older okkasan and otossan were more frequently used to interlocutors who
were lower in status, whereas okāsan and otōsan were more frequently used to
interlocutors who were higher in status, suggesting that okkasan and otossan became
dialect forms in Tokyo because of the standardization of terms of address for parents.
As mentioned earlier, the Japanese language showed a class-based distinction, and
thus the choice of terms of address for parents is determined by class and dialect.239 The
adoption of okāsan and otōsan by the Ministry of Education was therefore a strategic
decision. According to an article in 1941, the Ministry of Education began to consider the
importance of words, considering that they were to cultivate minds (kokoro) and
eventually, the national spirit (kokumin seishin) (Inoue, Matsuda, Ishimori and Dan
1941:7). Okāsan and otōsan were employed in the textbook as forms that mitigate
between the upper-class okāsama and otōsama and lower-class and regional versions that
regarded okāsan and otōsan as being too polite (Inoue, Matsuda, Ishimori, et al. 1941:9).
Shiraki (1973:131) cites an anecdote that a father from a low-class was surprised at being
called otōsan —by his child who learned the “standard language” at school—and missed
their old local version todocha. Similarly, an article in a magazine (entitled “Otōsama
okāsama”) notes that the author “was not able to get used to (najimarenakatta) this
okāsan and otōsan that the Ministry of Education decided to use in 1904, as well as to
okāsama and otōsama that many gentlemen made children use, instead of okkasan and
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For example, according to Shiraki (1973:131), terms of address for parents used by aristocrats had three
variations, whereas dialects in farming families in the Tohoku district (Northern district) had seven
variations, depending on the class of the family.
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otossan used in Edo” (Mori 1969a:306). These early uses and later adaption of okāsan
and otōsan suggest how the two words came to be registered institutionally in an effort to
create a nation-state.

Proliferation of okāsan and otōsan
According to Shiraki (1973:131), okāsan and otōsan were first acquired by children who
studied with the government-designated textbook. They then proliferated and in turn
became standard through the Taisho (1912–1926) and Showa periods (1926–1989).
Whether they were landowners or peasants, people believed that—by being called okāsan
and otōsan—they were equally fathers and mothers, which highlights an irresistible
influence of the government-designated textbook (Shiraki 1973:131). In 1973, as a
reflection of ordinary practice, the kā of okāsan and tō of otōsan were included among
the 106 additions to the list of officially recognized readings of Chinese characters used
in Japan (Tōyō Kanji Kaitei Onkun Hyō ‘New List of On and Kun Readings of Kanji for
General Use’) (Shiraki 1973:125). Shiraki (1973:125) notes that okāsan and otōsan were
established by this time according to his survey. The comment presented at the beginning
of this chapter also depicts how okāsan and otōsan began to be used by children who
followed others at school (yappari minna ni awasete).
Bourdieu (1977) argues that dominant groups legitimize the distinctive economic
and social value of the linguistic forms, creating the dominant competence, or linguistic
capital. Through the educational system, which changes “practical mastery into explicit,
self-conscious mastery” (659), okāsan and otōsan were therefore imposed “as the sole
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legitimate competence” (654) of using “standard Japanese.” Similarly, Philips (1998:213)
argues that, “institutions promulgate [language ideologies] as hegemonic in a Gramscian
sense—that is, as contributing to the constitution and maintenance of nation-state as
political entities.” The adoption of okāsan and otōsan in the first government-designated
textbook as well as in the textbooks under the postwar authorization system up until now
therefore suggests the “ideological hegemony of the state” (Philips 1998:212) embedded
in okāsan and otōsan. Consequently, okāsan and otōsan are now believed as the most
typical Japanese terms of address for parents, concealing their history—contingent
adoption about a hundred years ago, among other alternatives, in Japan’s efforts to create
a unified nation-state with the postwar sense of the “New Middle Class” (Kelly 1986).

History of mama and papa
The comment at the beginning of the chapter suggests that in current Japan, mama and
papa, written in katakana, evoke being contemporary (imadoki) and are believed to
originate in the U.S., reflecting Sakai’s (2001) argument that modernization in postwar
Japan meant Americanization. Despite this common perception, mama and papa date
back to around 1900 when aristocrats who traveled to Europe brought them back to Japan
together with foreign ideas and items (Asashi Shinbun be Editing Group 2006:170–173).
The popularity of loanwords at that time is, for example, shown in a magazine article
about their use in department stores (Mori 1969a:278): “Mitsukoshi advertised using
depātomento sutoa ‘department store’, Matsuya did it using bāgen dē ‘sale’s day’ and
Daimaru used taimu sutanpu ‘time stamp.’” The article concludes, “It looks as if
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loanwords are the only way to advertise in any way” (tonikaku katakana naradewa
furuwanu to mieru).
According to Shimmura Izuru, the use of mama and papa goes back to around
1900 at the latest (as cited in Hayashi 1973:166). One of the oldest uses of papa is shown
in novels and letters by the German-educated novelist and medical doctor Mori Ogai. In
one of his novels, Half a Day (Hannichi), Mori uses papa in alphabet as “papa” in the
following phrase: “Any time now Tama-chan [the daughter] will come running, saying
‘Papa, time to eat.’”240 It is known that he used papa or pappa at home, which for
instance appears in one of his letters to his wife written in 1920 (Hayashi 1973:166). As
also shown as an example in a dictionary Daijisen (Digital Daijisen 2012), another early
example of papa is found in the novel The Gate (Mon) written by Natsume Soseki in
1910, which describes a girl agreeing with her sister suggesting they play Western aunts.
She says, “Yes, today, we’re playing Western aunts. Tōsaku-san, you’re playing an uncle
so you go with papa, and Yukiko-san, you’re playing an aunt so you use mama. Got
it?”241 As mama and papa seem to be used more frequently in novels and had actually
spread later in the century, other terms of address for parents were also used. The novel
The Character of Modern Students (Tōsei Shosei Kishitsu) written by Tsubouchi Shōyō
in 1885, for example, use mazā, mutteru, and fuazā or fuwazā (for fāzā), as the readings
of words for “mother” and “father” (as cited in Shiraki 1973:126). This fact that other
borrowed terms of address for parents were used then also suggests that the popularity
240
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and spread of mama and papa, instead of, for example, mazā and fāzā , or mommy and
daddy, was contingent upon the circumstances of the time and perhaps their articulatory
features (i.e., easiness of pronunciation), as noted earlier.

Proliferation of mama and papa
Although mama and papa were present as early as the turn of the century, as Novelist
Maedako Hiroichiro stated, they had a “somewhat Western air” (batakusaku) during the
Meiji period (1868–1912)242 and their spread was lamented in a magazine that “now it
ends up being the age of papa and mama.”243 As such, through Meiji and Taisho periods,
they were exclusively used among the upperclass (Yomiuri Shinbun May 23, 1961). They
then first trickled down to those who desired and tried imitating those upper-class
lifestyles around when popularized Western-style housing (bunka jūtaku) started to
appear (as cited in Yomiuri Shinbun May 23, 1961). According to an article in 1934,
mama and papa became almost Japanese and even elementary school pupils used them
(Yomiuri Shinbun August 30, 1934). During World War II, however, for example,
sutoraiku ‘strike’ used in baseball games had to be corrected to a Japanese way of saying
it, “Yoshi ippon.” Although the reception of the terms varies depending on social class,
urban versus rural contexts, and geographical regions, a newspaper article puts that, in
postwar Japan, with the third wave of importing Western culture, during which
everything followed the U.S., mama and papa became “my words” for some young
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“Papa to mama” (Papa and mama). Maedako Hiroichiro. Yomiuri Shinbun. March 28, 1935.
Tokyo Keizai Zasshi. August 21, 1897, as cited in Mori 1969a:306.
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mothers in their twenties and early thirties, finding their way into our lives (seikatsu no
naka ni hairikonde shimatta) (Yomiuri Shinbun May 23, 1961).
The impact of television soap operas from the U.S. on the propagation of mama
and papa as daily words has also been pointed out. The translation of such programs
include Papa Daisuki ‘I Love Papa’ (‘My Three Sons’ in the original), New York Papa
‘New York Papa’ (‘Family Affair’ in the original), Uchi no Mama wa Sekaiichi ‘My
Mama is World’s Best’ (‘Donna Reed Show’ in the original), whose original titles in
English were different (Asahi Shinbun be Editing Group 2006:172). According to
Yonekawa, mama and papa were a symbol of stylish homes in those television soap
operas, during a time when traveling abroad was a dream for most Japanese (Asahi
Shinbun be Editing Group 2006:172).244
The use of mama and papa by the current prince and his brother in the royal
family when they were small was another circumstance that attracted public attention.
Newspaper articles, for instance, featured their use of mama and papa, as seen in such
titles as: “Kindergarten for Naru-chan [prince], The words for papa and mama” (Naruchan no yōchien, papa to mama no yobina) (Yomiuri Shinbun March 14, 1962) and
“Mama! Papa! Prince Ayanomiya runs to them” (Mama! Papa! Kakeyoru Ayanomiyasama) (Yomiuri Shinbun June 1, 1967). The uses of the words in the television soap
operas and by the princesses back then suggest how mama and papa were prolifrated
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Mama was also used in 1959 in the title of the first Japanese television soap opera, “Mama, Chotto Kite”
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a song called “Konnichiwa Akachan” (Hello My Baby). A well-known newspaper comic that started in
1946, Sazae-san, also used mama and papa in the beginning influenced by Western democracy, although it
switched to okāsan and otōsan later, around the time when papa also started to be used by women to call
their patrons when they wanted to take advantage of their kindness (Asashi Shinbun be Editing Group
2006:170-173).
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during the late twentieth century. According to a study by Shibata and Suzuki in 1980,
however, two percent of children in Tokyo then used mama and papa throughout
elementary, middle, and high schools (as cited in Yomiuri Shinbun May 23, 1961).
As I describe later, in contemporary Japan, mama and papa have become more
and more popular to the extent that their nature as loanwords is naturalized in relation to
the emergence of news styles of motherhood and fatherhood. I have shown, however, that
the modern-sounding mama and papa in fact date back to the turn of the twentieth
century and spread in the midst of postwar Americanization. In the next section, I turn to
discuss recurring debates over okāsan and otōsan, and mama and papa, how these
debates have shaped the ideologies of the two pairs of words, and how those ideologies
are shifting in the aftermath of Japan’s modernization.

8.3 Debates over Otōsan and Okāsan and Papa and Mama
The time when papa and mama were brought to Japan corresponds with the time when
otōsan and okāsan were adopted in the government-designated textbook in 1904. As in
other cases of borrowing, papa and mama faced competition with otōsan and okāsan,
springing out discussions for and against them, for instance, as imbued with foreign
ideals. Japanese modernization, just as in other countries, “lie[s] in the tension between
modernization, which always threatens to take the form of Westernization, and
nationalism, which may seem to require autonomy from the West or even from modernity
itself” (Chatterjee 1993; Inoue 2006:166). The impact of the use of otōsan and okāsan in
the government-designated textbook and in the subsequent approved textbooks after
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World War II has been great, making people believe and identify themselves with
“Japanese” fathers and mothers by using those words, whereas modernity evoked with
papa and mama has conveyed urbanity, high-class, friendliness, privateness, and
naturalness, or in turn being fake, snobbish, and non-traditional. In this section, I describe
the semiotic and discursive processes found in recurring debates among otōsan and
okāsan and papa and mama, or among nationalism and modernism, by examining first
the historical and public debates by intellectuals in the early twentieth century, and then
those by ordinary people in postwar Japan, drawing on different mass media. I then look
at my informants’ recollection as well as perception of the terms of address for parents in
the ikumen movement in the early twenty-first century, and how they produce the
recurring discourse about the two sets of words.

Historical and public debates since around the twentieth century
During the early twentieth century, intellectuals as well as the Minister of Education
published their opinions against papa and mama. In those debates, otōsan and okāsan
were already believed to be ancient, traditional and thus great “Japanese,” and this
semiotic index of otōsan and okāsan was appropriated to create a Japanese subjectivity in
the nation-state. Such a claim was made in opposition to the desires for the West and
modernity by the upper-class, and then by ordinary people, within the context of Japan’s
modernization and Westernization programs in many spheres of its social lives, including
clothing, food, and housing.
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Debates by intellectuals
In 1917, a then popular male poet, Takahama Kyoshi, criticized papa and mama in a
newspaper article entitled “Papa to mama o nanzu” (Criticizing papa and mama).245 He
criticizes that recently papa and mama are in fashion among not “only upper-class types
big on the West—who use them to be stylish” (seiyō kusai hito bakari ga haikarana
tsumori de)—, but also among aristocrats, rich people, and scholars. He states that “he
cannot understand why they feel they are proud” (tokui de iru sono kokoromochi) using
those words. He supposes that an upper-class person might believe that “it would make
their homes unfashionable” (katei o jidaiokure ni suru) if they did not use them, which,
he feels is a very frivolous belief. He also discusses that some people use them without
contemplating much, but just being influenced by ordinary people who have tended to
use them.
For him, however, using papa and mama are disrespectful toward children, as
well as toward the Japanese words otōsan and okāsan, since they must have been used in
the ages of “our fathers and grandfathers”—although some have bragged by making their
children call them otōsama and okāsama even if they are in a similar social status. He
considers that children calling their parents otōsan and okāsan “convey truly pure
pronunciations” (makoto ni junsuina hatsuon de) and “sound cute” (kawaii hibiki)—
though he notes that papa and mama are also thought to sound cute. He further comments
that he likes otōsan and okāsan because they “sound full of spirits that will not accept if
something is not done” (nanigoto o ka yaraneba shōchi shinai yōna hitotsu no kigai no
245

Tokyo Nichinichi Shinbun. “Nichiyō Zatsuron” (Sundays’ Miscellaneous Discussion). February 25,
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komotta hibiki). He concludes, “Otōsan and okāsan have accomplished the great task of
the Meiji restoration. This otōsan and okāsan will also accomplish all next national great
undertaking and philosophical great undertaking.” As his argument shows, Takahama
praises and raises the status of otōsan and okāsan, all the while criticizing the use of papa
and mama as being imbued with foreign ideas.
Similarly, novelist and critic Nakamura Murao spoke out against the use of papa
and mama (Nakamura 1925). He criticizes those who are puffed up (tokui ni naru) by
making their children call them papa and mama, even though Japanese traditionally
(korai kara) has “otōsama” and “okāsama” to call parents. Of interest is his argument
about the congruity and incongruity (fuchōwa) between what kind of life style a person
has and the use of papa and mama. He exemplifies three intellectuals, the Arishima
brothers, and states that two older ones are congruent with papa and mama (niatte iru and
monku wa nai) in terms of their tastes, life styles, and atmospheres, but that the use of
papa and mama by the youngest one bothered him because he wears a Japanese male
skirt (hakama) with white tabi socks and clog, sings long epic songs (nagauta), and
writes at a vermilion-lacquered desk. He compares this to the incongruity of attaching a
pocket to a haori coat with embroidered crests (nuimon no haori) (229). He concludes
that this comes from idolatrous worship of the West (mōmokutekina seiyōsūhai), and that
their use does more harm than good (yūgai mueki), which cannot be said as being
progress (tadashii shinpo) (230). Similar to Takahama, Nakamura considers Japanese
terms of address for parents—at least the more upper-class version otōsama and
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okāsama—as having originated in traditional Japan, while criticizing papa and mama as
being worshipping the West.
Nakamura’s argument that papa and mama are not congruent with the user’s
Japanese style of living, tastes, and/or appearance is also supported by Novelist Maedako
Hiroichiro. Maedako points out the subtle relationship between a person’s clothes, the
space he inhabits, and terms of address for him. According to him, those “dashing (sassō
to shita), smart (sumātona), young fathers and mothers,” who are called papa and mama,
do not sound very artificial in “today’s” Maru-Building in Tokyo or department stores
within the power of “today’s” internationalism (Yomiuri Shinbun March 28, 1935).246 He
then argues that papa and mama are not as much “non-Japanese” (hi Nihonteki), despite
the claim made in 1934 by the then Minister of Education Matsuda Genji, who said that
papa and mama would spoil “Japanese traditional filial piety” (Nihon korai no kōdō ga
sutaru)” because “[A] state has the authority of its language…” and Japanese must use
proper Japanese otōsan and okāsan (Asahi Shinbun August 30, 1934).247 All in all, these
arguments for and against papa and mama by intellectuals in the early twentieth century
mark the start of the debate over otōsan and okāsan and papa and mama, and in turn
nationalism and modernism, which continues until today, in close relation to larger issues
of race and globalization.
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“Papa to mama” (Papa and mama).
“Matsuda-bunshō hatsu no otenami?“Papa, mama towa nanigoto jā!” Karuga yueni kōdō wa sutaru to
hatto no furei ga deru uwasa” (See Minister of Education Matsuda in his first action? “What’s the matter
with people using papa and mama!” A rumor of an order of a big no-no as they spoil filial piety).
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Postwar debates in readers’ columns in newspapers
Similar arguments about otōsan and okāsan versus papa and mama have also been
brought up time and again by ordinary people in postwar Japan as seen in several series
of letters contributed to newspapers. While centering on the same dichotomy of the
debates, these opinions, coming from a population diverse in gender, age, occupation,
and region, encompass perceptions of and beliefs about the terms of address for parents,
and in turn, parenthood, language, subjectivity, match and mismatch with “the West,”
and interactions among all of those that depend on the individual’s situation. For example,
a stay-at-home mother aged fifty from Tokyo considers otōsan and okāsan to be suitable
if you want to be “respectful parents” (tōtoi fubo),248 whereas a public officer aged thirtyfour from Tokyo responds that he hopes rather to be an “intimate parent” (shitashii fubo)
by using the more congenial papa and mama.249 Likewise, for one contributor, mama
sounds richly affectionate (aijō no yutakana), and papa gives you the feeling of reliability
(shinraikan) and intimacy (shitashii) (a thirty-two year old mother from Ibaraki),250
whereas for another, papa and mama are a “great shame,” even in danger of making our
affection for our children superficial (a stay-at-home mother aged fifty from Tokyo).251
A connection to language and its sound was also made explicit, some treating
otōsan and okāsan to be “the most beautiful words in Japan” and “[B]eautiful and sweet
words that have existed since the old days” (Furuku kara aru utsukushikute yasashii
kotoba) (stay-at-home mother aged thirty eight from Shizuoka, Yomiuri Shinbun
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“Otōsan and okāsan,” Yomiuri Shinbun. August 9, 1955.
“Papa, mama de yoi” (Papa and mama are fine), Yomiuri Shinbun. August 16, 1955.
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“Papa mama ni sanseiron Iiyasui yobina, Mō rippa ni Nihongo desu” (Arguments for “papa and mama”
Easy to say, they are already perfectly good Japanese). Yomiuri Shinbun. May 23, 1961.
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“Otōsan and okāsan.” Yomiuri Shinbun. August 9, 1955.
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February 13, 1971). Other people argue that papa and mama were “unpleasant to the ear”
(mimizawari) and, “[W]hat is the logic of using papa and mama when you cannot even
speak English” (Togawa Ema, Yomiuri Shinbun April 10, 1961, “Jinsei Annai”). In
contrast, papa and mama are “easy to say” and “nicely Japanized” (rippani Nihongoka
shite iru) (Yomiuri Shinbun May 23, 1961). For a young mother from Tokyo, “[P]apa
and mama! What folksy, open-minded and friendly Japanese” (Nante shominteki de
kaihōteki, soshite yūkōtekina Nihongo deshō ) and “I even would like to start a papa-andmama-movement and walk around the nation.”
While the debates primarily center on otōsan and okāsan versus papa and mama,
an essayist and lovelorn columnist suggests otōsan and okāsan as a compromise between
papa and mama that a young mother wants to use and otōchan and okkayan that her
mother-in-law wants her to use as the wife of her son, a craftsman. The columnist claims
that ‘just ordinarily” (goku futsū ni), okāsan should work (Togawa Ema, Yomiuri
Shinbun April 10, 1961). In the cases where the debates over which terms of address for
parents to choose includes other words, such as tōchan and kāchan, otōsan and okāsan
may turn into the object of arguments about congruity between the words and the user. In
the debate in question, however, otōsan and okāsan are regarded as being “just ordinary”
and thus congruity is not an issue. When the words are papa and mama, however,
congruity with one’s actual and perceived situation, lifestyle, or social class does matter,
leading to such comments as: “It’s embarrassing for a craftsman to be called papa” (by
the mother-in-law from the example above, Yomiuri Shinbun April 10, 1961), and “It is
no good to discriminate and/or disrespect because of the person is a craftsman or farmer,
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but because craftsmen have their own, and farmers have their own coloring of their lives,
if you think about a term of address that is appropriate to them, I’d generally like papa
and mama to be not used” (a male merchant aged forty six from Chiba, Yomiuri Shinbun
April 24, 1961).252 These comments therefore suggest otōsan and okāsan are considered
to be standard for “Japanese people,” while papa and mama are susceptible to more
subtle evaluation about the match between the user and his image.
These debates on the one hand underscore ideologies semiotically and
discursively constructed for papa and mama as represented in different mass media, as
well as for otōsan and okāsan, while on the other suggesting that ideologies are also a
matter of distinction, and different people might have different ideologies, choosing one
from among competing ideologies, depending on their age, social class, region,
circumstances, or beliefs (see Gal 1998:321).
As the opinions shown above suggest, the debate over otōsan and okāsan, and
papa and mama, also entails both inclinations toward nationalism and Westernization.
Sakai (2001:12) argues that modernization from the side of the Orient involves the
controversy that it “had to modernize and adopt things from the West in order to resist it.”
Chatterjee (1993:239) similarly puts it, “In the world, imitation of and adaptation to
western norms was a necessity; at home they were tantamount to annihilation of one’s
very identity.” In Japan’s case, the Sino-Japanese War (1894–95) and Russo-Japanese
War (1904–05) facilitated Japan’s “inner spiritual revival” to its traditions, leading to a
doubt of fast Westernization (Gluck 1985:38). Modernization is about advancements in
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“‘Papa and mama’ wa mimizawari da” (Papa and mama are unpleasant to the ear).
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terms of the material world, which reformed the traditional culture with technologies, and
thus in contrast, the spirituality of the national culture and national identity—which was
thought to be superior than the West—needed to be maintained and fortified (Chatterjee
1993:238). For that purpose, Chatterjee (1993:238) argues, the nationalist project
selectively appropriated modernity that has reigned up to the present day, by always
asking the questions, “is it desirable? Is it necessary?”
The Japanese terms of address for parents, otōsan and okāsan entail the
spirituality of the national identity that was put in the words through the nationalistic
ideology during Japan’s modernization project. On the contrary, papa and mama were
selected as their counterparts, to modernize publics, lifestyles, atmospheres, or
parenthood. This suggests that even short words of address that are used every day are
embedded in political economy and history both nationally and internationally (Friedrich
1989; Gal 1989; Inoue 2002; Irvine 1989). Friedrich (1989:303) notes, by likening
language to capital, “the exchange of messages in a speech is like the exchange of
commodities in an economic community.” By being used and heard every day, the two
pairs of terms of address for parents have accordingly shaped people and their beliefs in
childrearing, whose debate continues to recur until now. The terms of address for
parents—and their linguistic capital based on a specific time—circulate with their
ideologies, maintaining or shifting their values in contemporary Japan, to which I now
turn my discussion.
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Informants’ recollection and perceptions in early twenty-first century
The ideology of Japanese-ness
While the historical and public accounts of the “old” and “new” words for parents
illuminate ideologies that have been constructed and embedded in those words in the
mass media, my informants’ metapragmatic comments also reproduce them. The excerpt
below, a discussion among two daycare workers in their fifties, illustrates ideologies of
Japanese-ness and Western-ness entangled in the two sets of words of address for
parents:

Example 1: “…well papa and mama are words for foreign fathers and mothers and I’m after all Japanese…”
1

Nozaki

2

Sato

3

Nozaki

4

Sato

5

Oyama

6

Sato

7

Nozaki

8

Sato

9

Nozaki

… …
10 Oyama
11 Sato
12 Oyama

Watashi, otoosan, okaasan.
I called my parents otoosan and okaasan.
Atashi mo desu.
Me, too.
Un, kodomo-tachi ni mo otoosan okaasan tte.
Yeah. I had our children call us otoosan and okaasan too.
||U::n, u::n, u::n.
||Yeah. Yeah. Yeah.
||A, okosan mo?
||Your children, too, call you so?
[in a high pitched voice] Nanka yappari Nihonjin da kara, otoosan okaasan ga ii kana
tte.
[in a high pitched voice] Well, after all I am Japanese, so I thought otoosan and okaasan
would be better…
Ufufufufu [laughter]
Ufufufufu [laughter]
||Papa mama yori tte. Watashi, kojinteki ni ne. Hai. Dakara, otoosan okaasan de. …Un,
demo ima wa papa mama ga ooi desu yo ne.
||Rather than papa and mama. I, personally thought so, yeah. So we went with otoosan
and okaasan… Yeah. But many use papa and mama nowadays, don’t they?
Ooi desu yo ne.
That’s right.
Nanka sakihodo, nan dakke, Nihonjin da kara to osshaimashita kedo....
You said earlier that you’re Japanese, so….
Un, un.
Yeah, yeah.
Nanka, papa mama no imeeji tte arimasu ka?
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13 Sato

14 Nozaki
15 Oyama
16 Nozaki

17 Sato
18 Oyama
19 Sato
20 Nozaki

But do you have any image of papa and mama?
Papa mama no i [laughter], papa mama no imeeji wa yappari, ano, gomennasai ne, a,
gomennasai ne tte wake demo…. Nanka gaikoku no papa mama no kotoba da kara,
yappari Nihonjin da kara tte iu bubun de, sorede, sono nyuansuteki na bubun de. Dookoo
tte iu koto wa nakatta n desu kedo…. Un.
The image of papa and mama [laughter], the image is, I guess, well, no offence, well, it’s
not really like “no offense” but …well they are words for foreign fathers and mothers
and I’m after all Japanese, so that was it. It was about the nuance of the words and I
didn’t have anything particular to against it…yes.
Demo Amerika tte itte, Amerika ga papa mama tte itte iru wake de wa nai desu yo ne.
But speaking of the U.S., they don’t use papa and mama, correct?
A, Amerika wa chigau n desu yo ne? Da, dadii mamii.
Right, they are different, aren’t they? Da, daddy and mommy.
Dadii mamii tte iu mon ne. Dakara kodomo-tachi wa, “Dadadada::” toka tte oboeru ja nai?
Keshite papa mama kara wa hairanai yo ne.
Right, they say daddy and mommy. So children remember like “dadadada…,” right?
They don’t necessarily start using papa and mama.
A::, soo ka, soo ka.
Oh, I see. I see.
A, Doitsu wa papa mama mitai na n desu kedo.
Well, I heard that they use papa and mama in Germany, though.
Katakana dewa naku Nihongo de to omoimashita.
I thought we would go with Japanese not katakana loanwords.
Omotta no ne.
You thought so.

Sato explains in a high-pitched voice that she chose otōsan and okāsan for her
children because she “is after all Japanese” (yappari Nihonjin da kara). Nozaki responds
to this with by laughing, and Sato adds that personally she thought they were better than
papa and mama (lines 6–8). Later when I asked her if she had any images of papa and
mama, she first laughed, knowing that my husband is a Westerner, and said hesitantly
and apologetically—“well, no offense, well, it’s not really like ‘no offense’ but ….” She
then reiterated that she was after all Japanese and the nuance of the foreign words were
not agreeable (line 13). Nozaki then adds that papa and mama are not used in the U.S., by
interpreting Sato’s comment as related to America, even though Sato did not specifically
say so (line 14), though Sato gets the point (line 17). Sato’s comment highlights the
ideology of Japanese-ness embedded in otōsan and okāsan, which is juxtaposed with
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foreign, and more specifically, “American” papa and mama (hinting at the postwar shift
that Westernization came to equate Americanization). Similarly, a fifty-year old woman
who had lived in the U.S. for a couple of years before having children in Japan told me
that her husband and she used otōsan and okāsan, despite the fact that the generation of
their children more often used papa and mama, explaining, “Well, I wanted something
Japanese as a reaction against the fact that we went there” (Unto, itteta handoo de
Nihonteki na mono ga ii na tte kanji de. Kaette).
These examples show how the once new words adopted in the first governmentdesignated textbook about a hundred years ago, otōsan and okāsan, have now become
naturalized and ordinary in contemporary Japan. A mother in her thirties—who had once
studied abroad and whose parents like North America and had owned a bookstore there—
for instance, said to me, “Well, I call my parents otōsan and okāsan like everyone else
(futsuuni) [laughter],” reiterating that “That’s what people usually do” (Futsuu desu.
Futsuu desu) when I responded that this was somewhat unexpected. These examples
suggest that within a conflict between nationalism and modernism, their Western
counterparts, papa and mama, help intensify the degree of Japanese-ness embedded in
otōsan and okāsan.

Desires for and unfamiliarity with papa and mama
Example 2: “…papa and mama were, you know…, right…, well, like stylish …”
Choodo sono nendai tte, papa mama, ga, koo…, soo desu yo ne, chotto hora, haikara ja
nai kedo, soo fu ni yobaseru no ga, sugoku, koo, jooryuushakai tte iu ka, sooiu no no
fuuchoo ga atta jidai datta no kana. Moo mawari no kodomo-tachi wa minna papa mama
deshita ne.
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Just at that time, papa and mama were, you know…, right…, well, like not exactly stylish
but I think probably there was a tendency to have ones’ children call papa and mama
among the so-called upperclass. Kids around me were all using papa and mama.

The close linkage made between the West (Western things) and being urban,
stylish, and upper-class as a consequence of modernization applies without exception to
borrowed words of address for parents, too. The comment by the representative of a local
NPO for childrearing in her fifties—although hesitantly made, because talking explicitly
about socioeconomic class is generally considered a taboo in Japanese society—suggests
such a situation of papa and mama around 1970 when they were viewed as sophisticated
(haikara) in her upper-class circles.
More recently, though, papa and mama have gained considerable popularity
among young parents than before at least in Tokyo and the surrounding metropolitan area.
A father in his forties, for instance, says, “If you heard papa and mama years ago, then
you thought like ‘Man! Don’t show off!’ but now I feel they have more or less acquired
citizenship [they have become more Japanese]” (Ne, ano, hitomukashi mae wa ne, papa
mama tte iu to ‘Nan da yo, kakko tsukete::!’ mitai na toka ne. Demo ima wa daibu, ne,
shiminken eta kanji wa shimasu kedo mo). As this comment indicates, the upper-class
connotation of papa and mama—that was once critiqued and negatively evaluated by
some intellectuals as being imbued with the West at the beginning of the twentieth
century, and that was hesitantly suggested by the woman quoted above about the 1970s—
has disappeared to the extent that people in general do not consider certain parents to be
upper-class because they use papa and mama. It is also safe to say that the connotation of
papa and mama as being Western—i.e. sophisticated and urban—is almost naturalized by
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the very fact that papa and mama have become so common and even ordinary for many
people living in Tokyo and the surrounding areas (although the geographic area and/or
size of the place likely affect the usages, and I cannot generalize here based on my
limited experience and fieldwork).253
The popularity of papa and mama, however, does not apply to everyone, and the
perception of them is not monolithic since ideologies compete and shift. While the
connotation of papa and mama is now taken for granted by many, borrowed words of
address for parents do link to Japanese desires for the West and modernity, as several
respondents of my survey commented that they “wanted to be called mama by their
children (mama to yonde hoshikatta) because they themselves used okāsan.” By contrast,
for others, papa and mama still do directly link to foreignness, the West, and thus
sophistication, as opposed to the Japanese otōsan and okāsan. A mother’s comment about
one of her acquaintances illustrates this point. She said, “I know a mama who made her
child call her okāsan when the child was about as young as two years old [when the child
is not yet capable of saying the word correctly], as she thinks she is the last one to be
called mama (gara ja nai kara…).” Similar to the argument by the intellectuals in the
early twentieth century, congruency thus seems to matter not only for the perceiver, but
also for the user. Some of my respondents in the survey also felt that papa and mama are
“strange” (iwakan ga aru) and “awkward” (teikō o kanjiru). This foreignism of papa and
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As far as my field site was concerned, I rarely found parents with young children using words other than
papa and mama when the children are small. One case is a mother at forty who referred to herself as
okāsan when talking to her two-year-old son. As noted earlier, I also have one friend who uses otōchan and
okāchan with their small children, about which people could not help commenting on their retro images
and asking her for the reason of having chosen them.
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mama also relates back to imagined “Japanese” parenthood and childrearing, for which
papa and mama are not suitable.
These comments lend support to the argument that choices of terms of address for
parents link not only to beliefs about parenthood, but also to class, locality, and
orientation toward the West on the one hand. On the other hand, they suggest that papa
and mama still implicitly convey sophistication and upperclass-ness, which users of papa
and mama experience, despite the everydayness and naturalization of papa and mama. Of
significance is that no matter how and how much users feel and experience the kind of
Western and stylish parenthood by using papa and mama while in fact belonging to “the
middle-class,” they do not explicitly acknowledge the power hierarchy of modernism
unlike the criticism made in the early twentieth century. To put it differently, I argue that
users’ experiences come within the discourse of modernism (and globalization), similar
to Inoue’s argument on Japanese women’s language that most women take it for granted
as their language (Inoue 2006:280).

Public versus private distinction in terms of address for parents
As mentioned earlier, Japanese makes a distinction between public, called “soto,” and
private, called “uchi,” which are often used to explain linguistic as well as social matters
in Japan. The distinction of public and private is also formed among Japanese kinship
terms of address for parents, with chichi and haha and otōsan and okāsan (or papa and
mama). The former set of words were adopted in postwar textbooks after 1949 (Shiraki
1973:128) and used to refer to one’s parents when talking to the out-group, while the
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latter sets are used within the in-group. As mentioned earlier, children are exempt from
this practice. Gal (2005) argues that the distinction of public and private is an ideological
construction itself. Then the distinctive usage of terms of address for parents depending
on the “public” (soto) and “private” (uchi) division also suggests that such a distinction is
ideological. Furthermore, the historical as well as contemporary debates over the words
of address for parents—or the ideologies embedded in them—described earlier, suggest
that the ideological distinction between public versus private was also created between
otōsan and okāsan and papa and mama: with the former evoking being public, standard,
formal, mature, and perhaps strict and male, and the latter evoking being private, nonstandard (embarrassing in public), informal, childish, and intimate (or in turn “weak,” as
an informant put it) and female.
Among other aspects of the use of terms of address for parents in light of the
public/private distinction, firstly, there is this fact that the words otōsan and okāsan are
difficult to pronounce when the child is just starting to talk, thus ending up saying
something like “tōto” for otōsan and “kāka” for okāsan, as an informant noted.254 By
contrast, papa and mama are easy to pronounce and are natural to utter for a baby: many
mothers responded in my survey that they chose to use them because of this fact, and
because their children were small.255 Having originally been baby talk in Japan causes
papa and mama to evoke immaturity, in contrast to maturity evoked in otōsan and
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A diary written by a low-class warrior grandfather in the Edo period also notes that “kaka, kaka” for
“mother” as uttered by a child of around two years old (Watanabe Heidayu, Kuwana Nikki, as cited in
Nakae 2002:173).
255	
  According to Murata, these sounds that babies utter mean in the beginning something in between “father”
and exclamation. As cited in “Kodomo no sekai 3: Akanbō no hasseigo wa ‘kokusaigo” (Children’s world
3: The sounds produced by babies are an “international language”). Nihon Keizai Shinbun. April 11, 1983.	
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okāsan in the comparison between the two. Armed with other dichotomies, thus, there is
a common belief that children (and parents) should switch from papa and mama (if they
have used them) to otōsan and okāsan around the time they enter school.256 This ideology
is shown, for example, in the following comments: “When my son grows big, he may
have a stage of feeling embarrassed at using papa and mama, right?” (hazukashikunaru
jiki toka aru kamoshirenai ja nai desu ka?) (A mother in her thirties); “I feel like it’s high
time to switch from papa and mama to otōsan and okāsan [laughter] as my children are
getting old enough” (A father in his forties); and “Ultimately, otōsan and okāsan will be
my image [emphasis]. Well, I’ll also discuss it with my future partner (pātonā). I’m not
adhering to them that much though. But I have otōsan and okāsan in my head as the
image” (A single man in his twenties). Some respondents in the survey also commented
that the reason for using otōsan and okāsan is because they could not “correct”
(naosenakatta) papa and mama after they became adults. This norm about otōsan and
okāsan leads some people to feel “falling back” (chotto hiku) and “uncomfortable” (teikō
ga aru) when they hear papa and mama being used after the user becomes an adult.
In any case, to follow this common norm, children may switch completely to
otōsan and okāsan at some point. Alternatively, children may code-switch not only
depending on external expectation that they use otōsan and okāsan (or chichi and haha)
in front of teachers and use papa and mama at home, but also within the home. Previous
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The switch from papa and mama to otōsan and okāsan is a common example, but shifts from other
words also occur. For example, Yano (1973:175) finds that in Osaka, children, in particular, girls tended to
switch from more sentimental otōchan to relatively objective and less sentimental otōsan in high school,
although some still used otōchan when they depended on their fathers (amaeru toki). In contrast, the form
okāchan was used more even after high school. As noted earlier, children may also further switch to other
blunt forms, and/or use haha and chichi toward out-groups.
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studies have suggested that this shift, if it occurs, is due to changes in the speaker’s
(psychological) relationship with their parents (Yano 1973:175–176), related to
“intimacy,” “strong emotional bond” (Befu and Norbeck 1958:72) and “communicative
distance” (Peng 1975:126). Onogi (2009:58) describes that it shows a process through
which children become independent from their parents.257 Previous research has also
pointed out that papa and mama (and otōchan and okāchan) are children’s register and
evoke childishness more than otōsan and okāsan, making them inappropriate for an adult
register (Shiraki 1973:132), and that papa and mama, as well as otōsan and okāsan, as
opposed to chichi and haha, used in formal settings are considered “somewhat improper”
(Befu and Norbeck 1958:69).
Code switching between words of address for parents especially relates to the
ideological distinction of private and public, or immaturity and maturity, of those words.
Yano (1973:175), for example, finds that otōchan, instead of their usual otōsan, was
exploited by some female high school students when they had to depend on their fathers
(amaeru toki). Similarly, a mother commented in my survey that their children usually
use otōsan and okāsan, but “our children call us papa and mama when they want to be
indulged, or when they want us to do them a favor for something” (amaetai toki, nanika o
onegai shitai toki ni). By contrast, a woman in her thirties told me that their seven-year
257

He found that the process relates to the following concepts: “one’s rebellious age,” “shyness from one
another,” “senses of an equal relationship as adults,” “the eyes of others/ tacit pressure/public image,”
“mood/interpersonal skills,” and “timing/feeling of distance.” His respondents also explained their reasons
for switching terms of address for parents, including “Because you feel embarrassed by being pointed to as
childish (osanai to shitekisare) by people around you as you grow old” and “I think the first reason is your
environment. I was using ‘papa’ and ‘mama’ when I went to daycare, but I remember correcting (naoshita)
them to ‘otōsan’ and ‘okāsan’ feeling embarrassed as everyone used them at elementary school. If
everyone used ‘papa’ and ‘mama,’ I may have kept the same words of calling parents until middle school,
high school, or even until now college” (Ohnoki 2009:58).
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old daughter uses otōsan and okāsan “when she wants to pretend to be big-sister-like”
(onēsan buritai toki). In fact, as noted earlier, papa has also acquired the meaning of
“patron” used by people to take advantage of their patrons’ kindness (Digital Daijisen
2012). A similar usage is also seen when a wife calls her husband papa (and vice versa, a
husband calls his wife mama). The mature versus immature images of the words of
address for parents, therefore, intersect with the value Japanese places in childlikeness
and youthfulness (Fujie 1989; Kinsella 1995; McVeigh 1996, 2000; K. Yamane 1990;
Yamazaki 1999). A respondent commented that her children currently use papa and
mama, but she is debating what to do with that, because she felt kind of shocked as a
child by hearing her brother suddenly starting using otōsan and okāsan. Feeling that her
big brother was “separating from their parents” (oyabanare) in this incident, she worries
that she may end up feeling the same way if her children switched to otōsan and
okāsan.258
Moreover, this perception leads to femaleness attached to papa and mama,
making the use of them by adult men more “unacceptable,” which corresponds to the
finding that papa and mama are more likely to be used by girls (Peng 1975:119). A
mother in her thirties also told me that, although her husband is shy and does not usually
have his opinion, he somehow persisted (kodawari) that they use otōsan and okāsan with
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A similar view is shown in a newspaper comment by a mother from Okayama. She writes that she told
her daughter who entered kindergarten that “I’m fine with mama” when she was asked by her daughter if it
is okay to call her okāsan on that day. She puts that suddenly changing the terms of address made her feel
“somewhat odd” (dokoka myō) with “mixed emotions” (fukuzatsu) as if her daughter has become suddenly
mature. “Otōsan to yobu seichō” (Growth [of my child] by calling otōsan). Yomiuri Simbun. February 7,
1978.
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their son. She added, however, that he said that he would not have minded being called
papa if their child were a girl.
Furthermore, the distinction also encompasses respectfulness, or in turn, strictness,
versus intimacy, just like the newspaper debate about “respectful” and “intimate” parents
described earlier.259 One respondent in my survey commented that papa and mama make
her “feel like the distance to her children is closer,” while otōsan and okāsan evoke an
“image of being strict” (genkaku). Another commented that one of her friends used papa
and mama as a child and, “Her parents doted on her, so I felt envious” (totemo
kawaigararete ite urayamashikatta), whereas her own parents were strict. The respondent
links her friend being cared for very much to the fact that the friend used papa and mama,
as oppose to the image of otōsan and okāsan being strict, suggesting desires for papa and
mama, which have been indexed with intimacy for some people.
I have shown in this section how the perpetual social indexes created between the
West and sophistication and upper class have similarly constructed different nonreferential indexes of the two sets of words of address for parents through their adoption,
proliferation, and naturalization during the twentieth and early twenty-first century. The
semiotic process of indexicalization (Ochs 1990, 1992) of the words in contrast to one
another, and the discursive processes of debating over them, have eventually formed and
shifted ideologies toward those sets of words of address for parents. While perceptions
are heterogeneous, they are simultaneously dichotomized through the ideological
259

The comments by female respondents in my survey in between their twenties and early forties on their
images of papa and mama include: they are gentle (yasashii) (11 responses), childish (osanai) (11), young
(wakai) (4), cute (kawaii) (4), small-child-like (chiisai ko) (4), foreign-like (gaikokuppoi) (3), spoiled
(amaenbō) (2), modern (imadoki) (1) and warm (atatakai) (1).
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distinction between public (soto) and private (uchi), which was constructed through
policies, schools, and their textbooks. The dichotomous perceptions of the social
meanings of the two sets of words then turned into being strongly ideologized as a
common sense, shadowing our conversations (Bakhtin 1981; Irvine 1996). Terms of
address for parents embody in themselves social class (and Whiteness), intimacy, or
affect, and which pair to use can be a considerable concern for parents discussed in
everyday conversations, or in more explicit contemplation when asked by a researcher
like me. These everyday practices of everyday words, thus, in part end up reproducing
ideologies, and accompanying imagined desires for “Japanese-ness” or “modernity.”
Parents participate in or distance themselves from the kind of modern parenthood and
subjectivity that papa and mama convey, juxtaposing them with the “traditional” and
middle-class otōsan and okāsan. While the construction of these terms of address for
parents suggests contingency of history and its impact on language (Inoue 2006), it also
hints that we are unaware of such histories in our ordinary social practices under the face
and force of nationalism, and modernity and globalization.

8.4 Use of Borrowed Terms of Address in the Ikumen Movement
As noted earlier, novel forms of address for parents, such as dadī ‘daddy’ and daddo
‘dad,’ have recently come to be used in addition to mama and papa, especially in the
mass media. Although okāsan and otōsan still have institutional power as the standard,
closely linked to a belief in the Japanese-way of parenting and parenthood, borrowed
terms of address for parents and embedded desires for the West in them are being
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appropriated in the political project to encourage male participation in childrearing. In
this section, I describe how these borrowed terms of address for parents are deployed in
people’s metalinguistic comments as well as in the mass media to partly construct new
styles of fatherhood and motherhood.
Papa
As mentioned earlier, mama and papa have become more and more common recently. I
have shown examples of uses of papa in many brochures for events and classes and
advertising of nursery items in Chapter 6. My analysis of the use of papa here focuses on
how papa—which was once an object of ridicule for being imbued with the West in the
early twentieth century—has been strategically used in the media and how ikumen is
constructed in part by using the word papa.
In a page that mimics a newspaper article that advertises male participation in
childrearing included in a book written by a father’s group Ikujiren (Ikujiren 1989:72),
the now rustic otōchan is used to refer to fathers. It says, “[I]t’s okay that we have
otōchan who don’t want to work after hours because they have children!” (Kodomo ga
iru kara zangyō shimasen! to iu otōchan ga ite mo ii!). On the other hand, in the
campaign poster to encourage male involvement in childrearing against the declining
birthrate in 1999 described in Chapter 2, the Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare
(MHLW) uses chichi and otōsan to refer to fathers (and okāsan to refer to mothers),
sounding formal, strict or rigid although the poster looks rather modern. The copy reads:
“Men who don’t raise children, we don’t call them chichi” (Ikuji o shinai otoko o, chichi
to wa yobanai); “Have more time when you’re being an otōsan” (Otōsan de iru jikan o,
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motto); and “We would like otōsan to know more about the enjoyment and difficulty of
childrearing” (Otōsan-tachi ni wa, kosodate no tanoshisa, taihensa o, motto shitte hoshii).
By contrast, in a brochure for the revised parental leave law in 2010, the MHLW
uses mama and papa to refer to mothers and fathers, as seen in the title of the law “Papa
Mama Parental Leave Plus” and “We support papa’s parental leave!!” (Papa no
ikujikyūgyō o ōen shimasu!!). The subtitle goes, “Now papa who are actively enjoying
childrearing are called ‘ikumen,’ a pun on ‘ikemen,’ and are given attention” (Ima,
kosodate o sekkyokuteki ni tanoshimu papa ga ‘ikemen’ naranu ‘ikumen’ to yobare
chūmoku sarete imasu), with the word “ikumen” in a larger font. The new advertisement
for male involvement in childrearing through parental leaves hints at the MHLW’s aim to
create an association between ikumen and ikemen ‘good-looking men,’ who are called
papa, not otōsan, implying young, modern, cooperative, and more likely Western or
Western-minded papa.
Similarly, the title of the book written by a Tokyo ward mayor, Narisawa Hiroaki,
who was the first to take a paternal leave as a ward mayor in 2010, is: “Training to
become papa through ‘parental leave’: A lecture for ikumen by a papa ward mayor”
(Nanchatte ikujikyūka de papa shugyō: Papa kuchō no ikumen kōza) (Narisawa 2010).260
The cover of the book depicts a young modern father wearing a pair of cropped pants and
a cross-body bag with the latest imported three-wheel buggy, seemingly portraying a
much younger and more modern father than the mayor himself (who is in his forties). The

260

The mayor says that he added nanchatte ‘fake, imitation’ in the title because parental leaves for special
government service including ward mayors are not institutionalized and therefore his leave was voluntary
(Narisawa 2010).
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rate of men taking parental leave has remained low—1.38 % in 2010—despite
governmental aims and efforts, and thus the mayor’s parental leave was big news, filling
the first page of a national morning newspaper with the title “Bunkyō ward mayor ‘I will
be the first to take a parental leave.’ Report to the Parliament, First as a local
administrative chief” (Mainichi Shinbun March 11, 2010).261 The title and the cover of
the book, therefore, aim to advertise male taking of parental leaves, creating a link
between urban fathers, papa, and ikumen.
The Papa Sukūru ‘Papas school’ that was offered in my city, described in Chapter
6, also uses papa in the title. The organizer said that naming is very important and
explained how she and other organizers ended up using papa for its title.

Example 3:
Dakara, Papa Sukuuru mo ne, goku shizen ni Papa Sukuuru tte. Imadoki no, imadoki no
hito wa papa tte iu hito ga ooi n daroo kara, Papa Sukuuru tte kaita kedo. Ma, Nihonteki
ni iu n dattara, “Chichioya no Kosodate Kooza” daroo ne. Ahahaha. “Chichioya Kooza”
toka ne.
……
Sorede “Chichioya Kooza” tte ittara, nanka mukashi no, ne, “Chotto mae no otoosan no
kooza ka” mitai na? Papa Sukuuru dattara, ano, “Ore mo itte ii no kana” mitai na
imeeji ga aru kana tte, sono, ano, kikaku no teema tte, su::goku, kyatchi kopii tte iu ka
ne::, muzukashii yo ne::.
So, the Papa School, too, the name was decided to be Papa School just naturally. We put
it as Papa School as we assumed that people nowadays, nowadays, use papa more.
Well, it’d be “Fathers’ school for childrearing if you make it Japanese. Ahahaha
[laughter]. Or something like “Fathers School.”
……
And if you hear “Fathers School,” you’re likely to take it to be a class for, you know, old,
you know, like “Oh, it’s a class for fathers from a little while ago”, right?” If you hear
about “Papa School,” we thought, well, it may evoke images like “Maybe I can
participate, too.” You know, choosing the theme of a project, you know, like an eyecatching phrase, is very hard, isn’t it?
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The title of the article in the original is “Bunkyō kuchō ‘Ikukyū sossen shite torimasu’ Gikai ni hōkoku,
Jichitai shuchō de hatsu.”
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Her comment also indicates that the modernity (imadoki) that the word papa evokes—as
opposed to oldness of the word chichioya—is exploited to encourage fathers to
participate in the class for men’s childrearing.
The advertisement for a type of baby carrier from Hawaii shown on the website of
a popular nursery item store, Akachan Honpo, which was described in Chapter 7, is worth
looking at here again in terms of its use of papa. The advertisement goes:

Example 4:
Kakkoii bebī horudā
Papa-do ga gutto agaru!
Dakkohimo
Kōkishin ōseina bebī
Dakedo! Kiken mo ippai
Dakara papa ga yasashiku
Dakko shite agemasho
Ryōte mo akushi!
Mama to te mo tsunagechau
Kazoku no tanoshii odekake sapōto♪

Cool baby carrier
A type of baby carrier that
Greatly increases your papa-level
Babies are curious
But! There are many dangers
So, why doesn’t papa
Hold them gently?
Both your hands are free!
You can hold mama’s hand
It makes going-out with your family more
enjoyable♪

Using the term papa, the advertisement creates images of modern fathers who use the
baby carrier from Hawaii, which increases one’s “papa-level and allows a father to gently
carry his baby. 262 It also creates images of mama and papa who walk hand in hand like a
romantic couple even with their baby, because again as mentioned earlier, the Ergo baby
carrier has “the magic to make mamas and papas into lovers again” (mama to papa o
koibito ni modosu mahō) (Hiyoko Kurabu June 2012:4–5). Such an image of parenthood
and couplehood is then implicitly contrasted with the images of okāsan and otōsan. As
262

Akachan Honpo. “Kakkoii bebī horudā” (Cool baby carrier). “Shussan junbi yōhin for MEN”
(Childbearing preparation goods for men). Accessed April 17 2012, http://shop.akachan.jp/shopping/r/rformen1.
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also discussed in Chapter 7, such a desire is thought to come more from women, leading
to increase women’s desires for the kind of imagined Western lifestyle (and men), as
previous studies have pointed out in relation to women’s desires (akogare) in learning
English and relating with Western men (Bailey 2007; Kelsky 1999; Piller and Takahashi
2006). Mama and papa are therefore exploited to create images of modern fatherhood
and motherhood, deploying the discourses of modernity and globalization, in which
people aspire to project global subjecthood through childrearing in the ikumen movement.

Dadī ‘daddy’
While papa and mama have been in use for a long time, dadī is a newer term of address
for fathers. It is listed in a major Japanese dictionary as “baby talk to mean fathers”
(Digital Daijisen 2012), but I did not hear anybody actually using it during my fieldwork.
A female instructor for children’s English classes commented that although children learn
the English words “daddy” and “mommy” in the class, “I don’t think kids would use
them normally.” On the other hand, there are some usages of dadī in media contexts,
including the titles of fathers’ blogs such called as “At Home Daddy” (Atto Hōmu
Dadī).263
An old example is the use by a male celebrity, who used to be a frequent target of
gossip due to his performance and love affairs, and who has spent some time in New
York. He used “Dadī” as the title of his million-selling confessional essay about his
divorce in 1998, and according to this book, his daughters called him dadī (Go 1998).
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Accessed June 18, 2013. http://daddy-style.main.jp/.
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Some online postings about this book comment that using dadī is “unimaginable” and
“impressive” (sasuga) with the Chinese character for “laugh” in parenthesis.264 On the
other hand, a popular series of television documentaries started in 2006, called Biggu
Dadī ‘Big Daddy,’ focuses on the life of a middle-aged father (sometimes single and
sometimes married as he repeatedly married and divorced) who does manual therapeutics
having sixteen children. As noted earlier, some mothers that I met at a children’s center
mentioned that ikumen have to be ikemen ‘good-looking’ and thus are different from this
Big Daddy. This comment suggests that even if Big Daddy has raised many children
himself, he may not necessarily be called ikumen because of his appearance, age, and so
forth. The producers of the program “Big Daddy,” however, may have intended to evoke
the image of a single father who is taking care of many children, which is different from
the images of both otōsan and papa.
A very recent example of the use of daddy since ikumen has become a
phenomenon appears as the title of a song used in a children’s television program called
“Together with fathers” (Otōsan to Issho) that started in April 2013 for three to four year
olds as the counterpart of the long-lasting program “Together with mothers” (Okāsan to
Issho) on NHK Educational TV. One of the program’s theme songs is called “Da da da
da dadīman.” It likens dadīman to Super Man, who is strong, fights for justice, and is
loved by everyone, who is at the end of the song suggested to be actually one’s father.
NHK as being the single public broadcasting cooperation is said to be conservative, and
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“97. Honkakuha Kisennumaben 17.” May 26, 1999. Accessed October 21, 2012.
http://www.oyama.tv/yota/yota97.html. “Ohimatsubushi no dokusho nikki.” November 26, 2010. Accessed
October 21, 2012. http://tarochan.blog.eonet.jp/ohimatsubushi/2010/11/post-fc87.html.
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for example, a newspaper article notes that no program on NHK used mama and papa,
while instead sticking with okāsan in 1962, when private broadcasting companies used
mama and papa most often as the titles for television and radio soap operas about homes;
it comments that this tendency is “very NHK” (Yomiuri Shinbun April 5, 1962).265 This
fact suggests how NHK has been conservative in the use of kinship words of address for
parents, as also seen in the use of otōsan in the title of the children’s program mentioned
above, most likely in order to make a pair with okāsan used in its counterpart that started
in 1959. In the newly created song, however, NHK employs dadī, probably making a
distinction from the now more familiar papa within the context of ikumen.
As mentioned earlier, in my fieldwork, I did not encounter families in which
children or parents call the fathers dadī, although I heard about people who use it.
Metapragmatic comments on dadī, on the other hand, hint at the images that it evokes
and how it is embedded in race, class, and aspiration for being global. A father in his
forties mentioned that one of his friends who lived in the U.S. uses mamī and dadī . He
commented: “Probably a daddy has to be good-looking/cool” (Dadii wa chotto
kakkoyoku nai to dame ja nai kana), connecting “daddy” to the attractiveness and
coolness of Western fathers. Likewise, a friend of mine told me about a female friend
who is a teacher of English and whose husband uses dadī. My friend was critical of the
fact that the husband uses the word, attributing her disapproval to his typical Japanese
face (sugoi Nihonjin gao). Similarly, some friends of mine asked me whether my
Caucasian husband and I intended to use mamī and dadī with our baby. I replied that
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“Maiku Kōnā.”
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maybe we could use kāchan and tōchan instead. They argued against it, saying: “The
appearance is already different!” (Datte mitame de moo chigau jan!) and “Saying
okaachan with the baby’s face is a little bit off-putting” (Okaachan tte kono kao de
chotto ya da yo ne).
As described previously, some intellectuals at the beginning of the twentieth
century criticized the use of papa (and mama) due to a perceived discrepancy between
the term and the “Japanese” lifestyle and image of the user. These comments also suggest
an ideology embedded in the terms of address for parents, namely that appearance
matters; thus typical Japanese-looking faces do not pair with or should not use dadī (and
perhaps mamī), while Western-looking faces—to the eyes of Japanese—do not pair with
or should not use (o)kāchan and (o)tōchan. While dadī is starting to be used by Westernminded people as a replacement for papa, these examples suggest that, in contrast to
papa, dadī still remains a foreignism as a word and as an idea, and more Western-ness is
expected for the father who uses the word, in contrast to papa, which now just refers to
regular fathers for many people. Japan has adopted papa (and mama) in the process of
modernizing the nation-state. Within the context of fantasy of and aspiration for being
global, a newer foreign word is needed to express newer and more modern styles of
fatherhood in order to make a distinction.

DAD
While dadī appears in the dictionary and is starting to be used as terms of address and
self-reference for fathers, DAD, on the other hand, does not appear in Japanese
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dictionaries as of 2012, and its use is mostly limited to media contexts. An example of its
use is the name of a store for nursery items that started in 1992 called DAD-WAY, which
according to a catalogue of the store, received a great response when it first opened
(DAD-WAY catalogue 2012). According to the store, it “provides the way that makes
fathers’childrearing (otōsan no michi) fun and interesting.” It sells imported, stylish
nursery items, such as toys, buggies, and baby carriers, including the Ergo baby carriers,
and more generally, “nursery items for fathers” (papa muke no ikuji yōhin) (DAD-WAY
catalogue 2012). Another older use is in the title of a book such as one published in 1995
called “MEN'S Balloon: A book for Men’s Pregnancy, Childbearing, and Childrearing
that ‘Balloon’ Created” (‘Balloon’ ga Tsukutta Otoko no Ninshin, Shussan, Ikuji no Hon),
which says on the first pages “Dads in the 90’s Approach Pregnancy, Childbearing, and
Childrearing, too, with their regular self” (Ninshin Shussan Ikuji mo Shizentaide Nozomu
no ga 90’s DAD da) (2–3).266 Similar to a father’s blog “Atto Hōmu Daddī ” (At Home
Daddy), noted earlier, yet another example of daddo is a television soap opera called Atto
Hōmu Daddo (At Home Dad), broadcast in 2004. More recent uses in various media
contexts include an event called “NANBA PARKS Mom, Dad and Baby” held in 2010
and a logo printed on bibs and other items for babies, “I ♡ DAD,” as discussed in Chapter
6.
DAD is also a label frequently used in a magazine called FQ Japan, which started
in 2006. DAD, in the magazine, is a “concept for loved-by-family, natural-postured,
266

MEN'S Balloon:‘Balloon’ ga Tsukutta Otoko no Ninshin, Shussan, Ikuji no Hon (A book for Men’s
Pregnancy, Childbearing, and Childrearing that ‘Balloon’ Created). 1995. Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten. The
magazine Balloon was being issued between 1973 and 2002 for pregnant women. MEN’S Balloon is an
additional volume published to support male involvement in childbearing and childrearing. The word
“balloon” in the title probably refers to a pregnant woman’s belly.
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stylish and new fathers” that is rapidly prevailing in the world (FQ Japan Winter 2006:
65). The English word DAD is written most often in Romanization in capitals as DAD,
and sometimes, in katakana as daddo to refer to new fathers. FQ originally started in the
U.K. in 2003, simultaneously featuring male fashion and parenting, following “lad
magazines” (Duffy 2003).267 It features fashionable father celebrities, such as David
Beckham and Brad Pit, along with “gadgets” that fathers would spend money on (Duffy
2003). Duffy (2003) quotes words by a publisher supporting FQ U.K., who commented:
“We are trying to say that once you become a dad you don’t immediately have to join the
cardigan brigade” (Duffy 2003).268
The Japanese version seems to follow this line and is full of advertisements of and
articles about expensive Western buggies, clothes and toys, or his favorite gadget Dyson
vacuum that a UK “cool DAD” is shown using in his active participation in the
household and childrearing. The article depicts such a father as:

Example 5:
Wāku raifu baransu no otehon ni naru Igirisu no papa jijō o shirō .
Ryōri ya sōji no yakuwari buntan wa imadoki no papa ni totte atarimae.
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Duffy, Jonathan. “From babes to babies.” BBC News Online. May 30, 2003. Accessed October 27, 2012.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/2949878.stm.
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According to JMPA Magazine data in 2007 and 2011 (as cited in Hashimoto 2012), FQ Japan has an
official circulation of 50,000 with almost all the readers in their thirties, who are (future) fathers,
approximately half of whom are company employees (54.7%), and 46.5% living in the Kanto district,
15.2% in the Kinki district, and 11.1% living in the Chubu/Tokai district. The representative of an NPO for
fathers’ childrearing that I interviewed in my prefecture talked about this magazine and stylish nursery
items introduced in them, but in my field site, the magazine did not seem to be well known. Only a couple
out of fifty-four mothers who participated in my questionnaire said that they knew about the magazine.
Based on this, I assume that the magazine has not gained national visibility, but is popular among those
who are actively involved in groups of male participation in childrearing and so forth. Additionally, in
some bookstores of my field site, the magazine was sold not in the section for childrearing, where various
parenting magazines for women are placed, but in the section for male fashion.
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Kodomo to no komyunikēshon o tanoshimu tame ni susunde ikuji mo konasu sugata ga
kakkoii UK no papa.
Okusan dake ga ikuji ya kaji o yaru no wa fea ja nai, ga Igirisu no papa no sutandādo.
Alec-san wa, sonna imadoki no kuuru na DAD na no da.
Let’s learn about UK papas who could be our role model for balancing work and life.
Sharing responsibility for cooking and cleaning is natural for today’s papas.
Cool UK papas are actively handling parenting and enjoying communicating with their
children.
It is not fair that only wives raise children and do household chores—this is the standard
for UK papas.
Alec is one of these cool trendy dads [Winter 2008: 32]

The depiction monolithically characterizes “UK DADs” and reiterates that they are
contemporary (imadoki) and that sharing roles in childrearing and being cool is natural
(atarimae) and standard (sutandādo) in the U.K., which is a way to be a Super DAD
(sūpā DAD) (Winter 2006: 69) in contemporary Japan.
In another article, on the other hand, a White father cooking an Indonesian dish,
nasi goreng, is featured with a DS Software that tells “DADs” how to cook. The title of
the article goes: “If you’re a DAD (subtitled as otoko ‘man’), ‘cook’ smiles of your
family with a ‘world dish’ that even MAMA cannot cook!” (DAD nara mama ni mo
tsukurenai “sekai no gohan” de kazoku no egao o “ryōri” seyo!) (FQ Japan Winter 2008:
44). This characterization of a Western-looking father who cooks a non-Western dish that
his wife cannot cook highlights images of new styles of fatherhood embedded in
globalized capitalism. In other words, the appropriation of an exotic dish from an Other
Asia and an Caucasian man who cooks it underlines the global racial order—created
based on the Western discourse on race—exploited in Japan, similar to Japanese views of
Black people that are based on the Western racist paradigm on Blackness (Russell
1991:4). The White man who is called DAD and cooks nasi goreng in the image is thus
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the reflection of Japanese identity as a global father. The wording of the article also
points out an asymmetrical use of terms of address for “father” and “mother”—DAD and
MAMA, instead of MOM to make a pair with DAD. Asymmetry is also obvious in the use
of dadī, as mamī ‘mommy’ is a lot less popular.269 The asymmetry thus delineates the
ikumen boom, suggesting a need for newer terms of address for fathers, more than for
mothers, to portray new styles of fatherhood to encourage men to actively participate in
childrearing.
Reviews for this magazine introduced on the websites of a couple of online
bookstore also suggest how “global parenting” is aspired by the readers. They include:270
Example 6:
1.

Nihon ni wa furui oyaji no moderu wa attemo imadoki no oyaji no moderu ga nai koto o tsūkan
shiteta no ga kōnyū riyū.
I bought this as I was reminded of the fact that we do not have a model for fathers today, though we
have old models in Japan.

2.

Kono zasshi wa oshare de kakkoyoku neopapa ni nareru yōso ga mansai de…Kaigai no papa no
arikata mo tasū shōkai sarete ori sankō ni narimasu.
This magazine is complete with essences that help you become fashionable, cool, neo-fathers…It is
informative as it also introduces how, many fathers from abroad, raise children.

3.

Dansei ikuji zasshi to iu yori wa, papa ni taisuru raifu sutairu o teian shite iru zasshi desu…….Kore
made shiranakatta sensu no yoi omocha ya ehon, oyoufuku no syōkai mo minogasemasen!
It is a magazine that offers a lifestyle for papa rather than a magazine for men’s parenting. … I also
cannot miss the introduction of those sophisticated toys, picture books, and clothes that I have not
known before!

4.

Sutairisshi na zasshi de papa mochibēshon o agete kuremasu yo.
It is a stylish magazine that helps raise your motivation as papa.

269

Some of the examples that mamī is used include names and logos, as seen in the name of a kind of
diapers “Mamy Poko” (though spelled as mamy) and in the logo on a baby clothes from several years ago
by a company for nursery items, Combi, that says “I L♡VE MUMMY. I’M always with you.”
270
Reviews examined are Fujisan.com, accessed November 1, 2011
(http://www.fujisan.co.jp/yomimono/magazines/25/reviews) and Amazon.com.jp, accessed November 1,
2011.
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5.

Kore de kokusaiteki na ikuji o manabemasu ne!
You can learn global childrearing with this!

In addition to key themes, such as being modern, stylish, cool, and global, these
reviews also appreciate the magazine for offering a lifestyle for papas, how papas from
abroad raise children, raising motivation as papa and encouraging readers to aim for
ikumen celebrities, which are in part driven by desires for consumption for stylish nursery
items the magazine introduces. These comments also suggest that the magazine creates
an imagined community(Anderson 1983; Darling-Wolf 2001; Talbot 1995; Wong and
Zhang 2000), projecting a new style of fatherhood by characterizing fathers with the
foreign word DAD and with unfamiliar, stylish, and lavish “gadgets.” The use of DAD in
this magazine and others suggests that newer borrowed or foreign terms of address for
“father” are appropriated in contemporary Japan within the context of the ikumen
movement in order to create a distinction from older Japanese otōsan and from the now
familiar loanword papa, to portray a closer affiliation with global childrearing and
subjecthood.
Mama, mazā, and new styles of motherhood
As described in Chapter 3, in Japan, becoming and being a mother has been commonly
thought to sacrifice one’s life to a large extent, and numerous anecdotes are readily
available. A mother of a baby in her thirties, for example, commented that you either
collapse (tsubusu) your twenties or thirties for childbearing and childrearing. Another
woman seemingly around sixty years old—who had been a housewife raising three
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children—told me that, without any support from her husband, she had no choice but to
“give up her life,” accepting the fact that this was what motherhood means, childrearing
is, and a housewife should be. She said that she had thought, “Give me my life back,
please!” (Watashi no jinsei kaeshite!) back then; although she restated that now she is
satisfied with what had been, when another woman told her that she should be satisfied
with what had been, because if not it would sound as if her life was over (sore o ittara
oshimai). Similarly, a stay-at-home mother of two in her thirties contributes to a
newspaper and states how she feels confronted with “naturalness” (atarimae) by society
every day: for example, it is “natural to raise children perfectly” after giving birth to
them; it is “natural not to feel frustrated” if you feel your children are adorable; and doing
all household work and childcare is “natural as you are a female” (Yomiuri Shinbun April
16, 2012).
These anecdotes reflect the dominant discourse on motherhood in Japan even now.
While the myth of motherly love is still prevalent, however, issues of anxieties that
mothers feel in lonely childrearing have been disclosed, pointing out the actual situation
of mothers. Motherhood is thus also seen as “shifting” and turning into being
“contemporary” (imadoki no)—with a negative connotation—in close relation to
consumer culture. Studies have suggested that wives now tend to want to prioritize
themselves (Nagatsu, Hosoe, and Okamura 1996:159–160); that mothers want and need
time when they can “relax” “alone” (Niwa 1999, as cited in Nakatani 2008:57); and that
they wish and search for “oneself other than being a mother” (hahaoya igai no watashi)
as a woman, a wife, and a member of society (Ohinata 2000:209)—because “they do not
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want to end their lives just by childrearing and doing household work” (The Economic
Planning Agency in 1987, as cited in Meguro and Shibata 1998:83). More specifically,
Ohinata (1999:74) points out two tendencies toward new consciousness as mothers—one
seeking images of perfect mothers by “requiring manuals for childrearing” and
“scrambling children for entrance examination to prestigious schools”; and the other
seeking self-realization such that they want to “be told that they do not look like mothers,”
“to make friends,” and “to join other mothers at the park” (kōen debyū). Ohinata
(1996:61–62; see also Yamane 2008:74) argues that all these issues reflect a distortion in
the view of motherhood in Japan, immaturity of both women and men as adults, and lack
of equal partnership between women and men. As such, women have often been
identified as someone’s mothers and/or wives without their own names. Psychiatrist
Kayama (2005:33), however, points out that it must be very difficult to have the very idea
of “supporting behind someone else than oneself” by considering it to be “her pride,” for
those contemporary women who have been brought up, educated, and worked under
society where it is claimed that everybody has a potential irrespective of gender.
While policies started to intervene to support mothers since the 1990s as
described in Chapter 2, movements for empowering mothers have followed the ikumen
movement. Now many places have made accommodation for mothers having small
children, including hair salons, movie theaters, exercise classes, karaoke-boxes with
rooms for small children, among other places (e.g., see Mama cawa June 2012:83;
Ushikubo 2010). Furthermore, an event for mothers called Mothering Project Kickoff
Forum 2012—subtitled as “So that mothers in their own times can smile and feel good”
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(Sorezore no jikan ni iru mama-tachi ga, egao ni, genki ni nareru yōni)—was held by a
major NPO for fathers’ childrearing, Fazāringu Japan, in Tokyo. A female lecturer at the
event argued that it is important for married couples to build good partnership
(pātonāshippu), “show[ing] adults’ happy images” to their children. She said, “Have a
sense of self-affirmation, Mothers too!” (Mama mo jiko kōteikan o!), so that they can be
shining mothers (kagayaku mama) and smiling mothers (egao no mama).
In the mass media, a popular singer and essayist from Hong Kong, Agnes Chan,
became the target of national debates in 1988 for bringing her baby to work (Ueno
1994:140). On the other hand, Ueno (1995:240) argues that Matsuda Seiko, another
famous female idol singer in the 1980s, proved that “neither marriage nor childbearing
change women,” enhancing the understanding of prioritizing one’s situation over
childrearing. Such shifts in the mass media led to create categories of female mother
celebrities called mamadoru or mamatare, who sell themselves as mothers in parallel
with the development of social media that have allowed them to disclose their private
lives to the public. In portraying those new styles of motherhood, the words mama and
mazā are often used, as opposed to okāsan. In what follows, thus, I focus on those words
and explore how the borrowed terms of address for mothers are deployed for constructing
new styles of motherhood.
As described earlier in this chapter, mazā has been used for some time, and older
uses include “single mother” (shinguru mazā), “working mother” (wākingu mazā) and
more recently “mother’s bag” (mazāzu baggu), “Best Mother Award” (Besuto Mazā Shō)
in 2008, and an event “Mothering Project” (Mazāringu Purojekuto) in 2012. A parenting
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magazine for mothers, tocotoco, also sometimes refers to mothers as mazā, as seen in an
article, entitled “A sweet life that twelve mothers weave with their babies” (Mazā 12-nin
no bebī to tsumugu taisetsuna kurashi)—in which mothers and babies are called mazā
and bebī, respectively (tocotoco Autumn 2011:14).
Mama is a more common and popular term of address for mother, as papa is, and
many families nowadays use it instead of okāsan, although of course the use of terms of
address for mothers is heterogeneous, as noted earlier. In particular in the media context,
mama is dominantly associated with new styles of motherhood. For example, in addition
to older parenting magazines for mothers such as Hiyoko Kurabu and Baby-mo and
fashion magazines for stay-at-home mothers of upperclass such as Very, new fashion and
parenting magazines for mothers sprung out in the past several years, some including
mama in their titles. The titles of those magazines (in their original spelling) include
mamagirl (2012-), MaMa cawa ‘Cute Mom’ (2012-), mama GISELe (2012-),
GLAMOROUS mama (2011-), MAMA & KIDS GLITTER (2010-), I LOVE mama (2008-),
MAMA JELLY (2010-), mama angel (2011-), nina’s (2005-), Neem (2012, discontinued),
tocotoco (2007-), and SAKURA (2011-).271 Similarly, television programs also feature
mothers, including Kirakira Gārī Mama ‘Twinkle Girly Mama’ (on TV Asashi) since
2012, and Karisumama ‘Charismatic Mama’ (on NHK BS Premium) in 2013. These
media present and emphasize new images of mothers, who enjoy both fashion and
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Horikoshi also points out that magazines for mothers use “mama” without exception. She argues that
being joshi ‘girls’ and mama are incompatible, as oppose to the combination of danshi ‘boys’ and papa as
in “papadanshi.” She however suggests that mothers call themselves “mama-joshi” as it is wasteful to let
go of the hard-won status of joshi with their careless days. Hidemi, Horikoshi. Bunkakei mama-san daiarī
(A diary of a liberal arts mama). Vol. 37. “‘Mama to joshi kō’ no maki” (On “mama and joshi”). Accessed
July 28, 2013. http://webmagazine.gentosha.co.jp/mama/vol209_mama.html.
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childrearing, maintaining being “girls” with youthful appearances, beauty, clothes, or
belongings, and who, one assumes, are different from the traditional okāsan or okāchan.
An example is shown in the cover of the first issue of mamagirl (August 2012),
which claims, “It’s that I’m a girl as well as a mama♪ Let’s enjoy both fashion and
childrearing” (Mama da kedo gāru da mon♪ Oshare mo kosodate mo tanoshin de ikō yo),
using a sentence-final expression (particle) -mon ‘you see,’ which is prone to be used by
women to stress an utterance (Kaiser, Ichikawa, Kobayashi and Yamamoto 2001:248)
and here to convey an explanatory feel. It describes several characteristics of “mamagirl,”
including the following:
Example 7:
1.

Kodomo ni “Mama, kirei” tte iwaretai mon ♡
I want to be told by my children “Mama, you’re pretty” ♡

2.

Kekkon shite mo mama ni natte mo, fasshon no konomi wa kaetakunai.
I don’t want to change my fashion taste even after I get married and become a mama.

3.

Kawaii mama-tachi no burogu mite ru to ganbarō tte omou.
Looking at blogs by pretty mamas keeps me going.

4.

Oyakoeikaiwa ni itte mitai.
I’d like to try going to an English conversation class for parent and child.

5.

Nagai yasumi ga toretara...Kazoku de Hawai!
If we can get a long holiday…we’ll go to Hawaii with our family! [mamagirl August 2012:12–13]

Its claim and characterization of “mamagirl” highlight the significance of being pretty
and fashionable, even after one gets married and has children, which is influenced by the
media, such as blogs by mother celebrities. On the other hand it makes a link to an urban
and upper-class lifestyle aspiring to becoming “global”: mothers like “mamagirl” are
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interested in learning English with their children and in going on a vacation to Hawaii
with their families.
Likewise, an issue of Mama cawa emphasizes that mama can also make things
possible (Mama cawa June 2012). It features a young mom-celebrity in an article entitled
“Masuwaka Tsubasa-san’s HAPPY mama life ♡ (happī mama raifu) and head-titled as
“She is uncompromising to the millimeter!! Her “even though I’m a ‘mama’” life” (Ichimiri mo dakyō shinai!! “‘mama’ de mo” na seikatsu) (27), parenthesizing the phrase
“even though I’m a ‘mama.’” By utilizing this phrase, the article describes her life in the
following four aspects: “Fashionable even though she’s a mama (Mama demo oshare),
“Cute even though she’s a mama” (Mama demo kawaii), “Having fun even though she’s
a mama” (Mama demo tanoshiku),” and “Working even though she’s a mama” (Mama
demo oshigoto) (28).
Furthermore, “time crunch” (jitan) is also a key aspect of new types of
motherhood presented in some of the magazines in order to juggle childrearing, fashion,
and/or refreshing. Examples include in a feature article entitled “All about ‘time crunch
for dressing up’ among mamas,” which claims that “I don’t have time, but I want to be a
pretty mama” (Jikan wa nai kedo, kawaii mama de itai mon) and “You can be ‘cute
everyday’ and even make time to have a relaxing tea too by using these techniques”
(yukkuri ocha suru jikan made dekichau yo) (mamagirl August 2012:136–137).
The philosophies stated in those magazines also stress that mothers enjoy
themselves as mothers and as themselves (jibun rashiku). For example, Mama Jelly aims
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at “Mamas who want to ‘have style (oshare)’ in both childrearing and appearance”
(Mama Jelly 2011 Vol.3:cover). It claims:

Example 8:
Kosodate mo oshare mo kirei de aritsuzukeru koto mo daiji.
Kodomo ga iru, jikan ga nai, dakara dekinai no de wa naku, mama da kara dekiru koto
o tanoshimitai.
Childrearing, having a good eye for fashion, and staying being pretty, are all important.
No, I cannot do that because I have a child and I do not have time, but, I want to enjoy
things that are possible because I am a mama. [Mama Jelly 2011:4]

The passage positively affirms the fact that a woman is a mother, and suggests that
mothers can enjoy their lives because they are mothers. The same issue of the magazine
also features celebrities from abroad, stating, “Our desires (akogare) are the daily styles
of ‘overseas celebrities’!” (6–7).
As described in Chapter 5, the ikumen movement appropriates the discourse of
“discovering oneself”—a more authentic self—through childrearing on the part of men.
New styles of motherhood portrayed in the mass media equally exploit this discourse. For
instance, SAKURA states that it is a “casual fashion magazine with a reputation for
enjoying being a mama the way you like” (jibun rashiku, mama o tanoshimu)
(SAKURA Autumn 2012:cover). Likewise, the first issue of mama GISELe manifests its
objective, repeating the expression jibun rashiku ‘like oneself’ (as an adverb, or jibun
rasii as an adjective) as seen in the excerpt below:
Example 9:
Yes, I’m a mama!
Oshare mo kyaria mo kosodate mo! Zenbu ganbatte mo ii desu ka?
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Mama ni naru koto wa saikō ni happī na dekigoto!......Sonna mamagyō dake de mo
taihenna noni, sarani shigoto mo oshare mo jibun rashiku aguresshibuni tanoshimō to
suru mama-tachi ga saikin kyūzō shite iru no o shitteimasu ka?......”Gamushara ni kyaria
o tsunde kita daisuki na shigoto mo, jibun rashii sutairu ga sukoshizutsu miete kita
oshare mo, sō kantanni wa akiramekirenai!” toiu koe ga GISELe henshūbu ni takusan
todokimashita…….Subete o pāfekuto ni konasu no wa muzukashii keredo, chosen shite
miru kachi wa kitto aru! Jibun rashiku ganbaru mama wa, kizzu kara mite mo, kitto
kagayaite iru hazu desu. Sekaijū no mama-tachi ga, motto motto happī ni nareru yōni.
Sonna negai o komete, kono issatsu o okurimasu.
Yes, I’m a mama!
From fashion to career to childrearing! Can I get greedy for everything?
Becoming a mama is a super happy event!...… Do you know that these days mamas who
are trying to enjoy both career and fashion as they like and aggressively, are proliferating,
although such a work as mamas is already difficult?......Many voices arrived to the
editorial of GISELe that claims “I cannot give up both work that I like and have built
career with by trying super hard, and fashion that I have come to see my style I
like!”…… It is difficult to deal with everything perfectly, but it is worth trying! Mamas
who try hard as they like must be shining for their kids too! We produce this piece with
the wish that mamas all over the world would become happier and happier.
[mama GISELe 2012 Vol.1:6]

Jibun rashiku/rashii is used for both work and fashion, for the style of fashion, and to try
their best, whose attitude thus helps them shine for their children (kizzu). Its wish for
more happiness is also extended to all mamas in the world, as the last sentence shows.
Jibun rashiku (or watashi rashiku ‘like myself’) is also key to yet another
magazine Neem, which states its two mottos: “My precious life as a mama, more my
way!” (Itoshiki mama raifu, motto watashi rashiku!) and “A lifestyle magazine for
mamas with policies” (Porishī no aru mama no raifusutairushi) (Neem 2012 Vol.1:20–
21). The magazine also claims that “We are going to suggest and send values that match
with the age to come” (kore kara no jidai ni sokushita kachikan) and “new ways of living
for women who live now (ima o ikiru josei no atarashii ikikata) for the many mamas who
are starting to reexamine health, clothing, food and housing, and lifestyles for their family
and themselves” (Neem 2012 Vol.1:5). A similar orientation is prevalent in television
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programs, for example when the above-mentioned Karisumama ‘Charismatic Mama’
considers mothers who participated in the studio for the show to be “mamas who want to
be themselves and pretty” (jibun rashiku kawaiku aritai mama-tachi) (Karisumama June
17, 2013).
As these examples indicate, in these new magazines and television programs for
mothers, being jibun rashiku with the term mama is reiterated, shaping the idea about
new styles of motherhood—or “new ways of living for women who live now”—that they
aim to convey. Although orientations and targets in those magazines vary from stay-athome mothers, working mothers, or young mothers, they similarly characterize new
images of mothers—who are pretty, have a good eye for fashion, do not give up because
they are mothers, and live as they like. They assign these images to the word mama,
implicitly juxtaposing with and making a distinction from images of mothers who would
rather be called okāsan. Furthermore, such images of cute mothers link to desires for new
types of womanhood within the context of the “cute culture” and admiration for
youthfulness in Japan (Fujie 1989; Kinsella 1995; McVeigh 1996, 2000; K. Yamane
1990; Yamazaki 1999). On the other hand, such new styles of motherhood (and
fatherhood) called mama (and papa) suggest a shift in the relationship between mothers
(and fathers) and children to a more intimate one from the “traditional” more distant
images, as some of my respondents commented that mama and papa evoke gentleness in
contrast to okāsan and otōsan. Previous work has argued that new ideas about mothers do
not deny the ideologies of motherhood in the “modern family,” and traditional senses of
motherly love, self-sacrifice, and responsibility exist in the new attitudes about mothers,
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too (Yamane 2008:78). The stress on being jibun rashiku in these magazines, however, at
least for the self-sacrificing aspect, denies the twenty-century idea of motherhood and
explores more empowering images of motherhood and womanhood.
All in all, borrowed terms of address for parents are appropriated in the media to
manifest new styles of motherhood and fatherhood, which are covertly juxtaposed with
the old styles evoked by okāsan and otōsan. Appropriation of newer terms also suggests
the necessity of more “foreign” terms for the newer ideas for the purpose of making a
distinction.

8.5 Conclusion
This chapter has explored ideologies embedded in terms of address for parents by
historicizing them within their construction and proliferation in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century through the late twentieth century, as well as in the ikumen
movement in the early twenty-first century. I have shown how the ideologies of otōsan
and okāsan, such as being Japanese, standard, and public were constructed through their
adoption in the first government-designated textbook in the early twentieth century,
which are maintained to the present day. I have also described how the ideologies of papa
and mama, such as being Western, upper-class, private, childish, and feminine, have been
created within the context of Japan’s modernization and nationalism—or inevitable and
further increasing desires for the West until now. The ideologies of papa and mama have
shifted for some, equating Western-ness to being American and middleclass, whereas for
others, their connotations of upper class and their foreign images are being maintained.
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The juxtaposition of these Japanese and borrowed terms of address for parents is in part
created by the popular distinction of uchi ‘inside’ and soto ‘outside,’ which is an
ideological construction in the first place (Gal 2005).
I have also described how papa is utilized to project new styles of fatherhood in
the ikumen movement. In aspiring to the fantasy of “globalism,” however, now
familiarized papa needed to be replaced with newer, more foreign terms, such as dadī
and DAD, in particular in the media. Western and globalized images of fatherhood—a
monolithic ideals of urban and stylish fathers who are more active in childrearing—
evoked by those terms are appropriated to encourage Japanese men to partake in
childrearing in a time of a low birthrate and a rapidly aging population. In the process, the
mass media have played a role in producing and circulating a culture of new styles of
fatherhood (and motherhood).
Unlike the terms of address for “father” used now, which include dadī and DAD
in addition to papa, mama is still most often used in the media context as the term of
address for “mother,” and in particular for new mothers and motherhood that are different
from the self-sacrificing okāsan. The gender asymmetry in the use of these terms
highlights the ikumen movement that aims to characterize the newest images of fathers,
distinct from both papa and otōsan, images for which newer, and more foreign words are
more in need than in the case of “mother.”
I have shown how everyday language contributes to the shaping of fatherhood and
motherhood. Studies of terms of address and loanwords have often examined actual uses
and attitudes toward them. Language, however, bears history and political economy, thus
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requiring historicization, which helps uncover hidden power and ideologies (Friedrich
1989; Gal 1989; Inoue 2002; Irvine 1989). I have thus argued that different types of
fatherhood and motherhood, or at least how they are imagined, are partly shaped through
ideologies embedded in these terms of address for parents on a historical, cultural, and
sociopolitical ground. I have also shown how the use, choice, and perceptions of these
everyday languages are entangled with class, race, and globalization. By using those
newer terms, fathers and mothers experience this new style of family as being modern
and sophisticated in our fantasy for “globalism” and consumer-oriented society, without
acknowledging its historical and political economical power.
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSION: HETEROGLOSSIA, COMMUNITY, AND BEING
GLOBAL
In early twenty-first-century Japan, fathers with small children who are (or look like they
are) actively involved in childrearing are called ikumen, and they have achieved
enormous visibility, becoming a counterhegemony against the twentieth-century ideology
of fathers as patriarchical and/or absent company soldiers. But why and how did
yesterday’s company soldiers turn into today’s ikumen? In this dissertation, I have
interrogated this seemingly drastic shift, and the cultural category and practice of the new
style of fatherhood, on historical, political economic, and linguistic grounds. I have
analyzed how new styles of fatherhood and masculinity, motherhood, and couplehood
were constructed, and how they became entangled with broader sociopolitical and
economic circumstances not only of gender, but also of class, race, modernity, globalism,
and consumption. In doing so, I drew on the following sources: observations and
participant observations in public social spaces (including classes and events for babies,
daycare centers, and babies’ unisex restrooms at shopping malls) in a growing residential
area on the outskirts of Tokyo; metapragmatic comments from recorded interviews and
conversations; and various media resources (including advertisements for nursery items
such as baby carriers, parenting magazines, brochures and flyers for classes and events,
and online forums).
I have illustrated how language has partly shaped and been shaped by ideologies
of childrearing, fatherhood, and motherhood. First, the semiotic linkage between ikumen
and ikemen, or ‘good-looking men,’ has indexed ikumen with stylish and contemporary
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fathers who more likely inhabit modern spaces, redefining the old-fashioned images of
fatherhood and ikuji ‘childrearing.’ The construction of ikumen through the semiotic
process of indexicalization (Ochs 1990, 1992) and iconization (Irvine and Gal 2000) also
suggests that ikumen are a social construction, rather than referring to the volume or
quality of their actual childrearing practices.
Through an examination of multifaceted resources of language (e.g.,
metapragmatic comments about ikumen and childrearing by experts, fathers themselves,
and their wives; names and introductory phrases for events targeting parents and babies;
parenting magazines; advertising related to nursery items; and attitudes toward Japanese
and borrowed terms of address for parents), I have illustrated how discourses of
childrearing and fatherhood appropriate manliness to motivate men to be involved in a
female realm of work, and to make a distinction from motherhood. I have also shown
how these discourses are entangled with commodification and circulation, whether in
advertising that shows caring fathers along with stylish and convenient nursery items,
ikumen competitions, or formal and informal publications about fathers’ childrearing
experiences. The appropriation of manliness, stylishness, and convenience to encourage
male participation in childrearing suggests that the twentieth-century ideology of the
modern family with a clear gendered division of labor was strongly naturalized, and that
ikumen were inescapably built upon it even within the stated ideals of “work-life balance”
in a “gender-equal society.” Simultaneously, I have suggested how the postwar images of
fathers and mothers are strongly remembered as such even several decades later due to
the heteroglossic power of language, as I discuss in more detail later.
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The hybrid nature of the label “ikumen” and the commodification of ikumen
indicate that the demand by fathers for more time with their children and for gender
equality was transformed into a national movement to combat the low birthrate and the
aging of the population during a decades-long economic recession. I have also argued
that, much as the now “traditional” image of fatherhood was constructed by modeling the
Western ideal of the modern family, the new styles of fatherhood—which emerged as a
counterhegemony to this old image of fatherhood—ended up appropriating contemporary
images of a more democratic “Western” fatherhood and couplehood. This is because
fatherhood and motherhood are also in part affected by the fantasy of “being global.”
Much as the home—with a stay-at-home mother and a salarīman with children in
a nuclear family that lives in a modern apartment, or a maihōmu ‘my home’—stood for
having modern citizenship during the twentieth century, the ikumen family in part
implicates participation in the “global” world within the ideal of work-life balance in a
gender-equal society, where women are also not domesticated but become new mamas
(even if they are still stay-at-home mothers and the old gender ideology is preserved).
Ikumen as an example of such subjecthood have thus become a form of cultural capital,
with or without accompanying economic capital, while intensifying the same standard
life courses for Japanese. This observation suggests that both the old and the new styles
of fatherhood are predicated on particular sociohistorical, and political economic
conditions, within which men and women are shaped into conforming to a particular
subjecthood, whether as company soldiers loyal to their companies for the formation of a
world-competitive nation-state, or as individuals with a broader perspective because such
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a perspective is believed to help one gain power both economically and culturally in
transnational negotiations.
On the one hand, Japanese aspirations toward the West and toward being global
hint at a perpetual debate between nationalism and modernism, while on the other hand,
they illuminate the defined world order and Japan’s struggle to catch up with the West.
This indicates that fatherhood, childrearing, or accompanying life courses are issues that
extend beyond individuals and Japan, but rather are institutionalized and manipulated in
relation to the imagined “West” and the “global” world. As Chow (1993) argues, this
points to Japan’s “colonial situation,” in which its own political economy exploits the
discourse of Westernization.
Furthermore, coupled with this fantasy of “globalism,” new styles of fatherhood
(and motherhood) are being positioned as a quest for a new and more authentic “self”
(Ivy 1995). I have argued here that the fact of manipulation is being erased, while an
ideology of nostalgia or “desire for origins” (Bucholtz 2003:408) has come into play. To
put it differently, the once “authenticated” (Bucholtz 2003) role of fatherhood and
motherhood became “denaturalized” as inauthentic, and new styles of fatherhood that are
more compatible with the contemporary political economy of Japan have been newly
“authenticated.” This discourse that emphasizes people’s “selves,” in turn, delineates the
fact that they are in actuality “subjects” who respond to and are influenced by the
established social and cultural laws (Nealon and Giroux 2003:39).
Ikumen do contribute to changing the troubled situations of lonely and/or
burdened women and men, and the change is one that may improve their situations,
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although many issues remain unaddressed, including the inadequacies of the social
welfare system, unstable working conditions, and the accompanying social stratification.
If we use the fabricated modern family and constructed gender as a reference point,
however, we risk erasing the historical context, perceiving this new movement only
positively as “liberating” both men and women (Butler 1989:339). By highlighting the
inevitable consequence of nationalism and modernity in a globalized economy, therefore,
my research intervenes in the debate about the intersection between political economy,
language, and Whiteness in the formation of parenthood. Modernization did occur, and
there seems to be no force capable of stopping nations’ aspirations to be “global.” What
we can do, then, is to deconstruct this knowledge and acknowledge the hidden meanings
inherent in this growing cultural movement. Simultaneously, however, it is also important
to acknowledge how people have diversely made sense of this ostensibly top-down
movement and how they craft themselves as particular types of citizens partly through
advertising and mass media.

Heteroglossic nature of language and reproduction of “common sense”
My examination of different modes of language and the naturalized gender roles
portrayed in them has suggested the heteroglossic nature of language as proposed in
Bakhtin’s theory, which in the context of this study has paradoxically reproduced
stereotypes and the selective tradition (Williams 1997), or intensified “distinction,” in
Bourdieu’s sense (Hanks 2005:77–78). This is because those discourses of fatherhood
and childrearing lack multivocality despite the nature of popular memory: popular
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memory has been found to be “composite, partial, and internally contradictory by nature”
as it is based upon “common sense” (Smith 2004:252; Swedenburg 1995:27).
Accordingly, popular memory encompasses multiple views about the past, which are
juxtaposed multivocally (Smith 2004). Fatherhood in Japan was in actuality
heterogeneous, and contrasting images of the dominant discourses of fatherhood a few
decades ago were mentioned in my interviews, although infrequently, by wives or
children of those men. As a collective memory, however, the discourses of fatherhood
instead create a “coherent” and “systematic” memory of the dominant (Smith 2004:252;
Swedenburg 1995:27). This fact thus suggests the power of the “selective tradition”
(Williams 1997) and “centripetal forces” that “serve to unify and centralize the verbalideological world,” such as linguistic unification (Bakhtin 1981:270; Smith 2004:253).
As I discussed in Chapter 4, in particular, people with whom I spoke often
juxtaposed Japanese and Western fatherhood—perhaps partly influenced by my being
based in the U.S.—and thus turned Japanese fatherhood into a matter of globalization and
between the two spaces. They also sometimes carefully worded their statements so as to
avoid sounding ethnocentric, saying things like “it may be the same in the U.S., but….”
or “We can’t really generalize, but….” Coupled with media presentations, however,
anecdotal episodes that one knows, has heard of, or has read about are often inadvertently
presented in conversations that utilize juxtaposition for generalization, which are
inescapably “decontextualized” and “recontexualized” (Briggs and Bauman 1990) and
eventually form memory collectively. Thus, the juxtaposition of an assumed absent
fatherhood in Japan and involved fatherhood in the West again suggests that collective
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memory is not only constructed and manipulated for the interest of the government but is
also embedded in the history—modernization and “globalism”—and the resulting
perpetual racial hierarchy of the world. Irrespective of whether or not the speaker is
aware of any consequences of such a practice, I have argued that speakers (and writers)
end up solidifying stereotypes and ideologies of old or new styles of fatherhood and
childrearing through language, due to the heteroglossic nature of speech.
In the case of the appropriation of maleness for fathers’ childrearing, too, the
discourse that fathers have big(ger) hands, are more dynamic, and are better at dealing
with mechanical nursery items and home appliances is shadowed in the conversations
(Irvine 1996) as a safe or more or less comfortable contrast between mothers’ and fathers’
childrearing styles. The finding that the images of fatherhood and motherhood in the
mass media have lagged behind actual childrearing practices also hints at the
decontexualization and recontexualization of the naturalized discourse of gendered
divisions of labor that are influenced by the “authoritative” voice (Bakhtin 1986:88) that
shadows our thoughts heteroglossically. This authoritative voice is one that often stresses
maleness, because the collective memory of masculinity is remembered as such, erasing
other marginalized images of masculinity, even though alternative or opposing images of
masculinity have been portrayed and ikumen are considered to be one such image.
While this discourse may be strategically exploited as a tool to encourage men to
participate in childrearing and/or to feed consumption, it is not likely that the animators—
whether in speech or texts—will acknowledge that they are in fact contributing to
solidifying and reproducing the existing gender roles for the purpose of disseminating
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ikumen and reducing gender inequality. Within the context of childrearing and its linkage
to gender, however, the one voice that can make a distinction from motherhood ends up
being exploited. Hanks (2005:77) argues that through engaging in linguistic practice,
people are entrenched in “a universe of categorization, selective distinctions, and
evaluations,” and that animators are “complicit with the pervasive power relations in
which their language is embedded,” separately from their intentions. Hanks (2005)
further explains Bourdieu’s sense of the invisibility of this circularity: “Assumed,
habituated, and schematized in the habitus, systems of difference appear self-evident.
They are too thoroughly incorporated and too obvious to be easily noticed in ordinary
practice” (77). Thus, apart from one’s intentions or awareness of the impact that one’s
speech has, such an effort to make a distinction based on the fantasy of gender
strengthens the institutions of gender and childrearing.
I have shown examples of the heteroglossic nature of language, which reproduces
common sense and memory, and in the context of this study, naturalizes existing gender
roles and the racial order despite our intentions. In contrast to such juxtaposition between
the hegemonic and subaltern memory that Smith (2004) discusses, in the case of Japan
and the monolithic Japanese hegemonic style of fatherhood of the last century, there were
no subaltern groups that were considered to be recognizable and comparable to the
dominant groups (until ikumen emerged). For Gramsci, the “world of common sense”
that people “have simply absorbed uncritically” is a threat, and is thus what needs to be
overcome (Crehan 2002:113–114); however, without an opposing collective, the
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heteroglossically shadowed speech for the interest of the political economy of Japan has
paradoxically ended up reproducing and reconstructing the hegemony.

Childrearing institutionalized as imagined communities
The dissertation also contributes to the debate about the notion of “community.”
Anderson (1985) and other scholars have argued against the notion of “community” that
assumes a bounded entity with homogenous people who are closely connected with one
another—thus an “imagined community”—while pointing out a new theory of
community that is created through cyberspaces, Starbucks, and among readers of political
oratories and cartoons and magazines, among other things (Gaudio 2003; Jackson 2008;
Spitulnik 1997; Talbot 1995; Wong and Zhang 2000). This study also sheds new light on
this notion of community by providing a case in which an imagined community
transcends any boundary by blending with the desire for “being global.” Experts’
comments, fathers’ photographs with their babies, blog entries, opinions contributed to
newspaper columns, online reviews of a parenting magazine, and observations of fathers
in shopping malls all project caring and stylish images of ikumen, the enjoyment of
childrearing, and happy ordinary lives, with only occasional hardships. Such images of
ikumen have been disseminated and have motivated people to align themselves with or
disalign themselves from ikumen, and to feed consumption. In parallel with the national
issue of the low birthrate, therefore, an imagined community was created among parents.
Even without knowing everyone who is a member of a community, as Anderson (1985)
argues, the philosophy of ikumen is thought to be shared, a philosophy where people are
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oriented toward the covert fantasy of globalism. Furthermore, the imaginings of new
styles of fatherhood have partly led to the construction of a new style of subjecthood, and
more generally, of nationhood for Japan, similar to Bernal’s (2005:669) argument that the
cyberspace community among Eritoria diasporas should not be understood “simply as a
feature of diaspora, reflecting the nostalgia of people far from home,” but should be
understood as partly constructing Eritrean nationhood.
In particular, contemporary forms of mediation, or what Granovetter (1983) calls
“weak” forms of culture—e.g., among readers of magazines, blogs, and perhaps visitors
(thus viewers and those being viewed) to shopping malls—contribute to strengthening the
creation of the imagined community and the ties within it (see Allison 2004; Bernal 2005;
Darling-Wolf 2004b; Schultz and Breiger 2010; Spitulnik 1997). The boundary between
the two parties is erased (Benjamin 1968:232) where there is a sense of community
among bloggers and their readers, or viewers and those being viewed at a shopping mall.
Similar to the case of Starbucks, where engaging in “casual talk” at a coffeehouse is
natural for middle-class Americans (Gaudio 2003), the implicit desire to participate in
global childrearing and subjecthood—with the world as its community—makes these
imaginings stronger. In other words, the aspiration to be global in relation to childrearing
constructs a sense of community in various modes of our practices, which again in turn
partly constructs the contemporary nationhood of Japan.
At the same time, while aspiring to globalism, the ikumen movement is also
intertwined with the ideology of discourses of nostalgia (Hill 1991). Ikumen are being
expected to revive the old sense of community (chiiki)—which is thought to have once
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existed, but was lost in the process of industrialization—through being actively involved
in childrearing. The ideology of nostalgia also juxtaposes new types of baby carriers with
old piggyback slings; middle to old age with the time when children are small or when
couples do not ordinarily have children; the newer loanwords dadī, ‘daddy,’ papa or
mama with the old-fashioned otōchan and okāchan and the twentieth-century terms
otōsan and okāsan; and workaholic and sacrificing ways of living for men and women,
respectively, with more authentic selves, or origins. While the ikumen movement denies
old selves and searches for new selves, here, they aspire to the more liberal and modern
couplehood and subjecthood found in the West. The ideology of ikumen does preserve
the status quo of being “on the right track” as Japanese life courses, but where they
discover their new subjecthood is in the imagined community of the globe. Thus, as
Tsing (2000:352) illuminates, globalism is itself an imagined community, and “global
forces” are imagined to shape “local places,” whether as Japanese or inauthentic selves.

Limitations
The dissertation has several limitations. Although I have drawn on recordings of
conversations and interviews with diverse people, including middle-aged women, single
women, single men, and a majority of relatively young mothers and their husbands who
have young healthy children, these interviews did not include the voices of middle-age
and elderly men who used to be company soldiers. I realized in the end that not only
contemporary fathers but also those “absent fathers” have been another set of people who
have been influenced by both the ideology of the modern family and the ikumen
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movement. First, why did they end up not being actively involved in childrearing, instead
leaving it to their wives and aspiring to careers in the corporate world in which they were
shaped into company soldiers? The dissertation thus could have been broader if I had
included the voices of those fathers who are thought not to have raised their children.
Similarly, because ikumen emerged within the ideology of the naturalized gender roles of
the modern family that standardizes a family as a heterosexual couple consisting of an
employed father and a stay-at-home mother who have children, if I had included voices
from married couples without children, single parents, parents with sick or disabled
children, or gay couples, a more multifaceted picture of the ikumen movement might
have emerged. The people with whom I talked, however, did mention those people when
they discussed childrearing and ikumen, and I aimed to incorporate these insights into my
analysis. My purpose in investigating ikumen as a cultural construction in this dissertation
was achieved by such metapragmatic comments on, rather than direct voices from,
diverse types of people.
My fieldwork also did not provide me with many opportunities to actually
participate in situations in which fathers with small children interacted, in part due to my
being female, but more often due to the lack of availability. As my field site was not in
Tokyo but rather a suburb of Tokyo, this in part limited my activity, too. It, however,
conversely provided me with an understanding of how power and resources are
distributed to smaller municipalities in relation to the ikumen movement. The field thus
did provide a lens through which to view the ikumen movement as a discourse.
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Lastly, my attributes as being not only female but also coming from a more or less
typical modern family with an ex-company soldier father and a devoted mother might
have influenced my view toward “family” and “fatherhood” and others’ views toward me.
The people with whom I interacted expressed their thoughts on ikumen mostly from
within the naturalized gender roles of the modern family. In addition, my husband’s
being Western and my child’s being half-Japanese and half-Western elicited comments
that might not have been made otherwise. Fieldworkers themselves are always embedded
in particular social settings and are under particular social forces that they cannot change
(Burawoy 1998). In other words, they are also “subjects” to the dominant codes (Nealon
and Giroux 2003:39). Thus, the attributes of the fieldworker do not limit the perspective,
but provide a particular field in which the phenomenon is investigated.

Suggestions for future research
In order to broaden understanding of the ikumen phenomenon, it would be worthwhile in
the future to incorporate the voices of those people that I was not able to include in this
study. Fathers’ groups are more numerous in the Tokyo area, and thus conducting
fieldwork in such a site also might further benefit the research.
In my analysis, I have treated the West as White, and have not investigated the
impact of blackness on the ikumen movement, and more generally on contemporary
Japanese society, although the political campaigns posters for male participation in
childrearing that are described in Chapter 2 suggested more diverse targets of aspiration
than White men. Thus, incorporating a discussion of race other than Whiteness would
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expand the argument on the effect of modernity and globalization on the ikumen
movement.
Furthermore, naturalized gender roles seem to be entangled with the cute
aesthetics, according to which women are expected to behave as perpetual girls and men
are expected to behave cutely. Such a projection of femininity and masculinity seems to
have influenced the construction and preservation of the gender roles and ikumen,
positioning gender relations as not completely equal even within an ideal of a “genderequal society.” Further studies of this issue would be meaningful.
Finally, an investigation of educational materials and curricula might suggest
more practical implications, encouraging a revision of school curricula to focus more on
critical thinking about the effects of the mass media on our lives, the historical
construction of gender, family, femininity and masculinity, and race, and the meaning of
“globalism,” among other things. Similarly, an exploration of the political-scientific
aspects of the ikumen phenomenon might suggest what practical measures Japan should
take in order to achieve work-life balance in a gender-equal society in a globalized world.
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